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 29 

The Full Council of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management 30 
Council convened in the Largo Ballroom of the Hilton Key Largo 31 

Hotel, Key Largo, Florida, Wednesday afternoon, August 13, 2008, 32 
and was called to order at 1:30 o’clock p.m. by Chairman Tom 33 
McIlwain. 34 
 35 
CHAIRMAN TOM MCILWAIN:  We’re going to call the full council 36 

into session.  I want to call to order the 217th Meeting of the 37 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council.  My name is Tom 38 

McIlwain and as Chairman of the council, I welcome you all. 39 
 40 
Members of the public will be permitted to present oral 41 

statements in accordance with the schedule published in the 42 
agenda.  Please advise the council staff if you desire to 43 
address the council.  Please give written statements to the 44 
council staff, who are sitting at the tables over here on my 45 

right. 46 
 47 
1996 amendments to the Fishery Management Act require all oral 48 
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or written statements to include a brief description of the 1 
background and interest of the persons in the subject of the 2 

statement.  All written information shall include a statement of 3 
the source and date of such information.  It is unlawful for any 4 
person to knowingly and willfully submit to the council false 5 
information regarding any matter the council is considering in 6 

the course of carrying out the Fisheries Act. 7 
 8 
If you have a cell phone, a pager, or any similar device, we ask 9 

that you keep them on silent or vibrating mode during the 10 
council and committee sessions.  A digital recording is used for 11 
the public record and therefore, for the purpose of voice 12 
identification, each member is requested to identify himself or 13 

herself, starting on my left. 14 
 15 
MR. GEORGE GEIGER:  George Geiger, South Atlantic Fishery 16 

Management Council liaison. 17 
 18 
LCDR ELIZABETH KEISTER:  Lieutenant Commander Beth Keister, 8th 19 

Coast Guard District, New Orleans, Louisiana. 20 

 21 
MR. CORKY PERRET:  William Stanley Perret, Mississippi. 22 

 23 
MR. JOE HENDRIX:  Joe Hendrix, Texas. 24 

 25 
MR. MIKE RAY:  Mike Ray, Texas. 26 

 27 
MR. ROBIN RIECHERS:  Robin Riechers, Texas. 28 

 29 
MR. KEVIN ANSON:  Kevin Anson, State of Alabama, designee for 30 

Vernon Minton. 31 

 32 
DR. BOB SHIPP:  Bob Shipp, Alabama. 33 

 34 
DR. ROY CRABTREE:  Roy Crabtree, National Marine Fisheries 35 

Service. 36 
 37 
MR. SHEPHERD GRIMES:  Shepherd Grimes, NOAA General Counsel, 38 

Southeast Region. 39 
 40 
DR. BONNIE PONWITH:  Bonnie Ponwith, NOAA Fisheries Service. 41 

 42 
MR. STEVE BRANSTETTER:  Steve Branstetter, NOAA Fisheries 43 

Service. 44 
 45 
MR. HARLON PEARCE:  Harlon Pearce, Louisiana. 46 

 47 
MS. KAREN FOOTE:  Karen Foote, Louisiana. 48 
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 1 
MS. KAY WILLIAMS:  Kay Williams Bergman, Mississippi. 2 

 3 
MS. BOBBI WALKER:  Bobbi Walker, Alabama. 4 

 5 
MS. SUSAN VILLERE:  Susan Villere, Louisiana. 6 

 7 
MS. JULIE MORRIS:  Julie Morris, Florida. 8 

 9 
MR. ED SAPP:  Ed Sapp, Florida. 10 

 11 
MR. BOB GILL:   Bob Gill, Florida. 12 

 13 
MR. BILL TEEHAN:   William Halsey Teehan, Florida. 14 

 15 
MR. LARRY SIMPSON:  Larry Barton Simpson and I can go by Bart 16 

Simpson. 17 
 18 
MR. DOUG FRUGE:  I’m going to break the pattern.  I’m Doug Fruge 19 

from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 20 

 21 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR RICK LEARD:  Rick Leard, Gulf Council 22 

staff. 23 
 24 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  At this time, I would like to 25 

recognize Dr. Crabtree.  He has some business to take care of. 26 
 27 
DR. CRABTREE:  I would like to ask Mr. Sapp and Mr. Hendrix and 28 

Dr. Shipp to come up to the front. 29 
 30 
(Whereupon, the swearing in of new members occurred.) 31 

 32 
MR. SIMPSON:  I gave the traditional t-shirt to Ed.  Please fish 33 

with that legal, on behalf of Chairman Joe Gill.  Some of the 34 

people who don’t get reappointed and everything, I gave 35 
everybody another set of these postcards that Jeff Rester took.  36 
He took the pictures.  There’s about six or so of them up there 37 
for the first presenters and anybody that needs one, just give 38 

me a call and I’ll see you get one. 39 
 40 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Simpson.  Now we would like 41 

to welcome our newest member, Ed Sapp, to the council.  We look 42 
forward to working with you and I’m sure you’ll enjoy your 43 
tenure here. 44 
 45 
MR. SAPP:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to thank all of 46 

the council members and all of the council staff for the warm 47 
reception I’ve gotten and I give permission to Bob and to Julie 48 
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to kick me under the table if they feel like I need it and Dr. 1 
McIlwain and Dr. Crabtree, if you want to throw something across 2 

the table and hit me in the forehead every once in a while, I 3 
won’t take it personally. 4 
 5 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Ed.  I would also like to welcome 6 

our good friend from the South Atlantic, George Geiger.  We’re 7 
happy to have you here, George.  We would also like to welcome 8 
Kevin Anson, representing the State of Alabama in Vernon 9 

Minton’s absence.  Welcome aboard.  I guess the first item of 10 
business is the Adoption of the Agenda.  Everybody has the 11 
agenda in front of them, I hope. 12 
 13 

ADOPTION OF AGENDA AND APPROVAL OF MINUTES 14 

 15 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I would like to add something under Other 16 

Business to the agenda.  I would like to discuss red snapper 17 
state compliance. 18 
 19 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Could you repeat that, please? 20 

 21 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Red snapper state compliance. 22 

 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any other additions to the agenda?  Do I 24 

hear a motion to adopt the agenda?  A second?  There’s a motion 25 
and a second.  All those in favor say aye.  The agenda is 26 
adopted as modified.  Next is the Approval of the Minutes.  Are 27 

there additions to the minutes or corrections? 28 
 29 
MS. FOOTE:  Just a correction.  I would request that this same 30 

correction be made in all the committee reports from last 31 

meeting, but since the last meeting or including the last 32 
meeting, I’ve been the designee for Randy Pausina. 33 
 34 
MR. GILL:  I have two.  The first is on page 50, line 31.  The 35 

speaker is noted as Mr. Teehan, but I believe it’s Mr. Perret.  36 
Continuing, the second one is on page 12 and that’s line 18 and 37 
I believe “consistent” should be replaced by “inconsistent”. 38 

 39 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional comments or corrections?  40 

Do I hear a motion to adopt the minutes as corrected?  We have a 41 

motion and a second to accept the minutes as amended.  All those 42 
in favor say aye; all opposed.  The minutes are adopted as 43 
modified. 44 
 45 

The first committee report -- Let’s see what we have available 46 
here.  We’re calling for the Ad Hoc Allocation Committee, but we 47 
don’t have that available.  Julie, what about the Administrative 48 
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Policy? 1 
 2 
MS. MORRIS:  Yes.  Has the report been emailed to people or 3 

handed out? 4 
 5 
MS. TRISH KENNEDY:  They’ve been emailed. 6 

 7 
MS. MORRIS:  Check your email for the Administrative Policy 8 

Committee report and maybe we’ll just wait a minute while people 9 

find it on email.  It’s kind of a new -- Has anybody received 10 
any emailed committee reports?  Which ones have we all received? 11 
 12 
MS. WALKER:  Aquaculture, Closed Session Report, Shrimp Report, 13 

Revised Sustainable Ecosystem Report. 14 
 15 
MS. MORRIS:  Maybe we should go to Shrimp?  Mr. Chairman, do you 16 

want me to go ahead with Administrative Policy? 17 
 18 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Yes, let’s go ahead with it. 19 

 20 
ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY COMMITTEE REPORT 21 

 22 
MS. MORRIS:  The agenda was adopted with the change of moving 23 

Item IV, Proposed SOPPs Revision, to be discussed before Agenda 24 

Item III.  The minutes of the meeting held in Houston, Texas on 25 
June 4, 2008 were approved as written. 26 
 27 

Ms. Readinger referred to Tab E, Number 4 and noted that a 28 
recent personnel issue required the council to revise its policy 29 
for staff step increases.  She advised members that the language 30 
in black font type is original language in the SOPPs and the 31 

language to be added as a new paragraph is indicated in red font 32 
type.  By consensus, the committee approved the additional 33 
language as presented in Tab E, Number 4.  I guess the motion is 34 

on the big screen. 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 37 
discussion?  All those in favor of the committee motion say aye; 38 

opposed.  The motion is carried. 39 

 40 
MS. MORRIS:  Ms. Readinger then referred to the handout for Tab 41 

E that outlined existing language in the council’s SOPPs, 42 
Section VIII.C.5.d.  She noted the proposed language in this 43 
section gives the council the ability to award bonuses to staff.  44 
By consensus, the committee approved the additional SOPPs 45 

language indicated in bold type in the handout for Tab E.  46 

Again, the motion is on the big screen. 47 
 48 
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CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 1 
discussion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of the motion say 2 

aye; opposed.  The motion is adopted. 3 

 4 
MS. MORRIS:  Dr. Leard pointed out that the summary of the SSC 5 

comments on Guidelines for Annual Catch Limits and 6 

Accountability Measures is on page 4 of Tab B, Number 16 and not 7 
Tab E, Number 3(b).  8 
 9 

He commented that Andy Strelcheck gave a PowerPoint presentation 10 
to the SSC members outlining the provisions and biological and 11 
management reference points contained in the draft annual catch 12 
limit guidelines.  It was pointed out by SSC members that ABC 13 

and ACL appeared to be redundant terms, since there was no 14 
justification given for setting them to different catch levels. 15 
 16 

He felt the SSC members did not fully understand how important 17 
their role will be in setting catch limits.  This November, a 18 
workshop will be held and select members from each of the eight 19 
council SSCs will attend.  They will discuss the role of the 20 

SSCs, including how to handle the ACL guidelines.  Dr. Crabtree 21 
noted that the comment period on these guidelines ends 9/22/08. 22 
 23 
Ms. Morris referred to Tab E, Number 3a, Proposed Rule for 24 

Annual Catch Limit and Accountability Measure Guidelines.  The 25 
following committee comments were made to address National 26 
Marine Fisheries Service’s proposed revisions to the guidelines 27 

for National Standard 1 of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 28 
Conservation and Management Act to provide guidance on how to 29 
comply with new ACL and AM requirements.  30 
 31 

First, the council recognizes that the Magnuson-Stevens 32 
Reauthorization Act requires Annual Catch Limits and 33 
Accountability Measures for all Gulf fisheries by 2011.  This is 34 

an ambitious goal and we will work to meet it, but it is 35 
unlikely that we will accomplish this by 2011. 36 
  37 
Second, during 2008, the council has included ACL and AM in 38 

Fishery Management Plans for three reef fish species subject to 39 
overfishing: greater amberjack, grey triggerfish, and gag 40 
grouper.  These measures were developed before National Marine 41 

Fisheries Service’s annual catch limit and accountability 42 
measure guidelines were available and we believe they are 43 
consistent with these guidelines and will meet the 2010 date 44 
required in MSRA.  45 

 46 
Third, during 2007, the council addressed overfishing in red 47 
snapper by setting hard quotas for both the recreational and 48 
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commercial sectors.  This management action uses pre-MSRA 1 
terminology, but we believe that it complies with the 2 

requirement to establish ACL and AM for red snapper by 2010.  3 
 4 
Fourth, the council supports the guideline that allows some 5 
flexibility in the management of ACLs, such that catch levels 6 

could be exceeded one year out of every four years, 25 percent 7 
of the time, without triggering a reevaluation of the management 8 
action.  9 

 10 
Fifth, the council supports the guideline that sets out a 11 
process for Status Determination Criteria (SDC) to be set for an 12 
indicator species and an ACL set for the related complex of data 13 

poor stocks.  14 
 15 
Sixth, the council supports the guideline that wild brood stock 16 

for aquaculture should be addressed if a species is undergoing 17 
overfishing or rebuilding, but that harvest from an aquaculture 18 
facility need not be subject to management.  19 
 20 

Seventh, the council disagrees with the guideline that suggests 21 
that the council’s Statement of Organization, Practices and 22 
Procedures is the proper place to describe the process for 23 
establishing ABC Control Rules, including the role of SEDAR and 24 

the SSC.  We recommend instead that ABC control rules be 25 
included in fishery management plans and with the ability to 26 
refine management through framework actions.  27 

 28 
Eighth, recreational harvest is a large and important component 29 
of reef fish and coastal migratory fisheries in the Gulf.  We 30 
lack timely in-season monitoring data for these recreational 31 

fisheries and we will not be able to have in-season 32 
accountability measures.  33 
 34 

There will be additional time delays in accountability if Gulf 35 
coast states need to implement compatible state regulations.  36 
The guidance recommends large buffers between annual catch 37 
limits and annual catch targets in these situations of 38 

management uncertainty and overages and we anticipate that lower 39 
ACT for the recreational fishing sector will result in economic 40 
disruptions.  41 

 42 
These disruptions will be even greater if accountability 43 
measures are triggered in these recreational fisheries.  These 44 
many challenges will make management using annual catch limits 45 

and accountability measures difficult in Gulf recreational 46 
fisheries.   47 
 48 
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On behalf of the committee, I so move to forward these comments 1 
prior to the 9/22/08 deadline in the form of a letter to Mark R. 2 

Millikin, National Marine Fisheries Service OSF, with a copy 3 
sent to Dr. James Balsiger, Alan Risenhoover, Gulf Council 4 
members, and technical staff. 5 
 6 

DR. CRABTREE:  Can we suggest some tweaks to the language, 7 

Julie?  In Number 8, where it talks about the recreational 8 
harvest, it says we lack timely in-season monitoring data for 9 

these recreational fisheries and that’s true.  Then it says we 10 
will not be able to have in-season accountability measures. 11 
 12 
I think it ought to better say that it will make it difficult, 13 

because we did establish in-season accountability measures for 14 
greater amberjack in Amendment 30A and we do have a quota in red 15 
snapper.  I think it overstates by implying that we can’t do it. 16 

 17 
MS. MORRIS:  That’s a good suggestion and thank you.  Instead of 18 

we will not be able to, it will be that it will be difficult.  19 
Anything else?   20 

 21 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.   22 

 23 
MR. PERRET:  I think we need to make a change also on Number 1.  24 

I quote what’s there: “the council recognizes that the Magnuson-25 
Stevens Reauthorization Act requires Annual Catch Limits and 26 
Accountability Measures for all Gulf fisheries by 2011”.  I 27 

don’t think that’s correct. 28 
 29 
We have a fishery management plan for shrimp.  It’s a one-year 30 
species and we don’t need AMs and ACLs.  It’s not for all 31 

federally managed species and so I suggest some language change 32 
there. 33 
 34 
MS. MORRIS:  All required Gulf fisheries or all -- Just drop 35 

“all”? 36 
 37 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there any 38 

other discussion relative to the motion?  All those in favor of 39 
the motion say aye; all opposed like sign.  The motion carries.  40 

Ms. Morris, that concludes your report?  Thank you.  Let’s move 41 

to the -- Corky, are you ready to do Shrimp? 42 
 43 

SHRIMP MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT 44 
 45 

MR. PERRET:  Yes, Mr. Chairman.  Has everybody got a copy, 46 

electronic or hard copy?  It’s Tab D, Summary of the Shrimp 47 
Management Committee.  We have no action items.  The agenda and 48 
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minutes of the April 9, 2008, meeting in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1 
were approved as written. 2 

 3 
We had our Annual Review of the Status and Health of the Shrimp 4 
Stocks for 2006 and the Assessment Report.  The first 5 
presentation was Dr. Jim Nance from the Galveston facility and 6 

then from Dr. Rick Hart.   7 
 8 
Dr. Nance reviewed penaeid shrimp catches for the 1960 through 9 

2007 period, noting that catches were relatively steady over the 10 
period at approximately 140 million pounds of tails.  He noted 11 
that 2007 catches were above average and stated that brown 12 
shrimp landings were dominant, but only slightly higher than 13 

white shrimp landings.   14 
 15 
The white shrimp landings in 2006 were the highest on record and 16 

2007 catches were only down slightly from that record in 2006.  17 
Pink shrimp landings dropped slightly in 2007, while being 18 
relatively level for the past three years at approximately 10 19 
million pounds of tails.   20 

 21 
He explained that offshore effort continued to drop since 22 
approximately 2002, from approximately 200,000 days fished to 23 
approximately 70,000 days fished.  He stated that to date effort 24 

was approximately 76 percent below the average effort for the 25 
years 2001 to 2003 in the ten to thirty-fathom depth zone of 26 
Statistical Subareas 10 to 21.   27 

 28 
He reported that catch per unit effort increased in the past few 29 
years and in 2006, reached a record level of approximately 1,200 30 
pounds per day and was only slightly down in 2007.  He stated 31 

that average shrimp size for brown and white shrimp was slightly 32 
down from 2006, somewhat smaller shrimp, and slightly up for 33 
pink shrimp, larger shrimp, in 2007.  34 

 35 
With regard to recruitment, he noted that for brown and white 36 
shrimp, it remain relatively high and slightly down for pink 37 
shrimp.  Additionally, he reported that for brown shrimp that an 38 

increase in effort would result in an increase in yield, 39 
although this was not necessarily the case for white and pink 40 
shrimp. 41 

 42 
With regard to the status of the stocks, Dr. Nance stated that 43 
for brown shrimp, the number of parents in 2007 was at the 44 
highest level ever and for white shrimp, it was only slightly 45 

below the highest level recorded.   46 
 47 
For pink shrimp, parent numbers were estimated at slightly below 48 
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the overfishing threshold.  However, since effort was down and 1 
catch per unit effort was up and larger shrimp were caught, it 2 

appears that any determination of overfishing would be 3 
inconsistent with these findings and the parent stock numbers 4 
reflect lack of data and/or incompatibilities in the model.  For 5 
royal red shrimp, Dr. Nance stated that 2007 catches were 6 

approximately 230,000 pounds and well below the overfishing 7 
threshold.  Any questions on that part? 8 
 9 

Dr.  Rick Hart gave the next report, the Biological Review of 10 
the Tortugas Shrimp Fishery Through December of 2007.  Dr. Hart 11 
reported that overall pink shrimp catch for Statistical Subareas 12 
1 to 9 was down in 2007, particularly in Statistical Subzones 1 13 

to 3, the Tortugas Grounds, where approximately 80 to 90 percent 14 
of the overall west Florida harvest occurs.   15 
 16 

He stated that size of catches had increased and the over 67 17 
count sizes were nonexistent and in other words, smaller shrimp.  18 
He reported that effort had declined significantly in all 19 
Statistical Subareas 1 through 9 and in the Tortugas to levels 20 

below the 1960s.   21 
 22 
He also noted that catch per unit effort in the Tortugas Area 23 
had increased related to previous years and stated that 24 

recruitment was below average in the last few years, but there 25 
was a poor stock/recruitment relationship.  He reported that 26 
there was still no discernable relationship between the number 27 

of parents and subsequent recruits and that environmental 28 
conditions were probably the primary factors in the decline in 29 
recruitment.  Mr. Chairman, this concludes my report. 30 
 31 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Perret.  Is there any 32 

questions or comments from Mr. Perret?  If not, let’s move to 33 
the Joint Outreach and Education AP Selection Committee. 34 

 35 
JOINT OUTREACH AND EDUCATION AP SELECTION COMMITTEE REPORT 36 

 37 
MS. WALKER:  Our agenda was adopted as written and the minutes 38 

were approved with two minor corrections.  Charlene Ponce read 39 
the committee charge, which was approved at the June meeting, 40 
but contains minor editorial changes.  The committee recommends, 41 

and I so move, to accept the changes as written in Tab I, Number 42 
3. 43 
 44 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Any discussion 45 

or comments?  All those in favor of the motion say aye; opposed.  46 
The motion carries. 47 
 48 
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MS. WALKER:  The committee recommends, and I so move, to appoint 1 
the following individuals to the O&E AP.  For State Outreach and 2 

Education Specialists: Virginia Vail, Florida; David Rainer, 3 
Alabama; Lauren Thompson, Mississippi; Mandy Tumlin, Louisiana; 4 
Tonya Wiley, Texas.  The NOAA Fisheries Representative will be 5 
Kim Amendola.  The Sea Grant Representative will be Rowland 6 

Glenn Thomas from Louisiana.  The Media Specialist will be Chris 7 
Snyder from Mississippi and the three stakeholders are Tom 8 
Harmening from Florida, Bill Blome from Texas and Dewey Blaylock 9 

from Florida. 10 

 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Any discussion?  12 
All those in favor of the committee motion say aye; opposed.  13 

The motion carries. 14 
 15 
MS. WALKER:  That concludes my report, Mr. Chairman. 16 

 17 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Ms. Walker.  Let’s move to the 18 

Sustainable Fisheries and Ecosystem Committee and Mr. Gill. 19 
 20 

SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES/ECOSYSTEM COMMITTEE REPORT 21 

 22 
MR. GILL:  The Sustainable Fisheries and Ecosystem Committee met 23 

on August 12th and all committee members were present.  The 24 

agenda was adopted as written.  The minutes of the August 15, 25 
2006 meeting were approved as written.  26 
 27 

Summary of May 6-7, 2008 Joint Marine Reserves/Ecosystem 28 
Modeling Workshop, Steven Atran reviewed the report of the 29 
ecosystem modeling workshop held in Tampa May 6-7, 2008.  This 30 
was the third such workshop held by the Ecosystem SSC and it 31 

focused on reviewing alternative approaches to ecosystem 32 
modeling and on applications of ecosystem modeling to evaluation 33 
of potential MPAs.   34 

 35 
Presentations were given on alternative models by Carl Walters, 36 
Ken Rose, Jerry Ault, David Chigaris and Wei Wu and are 37 
summarized in the report.  The SSC felt that it was beneficial 38 

to consider multiple approaches to ecosystem modeling, in order 39 
to gain different perspectives and because outputs from some of 40 
the smaller scale models could potentially be used as inputs 41 

into the larger models. 42 
 43 
On application of models to evaluate MPAs, Dr. Walter’s EDOM 44 
model was specifically designed to evaluate cross shelf MPAs.  45 

It was the first model reviewed by the SSC that attempted to 46 
incorporate the additional costs imposed on fishermen by MPAs 47 
and to optimize the trade-off between costs to the fishermen and 48 
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benefits to the resource.   1 
 2 

Jim Bohnsack also reviewed a mathematical MPA model, in which 3 
scenarios of low, medium and high movement of fish in and out of 4 
the MPA were considered.  Both Dr. Walter’s and Dr. Bohnsack’s 5 
models found that in order to protect red snapper stocks using 6 

MPAs alone that on the order of 20 to 30 percent of snapper 7 
habitat would have to be set aside in one or multiple reserves.   8 
 9 

Brian Keller presented an overview of the Islands in the Stream 10 
concept and a summary of the scientific forum held in January.  11 
The SSC decided not to test the concept in an ecosystem model 12 
because, based on modeling of the Madison-Swanson and Steamboat 13 

Lumps reserves in the previous workshop, they felt that small 14 
offshore MPAs were unlikely to have a measurable impact on 15 
managed stocks. 16 

 17 
SSC Recommendations, Steven Atran noted that the ecosystem 18 
budget has funds left over from the 2004 pilot project for one 19 
more ecosystem workshop, but at present there is not theme for 20 

that workshop and he is having difficulty finding dates when 21 
most of the Ecosystem SSC can attend.   22 
 23 
In addition, the Ecosystem SSC has asked the council for 24 

guidance on how to proceed moving forward.  The SSC had a series 25 
of recommendations for the council to consider as follows.  The 26 
Ecosystem SSC recommends that a request be made to the Southeast 27 

Fisheries Science Center to send representatives to all future 28 
Ecosystem SSC meetings and workshops. 29 
 30 
The Ecosystem SSC recommends that it be convened to review the 31 

existing SEDAR process and make recommendations to incorporate 32 
ecosystem modeling, in order to identify potential unintended 33 
consequences.  The Ecosystem SSC recommends that the council 34 

identify one or two issues each year for the SSC to examine from 35 
an ecosystem modeling perspective. 36 
 37 
The Ecosystem SSC recommends that it begin the process of 38 

developing a conceptual framework for advancing an ecosystem 39 
approach, including the identification of appropriate policy 40 
instruments and data needs. 41 

 42 
Committee members questioned whether the remaining ecosystem 43 
funding had to be used this year or if it could be used next 44 
year.  Cathy Readinger responded that the funding will expire at 45 

the end of this year, but the council could request an 46 
extension, which it has done for each of the past three years. 47 
 48 
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Committee members felt that the development of ecosystem 1 
management tools and methods should not be a council activity, 2 

but perhaps is best suited for a larger organization, such as 3 
the American Fisheries Society.  Julie Morris suggested that the 4 
fourth Ecosystem SSC recommendation seemed like an appropriate 5 
task for the SSC. 6 

 7 
Without objection, the committee recommends, and I so move, that 8 
the Ecosystem SSC hold one additional meeting using the 9 

ecosystem grant funds, in order to begin the process of 10 
developing a conceptual framework for advancing an ecosystem 11 
approach. 12 
 13 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 14 
discussion?  All those in favor of the committee motion say aye; 15 
all opposed.  The motion carries. 16 

 17 
MR. GILL:  That concludes my report, Mr. Chairman. 18 

 19 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Gill.  Robin, can we move to 20 

the Data?  Everybody should have it.  We’ll hold up until 21 
everybody finds it. 22 
 23 
MR. SIMPSON:  While there’s a lag, on the back table, back there 24 

with council publications, there’s the most recent licensing 25 
fees, a compilation of all the licenses and fees of the five 26 
Gulf States, the latest enforcement compilation, a brief summary 27 

of the regulations in each of the states.  In lieu of my 28 
director’s report, there’s an annual report back there that’s 29 
much more detailed.  If anybody wants that, they can get not 30 
only specifics, but get very specific about all the programs. 31 

 32 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Simpson.  Have the others 33 

gotten copies yet?  I think we’re in good enough shape to 34 

proceed. 35 
 36 

DATA COLLECTION COMMITTEE REPORT 37 

 38 
MR. RIECHERS:  I’m providing a summary of the Data Collection 39 

Committee as it was held earlier today.  The committee members 40 
present were Robin Riechers, Larry Simpson, Harlon Pearce and 41 

Kay Williams. 42 
 43 
The agenda was adopted as written.  The minutes of the October 44 
30, 2007 meeting were approved as written.  Next, we went into a 45 

review of Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper AP Data 46 
Recommendations. 47 
 48 
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At the previous council meeting, Julie Morris reduced the 1 
twenty-seven recommendations made by the Ad Hoc Recreational Red 2 

Snapper AP down to a subset that included four ideas to improve 3 
data collection.  Council staff was asked to provide a brief 4 
amount of information on each of these ideas, so that the 5 
council could further refine which ideas it wished to move 6 

forward with and provide guidance to the AHRRSAP.   7 
 8 
Council staff prepared a series of one-page briefs on each of 9 

the following ideas.  The ideas were mandatory headboat and 10 
charterboat reporting systems.  This could include electronic 11 
logbook and web-based reporting on all reef fish permitted 12 
vessels. 13 

 14 
Another option was to expand the current observer system to for-15 
hire vessels in order to validate logbook records.  Another one 16 

was to explore a voluntary option for a video monitoring system 17 
for those for-hire vessels that wish to carry one and then 18 
lastly, explore the use of catch cards to manage recreational 19 
harvest. 20 

 21 
Following the presentations, the discussion focused on reporting 22 
systems, specifically a trip ticket system for the for-hire 23 
sector.  Harlon Pearce supported establishment of a trip ticket 24 

system and felt that development ought to move forward as 25 
quickly as possible.   26 
 27 

It was noted that trip tickets would need to have some way to be 28 
verifiable.  Bobbi Walker felt that depending on customers to 29 
verify information was unreliable and that a better method would 30 
be to subsample boats as they came in.  Bonnie Ponwith noted 31 

that an evaluation of such a system would address questions such 32 
as does this improve precision, what is the cost, and does the 33 
gain in precision justify the cost.  Roy Crabtree asked whether 34 

a trip ticket program would want to look at boats registered in 35 
state waters as well as EEZ. 36 
 37 
By voice vote with no opposition, the committee recommends, and 38 

I so move, that the council request that NMFS, in conjunction 39 
with Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission, evaluate the 40 
development of a mandatory trip ticket system for permitted for-41 

hire vessels in the EEZ. 42 
 43 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 44 

discussion? 45 

 46 
MS. MORRIS:  Does it make sense to evaluate some of these other 47 

things at the same time, like electronic logbook, web-based 48 
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reporting, include more things in the motion than just the trip 1 
ticket system? 2 

 3 
MR. RIECHERS:  I would think that would be a more robust motion 4 

at this point, since we’re truly in an evaluation stage.  I 5 
don’t think Harlon was suggesting that trip ticket is preferred 6 

to electronic logbooks.  He’s just wanting something that’s more 7 
real time and more everyday associated with it and so forth.  Is 8 
that correct, Harlon? 9 

 10 
MR. PEARCE:  That’s correct, Robin. 11 

 12 
MR. GILL:  I think Julie’s question gets at the heart of another 13 

issue here and that is that if we change this motion, the issue 14 
of who we want looking at the various issues -- One of the 15 
things that I was going to ask subsequent to this part of the 16 

report, Robin, is I suspect that the panel is looking for some 17 
more direction from us. 18 
 19 
There is no, I don’t believe, next step that we have lined up 20 

for them, nor have we defined one that we would like them to do, 21 
but some of the output of both this and Reef Fish would be to 22 
provide them some direction.  I think that’s one of the things 23 
that’s missing and is obviously directly related to Julie’s 24 

question. 25 
 26 
MS. VILLERE:  I’m just wondering why we don’t go ahead and 27 

incorporate Roy’s suggestion, which includes boats from state 28 
waters. 29 
 30 
MR. RIECHERS:  I’m not here to say whether we should do that or 31 

not.  We can certainly do that and if we want to amend this 32 
motion or substitute a motion that would include the things that 33 
Julie is suggesting and the things you’re suggesting, Susan, 34 

that’s what we should do.  It’s a committee motion and so that’s 35 
what we have on the board. 36 
 37 
In answer to your question, I think we will take up some of 38 

those other items in Reef Fish.  These particular items were 39 
pulled out, if you remember, at the last meeting and brought to 40 
the Data Collection Committee because they really dealt -- We 41 

were kind of beyond the point of the ad hoc group needing to 42 
flesh them out that much more, because they’re really a question 43 
of cost and benefit and precision gained, as compared to whether 44 
or not -- There’s really no sense in going further with what the 45 

design would be like and what the cards would look like and who 46 
would get them and all that until really the people in the 47 
Science Center have a chance to pick that ball up and run with 48 
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it a little bit, Bob. 1 
 2 

I think the other ones that we’re dealing with in the Reef Fish 3 
Committee were the ones that were kind of left aside to possibly 4 
go back to that ad hoc working group. 5 
 6 
MR. PEARCE:  A couple of things, Bob.  I think that Larry 7 

Simpson has got a very good knowledge of how the trip ticket 8 
system works and so he’s going to be able to give a lot of input 9 

to Bonnie about how that works in the state waters and I know 10 
that. 11 
 12 
In regards to Susan’s question, I don’t have a problem with that 13 

and particularly if we put in federally permitted vessels in 14 
state waters.  That’s something we can control and if we’re also 15 
just evaluating for-hire in state waters, fine.  I think if we 16 

touch them all, that’s not a problem.  If we want to do that, 17 
that’s fine with me. 18 
 19 
MR. SIMPSON:  To Ms. Morris and to Susan, any good evaluation 20 

would include all of those things and I’m not going to be 21 
limited by -- Our input wouldn’t be just limited to one small 22 
sector, that being the federal for-hire vessels.  Any good look 23 
would include all that and we’ve already examined web-based 24 

reporting and we’ll continue to do that.  I think any good 25 
evaluation will include all those things that you all have 26 
mentioned. 27 

 28 
MS. MORRIS:  I was going to amend the motion to incorporate 29 
those kinds of things.  The amendment would take the existing 30 
motion and add some words to it and so to request that National 31 

Marine Fisheries Service and Gulf States Marine Fisheries 32 
Commission evaluate the development of a mandatory trip ticket 33 
system, e-logbooks, web-based reporting, video monitoring, catch 34 

cards for permitted for-hire vessels in the Gulf.  Does that 35 

capture what -- That would be my amendment, if there’s a second. 36 
 37 
MR. PERRET:  Second.  State directors, am I being overly 38 

sensitive in that states are being left?  NMFS and Gulf States -39 
- While I have all the confidence in the world in NMFS and Gulf 40 
States, should that be NMFS in conjunction with Gulf States and 41 

the five states? 42 
 43 
MR. SIMPSON:  It never passed my mind that it would be any other 44 

way besides with the states.  We are a state agency. 45 

 46 
MR. PERRET:  I understand that very well, but it would be nice 47 

that the five states would be recognized. 48 
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 1 
MS. FOOTE:  I was just going to comment that I don’t think the 2 

council could regulate reporting for state-permitted vessels.  3 
Corky said that, but I don’t have any problem with the group 4 
looking at it. 5 
 6 
MS. WILLIAMS:  That was really sort of my question, after Corky 7 

said that.  Can we as a body, and I don’t think that we can, 8 
even if something was developed, come up and have the states 9 

adopt it or does he think that the states would adopt it? 10 
 11 
MR. GILL:  The question I raise is whether or not this is what 12 

we really want to do and I raise it from the perspective that 13 

it’s in essence a shotgun approach to everything on the wish 14 
list and granted, it’s been filtered some, but we’re not putting 15 
any priority on it in terms of sequencing.   16 

 17 
We’re not fine tuning it at all, but we’re just saying look at 18 
everything that sounds like it’s a good idea and it sounds to me 19 
that, at least from the Science Center standpoint, that would 20 

raise some issues.  I understand the intent and maybe we don’t 21 
know the answer to that, but I would be a whole lot more 22 
comfortable if we told them what we wanted as opposed to look at 23 
everything and come back to us and tell us what it’s like. 24 

 25 
MR. PERRET:  That’s exactly why I brought states up and Mr. 26 

Simpson has assured us on the record that the states would be 27 

involved in the evaluation of the development of all that good 28 
stuff and so the states will be evolved in evaluating this. 29 
 30 
DR. PONWITH:  I think that it’s important to have absolute 31 

crystal clarity on what the desired outcome is and recognize 32 
that there are several different approaches to achieving that 33 
outcome and let the analysis be a means of evaluating which of 34 

those possible alternatives get us to the outcome the most 35 
effectively with the greatest level of precision and the 36 
cheapest. 37 
 38 

If you want to direct the Science Center to evaluate them based 39 
on a priority basis, using your understanding of each of those, 40 
that’s fine, but the other alternative would be to clarify the 41 

desired outcome and then run the analysis and have the analysis 42 
drive the prioritization. 43 
 44 
MS. MORRIS:  Would it help if we said in conjunction with -- 45 

Evaluate the relationship between precision and cost of the 46 
following and would that help focus it a bit more?  We want the 47 

evaluation to focus on how precise the data is in relation to 48 
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how much it costs us to get that level of precision.  We’re 1 
interested in the combination of precision and cost and then 2 

list the things that we would like them to evaluate. 3 
 4 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is that change okay with the seconder? 5 

 6 
MR. PERRET:  Yes. 7 

 8 
MR. ANSON:  One more thing to consider -- I guess, Larry, this 9 

would be going through the FIN Committee and I serve on the FIN 10 
Committee and one of the things that we often discuss is 11 
timelines and such and there’s no mention of any timeline.  I 12 
know Mr. Pearce probably would have something to say on how 13 

quickly something should transpire in regards to this particular 14 
motion and that might be something else to consider. 15 
 16 
MR. RIECHERS:  I think Bonnie alluded to this earlier in the 17 

committee, is that I assume what we’re attempting to do here is 18 
create an actual census and not a sampling routine, because I 19 
think we’ve gotten to where we are by thinking we had the best 20 

developed method that we could for a sampling routine and so I’m 21 
assuming that what we’re trying to do is make this what we would 22 
call a census, from this perspective, and basically touch 23 
everyone. 24 

 25 
It looks as if Julie is shaking her head no and maybe suggesting 26 
that it would still be just a sampling method or you’re going to 27 

leave that open for them to decide and evaluate?  Okay. 28 
 29 
MS. MORRIS:  I think sampling is the way to go.  I think it’s 30 

very difficult to get information from every participant.  I 31 

think that you get a representative, stratified, statistically 32 
significant sample and that’s the best way to do it, but maybe 33 
others have a different opinion. 34 

 35 
MR. GILL:  Another question here.  We specify, because of the 36 

previous version of this, that the trip ticket system is 37 
mandatory and we make no such specification for the follow-on 38 

devices and you could draw several conclusions from that, but 39 
the question I raise is I think from the Science Center point of 40 
view, the way it’s written, that the trip ticket system is 41 

mandatory and the others are mandatory or voluntary and so we’ve 42 
expanded it one more time and I’m not sure that’s where we want 43 
to be either. 44 
 45 
MS. MORRIS:  You’re questioning mandatory, Bob, is that right? 46 

 47 
MR. GILL:  One of the techniques is mandatory and the others 48 
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don’t say and so it’s an issue of whether they are or not. 1 
 2 
MS. MORRIS:  We could just drop the word “mandatory” there.  3 

Sorry, Harlon.  There’s not much recognizable left of your 4 
original motion. 5 
 6 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional -- 7 

 8 
MR. PEARCE:  I don’t like it.  I think it’s got to be mandatory 9 

and I think it’s got to touch everybody.  The systems I’m 10 
familiar with touch everybody and that’s why we get such good 11 
results from those systems and if you don’t make it mandatory, 12 
you’re not going to get the results.  I just really don’t think 13 

you’re going to, because they’re going to dodge it and I don’t 14 
like taking mandatory out of it. 15 
 16 
MR. GILL:  I agree with you 100 percent, Harlon.  However, given 17 

what the Science Center is doing, that will show up pretty 18 
dramatically if they have a voluntary and a mandatory and you 19 
look at the precision and cost and you’ll see a dramatic 20 

difference, I believe, and it will be crystal clear, supporting 21 
exactly what you’re saying. 22 
 23 
MR. PEARCE:  Then let’s put voluntary and mandatory in this 24 

motion, so that they study both.  Okay?  I don’t want it open to 25 
discussion.  I want to make sure I’m very clear that I want to 26 
know what’s going on with a mandatory program.  If we can put 27 

voluntary or mandatory, I’m fine. 28 
 29 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Steve might correct me if I’m 30 

wrong, but I think in some of our FMPs that we have already 31 

given the Center the authority to implement those programs and 32 
they could make them mandatory. 33 
 34 

I think with other FMPs that we would probably have to do an 35 
amendment, in which case at that time we could make one of these 36 
-- Whichever comes out as the best alternative, we could make 37 
that into a mandatory program through maybe a framework or 38 

either through a full plan amendment. 39 
 40 
MR. SIMPSON:  We’re retreading old ground.  Twenty years ago, we 41 

talked about mandatory reporting.  Harlon is exactly right.  The 42 
only thing that he’s talking about that’s mandatory right now is 43 
trip tickets.  The rest of that stuff is to be determined.  Even 44 
if you sample, it’s mandatory to report if selected.  You’re 45 

retreading old ground here.  I’ve heard this twenty years ago. 46 
 47 
MS. MORRIS:  Let’s add the word “mandatory” back in, prior to 48 
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“trip ticket”, if my seconder would agree to that. 1 

 2 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion?  We have an 3 
amendment to the committee motion and it reads: Request that 4 
National Marine Fisheries Service, in conjunction with Gulf 5 
States Marine Fisheries Commission, evaluate the combination of 6 

precision and cost for the following: a mandatory trip ticket 7 
system, e-logbooks, web-based reporting, video monitoring, catch 8 
cards for permitted for-hire vessels in the Gulf.   9 

 10 
MS. VILLERE:  We still have a grammatical error.  It needs an 11 

“and” or an “or” between “video monitoring” and “catch cards”. 12 
 13 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  My parliamentarian tells me that this would 14 

be better as a substitute motion than an amendment to the 15 
original committee motion.  Ms. Morris, do you want to make this 16 

a substitute motion?  Okay. 17 
 18 
MR. PEARCE:  I think we need to put a timeline in this, too.  I 19 

don’t want to be here next year and not have it.  Julie, six 20 

months?  Bonnie? 21 
 22 
DR. PONWITH:  Six months to present the outcome of this 23 

evaluation to the committee and council? 24 

 25 
MR. PEARCE:  Yes. 26 

 27 
DR. PONWITH:  Yes.  Julie? 28 

 29 
MS. MORRIS:  Request within six months. 30 
 31 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  For the benefit of the recorder, we have a 32 
wordsmithed substitute motion for the committee motion and it 33 
reads: To request that within six months National Marine 34 

Fisheries Service, in conjunction with Gulf States Marine 35 
Fisheries Commission, evaluate the combination of precision and 36 
cost for the following: a mandatory trip ticket system, e-37 
logbooks, web-based reporting, video monitoring, and/or catch 38 

cards for permitted for-hire vessels in the Gulf.  We have a 39 
substitute motion.  Any other discussion?  All those in favor of 40 
the substitute motion say aye; all opposed.  The substitute 41 

motion carries.  Robin, do you want to continue on? 42 

 43 
MR. RIECHERS:  The committee also discussed the other ideas 44 

presented.  Regarding catch cards, Tom McIlwain noted that he 45 

had used catch cards, and got a 7 to 10 percent return rate.  A 46 
question arose on how the headboat reporting system works and 47 
Bonnie Ponwith said that she would put information together on 48 
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the current status of reporting requirements and get it to the 1 
council.  2 

 3 
She also noted that there is some at-sea sampling occurring for 4 
headboats.  She felt that at-sea observers and identification of 5 
the universe of fishermen were both very valuable aspects of 6 

improving recreational data.  Bob Gill noted that there is a 7 
video monitoring program in place in the British Columbia 8 
groundfish fishery.  Robin Riechers added that his agency had 9 

used gamecams as a cost effective way to monitor some locations. 10 
 11 
Then we went on into the second portion of the agenda, which was 12 
dealing with comments on the proposed rule for the National 13 

Saltwater Angler Registry.  Rick Leard references a series of 14 
emails between himself and Gordon Colvin on extending the 15 
comment period, which had been scheduled to expire Monday, and 16 

on the effect of state license exemptions.   17 
 18 
The comment period has now been extended to August 22.  On 19 
January 1, 2009, most states will likely be exempted from the 20 

registry, but beginning in 2011, states will need to be able to 21 
identify senior citizens who fish.  Other exemptions, such as 22 
under 16 and military leave may continue to be exempted if these 23 
groups are small enough to be insignificant to the data 24 

collection.  That concludes my report, Mr. Chairman. 25 
 26 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Riechers.  Are there any 27 

other comments?  We’ve only got three additional committee 28 
reports.  We’ve got the Ad Hoc Committee report and Ms. Morris. 29 
 30 

AD HOC ALLOCATION COMMITTEE REPORT 31 

 32 
MS. MORRIS:  The agenda was adopted as written.  Minutes of the 33 

June 4, 2008 meeting were approved as written.  Mike Jepson 34 

discussed fishing communities and social aspects of allocation.  35 
Dr. Jepson indicated that parts of his presentation were drawn 36 
from a recently held SEP workgroup meeting.  He discussed 37 
potential contributions that social sciences could make to the 38 

council’s allocation process.  In discussing fishing 39 
communities, Dr. Jepson presented portions of his ongoing 40 
research on social indicators.  41 

 42 
Steve Atran reviewed fishery management plan objectives and 43 
highlighted objectives that may need to be updated.  Assane 44 
Diagne gave a presentation on net benefits and allocation.  His 45 

presentation discussed consumer and producer surpluses for the 46 
recreational and commercial sectors. 47 
 48 
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Steve Atran presented landings, TAC, and allocation changes by 1 
sector.  Species included in the discussion were red snapper, 2 

red grouper, gag, greater amberjack, gray triggerfish, and king 3 
mackerel.  4 
 5 
Ms. Morris reviewed draft allocation principles and presented 6 

additional issues that could be considered for inclusion in the 7 
set of principles.  Committee members offered comments, 8 
editorial changes, and additions to the list of principles, 9 

including allocations could be reviewed at approximately five-10 
year intervals.  It is not an expectation that TAC would be 11 
reallocated every five years, just reviewed.     12 
 13 

Second, committee members expressed differing opinions and 14 
points of view concerning net benefits and economic impact 15 
analysis and regarding whether economic analyses related to 16 

allocation should be limited to direct participants. 17 
 18 
Third, market-based mechanisms that may be considered by the 19 
council could include the model developed by Florida for spiny 20 

lobster and the importance of ensuring the supply of seafood to 21 
consumers was also noted.  Finally, if negotiation or mediation 22 
is used to decide allocation, negotiated agreements should come 23 
before the council and follow our normal management decision-24 

making process. 25 
 26 
The committee made the following motion.  The committee 27 

recommends, and I so move, that under Item 2 in the discussion 28 
document, valuation based, include b (ii) economic impacts 29 
(direct expenditures and multiplier effects). 30 
 31 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 32 

discussion? 33 
 34 
MS. WILLIAMS: I would like to I guess make a substitute motion, 35 
which would read: under Item 2, valuation based, includes b (ii) 36 
economic impacts (direct expenditures and multiplier effects as 37 
well as NEPA assessments relating to the human environment). 38 

 39 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a substitute motion.  Is there a 40 

second? 41 

 42 
MR. GILL:  I’ll second it. 43 

 44 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Mr. Gill seconds.  Is there discussion? 45 

 46 
MS. WILLIAMS:  The reason I think we also need to look at NEPA 47 

is, number one, it’s required by law, but we need to look 48 
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particularly at the assessment, as we were told in our NEPA 1 
training, as it relates to the human environment, such as food.  2 

Very often, these multipliers that we have out there does not 3 
evaluate food to the nation and the United Nations has already 4 
released a report that said we have to produce 50 percent more 5 
food than what we’re producing now.  That needs to be in there 6 

and considered and looked at and considered when we’re looking 7 
at allocations. 8 
 9 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Are there additional comments or discussion 10 

on the substitute motion?  Are we ready to vote on the 11 
substitute motion?  The substitute motion is under Item 2, 12 
valuation based, include b(ii) economic impacts (direct 13 

expenditures and multiplier effects as well as NEPA assessments 14 
relating to the human environment).  All those in favor of the 15 
substitute motion please raise your hand; all opposed.  The 16 

motion passes. 17 
 18 
MS. MORRIS:  Committee members requested that for the October 19 

meeting that the document presenting draft allocation principles 20 

be updated to reflect their comments.  In addition, members 21 
requested that the list of fishing communities discussed in the 22 
Essential Fish Habitat Amendment be provided.  Mr. Chair, this 23 
concludes my report. 24 

 25 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Ms. Morris.  That brings us to a 26 

point where we’re out of committee reports at this point in 27 

time.  Reef Fish Management and Joint Stone Crab/Spiny Lobster 28 
we won’t take until after public hearing.  At this point, I 29 
would call your attention to the written reports in Tabs Q, R, 30 
S, and T and I would ask if any of the state directors or NMFS 31 

wishes to elaborate on any of your reports at this time. 32 
 33 

WRITTEN REPORTS 34 

 35 
MR. GILL:  I’m not a state director, obviously, but I would like 36 

to ask NMFS, because I didn’t see anything in the report, 37 
relative to the natural mortality workshop that had been 38 

discussed and my recollection is that it was generally 39 
considered favorable and NMFS was going to work on putting one 40 
together on a national basis and so I would like to get an 41 

update, if I could. 42 
 43 
DR. PONWITH:  I am working with the SEDAR group on that and 44 

right now, what we’re doing is the default position, the ideal 45 

circumstance, would be if the funds are available again from 46 
headquarters, like they were last year, where they solicited a 47 
request for improvements to the peer review process within the 48 
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SSCs, to use those funds and that as a mechanism to host that 1 
meeting through the SEDAR process, since that’s common to the 2 

Gulf, Caribbean, and South Atlantic. 3 
 4 
That’s our ideal mechanism for funding that and actually 5 
carrying it out and so I’m working very closely with Bob Mahood 6 

on that.   7 
 8 
Failing that, the second alternative would be to use the 9 

national stock assessment workshop, which is an annual workshop 10 
where stock assessment scientists from around the country go to 11 
do tech transfer and use that as a vehicle for hosting this with 12 
an expanded group, bringing in SSC members and stock assessment 13 

experts from around the country and internationally, as 14 
appropriate.  Those are the two alternatives that we’re 15 
exploring in getting that both funded and off the ground. 16 

 17 
DR. CRABTREE:  I have a couple of things that I would like to 18 

bring to your attention, one of which is mentioned in the 19 
Regional Administrator Report in your briefing book.  We closed 20 

the deepwater fishery for grouper and tilefish on May 10th and 21 
the landings were lower than we had projected and so we 22 
undershot both quotas by about 10 percent and the industry has 23 
requested that we look at reopening and so we are looking at 24 

that now. 25 
 26 
My preliminary judgment is that there are enough fish left that 27 

we probably could open for something on the order of ten days 28 
and so we’re going to continue to look at that, but I expect 29 
that we will reopen those fisheries for something like ten days, 30 
to get closer to the quota. 31 

 32 
Then the last thing I wanted to just give you a heads-up on, and 33 
we’ll probably talk about this some more at the next council 34 

meeting, but we are looking at the observer data for the 35 
longline reef fish fishery and particularly looking at the 36 
loggerhead turtle takes and they appear to be higher than 37 
anticipated and so we are reinitiating consultation on the reef 38 

fish fishery to evaluate turtle takes. 39 
 40 
That means we will write a biological opinion and look at the 41 

impacts on loggerhead turtles and other turtles and we’re going 42 
to start working on that very shortly and I’ll report to you as 43 
we progress on that.  That’s all I had to add, Tom. 44 
 45 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Dr. Crabtree. 46 

 47 
MR. GILL:  Roy, was it just loggerhead or were there additional 48 
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species at risk here? 1 
 2 
DR. CRABTREE:  I believe it was mostly all loggerheads that were 3 

taken. 4 
 5 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Since Roy was talking about the recreational red 6 

snapper season, if you would like, I could go ahead and bring up 7 
some of the questions I had about state compliance or 8 
compatibility on red snapper and then we won’t have to do it 9 

tomorrow. 10 
 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Before I let you start, I wanted to extend 12 

the invitation to Stanley, as I did the other state directors -- 13 

Do you have any comments on your report or are you happy to let 14 
everybody read it? 15 
 16 
MR. PERRET:  They can read it. 17 

 18 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Ms. Williams, let’s go ahead and 19 

take up your other business item. 20 

 21 
RED SNAPPER STATE COMPLIANCE 22 

 23 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Roy, I wanted to ask you that now that Alabama is 24 

leaving their state waters open to recreational fishing as far 25 
as the red snapper, do you see that impacting the quota and if 26 
so, is that going to maybe perhaps not allow us to reopen, so 27 

they can continue harvesting what you had figured out? 28 
 29 
I was told that some waves had come in and it shows that 30 
recreational red snapper is going to actually come under.  31 

Before, you weren’t calculating Alabama as far as having their 32 
state waters open. 33 
 34 
DR. CRABTREE:  Number one, we haven’t said anything about 35 

reopening red snapper and so I’m not sure where that’s coming 36 
from.  Now, Alabama did -- Late in the season, the Governor sent 37 
a letter to Admiral Lautenbacher and said that they were going 38 

to leave their fishery open until October 31st, I believe. 39 
 40 
There aren’t many red snapper caught in Alabama state waters and 41 

furthermore, by the time we got the letter, we were so close to 42 
the closure date of the federal season that I don’t think we 43 
could have done anything anyway.  At any rate, the federal 44 
waters are closed now and so that will do whatever it does and 45 

if it leads to some more fish being caught, we’ll evaluate that 46 
when we have the data in.  Now, you made some statements about 47 
the MRFSS data. 48 
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 1 
MS. WILLIAMS:  It was my understanding and perhaps a 2 

conversation hasn’t taken place and I thought that it had and I 3 
apologize for that, but some MRFSS data had come in as far as 4 
the waves and looking at the waves in which they’re calculated 5 
that it’s actually going to look like the recreational is not 6 

going to take their quota. 7 
 8 
DR. CRABTREE:  That last statement is incorrect and it appears 9 

to us, based on what data we have now, that they will catch 10 
their quota, but the catches are down, compared to last year.  11 
Remember, we have Wave 3 now and so that’s through June and it 12 
doesn’t include Texas data and it doesn’t include headboat data.  13 

It’s too premature to say what will be caught by the end of this 14 
year, but based on what we’ve looked at, the actual catches 15 
right now are slightly higher than the projected catches we had 16 

when we looked at the August 5th date. 17 
 18 
I think it’s not productive at this point to speculate on what’s 19 
going to be caught this year.  We’ll see.  This year is pretty 20 

well done and I don’t anticipate that we will have all of the 21 
final catch statistics until we get into next year. 22 
 23 
Now, if we get the numbers for Wave 4 and they show very 24 

surprisingly low catches or something like that, I guess we can 25 
look at that, but at least right now, I don’t see any evidence 26 
that would allow us any basis for considering reopening. 27 

 28 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any other comments?  At this point, let’s 29 

take a break until about five minutes after three and that will 30 
give us time to finish up the Joint Reef Fish/Mackerel/Red Drum 31 

Committee Report and we’ll reassemble here at five minutes after 32 
three to take up that report. 33 
 34 

(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Council members take their seats and let’s 37 

continue on.  You’ve been emailed the Joint Reef 38 

Fish/Mackerel/Red Drum Committee Report.  Ms. Foote, are you 39 
ready? 40 
 41 

JOINT REEF FISH/MACKEREL/RED DRUM COMMITTEE REPORT 42 

 43 
MS. FOOTE:  I am and I want to thank Carrie and Andy for -- 44 

Carrie for her quick preparation and Andy for his quick review.  45 

We’re not saying it’s perfect, but it’s the best we can do under 46 
this time period. 47 
 48 
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Here’s the summary of the Joint Reef Fish/Mackerel/Red Drum 1 
Committee.  It was held just moments ago.  We adopted the agenda 2 

with no changes and we approved the minutes from the June 4 3 
meeting. 4 
 5 
Andy Strelcheck gave a presentation on the changes to the 6 

fishery management plan as summarized in Tab J, Number 4.  In 7 
Section 3 of the fishery management plan, we adopted the seven 8 
objectives.  The committee recommends, and I so move, that we 9 

adopt the seven objectives as written. 10 
 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Any discussion 12 
on the committee motion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of 13 

the motion say aye; opposed.  The committee motion is adopted. 14 

 15 
MS. FOOTE:  Later, Shepherd Grimes suggested that an enforcement 16 

objective be added.  After discussion, the committee recommends, 17 
and I so move, to add the following objective: to promote and 18 
facilitate effective enforcement of the aquaculture management 19 
program. 20 

 21 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there any 22 
discussion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of the committee 23 
motion say aye; opposed.  The motion is adopted. 24 

 25 
MS. FOOTE:  Andy Strelcheck continued by reviewing Section 4, 26 

Management Alternatives, that included changes to the proposed 27 

alternatives by the IPT, as summarized in the August 1 draft of 28 
the Aquaculture FMP.  The committee recommends, and I so move, 29 
to accept the changes to Action 1. 30 
 31 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 32 
discussion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of the motion say 33 
aye; opposed.  The motion is adopted. 34 

 35 
MS. FOOTE:  Shepherd Grimes asked the committee to return to 36 

Action 1, Alternative 2(a) regarding transferability of permits.  37 
The committee discussed this issue at length and ended the 38 

discussion by requesting a report at full council regarding 39 
transferability of other required permits.  Mr. Chairman, if we 40 
could come back to that at the end. 41 

 42 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  That would be fine. 43 

 44 
MS. FOOTE:  The committee recommends, and I so move, to include 45 

migratory birds in Action 2, Preferred Alternative 3(2b)(7).  46 

This is regarding entanglement reporting requirements. 47 
 48 
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CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 1 
discussion?  All those in favor of the committee motion say aye; 2 

opposed.  The motion is adopted. 3 
 4 
MS. FOOTE:  Then the committee’s discussion returned to Action 5 

1.  On removal of the second objective in Alternative 2, to 6 

operate a hatchery for spawning and rearing of allowable 7 
aquaculture species in the Gulf of Mexico EEZ.  A motion was 8 
made to remove that from the amendment and after much 9 
discussion, that motion failed.  The committee recommends, and I 10 
so move, to accept the IPT’s suggested changes to Action 2. 11 
 12 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 13 

discussion?  Hearing no discussion, all those in favor of the 14 
motion say aye; opposed.  The motion is adopted. 15 
 16 

MR. RIECHERS:  I don’t know how you want to do this, but I have 17 

a question that probably most pertains to this section, but we 18 
can go through the whole committee report and I can come back to 19 
it, however you would like to do that. 20 

 21 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Why don’t we just stop and go through it 22 

now? 23 
 24 
MR. RIECHERS:  Mr. Grimes, it’s a question regarding this 25 

question and this may not be the appropriate place, but I think 26 
this might be the most appropriate place to put it if we would 27 

want to put a requirement.  At this point in time, would there 28 
be any public notice of a permit under consideration, if it came 29 
to the agency at this point in time? 30 
 31 
MR. GRIMES:  There would be public notice and public 32 

participation through the Corps of Engineers and the EPA 33 
permitting process, as I understand it, but routinely, we do not 34 

provide any public notice on the issuance of permits.   35 
 36 
We do all the public process in establishing our management 37 
program, but then once we have an application, we just -- If it 38 

meets the requirements of whatever management plan, we would 39 
issue the permit, with the exception of let’s say an exempted 40 
fishing permit, where the regulations are very specific as to 41 

what they require, which includes Federal Register notice, 42 
public comment, and notice upon issuance of the permit and even 43 
consultation with the appropriate regional fishery management 44 
council. 45 

 46 
MR. RIECHERS:  If we were to do something similar then, we would 47 

basically -- Similar to the exempted fishing permits, we would 48 
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basically put in a requirement that would say we would publish a 1 
Federal Register notice of intent to permit or something like 2 

that and call for a public comment period of thirty days or 3 
sixty days or whatever it is and obviously we would want it 4 
basically within the confines of the 120 days that’s listed here 5 
in A-1.  Is that fair to say?  Is that basically the road we 6 

would want to go down here if we wanted to have that kind of 7 
notice? 8 
 9 
MR. GRIMES:  I would say that’s certainly something you could do 10 

if that’s what you desired and just based on a conversation with 11 
Dr. Crabtree though -- Given how long it’s going to take for us 12 
to get the application package together for the Fisheries 13 

Service to handle it and for NMFS to issue the permit, that 14 
thirty days would probably need to be tacked on to the end of 15 
that 120-day period. 16 

 17 
MR. RIECHERS:  It’s your viewpoint then, Dr. -- I guess I’m 18 

addressing this to you then, Dr. Crabtree.  You wouldn’t want to 19 
start that consideration of permitting for public comment until 20 

after you’ve basically reviewed the application and deemed it 21 
okay and is that what you’re saying then?  I thought that could 22 
go on concurrently. 23 
 24 
DR. CRABTREE:  I think that some of it could go on concurrently, 25 

but we would have to send a notice to the Federal Register after 26 
we got the application and we would have to go through the 27 

application enough to determine it’s complete and provide 28 
information to the public so that they could comment on it. 29 
 30 
Just to get it pulled together and get it to the Federal 31 

Register and filed could take thirty days and then a thirty-day 32 
comment period and then we’re going to have to review the public 33 
comments and Shepherd, we would have to then publish a Federal 34 

Register notice, I guess, announcing our decision and summarize 35 
public comment and respond to it?  That’s what we normally do. 36 
 37 
MR. GRIMES:  That would depend on the process that this body 38 

wanted to establish, but for EFPs, you publish a notice saying 39 
we’ve received the application for an EFP and the agency has 40 
made a preliminary determination that this is an activity 41 

appropriate for the EFP and they’ll seek comment and get the 42 
public comment and then a second Federal Register notice will go 43 
out, saying the agency has decided to issue this EFP as of the 44 
date and respond to appropriate comments at that time.  That 45 

would be what really signaled to the public that yes, this 46 
permit is about to be issued or has been issued. 47 
 48 
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DR. CRABTREE:  The bottom line is I’m guessing it would take us 1 

thirty days to determine that the application is complete and is 2 

at least on the face of it consistent with it and send it to the 3 
Register and have a thirty-day comment period and review the 4 
comments and send it back and publish another notice.  I’m 5 
guessing that’s a hundred-day process right there.  You can do 6 

it, but it’s going to add time on to all of it. 7 
 8 
MR. HENDRIX:  Are we trying to create as many roadblocks in this 9 

process as possible?  This is incredible and we have a list that 10 
we’ve worked on for five years with criteria for determining all 11 
of these things.  There is a public comment period associated 12 
with this development process and if we want to create 13 

roadblocks like this, I can pretty much assure you that no 14 
entrepreneurs or private individuals are going to be interested 15 
in seeking one of these permits. 16 

 17 
MR. RIECHERS:  Joe, while I certainly don’t consider this 18 

another roadblock -- As you know, I’ve been supportive of this 19 
throughout the process, but I am concerned that as we go forward 20 

with an actual permit for a particular location that at this 21 
current point in time, even though we have these siting criteria 22 
and National Marine Fisheries Service will be considering those, 23 
I do think we may should provide an opportunity of notice to the 24 

public of those various stakeholders and that in fact they then 25 
have an opportunity to comment. 26 
 27 

Some of this information we have regarding fisheries use and 28 
fisheries use in these areas, National Marine Fisheries Service 29 
may not have a lot of that information, even with the mapping 30 
and the other things. 31 

 32 
At least those individuals might should have the opportunity to 33 
comment.  I’m just considering it.  I’m not going to belabor the 34 

point today, but I am considering that as an option.  I don’t 35 
know whether it goes in this section or another section, but -- 36 
 37 
MR. HENDRIX:  I don’t have any objection to the public comment 38 

or public review process or anything else.  It’s just that, as 39 
Dr. Crabtree said, you’re talking about a minimum of 120 days 40 
once you implement this and then the application process takes 41 

another 100 or 120 days. 42 
 43 
DR. CRABTREE:  I don’t think it’s going to double the length of 44 

time we’re talking about, but I do think the 120 days may be 45 

difficult to meet on it.  I think Robin has some points there.  46 
These are going to be big operations and there’s an awful lot of 47 
stuff the agency has to weigh and make decisions on and look at 48 
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it here. 1 
 2 

We do allow public comment on exempted fishing permits and other 3 
things and so -- I could confer more with Shepherd about this 4 
and we’re not taking final action on this at this point, but if 5 
you want to add this or you’re really considering this, you 6 

ought to add it to the document now, so that it’s in there when 7 
we publish the draft environmental impact statement, but you 8 
don’t have to make a final decision on it today. 9 

 10 
We could spend some more time trying to figure out just what it 11 
would mean in terms of timelines and things, but I don’t think, 12 
Joe, you’re talking about going from 120 to 240, but you may be 13 

talking about an additional thirty days or something like that. 14 
 15 
MR. HENDRIX:  As the EFPs are managed, would it be possible to 16 

go ahead and do the notice once the agency has decided the 17 
application is complete and everything is in place and then the 18 
notice is actually an intent to issue a permit? 19 
 20 
DR. CRABTREE:  If you asked me right now how would we do it, I 21 

would say we would do it similar to how we handle an EFP.  We 22 
would get the application and review it and make sure that it’s 23 
complete and make sure that it is at least a reasonable 24 

application and then we would publish a notice in the Federal 25 
Register and start the comment period. 26 
 27 

Then during the comment period, we would continue our review of 28 
the application and continue to deal with those things.  What 29 
you’re really adding in here is we’ve got to do a Federal 30 
Register notice and then we’ve got to evaluate the comments that 31 

come in.  I expect that we would get a lot of comments, given 32 
how much attention we have on this, and I think the public would 33 
send a lot of comments in and we would go through it, but we 34 

would certainly publish the notice as soon as we had the 35 
application and all the material in and then we would keep 36 
working on processing it through the comment period. 37 
 38 
MR. PEARCE:  I agree with Joe and Robin.  With Joe, I don’t want 39 

to make it any more onerous than it is.  I understand that, but 40 
I do think in this process that the more transparent we make 41 

this, it’s going to close the mouths of a bunch of the naysayers 42 
out there that are telling us we’re trying to rush through this 43 
program. 44 
 45 

I want it to be done as timely as it can be done, so that this 46 
can get done, but I do believe that it’s a process that we 47 
probably need to go through. 48 
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 1 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion? 2 

 3 
MR. HENDRIX:  I just want to make clear that I don’t have any 4 

problem with the public announcement and notification of the 5 
project.  It’s just that it needs to be a reasonable amount of 6 

time taken and a time dedicated to this.  To the idea of 7 
noticing it once and having the hearings and then noticing it 8 
again, it’s going to be an incredibly lengthy process. 9 

 10 
DR. CRABTREE:  We wouldn’t do any hearings.  There would simply 11 

be a notice in the Federal Register and we would send out some 12 
kind of announcement to people.  It would be then a written 13 

comment period or you could file an e-comment, but I don’t have 14 
any intention of holding face-to-face public hearings or 15 
anything like that.  It would just be a written comment period 16 

and that would be it.  Again, I think if this is something you 17 
think you might do, you need to pass a motion and tell us to put 18 
something in the document. 19 
 20 
MR. RIECHERS:  I would move that we include an option for a 21 
public notice and written comment period when a viable 22 
application is filed or being considered.  We shouldn’t use the 23 
word “viable”.  My term of viable versus someone else’s might 24 

not be the same.  When there is an intent to issue a permit.  Is 25 

that enough clarification to let you all go back and work that 26 
into the best location, Roy, and come up with some actual steps? 27 

 28 
DR. CRABTREE:  I think it is and I think we can develop it.  Our 29 

intent here is thought that the agenda could review the permit 30 
to make sure that it’s complete and it is a substantive 31 

application.  We would make some preliminary determination that 32 
this appears to meet -- As long as that’s your intent, I believe 33 
we could develop something like that and put it in the document. 34 

 35 
MR. HENDRIX:  I’ll second the motion. 36 

 37 
MR. GRIMES:  Just for my own clarification, there is only one 38 

notice, a notice that we’re considering it and we’re intending 39 
to review this application and there is no subsequent notice to 40 
tell you when we actually have issued it, right?  This is just 41 

we’re reviewing it and we’re soliciting public comment and – 42 
 43 
DR. CRABTREE:  It seems to me if we put something out and take 44 

public comment on it that we have an obligation to then notify 45 

the public of the decision we make and so I would think when we 46 
issue the -- I don’t think that slows us down, but when we issue 47 
the permit, I would think we would publish a notice in the 48 
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Federal Register saying we’ve issued this permit and people are 1 
shaking their heads, Mr. Chairman, and so is that the council’s 2 

intent? 3 
 4 
MR. TEEHAN:  Where is this going to go in the document?  Does 5 

anybody know yet? 6 

 7 
MR. RIECHERS:  I can only tell you, as a quick glance at it, 8 

Bill, I think the place will be somewhere right in this Action 9 

2, possibly in the beginning.  You might put it in Alternative 10 
3.  Obviously we don’t want to do that, because that’s our 11 
preferred alternative and so we’re going to have to set it to 12 
the side now and then decide whether or not it actually goes in 13 

if in fact we -- Or we can make it a separate action totally, 14 
where you either don’t do it or you do it.  That may simplify 15 
what they have to do in order to get it ready for the next round 16 

of documents. 17 
 18 
MS. WALKER:  I assume when you say written notice that you’re 19 

talking about the Federal Register.  Not a lot of folks read the 20 

Federal Register.  Robin, I think you know that.  Then my 21 
question to Shep is if they print it again after they’ve issued 22 
the permit, wouldn’t there have to be a comment period, which is 23 
what Mr. Hendrix is concerned about? 24 

 25 
MR. GRIMES:  No, it’s not a regulation.  This is just we’re 26 

taking comment on this permit and now we’re issuing the permit.  27 

There’s no cooling off period that’s usually associated with a 28 
regulatory action.  This is just telling the public that we’re 29 
thinking about issuing it and then soliciting their comment and 30 
then saying we’ve decided to issue it or we’ve decided not to 31 

issue it and that would provide the notice to the public of our 32 
final decision, at least so I’ve understood the discussion here 33 
today. 34 

 35 
DR. CRABTREE:  Which I think is how we basically handle exempted 36 

fishing permit requests. 37 
 38 
MS. WALKER:  Let me make sure I -- You mean the public that 39 

reads the Federal Register notice on a daily basis? 40 
 41 
DR. CRABTREE:  No, we would mail out something akin to a Fishery 42 

Bulletin, I would think, to make it something that people more 43 
generally see.  We have a large email list that we send all 44 
these kinds of notices out and things like that and so we would 45 

make it available to the general public, to the extent we can, 46 
and anyone who is interested in getting on our mailing list can 47 
certainly do that and we would send a copy to the council.  I 48 
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think that the people who watch would get the word out. 1 
 2 
MR. HENDRIX:  Could it possibly be part of the -- One of the 3 

processes here is the Coast Guard would send out something in 4 
the notice to mariners to establish the location of this 5 
facility and could it be done in conjunction with that? 6 

 7 
DR. CRABTREE:  That I don’t know. 8 

 9 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I would think that the notice would include 10 

a location and most of the fishermen in the Gulf, I hope, are 11 
reading the information that we put out now. 12 
 13 
DR. CRABTREE:  I think what the notice would do is give a 14 

summary of the project description and then it would give you 15 
somewhere you could call or write to get detailed information on 16 

the application. 17 
 18 
I guess there may be some things in the application, Shepherd, 19 
that would be confidential, but the parts of the application 20 

that were determined to be non-confidential and part of the 21 
public record, someone could legitimately request to look at. 22 
 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  It would be my assumption that the site, 24 

latitude and longitude, would be in that notice. 25 
 26 
DR. CRABTREE:  Absolutely.  I would just think there would be 27 

parts of the financial dealings that might be confidential. 28 
 29 
DR. LEARD:  I was just going to ask, would this also come out 30 

after basically the other agencies that are going to have 31 

permitting authority, the Corps and EPA, have also expressed an 32 
intent to allow the permit?   33 
 34 
DR. CRABTREE:  They have to already have the Corps permit and 35 

the EPA permit in order to apply.  I might point out to you that 36 
we’ve already had –- I can think of one application we had for 37 
an exempted fishing permit for an aquaculture operation some 38 

years back.  It was denied, but we went through the process. 39 
 40 
As I understand it and, Shepherd, tell me if I’m wrong, but part 41 

of the application is you have to already have the Corps permit 42 
and the EPA permit. 43 
 44 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any other discussion on the motion?   45 

 46 
MR. GRIMES:  I would just say one other thing.  We ought to 47 

think about this more, and we still have tomorrow, but I don’t 48 
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know that this is necessarily something that has to go in as a 1 
new action or a suite of alternatives.  This is purely the 2 

burden that will be on the agency and how we’re going to process 3 
those. 4 
 5 
Regardless of how you pass this, I would like to talk to Andy 6 

Strelcheck and some others and think about what the best way to 7 
incorporate this is into our existing document, so that it 8 
creates the least delay we can accommodate. 9 

 10 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I think my impression of it is if we adopt 11 

this, it does ensure that you shoulder that burden.  Is there 12 
any other discussion?  The motion is to include an option for 13 

written notice and public comment period when there is an intent 14 
to issue a permit.  All those in favor of the motion say aye; 15 
opposed.  The motion carries. 16 

 17 
MS. FOOTE:  No modifications were made to Action 3, Duration of 18 
Permit.  The committee recommends, and I so move, to accept the 19 
changes to Action 4, regarding the species allowed for 20 

aquaculture and included in the aquaculture fishery management 21 
unit. 22 
 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 24 

discussion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of the committee 25 
motion say aye; opposed.  The motion is adopted. 26 

 27 
MS. FOOTE:  No modifications were made to Action 5, Allowable 28 

Marine Aquaculture Systems.  After discussion of Action 6, 29 
Marine Aquaculture Siting Requirements and Conditions, a motion 30 
was made to add to Preferred Alternative 3(a), areas of high 31 

shrimping effort based on electronic log book data.  The motion 32 
was later withdrawn and the committee agreed to return to this 33 
issue in full council.  I think we have somebody wanting to 34 

return to this issue in full council. 35 
 36 
MR. PEARCE:  After discussion in the committee, Robin and I sat 37 

down and we put a motion together that would solve, I think, the 38 

problems that we had.  The motion would go in Section (e), under 39 
Preferred Alternative 3, towards the end of it, after 40 
“applicable federal laws” in the last paragraph. 41 

 42 
It basically reads: The siting criteria will use information 43 
such as the electronic logbooks from the shrimp industry, 44 
logbook fishing locations other fisheries, siting information of 45 

previous aquaculture facilities, and other data that would 46 
provide information regarding how the site would interact with 47 
other fisheries, especially where those fisheries show a high 48 



 38 

level or levels of activity that would be disturbed.  That’s my 1 
motion. 2 

 3 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Do we have a second? 4 

 5 
MR. RIECHERS:  Second. 6 

 7 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there discussion on the motion? 8 
 9 

MR. GILL:  A modest editorial one.  The logbook fishing 10 
locations should then be followed by a “from” or “in” or some 11 
other preposition, to read something like “logbook fishing 12 
locations in other fisheries”. 13 

 14 
MR. PEARCE:  The “from” should be after the word “locations”. 15 

 16 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion or comment? 17 

 18 
MR. TEEHAN:  I guess I’m just curious as to what constitutes a 19 

high level or levels of activity.  What’s going to draw the line 20 

there? 21 
 22 
MR. RIECHERS:  We’ve had some discussion about that and we even 23 

had it when we having that discussion earlier this morning.  24 

This is where the RA and National Marine Fisheries Service –- We 25 
had that long litany of things they need to consider and it 26 
included conflicts with commercial and recreational fishermen 27 

and threatened marine species and endangered species. 28 
 29 
I think what Harlon was trying to do was give some of the 30 
specific tools they should use to do that with.  I don’t know, 31 

but there’s not a clear cut drawn line here and I think the 32 
problem is if we try to draw those lines right now, we’re going 33 
to have a very difficult time and then that also precludes you 34 

from obtaining new information as you move through time and 35 
this, I think, gives them the greatest flexibility, but 36 
illuminates some of the things that they should clearly be 37 
taking a look at, because I think you were the one who in fact  38 

mentioned other fisheries this morning and we at least tried to 39 
include that here as well. 40 
 41 
MR. TEEHAN:  I was, Robin, you’re right.  I’m just curious as to 42 

one person’s high level is not going to be somebody else’s and 43 
so I guess in time we’ll work through that. 44 
 45 
MR. HENDRIX:  I think this would be better treated if it were 46 

included in the discussion, where all of these type of things 47 
could be described in more detail, because there’s a lot of –48 



 39 

That’s not a very well defined –- “Highly disturbed” is pretty 1 
subjective there. 2 

 3 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion? 4 

 5 
MR. RIECHERS:  Mr. Pearce, listen up here.  Would it make the 6 

people who have some uncomfortableness with the wording at this 7 
point in time -– Would it make them feel better if we just 8 
stopped the sentence at “interact with other fisheries”?  It’s 9 

your motion, Mr. Pearce. 10 
 11 
MR. PEARCE:  I can live with that. 12 
 13 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Are we comfortable with the motion?  Is 14 

there additional discussion or comment?   15 
 16 
MR. SIMPSON:  I’m not getting all hung up about this, but Jeff 17 

was asked to do some exclusion mapping for siting and he 18 
utilized SEAMAP data and he previous years and they were 19 
basically subjective, but a certain level of fishing activity or 20 

catch and that’s to be determined if those areas meet the 21 
criteria for exclusion mapping for siting.  I think this calls 22 
it out and this kind of points it up and that’s a decision to be 23 
determined later on, really. 24 

 25 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  It’s my understanding that Texas uses some 26 

of the logbook data to site their artificial reef areas and is 27 

that correct? 28 
 29 
MR. RIECHERS:  Certainly we look at where shrimping activity is 30 

occurring and the logbook data is fairly new in that, but we 31 

have members of the industry on our advisory committee as well, 32 
so that we really get a feel for where those high levels of 33 
activity are and so yes. 34 

 35 
We use expert opinion as well and we use whatever information is 36 
available and ELBs are now out there and available to us as well 37 
and we’ve had Benny come and give us a presentation at the 38 

committee and so yes. 39 
 40 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion on this 41 

motion? 42 
 43 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Just one question.  Dr. Crabtree, could you all 44 

also look at the VMS that are on the commercial fisheries? 45 

 46 
DR. CRABTREE:  I would think we absolutely would look at that. 47 

 48 



 40 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional comments or discussion?  1 
Are we ready to vote?  The motion is to insert on page 56, 2 

Action 6, after “applicable federal laws” in Preferred 3 
Alternative 3(e), the siting criteria will use information such 4 
as the electronic logbooks from the shrimp industry, logbook 5 
fishing locations from other fisheries, siting information of 6 

previous aquaculture facilities, and other data that would 7 
provide information regarding how the site would interact with 8 
other fisheries.  All those in favor of the motion say aye; all 9 

opposed.  The motion carries. 10 

 11 
MS. FOOTE:  After discussion, the committee recommends, and I so 12 
move, to accept the changes to Action 6. 13 

 14 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 15 
discussion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of the committee 16 

motion say aye; all opposed same sign.  The motion is approved. 17 

 18 
MS. FOOTE:  No modifications were made to Action 7, Restricted 19 

Access Zones for Marine Aquaculture Facilities.  Andy Strelcheck 20 

returned to the FMP and Action 8, Recordkeeping and Reporting.  21 
After discussion, the committee recommends, and I so move, to 22 
add migratory birds to Alternative 2c(2) and other places in the 23 
document that reference entanglement of endangered species and 24 

marine mammals and include a reference in the document to the 25 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service list of migratory birds. 26 
 27 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 28 
discussion?  All those in favor of the committee motion say aye; 29 
those against say aye.  The motion is adopted. 30 

 31 
MS. FOOTE:  The committee discussed deadlines for reporting 32 
plans for harvest and landing prior to such actions.  The 33 
committee recommends, and I so move, to accept the changes to 34 

Action 8, with the change to seventy-two hours on the reporting 35 
requirements. 36 
 37 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 38 

discussion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of the committee 39 
motion say aye; opposed same sign.  The motion is adopted. 40 

 41 
MS. FOOTE:  The committee made two editorial suggestions to 42 

Action 8.  The first was consistency with the use of the word 43 
“pathogens” and to remove “diseases” throughout the document.  44 
The other suggestion was consistency of the words “doctor of 45 

veterinary medicine”.  46 
 47 
 48 



 41 

No modifications were made to Action 9, Biological Reference 1 
Points and Status Determination Criteria.  Andy Strelcheck 2 
continued his review of changes to the FMP.  The committee 3 
recommends, and I so move, to accept changes to Action 10 as 4 
proposed and to make Alternative 3 the preferred alternative. 5 
 6 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 7 
discussion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of the committee 8 
motion say aye; all opposed like sign.  The motion is adopted. 9 

 10 
MS. FOOTE:  Andy Strelcheck summarized that upcoming steps would 11 

include the publication of the EIS, review by General Counsel, 12 
the public and the National Environmental Policy Office.  Assane 13 

Diagne presented the results of the July 21, 2008 public 14 
hearings in Key West. 15 
 16 

Items that we deferred to full council –- I would like to come 17 
back to that part.  Let me just finish out the rest of the 18 
report and I’ll come back there, if you don’t mind.  Andy 19 
Strelcheck summarized the Minerals Management Service proposed 20 

rule, published July 9, 2008 in the Federal Register, as it 21 
would impact aquaculture. 22 
 23 
Then we had three items to bring back to full council.  One was 24 

regarding transferability and of which other permits were 25 
allowed to be transferable and another was use of electronic 26 
logbooks for defining high-use shrimping areas and we’ve handled 27 

that one and another was methods to make sure fish are removed 28 
if they were determined to be a threat in Action 8, Alternative 29 
2(d).  Mr. Chairman, that concludes my report. 30 
 31 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Ms. Foote.  We do need to go back 32 

to the transferability issue.  Mr. Grimes, are you able to shed 33 
any additional light on that? 34 

 35 
MR. GRIMES:  I was going to look at Mr. Strelcheck here, but he 36 

sent me a list of things that would have to be updated in the 37 
event of a permit transfer, but he also sent me –- Just a 38 

second, please, Mr. Chairman. 39 
 40 
He sent the Corps of Engineers permit transferability provisions 41 

that go along with the Department of the Army permit and EPA 42 
permit transferability and they do allow transfer of those 43 
permits.  Again, they are apparently site specific permits, but 44 
they’re different provisions. 45 

 46 
I’m looking at regulations from Title 40, which are the NPDES 47 
permits, and they’re transferred under specific conditions.  48 
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Automatic transfer, which are –- There’s a transfer by 1 
modification, which is just modifying your permit, I suppose, 2 

and then automatic transfers where a new person just kind of 3 
assumes all the responsibilities and the liabilities of the 4 
prior permittee and this is certainly something we could do. 5 
 6 

Since you have allowed transfer in it, I guess when it comes 7 
around to deeming your regulations necessary and appropriate, 8 
those regulations are going to have to have some pretty specific 9 

language in there as to how we’re going to handle transfer and 10 
if you so desire, we will base that off of EPA and Army Corps of 11 
Engineers processes for their permits. 12 
 13 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussions or questions 14 

on this point? 15 
 16 
MS. MORRIS:  Shepherd, do we need to change anything in the FMP 17 

to address that or are you satisfied that those measures can be 18 
used for transfers? 19 
 20 
MR. GRIMES:  If you leave it as it is now, which would be to 21 

allow transfer, I think we’ll probably put in some additional 22 
discussion, but given the administrative complications with it, 23 
the devil will be in the details, which will be the regulatory 24 

text that will eventually be brought before this council.  You 25 
will most certainly see it again. 26 
 27 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Are there additional questions or comments 28 

or discussion? 29 
 30 
MR. HENDRIX:  I would ask Dr. Crabtree -- Most of the changes we 31 

made at this meeting were relatively small.  Will Mr. Strelcheck 32 
and Dr. Crabtree be ready for final action on this at the next 33 
meeting? 34 

 35 
DR. CRABTREE:  That’s certainly our intent and, Andy, when do we 36 

have to publish the DEIS to get that done? 37 
 38 
MR. ANDY STRELCHECK:  It has to publish by September 12th. 39 

 40 
DR. CRABTREE:  We have to get this published by September 12th 41 

and so unless there are unforeseen issues that are raised, we 42 
should be able to make that. 43 
 44 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Okay.  No other comments on transferability?  45 

Use of electronic logbooks for defining high use shrimping 46 
areas, I think we took care of that in the motion that we just 47 
passed and methods to make sure that fish are removed if 48 
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determined to be a threat -- Ms. Foote, do you want to elaborate 1 
on that? 2 

 3 
MS. FOOTE:  We have a slight typo.  It is a “threat” and not a 4 

“treat”.  It’s a matter of perception.  This was to do with the 5 
assurance bond and was Roy going to mount the cavalry to go out 6 

and fetch up these threatening fish or -- We were going to have 7 
time to look at this between the committee meeting and the full 8 
council, but I haven’t heard anybody that’s had time to look at 9 

this yet and I apologize. 10 
 11 
DR. CRABTREE:  We haven’t had time to really make any progress 12 

on that.  We’ll do the best we can to think about that between 13 

now and the next council meeting, I guess. 14 
 15 
MS. FOOTE:  As I recall, when we read when the assurance bond 16 

covers, it could be determined to cover this matter, from what 17 
you said, Shep. 18 
 19 
MR. GRIMES:  Again, I spoke to Mr. Strelcheck about this and we 20 

could certainly put some additional language to clarify that 21 
into the document, so that the bond could be used to cover this 22 
issue.  When I get back, I’ve got to work with some of my 23 
colleagues in Commerce and in NOAA GC to try to get a better 24 

picture of exactly how we will handle this bond issue.  It’s not 25 
something that is necessarily going to go into the document for 26 
the DEIS, but it would be something that we ought to have some 27 

more discussion of prior to taking final action on this, just so 28 
we all understand a little better how it’s going to work. 29 
 30 
MR. TEEHAN:  I just want to stress that I think this is probably 31 

a very important thing to have worked out.  This could cause 32 
some probably serious consternation and dismay with folks if we 33 
don’t have an answer to this question by the next meeting. 34 

 35 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion?  It seems to 36 

me that we could let the attorneys address this issue between 37 
now and the next meeting.  It will be on the agenda for the next 38 

meeting.  We will be taking public hearing and it’s our intent 39 
to take final action. 40 
 41 
MR. GRIMES:  I guess I didn’t quite understand that.  You have 42 

an answer that yes, you’ve got it in the document now and we’re 43 
going to add some clarifying language to it, so that it would be 44 
the intent that any bond they would post would have to cover the 45 

removal of the diseased fish, in the event that you were ordered 46 
to do it. 47 
 48 
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Having never been involved in any such bond, I think it would 1 
just be a good idea for all of us and certainly those of us who 2 

are going to have to deal with it once it’s on the ground to 3 
have a better picture in advance of exactly how we’re going to 4 
go about monitoring the bond or whatever it is that we’re going 5 
to have to do with it. 6 

 7 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion or comments?  8 

If not, then, Ms. Foote, thank you for your report. 9 

 10 
MS. FOOTE:  I thank all the committee members and non-committee 11 

members for their help with that. 12 
 13 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  This brings us to a point -- I saw Scott 14 

Zimmerman somewhere out in the audience a while ago.  Scott, we 15 
would like to thank the Florida Keys Commercial Fishermen’s 16 

Association for the reception last night.  It was very, very 17 
nice and the food was excellent and we certainly appreciate 18 
that. 19 
 20 

The next item of business will be the public hearing, which will 21 
start at 8:30 tomorrow morning and I think it’s scheduled to go 22 
through noon tomorrow.  I would ask that those of you who wish 23 
to testify tomorrow go ahead and fill out a card tonight so that 24 

we can begin to get an idea of how many people that we’re going 25 
to have testify. 26 
 27 

I would certainly remind you to make sure you fill out a card 28 
and get it to our staff over here and the same thing for 29 
tomorrow morning.  Please get your cards to us and read the fine 30 
print at the bottom of the agenda, so that we’re all playing by 31 

the same set of rules and does anybody have anything else that 32 
they want to bring before the council at this time? 33 
 34 
MR. GRIMES:  Did we do Spiny Lobster or are we saving that until 35 

tomorrow?  36 
 37 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ll do it tomorrow after the public 38 

hearing.  Are there other comments?  I would remind everybody 39 
that from 6:00 to 7:00 tonight we have the open public comment 40 
period.  We’ll meet in here and I would encourage you all to 41 

come.  Is there any other business to come before the council at 42 
this time? 43 
 44 
MR. GILL:  I have a question, Mr. Chairman.  Are we going into 45 

closed session now? 46 
 47 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Yes, we need to go into closed session.  48 



 45 

Let’s move into closed session and that’s for the Outreach and 1 
Education Committee. 2 

 3 
DR. CRABTREE:  We’re going to start the Q&A after the closed 4 

session is completed, I guess? 5 
 6 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Yes.  I think it’s scheduled from 6:00 to 7 

7:00, Roy, and I would recommend that we stick with that 8 
schedule.  I know that there are people coming in as we’re 9 

sitting here now.  People are arriving. 10 
 11 
MS. WALKER:  Excuse my ignorance, but why are we having a closed 12 

session? 13 

 14 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  It is a personnel action and so we do need 15 

to deal with that.  I would ask everybody to clear the room and 16 

we’ll go into closed session in five minutes. 17 
 18 
(Whereupon, the meeting went into closed session at 3:55 o’clock 19 
p.m., August 13, 2008.) 20 

 21 
- - - 22 

 23 
August 14, 2008 24 

 25 
THURSDAY MORNING SESSION 26 

 27 

- - - 28 
 29 

The Full Council of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management 30 
Council reconvened in the Largo Ballroom of the Hilton Key Largo 31 

Hotel, Key Largo, Florida, Thursday morning, August 14, 2008, 32 
and was called to order at 8:30 o’clock a.m. by Chairman Tom 33 
McIlwain. 34 
 35 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Good morning.  Welcome to the 217th Gulf 36 

Council meeting.  We’re going to take public testimony and we’ll 37 
take it on -- There are no exempted fishing permits.  We’ll have 38 

30B testimony first and then the Spiny Lobster and then the Open 39 
Public Comment Period. 40 
 41 

Please if you have not filled out a card, get it in to us now.  42 
Members of the public will be permitted to present oral 43 
statements in accordance with the schedule published in the 44 
agenda.  Please advise the council staff if you desire to 45 

address the council.  Please give written statements to the 46 
council staff who are sitting over at the tables to my right. 47 
 48 



 46 

1996 amendments to the Fishery Management Act require all oral 1 
or written statements to include a brief description of the 2 

background and interest of the persons in the subject of the 3 
statement.  All written information shall include a statement of 4 
the source and date of such information.  It is unlawful for any 5 
person to knowingly and willfully submit to the council false 6 

information regarding any matter the council is considering in 7 
the course of carrying out the Fisheries Act. 8 
 9 

If you have a cell phone, a pager, or any similar device, we ask 10 
that you keep them on silent or vibrating mode during the 11 
council and committee sessions.  A digital recording is used for 12 
the public record and therefore, for the purpose -- We’ve 13 

already identified ourselves. 14 
 15 
I would like to thank Glen Brooks and the GFA group for their 16 

hospitality and as a result of our closed session meeting, it’s 17 
my privilege to announce the fact that Dr. Rick Leard, sitting 18 
to my right here, is the Interim Executive Director of the Gulf 19 
Council until we should fill that position and so we’re happy to 20 

have him onboard.  We’ve had him now for several years and now 21 
we’re doubling up his duties and so we’re happy about that.  22 
Anything else I need to -- 23 
 24 
MS. MORRIS:  Mr. Chairman, you said the sequence that we would 25 

be taking public testimony, but you didn’t mention Amendment 29 26 
and where does that come in the sequence? 27 

 28 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Open Comment Period.  I’m going to call the 29 

speaker and then the next speaker, if you will move over here 30 
behind the podium and be ready to take your place.  The first 31 

speaker is Mike Moore and he’ll be followed by Freddy Knowles. 32 
 33 

PUBLIC TESTIMONY ON REEF FISH AMENDMENT 30B 34 

 35 
MR. MIKE MOORE:  Mike Moore and I’m from Panama City, Florida.  36 

I’m here interested on what’s going on and why you all are 37 
trying to shut the grouper down.  The IQF, I’m interested in 38 

what your plans are with that and how it’s going to affect us 39 
and how it’s going to help us.  That’s what I’ve got to come 40 
here for this morning. 41 

 42 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Moore.  We appreciate it.  43 

Mr. Knowles and he’ll be followed by Jim Clements. 44 
 45 
MR. FRED KNOWLES:  I’m basically the same as what Mike had just 46 

said, but I’m just letting you know that I was against it as far 47 
as the IFQs and my reason being is the years that you all are 48 
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getting.  I catch a lot of fish a year.  I’m a longliner and 1 
that’s my personal business there. 2 

 3 
I didn’t have my permit at the time you all -- I would just be 4 
out.  I’ve been doing this all my life and I’m one of the people 5 
that -- I would just be out of it.  That’s been feeding my kids 6 

and supporting my family all my life and I’m the one it’s going 7 
to affect. 8 
 9 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you for coming.  When did you begin in the 10 

longline fishery?  You say you’ve fished all your life and 11 
you’re going to be left out.  When did you get into the fishery? 12 
 13 
MR. KNOWLES:  I owned my first boat in about 1996 is when I 14 

actually owned my first boat, but I had went through a divorce 15 
and had to sell it and the permit went with it right there at 16 

2004.  I’ve got another boat since then and I catch quite a few 17 
fish a year and I’m going to be one of them people that lost 18 
that permit that qualified that had a lot of fish on it and I’m 19 
going to be out of it. 20 

 21 
DR. CRABTREE:  You bought another permit from somebody? 22 

 23 
MR. KNOWLES:  I bought another boat and another permit.  Yes, 24 

sir. 25 
 26 
DR. CRABTREE:  Do you know what the landings history of the 27 

permit you bought -- 28 
 29 
MR. KNOWLES:  There wasn’t much on it. 30 

 31 
DR. CRABTREE:  Did you know that when you bought it? 32 

 33 
MR. KNOWLES:  Yes, sir, but at the time, as long as I had a 34 

permit, it didn’t matter.  I could catch what I wanted to catch 35 
in the reef fish business. 36 
 37 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Knowles.  Go ahead, Jim.  I 38 

would also mention that we will be taking public testimony on 39 
spiny lobster as well. 40 
 41 
MR. JIM CLEMENTS:  My name is Jim Clements from Carrabelle, 42 

Florida.  I would like to make the following comments and 43 
suggestions for Amendment 30B.  Action 3, Set Gag Grouper TAC, 44 
I’ll leave it up to the council to determine the need for and 45 

the amount of the gag grouper TAC.  However, some indicators 46 
point toward a gag grouper population explosion in the near 47 
future and the TAC needs to be adjusted in order to prevent 48 



 48 

future closures. 1 
 2 

Action 4, Set Red Grouper TAC, the red grouper stock is no 3 
longer overfished and the TAC needs to be as high as possible, 4 
7.72 million pounds, in order not to exceed MSY.  This and 5 
future TACs should run for at least three years, as long as 6 

catch level variations do not endanger the stocks. 7 
 8 
Action 5, Allocation, I support the council’s Preferred 9 

Alternative 3.  The years of 1986 through 2005 are the longest 10 
time period with the best available data and will be the fairest 11 
to both sectors.  The Reef Fish AP’s Preferred Alternative 1 12 
uses data from 1986 and 1987 only.   13 

 14 
This, in my opinion, is because the panel is dominated by 15 
recreational fishermen.  They’re so keen on telling the council 16 

how their effort was down drastically in the past two years, but 17 
want their allocation of these same fish to be increased based 18 
on data obtained twenty-two years ago.  A lot of recreational 19 
fishermen weren’t even born twenty-two years ago.  Is this fair 20 

and equitable?  I don’t think so. 21 
 22 
Action 8, Application of Quota Closures, I support the council’s 23 
Preferred Alternative 3, which closes the species that meets its 24 

quota, but when 80 percent of the quota is reached, it allows a 25 
bycatch of that species of 200 pounds per trip.  My only 26 
suggestion here would be to build in the flexibility to adjust 27 

the trigger percent and/or the trip limit amount in the future 28 
to allow for year-round seasons. 29 
 30 
Action 10, Discard Mortality, I support the council’s preferred 31 

alternative to apply the eighteen-inch reduction to the entire 32 
commercial fishery.  Vertical line fishermen fish side-by-side 33 
with longliners outside twenty fathoms, where most of the red 34 

grouper are caught.  It would be entirely unfair to vertical 35 
line fishermen and would defeat the purpose of this action, 36 
which is to reduce discard mortality. 37 
 38 

Action 11, Time/Area Closures, I have always supported the 39 
council’s preferred alternative to create a seasonal area 40 
closure and to eliminate the February 15th through March 15th 41 

closure. 42 
 43 
I proposed and support the idea of closing the entire gag 44 
grouper spawning area from January through April.  However, I 45 

will go along with the council’s decision to close the Edges 46 
only, which is less than half of the predominant spawning area. 47 
 48 
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This will give the commercial fishermen who are willing to give 1 
up long-term prosperity for short-term gain the chance to kill 2 

fish in the remaining portion of the spawning area during the 3 
spawning season.  Also, even though there are few pelagic 4 
species there that time of year, recreational fishermen will 5 
still be able to troll and disturb the grouper that are trying 6 

to spawn. 7 
 8 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Jim, would you bring it to a close?  Your 9 

time is up. 10 
 11 
MR. CLEMENTS:  I’m almost there.  These are the people who are 12 

putting pressure on the council to oppose or amend the seasonal 13 

area closure for their own selfish interest.  That in itself 14 
should convince the council it is a good idea and I believe the 15 
council will close the entire spawning area in the future. 16 

 17 
I would also like to thank the people that say there is no 18 
scientific data to support seasonal area closures.  Most good 19 
ideas were not thought of by scientists.  The automobile and 20 

airplane -- 21 
 22 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Jim, could you wrap it up, please? 23 

 24 
MR. CLEMENTS:  Yes, sir.  They were invented by mechanics with 25 

commonsense.  You folks have a lot of commonsense and foresight 26 
and have been a real pleasure to work with.  Thank you. 27 

 28 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Any questions of Mr. Clements? 29 

 30 
MR. TEEHAN:  Thank you for coming, Jim.  You said last night 31 

during the question and answer period that you see a lot of 32 
boats up in your area, north Florida, that are longline vessels 33 
that are equipped with bandit rigs? 34 

 35 
MR. CLEMENTS:  Yes. 36 
 37 
MR. TEEHAN:  How prevalent is that in north Florida? 38 

 39 
MR. CLEMENTS:  Just look at the docks.  It’s very, very 40 

prevalent.  It’s very prevalent.  They should be afforded the 41 

same opportunity to fish next to the vertical line fishermen and 42 
the vertical line fishermen need to have the same opportunity to 43 
catch the eighteen-inch red grouper.  They’re fishing in the 44 
same depth of water.  The depth of the water is what kills the 45 

fish and the vertical line fishermen would be killing just as 46 
many fish and defeat the purpose of that action. 47 
 48 
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CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Jim.  Our next speaker is James 1 

Fontenot and he’ll be followed by William Raffield.  Remember 2 

you’ve got three minutes.  When you start, the green light goes 3 
on.  When you have one minute left, the yellow light will go on 4 
and then when the red light comes on, please wrap it up. 5 
 6 
MR. JAMES FONTENOT:  My name is James Fontenot from Panama City, 7 

Florida.  I run a small bandit pole boat and I target mostly 8 
amberjack and scamp or grouper or snapper or whatever I’m able 9 

to catch at the time of the year. 10 
 11 
I’m quite confused with some of the things that are going on 12 
right now, due to I guess the information that I’ve been lack of 13 

seeing and hearing.  From what I understand with Amendment 30B 14 
there, I’m pretty much in favor of what you all are speaking of 15 
as far as having some kind of a longer closure for the spawning 16 

season. 17 
 18 
I seem to think if they had a little bit longer time to drop 19 
their eggs that we would see a big difference in our numbers of 20 

groupers growing back.  As far as the different types of fishing 21 
to catch these fish, I think that needs to be looked into a 22 
little bit more, so we don’t deplete the population by killing 23 
so many young adolescent fish. 24 

 25 
I’m not real sure about the IFQ.  I know we’re not really 26 
speaking that much about it right now, but that’s something 27 

that’s very important to me.  I don’t see the IFQ, from what I 28 
understand, how it’s going to benefit the fishermen and the 29 
fishery.   30 
 31 

The people that don’t have enough IFQ, we still have to go out 32 
there and fish for other fish and of course we’re going to catch 33 
them as a bycatch and to me, it just doesn’t make sense to be 34 

throwing back fish that have been caught and that are legal size 35 
and just killing them for no good reason and so that’s why I’m 36 
for a little bit longer closure as far as closing them and 37 
giving them more time to spawn, but myself, I don’t see where 38 

we’re going to really gain a whole lot. 39 
 40 
We’re just giving a lot of power to people that have money, just 41 

like what I’ve seen happen before already, that can afford to 42 
buy these fish.  People that don’t even own reef permits, they 43 
buy it and I end up, being a fisherman, having to re-buy them 44 
back from them, which we are the ones that caught the fish 45 

originally.   46 
 47 
I think we need a little bit more time to figure out a good way 48 
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for everybody to come out good on it and for the fish to have a 1 
chance to come back.  I think we just need to look at a few more 2 

plans and maybe there’s something that will benefit a little bit 3 
better than the plans that I’m seeing so far today and I thank 4 
you very much for giving me this time. 5 
 6 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Fontenot.  Ms. Williams, did 7 

you have a question? 8 
 9 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you, James, for coming.  What year did you 10 

start commercial fishing for grouper and how many pounds of 11 
grouper have you caught? 12 
 13 
MR. FONTENOT:  I probably average 40,000 to 50,000 pounds of gag 14 

grouper a year here for the last five to six years.  I’ve been 15 
running a boat for eight years and I’ve been fishing since I was 16 

seventeen, which I’m forty and I’ve been fishing for twenty-17 
three years.  In my years of fishing, I have seen a lot of 18 
changes.  I’ve seen it when I started and when I first started, 19 
there was good populations and then I’ve seen it go down and 20 

then I’ve seen it go back up and then I’ve seen it go down.  I 21 
feel that Mother Nature does a lot of changes in itself. 22 
 23 
MS. WILLIAMS:  You’re saying that you came into the fishery 24 

around 2001? 25 
 26 
MR. FONTENOT:  No, I started actually in September of 1999, 27 

started running the boat, running the boat that I run now.  I’ve 28 
been running it for a little over eight years. 29 
 30 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Do you own the boat? 31 

 32 
MR. FONTENOT:  No, ma’am, I do not own the boat.  I work for a 33 

private owner who has two boats. 34 

 35 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Are the logbooks yours or are the logbooks his? 36 

 37 
MR. FONTENOT:  As far as readings? 38 

 39 
MS. WILLIAMS:  No, landings.  Landings, catch.  The logbooks 40 

that you have to fill out and turn in, who fills those out?  41 

You? 42 
 43 
MR. FONTENOT:  That would be me. 44 

 45 
DR. CRABTREE:  Who owns the permit? 46 

 47 
MR. FONTENOT:  Alvin Sanders is the man that owns the permits.  48 
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I run the boats for him. 1 
 2 
MS. WILLIAMS:  He would get the fish? 3 

 4 
MR. FONTENOT:  Yes, he would get the fish and I would be without 5 

a job if he decides to sell them out to somebody that doesn’t 6 

even have anything to do with the fishery business. 7 
 8 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Fontenot.  The next speaker 9 

is William Raffield and he’ll be followed by James Stevens. 10 
 11 
MR. WILLIAM RAFFIELD:  I’m William Raffield from Panama City, 12 

Florida.  I just wanted to let you all know that we were not 13 

properly notified on this.  There’s a lot of folks that didn’t 14 
even know about it.  I found out about it yesterday and we 15 
jumped in the car yesterday afternoon at four o’clock and drove 16 

just about all night to get here, because we found out yesterday 17 
that this was the final meeting on this. 18 
 19 
I don’t understand why this has to be the final meeting on this 20 

particular subject.  These fish are not in no danger of -- It’s 21 
not nothing that needs immediate attention.  I don’t see why it 22 
can’t be moved to the -- The final thing be moved to another 23 
meeting. 24 

 25 
Also, I’m for the two-month closure.  Let the fish spawn and tie 26 
the boats up if we’ve got to, whatever we’ve got to do to help 27 

the fisheries, because we fish for everything, all reef fish, 28 
amberjack, b-liners, snappers, groupers, scamps, everything.  We 29 
can do other fisheries and let these fish spawn and I think it 30 
will make a great improvement. 31 

 32 
Also, the impact on the small businesses -- What’s this going to 33 
do to the little guys like me that’s dependent on this?  I just 34 

think you all need to take a look at that and what kind of 35 
impact there’s going to be on the small businesses. 36 
 37 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Raffield, you talk about you didn’t know 38 

anything about it and are you talking about the vote to send the 39 
IFQ to referendum?  Is that what you’re speaking to? 40 
 41 
MR. RAFFIELD:  Yes, ma’am.  Today is the final deal on that, 42 

right? 43 
 44 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Roy, do you want to answer that one? 45 

 46 
DR. CRABTREE:  No, the council would vote to send the IFQ 47 

amendment out to the fishermen to vote on it, but then it will 48 
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come back to the council and the council will get the results of 1 
the referendum. 2 

 3 
If the referendum fails, that’s it and the IFQ doesn’t move 4 
forward.  If the referendum passes, the council will still have 5 
to vote to decide to go forward with it.  The council could 6 

decide not to do it even if the referendum passed and I’m sure 7 
at that meeting the council will take public comment again and 8 
at every council meeting, we have public comment on whatever 9 

fishermen want to talk about.  You’ll have additional meetings.   10 
 11 
You’ll have a meeting in October and a meeting in January and a 12 
meeting in April and there will be opportunities to comment on 13 

the program at all of those.  What goes out for the referendum 14 
is -- If the council changes that after the referendum, then it 15 
would have to go back out for another referendum. 16 

 17 
MR. RAFFIELD:  I’m not for the IFQs, for the main reasons of the 18 

way the snapper ended up.  A lot of folks got the poundage, just 19 
like James was saying, and the fishermen have to buy them back 20 

to go catch them. 21 
 22 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I had a couple of other questions.  When did you 23 

come into the fishery? 24 

 25 
MR. RAFFIELD:  I started on my boat in 1987. 26 

 27 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Are you the owner of the permit? 28 

 29 
MR. RAFFIELD:  Yes, ma’am, half owner. 30 

 31 
MS. WILLIAMS:  How many grouper do you think you catch? 32 

 33 
MR. RAFFIELD:  I can’t tell you to be exact. 34 

 35 
MS. WILLIAMS:  You don’t have to be exact.  Do you catch 1,000 36 

pounds a trip? 37 
 38 
MR. RAFFIELD:  It just depends.  Every year is different. 39 

 40 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Every year is different?  Okay, thank you. 41 

 42 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  James Stevens is the next 43 

speaker and he’ll be followed by Mel Miller. 44 
 45 
MR. JAMES STEVENS:  Thank you all very much.  My name is James 46 

Stevens and I’m from Panama City.  I’ve been running a boat for 47 
probably about ten years now.  I don’t own my own boat.  I 48 
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usually fish for somebody else.  I’ve put a lot of fish on a lot 1 
of permits.  I say a lot, but three permits, three different 2 

boats. 3 
 4 
For the 30B amendment, I’m for it.  I think it’s a good idea to 5 
close the groupers for two months.  It gives them time to spawn.  6 

Every year, we catch groupers that’s got a lot of roe in them 7 
and then it will be closed for a month and we go back and we’re 8 
still catching groupers with roe in them.  I think that’s a good 9 

idea.   10 
 11 
As far as the IFQs, I don’t think that’s a good idea, for the 12 
simple fact that I don’t have nothing on a permit, but I’ve 13 

caught a lot of fish and made a lot of people money.  I just 14 
don’t see where it’s helping.  I don’t see where it’s helped on 15 
the snappers.  We’re catching more and throwing more back now. 16 

 17 
When the grouper fishing gets slow, we’ve usually got other 18 
things to catch.  We used to catch snappers, b-liners, porgies, 19 
things like that to help ease on the grouper fishing.  When it 20 

gets slow, we just automatically do that. 21 
 22 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Could you wrap up your testimony? 23 

 24 
MR. STEVENS:  That’s about it, really. 25 

 26 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have some questions. 27 

 28 
MS. MORRIS:  I just wanted to comment that the yellow light went 29 

on after about the first ten seconds and so I think he actually 30 
has a little more time if he needs it. 31 

 32 
MR. STEVENS:  That’s really about it.  Thank you. 33 
 34 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you very much.  Any other questions? 35 

 36 
MS. WALKER:  Thank you for coming today.  In your area, 37 

approximately how many people do you think would be negatively 38 

impacted by an IFQ?  In other words, they would be in your 39 
position and not owning a permit, but having caught fish? 40 
 41 
MR. STEVENS:  Everybody would be impacted, really, even if they 42 

own the permit.  I see people that -- Like I say, like the 43 
snappers.  They’ve had these permits all these years and that’s 44 
mostly what they catch and then they wasn’t given much and most 45 

of them was bought up and so they can’t buy no more and it’s 46 
going to be the same thing with the groupers. 47 
 48 
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MS. WALKER:  You’re throwing back more red snapper now than you 1 

were?  Is that what I understood? 2 

 3 
MR. STEVENS:  I am.  I have been.  Yes, ma’am. 4 

 5 
DR. CRABTREE:  I appreciate you being here and I understand your 6 

views on the IFQ.  What would be the economic impact on you guys 7 
if we had a quota closure in say July and the whole grouper 8 
fishery was shut down for the remainder of the year? 9 

 10 
MR. STEVENS:  In July? 11 

 12 
DR. CRABTREE:  June, August, July, somewhere in there. 13 

 14 
MR. STEVENS:  It’s usually slower them time of months, but 15 

that’s not always the case.  I remember one summer we caught 16 

them better than we ever have.  It’s hard to say. 17 
 18 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, sir.  The next speaker is Mel 19 

Miller and he’ll be followed by William Hansen. 20 

 21 
MR. MEL MILLER:  I’m Mel Miller and I’m from Panama City, 22 

Florida and I drove all night to get here to be able to speak on 23 
this 30B amendment.  I’m all for the extended closure, but I 24 

believe the closure should be kind of -- I represent Anderson 25 
Seafood Market and a small commercial boat.  I cut probably 26 
100,000 pounds of fish a month. 27 

 28 
I see the roe in the fish and I know the times that you need to 29 
close it and the times you don’t and when the fish start coming 30 
in and we start seeing the fish spotting and they’re starting to 31 

get the roe in them, that’s when the fishery needs to be closed, 32 
not during the months that you actually have proposed to close 33 
it. 34 

 35 
You need to stop then and have an emergency rule and say all 36 
right, the fishery is shut down in the western Gulf, the middle 37 
Gulf, or the lower Gulf when the fish start spawning, to protect 38 

the resources.   39 
 40 
As far as the IFQ stuff goes, I’m not for it.  I have a small 41 

boat and I’m the permit holder of the boat, but yet I -- As far 42 
as the grouper TAC, I wouldn’t have very much, because we target 43 
the species of the vermilion snapper, the triggerfish, the white 44 
snapper and porgies and stuff like that.  As far as grouper TAC, 45 

we don’t have much, but the impact of it would be tough for my 46 
guys that work for me and myself. 47 
 48 
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It’s like the snapper fishery and when it went -- I leased a 1 
permit and I fished a permit and I caught fish with a permit 2 

holder and in the end, I got nothing, but I was actually the 3 
fisherman that caught the fish for the permit holder.  I’m for 4 
the closure, but I just believe it should be watched and when 5 
the fish get ready to spawn, that’s when it needs to be closed.  6 

That’s all I’ve got to say. 7 
 8 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, sir.  Questions? 9 

 10 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, sir, and thank you for coming.  When you 11 

talk about the closure, I know in the past there was the month 12 
closure.  In this document, we’re talking about maybe doing away 13 

with that one-month closure, but having a longer closure, three 14 
or four months, out by the forty-fathom curve or break.  Are you 15 
saying shut the entire Gulf down during certain months or that 16 

forty-fathom break? 17 
 18 
MR. MILLER:  No, what I’m saying is I believe you need to break 19 

the Gulf into three different regions.  I believe it needs to be 20 

the western Gulf, the middle Gulf, and the lower Gulf.  Then 21 
when the people see the fish are spawning in the middle Gulf or 22 
the western Gulf, shut the fishery down then and not have a 23 
particular month to shut it down.  You shut the fish down when 24 

you see the fish spawning, to protect it. 25 
 26 
MR. SAPP:  Thanks for coming, Mel.  My question is you observe 27 

when you’re cleaning the fish roe inside when you’re cleaning 28 
and what are the months when you see that in your area of the 29 
mid-Gulf? 30 
 31 
MR. MILLER:  It varies on the winter.  The winter has a lot to 32 

do with it.  The water temperature has a lot to do with the 33 
spawning.  The water temperature creates the time the fish 34 

spawn.  The water temperature gets warmer faster, the fish 35 
spawn.  If it doesn’t, if it’s a cold winter, it’s prolonged.  A 36 
lot of times during the closure, as soon as the fishery opens, 37 
we start seeing the spawn in the fish.  We closed it for no 38 

reason, other than the fish to bunch up for the kill when they 39 
open it back up. 40 
 41 
MR. SAPP:  Do you ever see the spawn in the period outside the 42 

January to April months? 43 
 44 
MR. MILLER:  Yes, absolutely.  I see it all the way up into 45 

June. 46 
 47 
DR. CRABTREE:  Do most of the grouper that are landed come in 48 
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whole or do they gut them at sea? 1 
 2 
MR. MILLER:  The commercial fish are gutted at sea.  My fish 3 

cleaning is recreational-caught fish during that time that we 4 
clean and we see the fish that come in, the gags, the reds, the 5 
scamp.  We don’t see many of the deepwater fish, such as the 6 

snowies, but we do see the shallow-water side of it. 7 
 8 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  The next speaker is William 9 

Hansen and he’ll be followed by Dennis O’Hern. 10 
 11 
MR. WILLIAM HANSEN:  My name is William Hansen and I’ve been a 12 

commercial fisherman all my life.  I’ve longlined and pole 13 

fished and a little bit of all of it, really.  I do believe we 14 
need a closure, a little bit longer, while there’s roe in them, 15 
because when it opens back up, we do catch a lot of fish that 16 

are full of roe and if you don’t let them roe, we ain’t going to 17 
have no fish in the future, I don’t believe. 18 
 19 
The IFQ, I really don’t think it’s going to be fair to anybody.  20 

It would probably benefit me.  I’ve caught quite a few fish, a 21 
little more than my share probably at times, but the fellow just 22 
getting started -- You want to tell one man he can do good for 23 
the rest of his life and the next man, you’ve got a set amount 24 

you can make and that’s it and you can never better yourself.  25 
That’s about all I’ve got to say and thank you. 26 
 27 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Hansen.  Any questions?  28 

Thank you very much.  Dennis O’Hern and he’ll be followed by Dr. 29 
Russell Nelson. 30 
 31 
MR. DENNIS O’HERN:  Good morning, council.  Dennis O’Hern, 32 

Executive Director of the Fishing Rights Alliance.  I think you 33 
all know by now who I represent and thank you for the 34 

opportunity to speak. 35 
 36 
I would just like to start by pointing out that catches are 37 
down, as you’ve been told repeatedly, due to regulations and 38 

hurricanes.  This is since 2004 and 2005.  We had commercial 39 
trip limits come in in 2005 and 2006.  We had a closure come in 40 
in 2005 in the recreational sector, permanent reductions in 2005 41 

and 2006, and these are being ignored. 42 
 43 
This is all being applied to or attributed to just plain old 44 
lack of grouper, when in fact it’s plain old lack of effort.  45 

This is made scarier by the 2008 MRFSS projections of estimates 46 
of landings.  They’re out of sight.  It shows that in 2008, in 47 
the first two months, the recreational sector off the west coast 48 
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of Florida doubled their trips from 2007 and tripled their gag 1 
landings. 2 

 3 
Now we can all sit back and be astonished, but come next year, 4 
I’ve got a feeling those numbers aren’t going to change much and 5 
they’re going to get plugged into the figures that Dr. Crabtree 6 

has to use to regulate the fishery and we’re all going to stand 7 
around and scratch our heads and say that was unbelievable, but 8 
here come the regulations. 9 

 10 
Flashback to 2004 and red grouper.  I said the same thing then, 11 
these are wrong, something is wrong.  It turned out we were 12 
right.  We had to go to court for part of that and we weren’t 13 

even vindicated until years later, when the red grouper stock 14 
assessment came out and said no, there really wasn’t a problem 15 
when we made those new regulations.  We still don’t have those 16 

fish back, by the way. 17 
 18 
Now, also one of the things that seems to be ignored is the 19 
explosion in the red snapper population.  What that does is when 20 

you’re out fishing, the red snapper are hitting your bait before 21 
the red grouper and gag grouper even get to them.  While there 22 
may be a lot of fish down there, you’re not seeing it in your 23 
catchability rates.  The CPUE and catchability is supposedly all 24 

dropping on gag and again, all attributed to a declining gag 25 
population instead of what’s really happening out there. 26 
 27 

I was a little disturbed too about the open questioning of the 28 
judge’s decision in the 2004 red grouper suit.  I’m glad to see 29 
that NMFS is going to abide by it, but the fact that they even 30 
told the Gulf Council that we disagree with it -- I’m sorry, but 31 

it was a federal judge.  Does God himself need to come down to 32 
tell you something before you’ll agree with it?  I was just very 33 
disturbed by that statement.  It’s just not funny.  It’s not 34 

funny at all. 35 
 36 
Now, you’ve gotten a lot of emails and I think the recreational 37 
sector would like you to openly discuss and either vote up or 38 

down a proposal for a twenty-four-inch recreational limit, a 39 
one-month closure, and five aggregate gags.  That gives you, 40 
according to your own figures in the 30B document, a 26 percent 41 

reduction in recreational landings.  I think that your goal was 42 
25.   43 
 44 
That’s the least economic impact you’ve got and briefly, and 45 

I’ll be done here, Action 3, when you’re setting the target 46 
levels, I would like you to consider Alternative 4, because it 47 
says in the preferred alternative that the disadvantage of this 48 
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approach is that as catch rates increase in response to 1 
rebuilding, which is what it’s supposed to do, commercial quotas 2 

will be filled earlier and the recreational sector is likely to 3 
exceed its allocation and trigger the accountability measures.  4 
We’re setting ourselves up to get shut down.  The fishery gets 5 
better and we get worse. 6 

 7 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there questions? 8 

 9 
MS. WALKER:  Thank you for coming, Dennis.  Tell me about -- You 10 

said that you’re seeing more and more red snapper and you cannot 11 
get to the grouper, to fish for them.  What’s happening to those 12 
red snapper? 13 

 14 
MR. O’HERN:  They’re getting caught and thrown back as of August 15 

5th.  They’re getting thrown back dead because National Marine 16 

Fisheries Service seemed to take that little extra punitive tone 17 
and knock us down to two months and four days, I think it was, 18 
when actually it probably should have been more like three 19 
months on a reduction, but my point is all those fish are going 20 

back in the water and depending on the depth they’re caught, red 21 
snapper are absolutely more susceptible to release mortality 22 
than grouper are, based on depth.  We’re losing a significant 23 
amount of those for ten months of the year now. 24 

 25 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you, Dennis.  On the release mortality, if 26 

we go to a twenty-four-inch, do you see any problem with that? 27 

 28 
MR. O’HERN:  Not really.  My biggest concern is that it is going 29 

to jack up the recreational landings overall, because the weight 30 
is going to be a little bit higher per recreational fish, but if 31 

we had realistic landings figures, I think it’s not going to 32 
matter, but the release mortality, according to the SEDARs that 33 
we were in, is less than 20 percent, because most of those 34 

releases are going to take place inside of eighty feet of water.  35 
That’s factored in, by the way, in the landings reduction in 36 
Amendment 30B. 37 
 38 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any other questions?  Thank you, Mr. O’Hern.  39 

Dr. Nelson and he’ll be followed by Libby Fetherston. 40 
 41 
DR. RUSSELL NELSON:  My name is Russell Nelson and I’m a fishery 42 

scientist here representing the Coastal Conservation 43 
Association.  With respect to 30B, our members have determined 44 
that of all the available options for closing a season that the 45 

February and March closure would be the most acceptable or the 46 
least bad, depending on which member you talk to. 47 
 48 
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We would also prefer, and strongly urge this council, to 1 
maintain a spawning season closure, if it be February and March 2 

or whatever, that applies across all sectors, to all fishermen, 3 
in order to protect the spawning fish as much as possible. 4 
 5 
With regard to the letter that we sent with concern that there 6 

was no economic impact analysis contained in the DEIS and 7 
looking at the actions in this amendment, Roy was kind enough to 8 
share with me some language that he prepared in response to 9 

that, to try to add in a sort of quick look at economic impacts. 10 
 11 
I’ve just had a chance to look at it and not to go over it in 12 
detail, looking back at some other previous amendments, but I do 13 

notice that just on the top of things they’re talking about -- 14 
Of course, gag and red grouper, a loss in the output of $119.5 15 
million or a total output for recreational grouper fishing of 16 

$119.5 million. 17 
 18 
One document I did have available was looking at the 2006 red 19 
grouper action and the RIR and IEA and all the DEIS back then 20 

and just a single option back then that looked at reducing the 21 
bag limit to one fish and closing the months of April through 22 
May -- In that document, the losses associated with that option 23 
to the recreational sector were $191.8 million. 24 

 25 
I can’t reconcile these two different figures and I again urge 26 
the council staff and the National Marine Fisheries Service to 27 

delay finalizing this 30B until the next meeting and do prepare 28 
an adequate, and as accurate as possible, look at the economic 29 
impacts. 30 
 31 

With respect to the interim rule, we understand the kind of 32 
arcane political manipulation within the administration that 33 
precludes you from taking an across-the-board look at groupers 34 

and having to delay one action in order to rush forward with the 35 
action on overfished gag.  It’s unfortunate.  I don’t know that 36 
the council necessarily has to go along with it, but it 37 
certainly is going to create a great deal of confusion in the 38 

recreational fishing sector and we just caution you about that 39 
and thank you. 40 
 41 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Dr. Nelson.  Are there questions? 42 

 43 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you, Russ.  How do you feel about federal 44 

compliance as it relates to the charter industry being able to 45 

fish in state waters when federal waters are closed? 46 
 47 
DR. NELSON:  CCA believes that the states and the federal 48 
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government should find a way to enact regulations that are 1 
consistent across state and federal waters. 2 

 3 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Libby Fetherston and she’ll be 4 

followed by Ted Forsgren. 5 
 6 
MS. LIBBY FETHERSTON:  Good morning, everybody.  My name is 7 

Libby Fetherston and I’m here representing the Ocean 8 
Conservancy.  I’ll direct your attention to a letter that we 9 

submitted to Dr. McIlwain and I’ll just hit you guys with some 10 
of the highlights, as I think we’ve probably been fairly 11 
consistent in supporting Amendment 30B.  I really think this is 12 
the time to finalize this amendment and move forward.  We’re 13 

sort of long overdue in some legal obligations to finalize this 14 
amendment. 15 
 16 

To that, we fully support moving forward with the interim rule 17 
at this meeting.  I think that’s really important, to have 18 
overfishing of gag ended on January 1, 2009.  A lot of the 19 
projections and discussions that go on in the document and from 20 

the stock assessment assume that overfishing is ended in 2009 21 
and so that’s, in our opinion, a fairly important component of 22 
what we’re doing here today. 23 
 24 

I’ll just touch on a few things.  We’re excited to see the 25 
council really sort of committed to this idea of setting fishing 26 
level targets at the optimum yield level.  We think that’s an 27 

excellent idea and we fully support that and we’re delighted to 28 
see you guys sort of continue the work in that that started with 29 
amberjack and triggerfish here with gag grouper. 30 
 31 

I also just want to highlight that we fully support the Action 32 
13, Regulatory Compliance, and we think that’s a really 33 
important component to assuring we end overfishing and have 34 

sustainable fisheries into the future.  Thank you all for your 35 
time. 36 
 37 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there any questions? 38 

 39 
MS. WALKER:  Thanks for coming.  You said you support the 40 

regulatory compliance.  What are your feelings about the 41 

landings associated with just the charterboats and private 42 
recreational and how much do you think that’s going to help with 43 
the fishery? 44 
 45 
MS. FETHERSTON:  I’m not entirely sure that I understood your 46 

question. 47 
 48 
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MS. WALKER:  I understood you to say that you support the 1 

compliance, and I think it’s Action 13, that had to do with 2 

charterboats.  Have you looked at the landings from private 3 
recreational versus charterboats in state waters? 4 
 5 
MS. FETHERSTON:  I’ve got you now.  It’s still a little early.  6 

We think this is a really important step in the direction of 7 
getting sort of everyone on the same page with the conservation 8 
goals and sort of the federal permit requirement is a really 9 

important step in that direction and we’re hoping that the 10 
states will see the value and continue that kind of idea and 11 
enact consistent regulations in state waters and we’re going to 12 
work with the commissions to try to see that done.  Does that 13 

answer your -- 14 
 15 
MS. WALKER:  I think so.  I think what you’re telling us is that 16 

you’re hoping once this burden is put on the charterboats that 17 
you’re hoping the states will come back in and do the same with 18 
private recreational boats, so that everybody complies.  Is that 19 
what you think is going to happen? 20 

 21 
MS. FETHERSTON:  We’re certainly going to work to see that done. 22 

 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  The next speaker is Ted Forsgren and he'll 24 

be followed by Greg Abrams. 25 
 26 
MR. TED FORSGREN:  My name is Ted Forsgren, representing CCA 27 

Florida.  We have a very strong principle of supporting the fish 28 
first.  The resource comes first and we have worked very hard 29 
within our group to come up with some measures to meet the goals 30 
that you’re trying to achieve. 31 

 32 
We are pleased that you took into consideration the information 33 
that we provided at the last council meeting, talking about the 34 

declines in numbers of boats seen by the Florida Fish and 35 
Wildlife Commission officers in federal waters, which helped to 36 
validate what hundreds of people have said in public hearings, 37 
is that there are not that many recreational fishermen going out 38 

as there were in the early 2000s. 39 
 40 
We support what your Alternative (e) is, which is a four fish 41 

bag limit with no more than two gags and no more than two reds, 42 
and we support the closure of the months of February and March, 43 
which is your preferred alternative. 44 
 45 

We talked about all the different things.  We have a 46 
subcommittee and we have a larger committee and we have a Gulf 47 
committee and those are the two months that, as Russell prefers, 48 
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are the least bad.  That’s the best way to put it. 1 
 2 

We do not agree with differential closures in terms of time and 3 
area closures and the two-month closure that may come out of 4 
this.  We think that if you’re going to close the forty-fathom 5 
break to recreational fishermen and commercial fishermen, that’s 6 

fine. 7 
 8 
If you’re going to close two months to the recreational fishery, 9 

you need to close two months to the commercial fishery as well.  10 
The gag grouper is not limited to that area for spawning.  11 
They’re going to be spawning throughout that whole timeframe and 12 
we feel it’s very important to have the closure for the 13 

commercial fishery. 14 
 15 
They’re operating under 6,000-pound trip limits at that time of 16 

the year when they’re coming up and they can hammer those gag 17 
grouper spawning aggregations and so we feel that the closures 18 
should be the same for everyone. 19 
 20 

The last thing or next-to-last thing that I want to talk about 21 
is allocation.  We firmly believe that you have done a poor job 22 
in allocation and especially in terms of grouper.  You have 65 23 
percent of all the red and the gag grouper is going to be 24 

allocated to the commercial fishery in the Gulf of Mexico. 25 
 26 
What’s happening with the IFQ and information coming up, we 27 

think it’s not proper, what you have done.  You have not 28 
properly evaluated the economic impacts.  I’m looking at the 29 
numbers that we’ve got here that Russell talked about previously 30 
and it looks like $88.2 million for the commercial industry, 31 

which includes tilefish.  It includes tilefish and it includes 32 
all the other species and a recreational value estimated 33 
economic impact of $119 million. 34 

 35 
In the document that you did back in 2005 regarding red snapper, 36 
just three months alone, August and April and May and November, 37 
I believe it was, you had $332 million of lost income if those 38 

months were closed and how can you get from three-hundred-and-39 
thirty-some-odd million dollars squished down to a whole year of 40 
$117?  You’ve missed the mark again. 41 

 42 
The whole issue of looking at value as a component, and not a 43 
complete component, but as a component of allocation, again, was 44 
lost. 45 

 46 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Could you wrap up your testimony, please? 47 

 48 
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MR. FORSGREN:  The last thing I want to say is we agree with 1 

Russell.  We are very concerned about the interim rule and what 2 

impact that’s going to have on people being able to understand 3 
what’s really going on. 4 
 5 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there questions? 6 

 7 
MR. TEEHAN:  Thanks for coming, Ted.  I just want to clarify one 8 

thing for the record.  The council has made the assumption and 9 

has calculated the assumption of reduced effort into 30B.  10 
However, I don’t want the record to show that that is based upon 11 
a report, an unofficial report, from the FWC Division of Law 12 
Enforcement, which actually only covered about a two or three 13 

county area in the Big Bend of Florida and not the entire state. 14 
 15 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any other comments? 16 

 17 
MR. FORSGREN:  That’s true.  We looked everywhere to find 18 

something, because apparently everybody coming up and saying it 19 
was going down wasn’t sufficient.  That was, quote, anecdotal.  20 

We came across that information and added it to the pile, to 21 
help validate what everybody had been saying.  Again, we 22 
appreciate the fact that you’ve taken all that into 23 
consideration and the economy and fuel and we support the 24 

measure that you’ve come up with.  Thank you. 25 
 26 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Ted.  Mr. Abrams and he’ll be 27 

followed by Tom Rice. 28 
 29 
MR. GREG ABRAMS:  My name is Greg Abrams and I’m really here to 30 

talk about catch effort that we were catching in 2004 and 2005.  31 

I had seven to eight boats that I can prove the records that we 32 
were catching.  They’re big boats.  They’re tuna boats and we 33 
were catching anywhere from 11,000 to 15,000 a trip. 34 

 35 
Now, three of the boats that’s docked is parked until tuna 36 
season and one boat has got two men working on it and one 37 
deckhand and they can catch 6,000.  They’re breaking even and 38 

making a little bit of paycheck and that’s the reason -- The 39 
catch effort today, with fuel -- The boats leave the dock today 40 
and if they’re not catching any fish, they’ll usually normally 41 

take a thirty-mile or forty-mile jog to fish another bottom. 42 
 43 
Now, we can’t make that effort.  We have to stay in one grid and 44 
work it the whole trip, because of fuel prices.  That’s the main 45 

reason right now our effort is down and the numbers are down and 46 
a lot of boats -- We’ve lost a lot of boats to the oilfield.  47 
The boys that had homes, families, that were catching 12,000 or 48 
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13,000, they’ve gone to the oilfield.  That’s the reason the 1 
numbers are down, if anybody wants to know the truth, and the 2 

numbers are there on the logbooks. 3 
 4 
We’ve got proof of these numbers and it’s nothing that nobody 5 
knows about and two, we were fishing yellowedge and we were 6 

catching four to five million pounds a year and somewhere, NMFS 7 
brought this, poof, million pounds out of the air and we’re 8 
fishing about three months out of the year now, four months, and 9 

now we’re taking all the pressure and putting it back on the 10 
groupers and the b-liners. 11 
 12 
We’ve been catching yellowedge for years, four million or five 13 

million pounds, and not really target them, just deepwater boats 14 
fishing.  We’re not doing anything for the resource right here 15 
on the deepwater.  Nobody is doing a stock assessment and the 16 

effort on that is a great deal of pressure putting on blacks and 17 
reds right now, because we can’t -- We’ve got too many boats 18 
either on b-liners or groupers, instead of putting some tilefish 19 
boats, deepwater boats.  We need to find some money to do a 20 

stock assessment on deepwater, to take some effort here. 21 
 22 
Another thing, on the closure, I think we need to do a sixty-day 23 
closure for the whole Gulf and on the size limit on red grouper, 24 

I think the fish is dead when he comes up and so I think size 25 
limits are bad.  You can’t do a size limit and a quota on a 26 
fishery.  It’s been proven. 27 

 28 
We was in Fort Myers years ago and we said that the size limit 29 
needs to be eighteen inches and they didn’t listen, but now, I 30 
think they want to listen.  The size limit needs to be eighteen 31 

and I’m in favor of that.  On the IFQ, I would like to talk more 32 
about that this afternoon.  Thank you. 33 
 34 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Questions? 35 

 36 
DR. CRABTREE:  Greg, I’m confused by your statement that you 37 

were catching four to five million pounds of yellowedge grouper.  38 

That’s per year from the Gulf of Mexico? 39 
 40 
MR. ABRAMS:  Look at your numbers. 41 

 42 
DR. CRABTREE:  Yes and the highest landing on record is 1.579 43 

million pounds in 1988.  Most years, you’ve caught right around 44 
a million pounds and I can show you the numbers and so what -- 45 

 46 
MR. ABRAMS:  That’s a lie.  I can get the boats -- If we have 47 

to, let’s get all the boats that fished deepwater and get our 48 
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logbooks and we can prove that.  That’s a simple proven.  That’s 1 
not hard to prove there, because there was only a certain amount 2 

of boats that fished deepwater and we can get the numbers.  We 3 
can get the boats to come in.  The captains will and the boat 4 
owners.  We’ll get together at a meeting and bring their 5 
logbooks in and we’ve got proof of that.  This is not a -- We’re 6 

ready to do whatever it takes to get the numbers right. 7 
 8 
DR. CRABTREE:  If you could show me that, I would be interested 9 

to see it.  What I’m looking at -- 10 
 11 
MR. ABRAMS:  Let’s have a meeting and we’ll get all the 12 

deepwater permits -- The people that fished deepwater will come 13 

anywhere and meet anywhere and show you the correct numbers and 14 
bring our logbooks and let’s sit down at the table and let’s get 15 
this right, because we know NMFS does have a problem with 16 

numbers. 17 
 18 
DR. CRABTREE:  What I’m looking at are from the trip tickets and 19 

so if we have that big of a discrepancy between your logbooks 20 

and -- 21 
 22 
MR. ABRAMS:  That’s a big discrepancy. 23 

 24 
DR. CRABTREE:  That’s a problem.  We do have a yellowedge 25 

grouper assessment, I believe, scheduled for 2010 or 2011. 26 
 27 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I think it’s 2010. 28 

 29 
DR. CRABTREE:  That’s something important to get straightened 30 

out, because that is a huge difference between the two. 31 

 32 
MR. ABRAMS:  We had to have a stock assessment on triggerfish 33 

last year that we don’t even make a million dollars on 34 

triggerfish in the commercial industry. 35 
 36 
DR. CRABTREE:  It was done several years ago, the triggerfish 37 

assessment. 38 

 39 
MR. ABRAMS:  Last year, you all chose to do triggerfish instead 40 

of deepwater and is that correct? 41 

 42 
DR. CRABTREE:  No, that’s not correct. 43 

 44 
MR. ABRAMS:  Are you sure?  That’s what you told me the last 45 

meeting now. 46 
 47 
DR. CRABTREE:  I don’t think so, but we’ll talk. 48 
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 1 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a couple more questions. 2 

 3 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you, Greg, for coming.  A sixty-day 4 

closure, do you have a time period on that that you prefer? 5 
 6 
MR. ABRAMS:  It would be nice if we could -- When you close the 7 

deepwater, they get on the radio, the Coast Guard, and they 8 
close the season down and get back to when we see -- Anybody 9 

that cares about the resource, it’s the boat owners and the 10 
captains and the crew.  They would let us know and what I would 11 
do is if -- When the crew starts saying or the captain is seeing 12 
roe, let’s close it down then.   13 

 14 
It’s usually anywhere from February, March, and April, in them 15 
months.  Sometimes it’s April and May.  It’s counting on 16 

temperature.  It has a lot to do with the water temperature, but 17 
I think we could do it just like we do when mackerel closes.  We 18 
get on the radio and put it on the sidebands or VHS and the same 19 
way with grouper.  If we see it’s roeing and it’s time to close 20 

it, let’s close it. 21 
 22 
There’s two ways we could do it.  We could do the set sixty days 23 
or we could get on the radio and say okay, boys, it’s time to 24 

close and close it from sixty days in, from that point when we 25 
start seeing roe. 26 
 27 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Are you saying the entire Gulf? 28 

 29 
MR. ABRAMS:  The entire Gulf, yes.  Yes, ma’am. 30 

 31 
MS. WILLIAMS:  One other question that I’ve had about tilefish.  32 

I’ve seen stuff on golden tile, but that’s not the only tilefish 33 
that you all catch, is it? 34 

 35 
MR. ABRAMS:  Gray tile is caught in the southern Gulf.  In the 36 

northern Gulf and the western Gulf is the golden tile, but I 37 
think they had it on the same quota and it’s two different 38 

species, but they’re in the tilefish family.  Up in the 39 
Panhandle, from say Panama City to Brownsville, you catch very 40 
few gray tile. 41 

 42 
MS. WALKER:  Thank you for coming, Greg.  I was reading the 43 

comments that you gave to the council and there’s two issues 44 
that I would like for you to talk to us more about and one was 45 

that we’re forcing fishermen to become single species fishermen 46 
and how you feel about the red snapper IFQ. 47 
 48 
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MR. ABRAMS:  Now, people is wanting to build numbers up, because 1 

they’re threatening that the whole Gulf is going to go to IFQ 2 

and so now they’re starting to target one fish.  Up in the 3 
Panhandle, we’re bandit fishermen, a lot of us, and a gentleman 4 
there will leave and they’ll go fishing on Monday and come back 5 
on Saturday and they’ll have a thousand pinks and two or three 6 

hundred triggers and five or six hundred scamp and b-liners and 7 
a handful of snappers, whatever they can afford to buy, if they 8 
can find any to buy, a thousand amberjack. 9 

 10 
That’s typically the way they’ve been fishing all their lives 11 
and that makes a good trip and don’t put no pressure on one 12 
species and now, NMFS is making us put pressure on one species, 13 

because they want to build their permits up. 14 
 15 
On the snapper IFQ, I got some.  I’ve lost some boats because 16 

they’ve got them and leased them out to other people in other 17 
parts of the state.  It’s hurt my fish house part as far as 18 
production. 19 
 20 

The Gulf is a multispecies.  It’s not -- This is not British 21 
Columbia and this is not New Zealand and this is not Alaska.  22 
This is a unique -- The Gulf is a unique place with a lot of 23 
different species in it and a lot of different fishermen have 24 

always fished different species, but now, they’re starting to 25 
force us to fish where we don’t usually fish. 26 
 27 
MR. TEEHAN:  Ms. Williams asked my question for me. 28 

 29 
MR. PERRET:  Thank you, Greg.  You sound pretty convincing that 30 

you can supply three or four years of records where you guys or 31 

your boats caught four million pounds of yellowedge per year and 32 
what years were those? 33 
 34 
MR. ABRAMS:  It would be the last six or seven years.  It ain’t 35 

just -- The last six or seven years.  We can get you numbers.  36 
We can get numbers on deepwater. 37 
 38 
MR. PERRET:  I have been told about trip tickets and Florida has 39 

had a trip ticket system in place for years and I’m perplexed 40 
that -- Why were those landings not picked up by trip tickets or 41 

were the trip tickets even submitted? 42 
 43 
MR. ABRAMS:  Louisiana come up with a trip ticket here three or 44 

four years ago that was a great trip ticket and then Florida has 45 

picked up on it. 46 
 47 
MR. PERRET:  I will agree that I think Louisiana is a lot better 48 
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system. 1 
 2 
MR. ABRAMS:  Louisiana has got a great system on the -- They’ve 3 

got a great system, because we unload boats in Louisiana and I 4 
would rather look at a Louisiana trip ticket than a Florida trip 5 
ticket, but now, Florida’s trip ticket wasn’t very accountable, 6 

because this is not the first time we’ve had trouble with 7 
numbers. 8 
 9 
DR. SHIPP:  Thank you, Greg.  I’m interested in the golden 10 

tilefish numbers.  You mentioned the yellowedge numbers, but do 11 
you have a rough estimate of the landings of golden tile? 12 
 13 
MR. ABRAMS:  Not really and the reason is the tile market is 14 

controlled by the northeast.  It’s cold-water golden tile, the 15 
same as ours.  It’s just a better quality fish and so our market 16 

is kind of judged on Rhode Island and New Jersey tile.  The 17 
tilefish is a market that’s usually just up and down the east 18 
coast.  It’s not a fish that you send all over the country. 19 
 20 

We catch tile when the market is up and we don’t target tile.  21 
We go get our groupers and then we get our tilefish.  We just 22 
don’t go catch 10,000 tile, which you could do that in two days 23 
if that’s what you wanted to do, but the market can’t stand just 24 

keep catching tile, because of the east coast tile. 25 
 26 
DR. SHIPP:  Greg, do you have any kind of a rough estimate?  Do 27 

you get a half-million pounds a year, on average, or -- 28 
 29 
MR. ABRAMS:  I would say a million. 30 

 31 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any other questions for Mr. Abrams?  Thank 32 

you, Greg.  We appreciate you being here.  The next speaker is 33 
Tom Rice and he’ll be followed by Mitch Holman. 34 

 35 
MR. TOM RICE:  My name is Tom Rice and I’m a small business 36 

owner and a commercial and charter fisherman.  I have been in 37 
the fishing business since 1967.  I started out as a deckhand, 38 

working party boats and charterboats and commercial fishing in 39 
the wintertime. 40 
 41 

I spent many, many years prior to owning my own business, 42 
starting in 1998.  I do have a little bit of catch history for 43 
grouper as far as the proposed IFQ is concerned.  I support the 44 
total closure of the Gulf of Mexico for the spawning season for 45 

grouper. 46 
 47 
The simple fact is that, like Mel and a couple of others have 48 
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attested to here, the fish -- You don’t know when they’re going 1 
to be full of roe.  It depends on how the frontal systems come 2 

down from the north there. 3 
 4 
If they pound us hard through the spring and you’ve got a cold, 5 
cold spring, those fish come in way late and if you leave that 6 

open to -- I’ve got a vested interest in it, too.  I commercial 7 
fish and we look forward to that time of the year to go catch 8 
fish, because they’re just very vulnerable and they’re ready to 9 

eat, no matter where you stop.  Where you haven’t caught fish 10 
before, you’ll catch groupers.  It’s almost a shame to catch 11 
them and gut those eggs out and let them go. 12 
 13 

I support the eighteen-inch size limit on red groupers.  I think 14 
if there’s any possible way to work it into the recreational 15 
sector that it should be worked in there, too.  The amount of 16 

small red groupers that go back over the side in up to 120 feet 17 
of water or so, you’re going to see these fish -- Some of them 18 
will make it, but the majority of them, depending on how agile 19 
your anglers are on the recreational side and how fast they pull 20 

that fish -- If his eyes are bugged out, chances are he won’t 21 
make it, but some of them do make it. 22 
 23 
I don’t know the level of which ones make it and which ones 24 

don’t.  I venture to say probably 50/50 under 120 foot.  Outside 25 
of 120 foot, I’ll bet you 90 percent of them don’t make it.  The 26 
IFQ, I’ll comment about that when it comes up.  That’s all I’ve 27 

got.  Thanks. 28 
 29 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Rice.  Are there questions 30 

from the council? 31 

 32 
MS. WALKER:  Thank you, Tommy, for coming.  How do you feel 33 

about increasing the size limit to twenty-four inches? 34 

 35 
MR. RICE:  On gags, that’s not a bad idea for the recreational 36 

sector.  It’s going to really tap into what we can keep in the 37 
gag grouper area, but as far as I’m concerned, gag grouper has 38 

been overfished for a long time. 39 
 40 
The funny part about it is just this year, we’ve had an 41 

abundance of gag groupers this year.  We’ve caught a lot of fish 42 
this spring.  It’s like almost contradictory to what everybody 43 
has been saying about the gag grouper stocks.  They’ve just 44 
rebounded tremendously. 45 

 46 
The fishery down in -- The sections of the fishery make such a 47 
vast difference now.  In northwest Florida, we catch a big class 48 
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of grouper and not the abundance that they catch in the shallow-1 
water areas from say Crystal River down.  Those fish get up in 2 

those little cracks and crevices in the coquina rock and 3 
limestone formations and you can run along with a fathometer and 4 
never see a fish, but if you’re dragging planers behind you and 5 
you hook a fish and he comes up in the water and you roll around 6 

there, they’ll just blow up in the water and you can just murder 7 
them.  You can catch a lot of fish.  They’re a little smaller 8 
class of fish, but if Dennis and them think that twenty-four 9 

inches is good, that’s fine with me, because it’s going to 10 
affect them a lot more than it is me. 11 
 12 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any other questions?  Thank you, Mr. Rice.  13 

The next speaker is Mitch Holman, followed by Bob Zales, II. 14 
 15 
MR. MITCH HOLMAN:  Mitch Holman, Panama City, Florida.  I’ve got 16 

two commercial boats and a seafood restaurant and the two points 17 
that I want to pick up on today on this particular issue are the 18 
reduction in the size of red grouper.   19 
 20 

Four or five years ago in Fort Myers, I got up in front of the 21 
same council and said that we needed to reduce the size limit 22 
from twenty inches to eighteen inches so they could go on the 23 
quota and quit getting wasted and four years later, you all 24 

think that’s a great idea.  I wish that we could have done it 25 
sooner. 26 
 27 

I was at St. Pete two or three months ago and Mr. Crabtree gave 28 
my speech, but it was just four years later, but I am glad that 29 
we have reached that conclusion.  I just wish that it would have 30 
been done a long time ago. 31 

 32 
The other issue is the closure on the grouper.  Ten years ago, I 33 
was in Key West when there was a big push for a three-month 34 

closure on grouper and I used the analogy then that I could my 35 
bills off for one month, but it would be hard to put my bills 36 
off for three months and I think some of you used that analogy 37 
and it got changed from three months to one month. 38 

 39 
I’m in a complete different change of opinion now, because 40 
they’ve taken red snapper and I have to buy IFQs and pay more 41 

for them than what they’re really worth.  The alternative to 42 
going out of business, I think that we need to close grouper.  I 43 
think that we need to get really sincere on saving the fishery. 44 
 45 

The only way you’re going to save this fishery is to close 46 
groupers down while they’re spawning.  If it’s two months, it’s 47 
two months.  If it’s three months, it’s three months, but that’s 48 
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the only way that I see saving the groupers.  I know yesterday I 1 
think you all voted that if you go to IFQs that you would do 2 

away with the commercial closures.  I think that’s the most 3 
ridiculous thing I’ve ever heard of. 4 
 5 
I think that we really need to get serious on saving the 6 

groupers and the only way you’re going to do it is close it down 7 
while they’re spawning and nobody has got a crystal ball and 8 
knows when that is. 9 

 10 
If you’ve got observers on your boats -- They go out all the 11 
time on mine and when they start to see eggs, that’s when you 12 
need to shut it down.  When you see the eggs disappear, that’s 13 

when you need to open it up.  It’s not that difficult. 14 
 15 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Holman.  Are there questions 16 

from the council?  Thank you, Mr. Holman.  Bob Zales and he’ll 17 
be followed by Mr. Bob Spaeth. 18 
 19 
MR. BOB ZALES, II:  Good morning.  I’m Bob Zales, II, and I’m 20 

the Executive Director of the Conservation Cooperative of Gulf 21 
Fishermen and also President of the Panama City Boatmen 22 
Association and I’m also representing the Destin Charterboat 23 
Association. 24 

 25 
On 30B on the closure, we’re recommending the November/December 26 
closure as groups.  We support the four fish bag limit, two reds 27 

and two gags.  The key provision that we do not support is your 28 
preferred alternative, I think it’s Action 13, on the permit.  29 
We support status quo, for a variety of reasons that you all 30 
have heard me discuss before. 31 

 32 
Primarily -- In the document, there are comparisons with 33 
commercial fisheries and clearly there is significant 34 

differences between recreational and commercial fisheries.  In 35 
the HMS fishery, every fisherman, private, recreational, 36 
charter, commercial, all have to have permits.  They all have to 37 
abide by the same rules and regulations under that permit. 38 

 39 
In this fishery, you’re looking at 1,300 or 1,400 boats, give or 40 
take some, of federally permitted vessels.  Those are the only 41 

ones that are going to be affected.  The state licensed boats 42 
who fish in state waters who don’t have federal permits will be 43 
able to fish and all the private recreational people will be 44 
able to fish.   45 

 46 
Everybody but the private recreational angler on our boats will 47 
be able to fish and we think that clearly the way this was done, 48 
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and whether or not it’s true, but it’s definitely perceived by 1 
those of us in the business, as a retaliatory effort, because of 2 

what Florida and Texas did. 3 
 4 
It’s created problems and everybody here knows where I am on 5 
data.  We fully support data programs to get us good data and 6 

this in itself has done some serious damage to the current 7 
program, where we’re trying to get a registry for private 8 
recreational anglers. 9 

 10 
You all have heard me say before -- The private recreational 11 
anglers that I talk to ask all the time, how can we give data 12 
and how can we do this?  Now, you tell them you’re fixing to get 13 

a registry and they say, aren’t you all fixing to get restricted 14 
to where you fish because you’ve got the permit and yes and we 15 
ain’t going there.  They don’t want to do it. 16 

 17 
Our comments from CCGF to the Federal Register notice, we 18 
specifically spent a paragraph stating that we fully support 19 
that registry for data purposes, but for data purposes only.  If 20 

it’s going to be used for anything else, we do not support it.  21 
That’s kind of where we are.  We think that it’s critical. 22 
 23 
We have made tremendous strides in trying to get better data and 24 

this one provision itself has taken us way back and so we think 25 
that this needs to be left at status quo or pulled out of the 26 
document and left alone.  I’m done and any questions? 27 

 28 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there any questions? 29 

 30 
MS. WALKER:  Thank you, Bob.  How does your group feel about the 31 

twenty-four-inch size limit on gag? 32 
 33 
MR. ZALES:  We do not support twenty-four inches.  We support 34 

status quo on the gag grouper.  We would support reducing the 35 
size limit on both fisheries and I say that -- I haven’t asked 36 
the crowd that, but I say that because of what we see and I’ll 37 
use the red snapper IFQ program report that was kind of 38 

obscurely in the Southeast Regional Office website. 39 
 40 
In there, there’s talk in the discards about when you -- It’s 41 

obscure.  It’s in a little compartment up here on the top where 42 
for IFQ people that you’re supposed to have a password.  You 43 
don’t need it to get there, but it indicates you do. 44 
 45 

Anyway, in the program report, it talks about the fish less than 46 
fifteen inches to thirteen inches and according to a chart that 47 
Steve showed me a couple of weeks ago, about 30 to 35 percent of 48 
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the landings in red snapper have been between thirteen and 1 
fifteen inches.  That tells me a big part of the reduction in 2 

discards, discard mortality, is due to size limit reduction.  If 3 
it works there, it should work anywhere. 4 
 5 
MR. TEEHAN:  Thanks, Bob, for coming.  You stated that the three 6 

groups that you represent support the November/December grouper 7 
closure? 8 
 9 
MR. ZALES:  That’s what they voted on. 10 

 11 
MR. TEEHAN:  Can you give me a little insight as to why they 12 

picked those months? 13 

 14 
MR. ZALES:  They picked those months for a variety of reasons.  15 

A lot of it is probably selfish, because clearly in November and 16 

December business is not very good, but also too because of the 17 
range of grouper up and down the Florida west coast.  It seemed 18 
to be a period of time that if you were going to close it, it 19 
would be the least hurtful overall. 20 

 21 
Everybody is going to hurt a little bit, but clearly if you shut 22 
it down in February and March, we’re going to be impacted and 23 
the guys down south are going to be impacted and some others may 24 

not be.  In any of those months outside of that, it’s kind of 25 
the same way.  There’s been talk of a September/November closure 26 
and clearly that would hit us and the guys down state, maybe not 27 

so much.  That was the rationale behind it. 28 
 29 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you, Bob.  Could you tell the council, and 30 

I know that you’re chair of the Reef Fish AP, why the members 31 

were against the time/area closure on the forty-fathom curve? 32 
 33 
MR. ZALES:  There are several concerns.  A lot of it has to do 34 

with the fact that there seems to be no analysis done that’s 35 
been presented, that we’ve seen anyway, that says what the 36 
tradeoff is by shutting down the forty-fathom break for that 37 
period of time versus what would be lost or gained where these 38 

people have fished, because clearly -- I think that’s probably 39 
where this two month thing is coming from to do it Gulf-wide 40 
deal, because that affects everybody universally. 41 

 42 
If you do this, the guys that’s fishing that area now for two or 43 
three or four months, however long you’re going to do it in that 44 
box, they’re not going to stop fishing for that period of time.  45 

They’re only not going to fish in that box. 46 
 47 
They’re going to fish outside and they’re going to fish the 48 
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other part of the Edges and all through there.  They’re clearly 1 
going to come in there and fish rail-to-rail with us and so 2 

where is the tradeoff here? 3 
 4 
Are you going to benefit by that spawning or are you going to 5 
produce more fish by eliminating the action in the spawning area 6 

versus what you’re going to kill outside of there?  We don’t 7 
know and so --  8 
 9 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Zales.  Mr. Spaeth and that 10 

will be the last card I have for 30B. 11 
 12 
MR. BOB SPAETH:  Thank you, council members and Mr. Chairman.  I 13 

want to talk about effort and how much credence you put in it.  14 
I know you heard Greg Abrams about 2005.  We took swordfish and 15 
we made regulations in the northern Gulf and we drove the big 16 

boats into the grouper fishery.  They were catching 10,000 or 17 
15,000 and then you came up with the trip limit. 18 
 19 
I personally have a sixty-five footer.  When you did that trip 20 

limit, he threw the keys on the table and went to the oilfields.  21 
He’s getting $300 a day in the oilfields and why would he do 22 
that? 23 
 24 

I guess the point I’m trying to make is that you drove all the 25 
good people out of the business that caught fish that had to 26 
make money and they had to survive.  You drove the best out with 27 

trip limits.  I testified that’s what you were going to do when 28 
you did the trip limits and now it’s a fact. 29 
 30 
Now, I sit here and I hear effort and all of a sudden, the sky 31 

is falling and Chicken Little.  People catch fish and not boats.  32 
I’ve never seen a boat catch a fish in my life.  I don’t think 33 
you should put much credence in that and if you look at our past 34 

history, look at the red snapper.  They’re like cockroaches out 35 
there and everywhere and everybody is telling you. 36 
 37 
Do you believe that the red snapper are in distress?  Do you 38 

believe the goliath grouper and the red grouper, the three years 39 
they were overfished and then they’re not overfished?  There’s 40 
lots of papers that talk about effort and don’t manage on 41 

effort. 42 
 43 
I guess the point is one of the things that seems strange to me 44 
is when we look at this data, whoever is doing it, that all of a 45 

sudden the red grouper and the gag grouper are in trouble at the 46 
same time.  Well, that doesn’t usually make sense to a 47 
fisherman, because we have cycles. 48 
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 1 
We’re willing to provide names to anybody that would like to 2 

take the names of those boats that caught 100,000 pounds and 3 
give you the names and then you can go mine the logbooks and 4 
find out how much and I’m suggesting there’s about two-million 5 
pounds, talking to some of the Panama City boys.  They could 6 

give you some more information on that. 7 
 8 
The last thing I would like to do is talk about the yellowedge 9 

and Greg Abrams was correct.  The problem is your logbooks don’t 10 
reflect it.  A lot of them know Laurilee Thompson used to have a 11 
sixty-five footer and she was consistently doing 30,000 and 12 
Snatch Oakley was consistently doing 30,000 and my boats in 13 

deepwater, but that wasn’t recorded.  14 
 15 
We had tractor trailers sitting at the fish houses loading the 16 

yellowedge grouper on it in 1988 and 1989.  I appeared before 17 
SEDAR and explained that, but nobody could come up with any 18 
numbers and those people are alive today, most of them, that 19 
caught those fish.  I just want to caution you to please use the 20 

least economic harm to the industry.  Go with the lowest thing 21 
the law will allow you on the gag grouper.  Thank you. 22 
 23 
MR. GILL:  Thanks for coming, Bob.  In reference to the change 24 

in landings because of change in captains due to trip limits, et 25 
cetera, and you say you can validate that by logbooks, it should 26 
also be validatable on trip tickets, should it not, so that we 27 

could quickly pull the trip tickets and see exactly the 28 
phenomenon you’re talking about? 29 
 30 
MR. SPAETH:  I believe you could.  I’m not familiar with the 31 

trip ticket system, but I believe that they should correspond to 32 
each other through those years.  We’re talking about 2005, 2006, 33 
2007, those years, 2004 and 2005.  We had the big increases in 34 

catches and we never reached the quota until we made other 35 
regulations out here and pushed other people and effort shifting 36 
and then it doesn’t come out in your modeling and then 37 
everything is screwed up, as usual. 38 

 39 
MS. WALKER:  Thank you for coming, Bobby.  Do you agree with 40 

Greg that we are forcing commercial fishermen to go to single 41 

species rather than historically how they’ve fished? 42 
 43 
MR. SPAETH:  I don’t think we’re doing it.  I think we’ve 44 

already done it. 45 

 46 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any other questions for Mr. Spaeth?  Thank 47 

you, Bob.  That’s the last card I have for 30B.  I don’t have 48 
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any cards on spiny lobster and so we’re going to move into the 1 
Open Comment Period.  We’re going to take a ten-minute break.  2 

Some of the old men here have to take care of business. 3 
 4 
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 5 
 6 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ll get everybody to take their seats, 7 

please, and let’s continue.  We’ll start with the Open Public 8 
Comment Period and for the benefit of the audience, I would ask 9 

Shepherd to review briefly for the audience the procedure for 10 
the referendum and how it all takes place.  Could you do that 11 
for us, please? 12 
 13 
MR. GRIMES:  Yes, Mr. Chairman.  What would happen at this 14 

point, or as soon as the council decides to request a 15 
referendum, they’ll have Draft Amendment 29.  Once the council 16 

decides to request the referendum, that document must have all 17 
the preferred alternatives in it and must be pretty 18 
substantially completed, with all the requisite analysis. 19 
 20 

Once they request the referendum, they’ll forward that document, 21 
I presume, to the National Marine Fisheries Service and the 22 
referendum will be conducted.  There’s a proposed and final 23 
rulemaking that will be associated with conducting the 24 

referendum and that is the proposed rule will notify all the 25 
eligible participants of how the referendum is going to be 26 
conducted in terms of procedures, time, place, et cetera. 27 

 28 
Then a final rule will go out announcing that and exactly how 29 
it’s going to be conducted and then the referendum would occur.  30 
Now, if the referendum passes, the council will be notified that 31 

it’s passed.  You have the option then of approving Amendment 32 
29, the document that you have in front of you, and submitting 33 
that as is to the Secretary of Commerce for review and 34 

implementation. 35 
 36 
Now, you can change it at that time, but if you change it, 37 
you’re going to have to go back to the referendum or go back 38 

through that process, which would include another rulemaking.  39 
What the fishermen get and what the fishermen vote on has to be 40 
what you submit.  Otherwise, you have to go back through the 41 

approval process.  That, Mr. Chairman, in a nutshell is it. 42 
 43 
I guess I would advise this body that what we’re looking at now 44 
is implementation of an IFQ program the start of the fishing 45 

year in 2010.  Now, the Fisheries Service would be much more 46 
aware of the timing issues and probably appropriate to comment 47 
on this, but it’s my understanding that that timeline is not 48 
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going to be easy to make as it is.  Just keep that in mind, 1 
should you desire to make changes or delay this process further.  2 

It will complicate dramatically any possible implementation in 3 
2010. 4 
 5 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Shepherd.  Ms. Walker, did you 6 

have a comment? 7 
 8 
MS. WALKER:  Mr. Raffield, who has been in the fishery for a 9 

long time, said that he wasn’t even aware that we were taking 10 
what he deemed as final action, which if we don’t make any 11 
changes -- I was just wondering how Shep felt about that.  Do 12 
you think that we’ve adequately allowed the public to know that 13 

we were taking action at this meeting? 14 
 15 
MR. GRIMES:  You’ve published -- I guess you’ve had a ton of 16 

public hearings and you’ve followed the process all the way 17 
along and in terms of what you folks call final action, you’re 18 
not there yet.  The referendum has to occur and giving the 19 
timing associated with that, I think you’ll actually meet twice 20 

before you’ll take what you call final action on this document. 21 
 22 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I believe you’re correct and as a council member, 23 

that’s what I thought that we were doing, but some of the public 24 

now are a little confused.  For some reason, they thought they 25 
could vote -- They’re getting the red snapper IFQ confused with 26 
the grouper IFQ, because with the red snapper IFQ, the first 27 

vote was do you want us to do an IFQ and the second vote was 28 
after we’ve crossed all the Ts and dotted the Is, do you still 29 
want it? 30 
 31 

This one was -- We did this exactly the way that Magnuson says 32 
that we are supposed to do it.  We have sat here and we’ve 33 
developed the document with all of our preferreds and we’re 34 

asking them to vote do you still want it, with the preferreds 35 
that are in here?  If the vote is yes, then sitting around this 36 
council, yes, we could change it, but I don’t know how we would 37 
change it, because we’ve been working on it two or three years 38 

now and if we did change it, like you said, we would have to go 39 
back out for a referendum and in doing that, they may not get 40 
one until, even if they voted yes, in 2012 or 2013 and if we 41 

went in at that point and changed it, the vote may be no.  I 42 
think that’s how the grouper IFQ voting, as far as the 43 
referendum, has confused some of the grouper fishermen.  44 
 45 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Let’s proceed with our public hearing part 46 

of the meeting.  I would ask each of you presenters if you can 47 
winnow it down to three minutes and let’s give everybody a 48 
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chance to address the council.  We have a number of cards that 1 
we want to try to get through this morning and we’re interested 2 

in what you have to say.  Our first speaker will be Bill Tucker 3 
and he will be followed by Fred Knowles. 4 
 5 

OPEN PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 6 

 7 
MR. BILL TUCKER:  Good morning.  My name is Bill Tucker and I’m 8 

a commercial grouper fisherman out of Clearwater, Florida.  I’ve 9 

been doing it all my adult life.  This is what I do for 100 10 
percent of my income.  I’m a full-time fisherman. 11 
 12 
I’ve talked to most of you about IFQs and about Amendment 29.  13 

Amendment 29 is about reducing overcapacity and rationalizing 14 
effort in the grouper and tilefish fisheries.  We’ve been 15 
working on this plan for years.  We’ve been working on grouper 16 

management and I’ve been involved in this for it must be at 17 
least ten years.  It seems like we keep doing little band-aid 18 
solutions and I think it’s time for us to really work on the 19 
bottom-line issues. 20 

 21 
We have overcapacity in this fishery.  It’s really very obvious.  22 
When fishing is good, our seasons get closed.  National Marine 23 
Fisheries Service has been issuing permits that have been 24 

unlimited permits and that’s a recipe for a tragedy of the 25 
commons.   26 
 27 

When fishing is good, everybody who is a part-time fisherman and 28 
people who do other things primarily for their income, they 29 
enter the grouper fishery and it ends up with easy fish to 30 
catch, a lot of fish on the market, flooded prices, and we end 31 

up closing our season early.  The deepwater grouper and tilefish 32 
fishery has closed early for the last several years. 33 
 34 

I think the question is how do you reduce effort, manage effort, 35 
and reduce overcapacity without kicking all the small people 36 
out?  That’s what we went through in our IFQ Advisory Panel and 37 
the problem is that what we normally do is limited entry and 38 

that kicks all the little guys out.  We’re looking for a way to 39 
keep the little guys in and the IFQs will do that. 40 
 41 

The council set a control date to protect the fishermen that 42 
were in the fishery and to keep new entrants from coming in.  43 
Some people have not paid attention to that and have disregarded 44 
it, but the control date was meant to protect the fishermen that 45 

were in the fishery. 46 
 47 
Soon after that, we began development of this program.  We’ve 48 
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been working on it for years.  It’s the best of the alternatives 1 
that are available to accomplish the goals of reducing 2 

overcapacity and rationalizing effort. 3 
 4 
It’s difficult to congeal all this in three minutes.  It’s 5 
impossible.  I’ve taken time with most of you, or anyone willing 6 

to talk with me, to explain rationales and to discuss the 7 
objections.  There are people with permits that have the 8 
opportunity to fish and can enter the fishery at will and that’s 9 

part of the problem. 10 
 11 
There are people that say that they’re fishermen and if they 12 
are, their catch history will display that and it will show 13 

that.  If they have catch in the qualifying period, it will show 14 
up in their catch history and they will be allocated.  I support 15 
the council’s preferred alternative for the definition of 16 

“substantially fished” and I support the council holding firm on 17 
the control date and I would be willing to answer any questions 18 
that you might have for me. 19 
 20 
MR. GILL:  Bill, thanks for coming and it’s obvious that you 21 

support IFQ.  Is there anything in the current document, as it 22 
stands, that you don’t agree with or do you agree with it in its 23 
entirety at this point? 24 

 25 
MR. TUCKER:  I think it’s a pretty good compromise.  There’s not 26 

egregiously wrong with the document.  I think it’s a pretty good 27 

attempt at a compromise.  I think that the definition of 28 
“substantially fished” is very low and I don’t see how -- I 29 
don’t see how a guy could survive, support himself, on 12,000 30 
pounds of grouper a year and we’ve knocked that down to 8,000 31 

pounds, as a compromise, to be more inclusive.  I can live with 32 
that.  I think that’s fine, but the fact of the matter is that 33 
anyone who has catch history in the qualifying period will be 34 

included in this program. 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any other questions? 37 

 38 
MS. WALKER:  Thank you, Billy.  This is my concern right now.  39 

Commercial fishing used to be more than one species.  It wasn’t 40 
a single species.  You went out there and you kept what you 41 

caught and you came in and you didn’t put, as Mr. Abrams said, a 42 
lot of pressure on any one single species. 43 
 44 
That’s one of my concerns about this program and you’re saying 45 

that IFQs will protect the little man and I don’t think that 46 
happened with the red snapper fishery. 47 
 48 
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MR. TUCKER:  The problem with the red snapper was we had the 1 

limited entry prior to the initial allocations.  That’s the 2 

problem with that.  The limited entry set the small-scale 3 
producers like me, who had a Class 2 permit -- We were hamstrung 4 
from the get-go.  That’s the problem, one of the problems, with 5 
limited entry preceding an IFQ. 6 

 7 
There are people who have entered this fishery since the control 8 
date and have just decided to ignore the control date and figure 9 

that we can change the rules to make up for that decision.  10 
They’ve speculated and they’ve taken a risk and that’s their 11 
risk. 12 
 13 
MS. WILLIAMS:  How do we address the captain that fills out the 14 

logbook and he’s caught the fish and he sells the fish to the 15 
vessel owner and I’m not sure what any of their agreements are, 16 

but over time, basically they were paying something for using 17 
that vessel.  How do we include this person now, since the 18 
landings is going to go to the vessel owner and he can now take 19 
those landings and do whatever he wants to with them and 20 

actually just exclude this captain whose knowledge actually went 21 
into catching these fish?  How do we protect that person? 22 
 23 
MR. TUCKER:  The guys that run boats and go catch fish and they 24 

get paid, they’ve been paid for the job that they’ve done.  The 25 
men that own the boats have invested money and capital in those 26 
boats and a lot of them have run those boats as well.  The 27 

allocations go to the permit holder.  There’s no reason that I 28 
can see why a permit holder would not maintain the same captain 29 
on his vessel.  This is, however, about reducing overcapacity in 30 
the fishery. 31 

 32 
It allows it to happen on a voluntary basis.  If some fisherman 33 
was on a boat and a limited entry came in and took the boat out 34 

of the fishery, he would have no choice.  However, I think that 35 
what you’ll find is this is the means by which the fleet is 36 
professionalized.  The deadwood would drift off to the side. 37 
 38 

There may be fewer opportunities because there are fewer boats.  39 
However, those opportunities will probably be filled by the more 40 
professional of the captains that are available. 41 

 42 
MR. PEARCE:  Thanks for your testimony, Bill.  In Louisiana, my 43 

fishermen fish a multispecies fishery and with grouper as well.  44 
Convince me that the 8,000-pound criteria is not going to hurt 45 

that Louisiana fisherman that doesn’t have that much volume in 46 
that grouper category. 47 
 48 
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MR. TUCKER:  He will be included in the IFQ program. 1 

 2 
MR. PEARCE:  Some people don’t feel that that will be that way. 3 

 4 
MR. TUCKER:  They should read the document and see that this is 5 

designed to include anyone with any landings in the qualifying 6 

period. 7 
 8 
DR. CRABTREE:  Bill, there’s been a lot of discussion of trying 9 

to look at the red snapper IFQ program, to see if it’s working 10 
or not.  We’ve heard some complaints by people that I’m having 11 
to discard fish and all that, but under the old program, with 12 
the Class 1 and Class 2 and the trip limits, if the quota had 13 

been reduced to the level it’s at now, which is right at two-14 
and-a-half million pounds, how long would it have taken them to 15 
catch the spring portion and the fall portion, do you guess? 16 

 17 
MR. TUCKER:  Just with the quota reduction, it would mean half 18 

of the time that it took before, but when you add in the 19 
reduction in the size limit, it would have been closed in a 20 

couple of months. 21 
 22 
DR. CRABTREE:  We would have had people coming here that were 23 

completely shut down and couldn’t land any red snapper for 24 

probably nine to ten months of the year. 25 
 26 
MR. TUCKER:  You are exactly right and we’ve been able to buy 27 

allocation and it’s scarce.  It is scarce and that should be no 28 
wonder.  It’s scarce because the allocation has been cut in 29 
half.  The people that rely on red snapper have half as much to 30 
catch as they’re used to catching.  They don’t have extra to 31 

trade, for us to buy, or not much of it. 32 
 33 
We’ve been lucky and some of us have been able to find some 34 

allocation and we’ve eliminated our discards.  This system -- 35 
The more you study the system and the more you understand the 36 
problems of effort and capacity and the more you look at what’s 37 
in the toolbox, this is the best thing we’ve got.  It makes 38 

sense.  It’s rational and it’s logical. 39 
 40 
There’s no perfect program out there, but this is -- Among the 41 

ones that are available, this is the best one to reduce 42 
overcapitalization and rationalize effort in this reef fish 43 
fishery. 44 
 45 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Tucker.  The next speaker is 46 

Fred Knowles and he’ll be followed by Mike Moore. 47 
 48 
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MR. KNOWLES:  I’m Fred Knowles, commercial fisherman, longliner.  1 

You all heard my statement a while ago about how it’s going to 2 

affect me.  I’m against the IFQ system from what I’ve caught a 3 
year, which is about 100,000 pounds.  To the years you all are 4 
picking, I’m just left out. 5 
 6 

On top of that, we -- I just came in from a trip yesterday and I 7 
just found out about this meeting today.  I didn’t know this was 8 
the final draft on this and there’s a lot of other people out 9 

there also that would be here today if they knew about this.  10 
That’s all I’ve got to say about it. 11 
 12 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any questions? 13 

 14 
MR. PERRET:  You probably won’t believe it, but we go to a lot 15 

of effort to get the word out to the public and obviously we can 16 

do a lot better job.  Do you have any suggestions how we may 17 
improve getting the word out? 18 
 19 
MR. KNOWLES:  No, sir, I don’t. 20 

 21 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Knowles.  The next speaker is 22 

Mike Moore and he’ll be followed by Jim Clements. 23 
 24 
MR. MOORE:  Mike Moore, Panama City.  Ms. Williams was talking 25 

about captains running boats who don’t own boats.  If they want 26 
to be included, they need to be held responsible.  I’m talking 27 

on fines.  I just got a fine and I wasn’t out there fishing.  I 28 
called the federal people and had them go get my boat.  I’m 29 
still paying the fine and you’re going to let this man go back 30 
fishing.  He’s not accountable. 31 

 32 
I’m addressing what you were saying earlier, Ms. Williams, about 33 
if you’re in this fishery you’ve got to be accountable.  The IQF 34 

program, it’s a bad deal for everybody.  The snapper 35 
endorsements -- What’s fair for everybody, I think back when 36 
they issued the snapper endorsements there was a few people left 37 
out that caught a lot of fish for companies.  Ms. Williams’s ex-38 

husband was one of them that I think was awarded a historical 39 
captain. 40 
 41 

Five or six of those were put out and I don’t believe none of 42 
them that were given one still has one today.  They were sold 43 
out.  The IQF, it’s not fair for you to tell me that I can have 44 
5,000 when I can catch 10,000 and some of these boys sitting 45 

behind me can catch a lot more fish than that. 46 
 47 
This is our living.  This is what we do for a living.  You 48 
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people get paid.  I don’t know none of you people up here and I 1 
don’t speak very well.  I’m nervous as hell talking to you 2 

people, but the bottom line is recreational fishermen have 3 
nothing to do with me. 4 
 5 
Give them what they want.  I don’t fish in their territory and I 6 

don’t catch their fish.  Last week, my buddy went out on a ten-7 
hour trip and limited out on snappers and limited out on 8 
groupers in ten hours.  That’s a pretty good catch, I think, for 9 

ten hours, when you can take six people on a boat in the charter 10 
business and they got it in ten hours. 11 
 12 
The IQF programs in the groupers is not the same way it’s going 13 

to be in the snappers.  There’s an abundant supply of snappers.  14 
Everybody, I believe, is aware of that.  The grouper, I think 15 
it’s under the impression that if I get 50,000 pounds that I’m 16 

going to sit on my ass this year and sell them to somebody and I 17 
don’t know a man here that would pay you a dollar a pound to go 18 
catch 10,000 pounds of black grouper right now, because you’re 19 
going to have a hard time getting them. 20 

 21 
The closure on the spawning, I think Mel from Panama City was 22 
right.  Let us tell you.  You send observers on everybody’s boat 23 
and let them fish be closed when they’re spawning.  This year -- 24 

You opened it and you closed it this year, like you have for the 25 
last previous years, and the pole boats went back right after 26 
the closure and killed them and knocked them in the head. 27 

 28 
That’s good money for us.  We like to do that, but on the same 29 
aspect, it’s killing our fish for later on.  We know that.  The 30 
government has done a hell of a job giving us back the fish.  I 31 

don’t think there’s nobody in here that can tell you they’re 32 
catching more fish than they ever caught right now. 33 
 34 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Could you wrap it up, Mr. Moore?  Your time 35 

has expired. 36 
 37 
MR. MOORE:  That’s all I need to say today, sir. 38 

 39 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there any questions from the 40 

council? 41 

 42 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you for coming and for your comments.  Yes, 43 

you’re correct that there were seven or eight historical 44 
captains that got licenses.  It was a unique circumstance.  It 45 

was the way different people run their operations and perhaps 46 
yours is not the same.  Yes, my ex-husband did get one and -- 47 
 48 
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MR. MOORE:  I fished with Bobby. 1 

 2 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, it’s no longer here, because he’s deceased. 3 

 4 
MR. MOORE:  I understand that. 5 

 6 
MS. WILLIAMS:  That has happened with a couple of the historical 7 

captains.  The licenses aren’t there because they’re deceased.  8 
What the other ones did, I’m not aware of what happened with 9 

them, but what I’m saying is under your circumstance, are you 10 
running your vessel or do you have someone else running it? 11 
 12 
MR. MOORE:  I run one of my vessels, yes, ma’am. 13 

 14 
MS. WILLIAMS:  You do have landings for those vessels in the 15 

qualifying period? 16 

 17 
MR. MOORE:  Yes and I’m going to do it, but when you cut some of 18 

these boys back -- They don’t do professional league baseball 19 
players like that.  You get paid on ability to catch fish.  20 

You’ve got Bubba Hansen here and he said he caught more than his 21 
share and he probably has and he probably will continue to do 22 
that, but you’re regulating him.  You’re telling him, Bubba, you 23 
can’t make $100,000 this year and you’re going to make $40,000.  24 

I can’t pay my bills on $40,000 and I don’t think none of you in 25 
here can either. 26 
 27 
MS. WILLIAMS:  What other program is there that you think that 28 

we can go to that will allow you to fish when you want to fish 29 
twelve months out of the year? 30 
 31 
MR. MOORE:  There’s no easy solution to it right now.  You’ve 32 

got everybody going yellowedge fishing and you stopped 33 
yellowedge fishing I think before time, premature time.  That’s 34 

fine.  I had a good year with them, but then on the other hand, 35 
you send me and 600 other boats or 500 or whatever may be boats 36 
b-liner fishing. 37 
 38 

Some of these boys can’t catch snappers.  It’s a shame, because 39 
there’s plenty of them out there to catch.  I think the 40 
thirteen-inch limit on it is conservation.  We’ve thrown so many 41 

fish back in the last ten years it’s pathetic. 42 
 43 
You say half of them live, but that’s not so.  The deeper you 44 
go, the death rate is 90 percent.  A man fishing at the rail 45 

don’t have the time to sit here and kill these fish and puncture 46 
them and put them back like a recreational fisherman does.  47 
Recreational people, let them fish. 48 
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 1 
You’re cutting them down to two-and-a-half months for snappers 2 

and they’ve got to make a living, too.  I don’t fish where they 3 
fish at and I don’t think none of these boys down here do fish 4 
where they fish at.  They don’t have the time and the range to 5 
go somewhere on a ten-hour trip where I go fishing at. 6 

 7 
The IQF program is a bad business for us right now, until you 8 
all look into it a little bit deeper.  Don’t penalize somebody 9 

because he’s a little bit better than somebody else.  That’s 10 
what you’re doing. 11 
 12 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Moore.  We appreciate your 13 

testimony and I’ve been in your spot and been nervous speaking 14 
before a group myself.  Jim Clements is our next speaker and 15 
he’ll be followed by Bob Spaeth. 16 

 17 
MR. CLEMENTS:  My name is Jim Clements and I’m small-scale 18 

commercial fisherman from Carrabelle and I strongly support the 19 
commercial grouper and tilefish IFQ program.  The upcoming IFQ 20 

program is for commercial grouper and tilefish fishermen only. 21 
 22 
It is for the benefit of commercial fishermen who are dependent 23 
on grouper and tilefish for their livelihood and therefore have 24 

a vested interest.  Fishermen who have fished for species other 25 
than grouper and tilefish or on charterboats will continue to 26 
make a living.  Unless something is done to protect the grouper 27 

and tilefish fishermen, they will not. 28 
 29 
The Magnuson-Stevens Act requires a majority vote by only those 30 
who have substantially fished in the grouper and tilefish 31 

fishery in order to implement a grouper and tilefish IFQ in the 32 
Gulf.  The council’s preferred 8,000-pound voting criteria is 33 
the bare minimum harvest level that can be considered 34 

substantially fished. 35 
 36 
8,000 pounds is equivalent to $12,000 a year.  A person making 37 
$12,000 a year or less by fishing is not making a substantial 38 

living.  If anything, the 8,000-pound criteria is not high 39 
enough and it’s obvious that a compromise has already been made 40 
to include more people in the referendum. 41 

 42 
If you go below 8,000 pounds, you have to account for the MSA 43 
substantially fished mandate by weighting the votes.  Also, the 44 
IFQ AP and the Reef Fish AP support your control date of October 45 

15, 2004.  I urge the council to honor this date and not yield 46 
to people who want to change it. 47 
 48 
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A grouper and tilefish IFQ program will encourage more IFQ share 1 
and allocation trading between red snapper fishermen who want to 2 

catch grouper and tilefish and grouper fishermen who need red 3 
snapper shares or allocation.  The reduction in red snapper 4 
discards that have been accomplished by the red snapper IFQ 5 
program will be further reduced by a grouper and tilefish IFQ 6 

program. 7 
 8 
Multispecies IFQ programs have been very successful in fisheries 9 

around the world.  In the halibut and sablefish fishery, British 10 
Columbian fishermen have testified that an IFQ program is the 11 
best program to sustain their fishery and they would never go 12 
back. 13 

 14 
This has increased the value of the fish and subsequently the 15 
value of IFQ shares tremendously.  How can anyone not see that 16 

an IFQ program benefits the fishermen, the consumers, and most 17 
importantly, the fish stocks?  I’m sure the council, as true 18 
stewards of the grouper and tilefish fishery, see the benefits 19 
of an IFQ program. 20 

 21 
You’ve seen the benefits of other programs I have presented to 22 
the council in the past and as a small barefoot fisherman from 23 
Carrabelle, I thank you for that. 24 

 25 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Clements.  Are there any 26 

questions? 27 

 28 
MS. WALKER:  Thank you, Jim.  You made reference that $12,000 a 29 

year off the grouper, that no one could live off of that, but do 30 
you think that some of these people who catch 8,000 or less 31 

pounds a year are multispecies fishermen and that 12,000 goes 32 
with vermilion or amberjack and other species? 33 
 34 
MR. CLEMENTS:  I’m sure that’s the case, but the thing is, this 35 

program is -- For the guy like me, a small fisherman, I depend 36 
on grouper only and the guys that do that do not -- They should 37 
not determine my livelihood and the livelihood of other 38 

commercial fishermen and the ones that bought permits later or 39 
they had a restaurant and they were in and out of the fishery 40 
other than the qualifying years, that, in a sense, is a 41 

hardship, but you can’t go on hardships of individuals that 42 
affect the total industry, the fishermen that substantially 43 
fished. 44 
 45 

Like I say, the multispecies fishermen in other fisheries, they 46 
can count on that where the grouper fisherman can’t.  He’s 47 
dependent on the grouper fishery. 48 
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 1 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Clements.  Mr. Bob Spaeth and 2 

he’ll be followed by Bob Zales. 3 
 4 
MR. SPAETH:  Thank you, council members.  Bob Spaeth, Southern 5 

Offshore Fishing Association.  I’m a member of the IFQ Committee 6 

and a member of the Reef Fish Advisory Panel.  I’ve been there 7 
almost too long. 8 
 9 

The Southern Offshore Fishing Association has many members that 10 
are divided.  Some of them like it and some of them don’t.  11 
We’re seeing that here, but it’s been our position that our 12 
association needs to point out the good points and the bad 13 

points of the IFQ. 14 
 15 
The main thing we have to do now is what these people don’t 16 

realize is what’s their other alternative?  If this IFQ gets 17 
voted down and you go and let’s say you put -- Your options in 18 
your options paper and let’s say you go to limited entry and it 19 
ends up like the shark or the snapper and the people that didn’t 20 

have 15,000 pounds to be substantially fished might find 21 
themselves thrown out of the industry altogether.  I guess if 22 
you ask for it, be careful. 23 
 24 

The other thing is I think we should just go ahead and move this 25 
towards a vote.  The Southern Offshore Fishing Association spent 26 
a lot of time and money up in Washington on the Magnuson Act 27 

alone.  We did have the shrimp industry help us and being able 28 
to vote on the future of our IFQ.  We wanted the fishermen to be 29 
able to vote.  If they don’t like it, they should vote it down 30 
and if they do like it, they should vote it up.  That’s our 31 

position and thank you very much. 32 
 33 
DR. SHIPP:  Thanks, Bob.  You have been in this a long time and 34 

have you noticed any kind of a trend in your organization?  Is 35 
there a tipping point or is there a shift in sentiment, even 36 
though there’s still a split? 37 
 38 
MR. SPAETH:  I think everybody wants to know -- The first thing 39 

that we wanted to know is what is the plan going to be to vote 40 
on.  I think everybody is hesitant until you see your product.  41 

Once they see the product, I think most of them just want to get 42 
it over with and find out what it is and vote on it. 43 
 44 
DR. CRABTREE:  Bob, thanks for being here.  We’ve heard, like 45 

you said, a lot of divided opinions on the IFQ and we’ve had 46 
some people say that the IFQ is going to be economically not a 47 
good thing, but if we don’t put the IFQ in place and if the gag 48 
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quota is caught by say July or August, what impact is that going 1 
to have on the grouper industry? 2 

 3 
MR. SPAETH:  It depends whether you shut down the whole fishery, 4 

like we are.  If the shallow-water fishery is closed -- 5 
 6 
DR. CRABTREE:  That’s the current preferred alternative. 7 

 8 
MR. SPAETH:  That’s the current proposal.  We’re talking about -9 

- I don’t think anybody here can stand a four or five-month 10 
closure financially, me included. 11 
 12 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Bob.  Any other questions?  Mr. 13 

Zales and he’ll be followed by Mitch Holman. 14 
 15 
MR. ZALES:  Bob Zales, II.  On this one, I’m representing the 16 

Panama City Boatmen Association, of which I’m President.  First 17 
off, several comments have been made of what are you going to do 18 
if you shut this thing down in July.  I think on Monday there 19 
were comments made that clearly we’re not going to meet the 20 

grouper quota this year and probably not going to meet it next 21 
year and I don’t know when we’re going to meet it. 22 
 23 
Even when you reduce TAC this afternoon in grouper 30B, which 24 

you’re subject to do, I doubt very seriously that catch will be 25 
made, because apparently the 6,000-pound trip limit has worked, 26 
along with the economy.  We don’t see the economy improving 27 

anytime soon. 28 
 29 
Kay will remember this.  The very first time this council took 30 
up red snapper IFQs, you and I were on the AP.  The council, and 31 

I believe the council paid for it, or the Fisheries Service may 32 
have paid for it, but they brought IFQ experts from the east 33 
coast, in the wreckfish fishery.  Where is that fishery today?  34 

I’ve been told it doesn’t exist.  You all need to check into 35 
that. 36 
 37 
The process that we’re in now -- I appreciate Shepherd 38 

explaining everything, because clearly I can tell you -- I’ve 39 
been in this and I’m the second longest person on that AP with 40 
Bob Spaeth in this process and I wasn’t clear on the fact that 41 

you all were going to take final action on the referendum, which 42 
would basically take final action on the proposed Amendment 29. 43 
 44 
The public that I’ve talked to -- I’ve got emails from people 45 

that sent me last night when they found this out and they 46 
clearly weren’t aware of this.  They didn’t know that they could 47 
make suggestions on Amendment 29 and that this was going to go 48 
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final. 1 
 2 

They thought that what was going to happen is that the 3 
referendum would be sent out and then be voted on, up or down.  4 
If it was approved, then it would come back and then you all 5 
would continue your process, kind of like Kay said with red 6 

snapper, and go from there.  Clearly there is confusion out 7 
there. 8 
 9 

When you look at the red snapper annual report, there’s 10 
interesting things in there.  I kind of like this report and 11 
this is Fisheries Service information.  In the red snapper 12 
fishery, seventy-nine people have IFQ shares and not one of them 13 

owns a boat with a commercial reef fish permit on it. 14 
 15 
They sit at home on the couch making money and the only expense 16 

they have is a phone bill.  A lot of people are concerned about 17 
that.  You get in here further and you find out that you’ve 18 
collected about $300,000 in administrative costs.  Nowhere in 19 
here does it say what the government is having to pay to 20 

administer this fishery. 21 
 22 
In other words, people say it doesn’t affect recreational people 23 
and it doesn’t affect the public, but clearly it does.  My tax 24 

dollars are subsidizing the IFQ plan and I suspect it will 25 
continue into the grouper fishery.  These are issues that need 26 
to be explained to people. 27 

 28 
The discard information is probably the best part of this 29 
report, because it clearly says that the IFQ plan is not 30 
working, as it’s being told to us that it is, in reducing 31 

discards and discard mortality. 32 
 33 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Bob, could you wrap it up?  Your time is up. 34 

 35 
MR. ZALES:  Yes, I sure will.  Observed trips, 5,600 red snapper 36 

were caught on one trip that were kept and 2,500 were discarded, 37 
supposedly alive.  915 were discarded dead.  In the old figures 38 

that you all did for discard mortality with the commercial red 39 
snapper fishery, I assume 80 percent of those 2,500 died. 40 
 41 

You also have in here at the thirteen-inch minimum for every -- 42 
Prior to the thirteen-inch reduction, at fifteen inches, for 43 
every fish that was landed in red snapper, one was thrown away.  44 
After the thirteen inch -- 45 

 46 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Bob, please wrap it up. 47 

 48 
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MR. ZALES:  Just two more seconds.  Four fish were landed and 1 

one was thrown back and when you look at discards between 2 

January and May of 2007, 215 red snapper were observed to be 3 
discarded on trips off the Panhandle and 99 percent of these 4 
fish were of legal size.  The reason why they were discarded is 5 
because there was no quota share available.  Between May and 6 

December, 100 percent of those fish were discarded because of no 7 
quota share and they were all legal. 8 
 9 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Are there any questions of Mr. Zales? 10 

 11 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Bob, I looked at that report and what I saw was 12 

that they had observers on the boat when they released those 13 

fish and it doesn’t say supposedly were alive.  It said they 14 
were alive. 15 
 16 

All of the assessments are done are they alive and did they swim 17 
erratic or were they dead, but that says they were alive and so 18 
that tells me the discard mortality rate in the commercial 19 
fishery is not what we have reported in the past. 20 

 21 
MR. ZALES:  I would agree with that.  I assume it’s much less. 22 

 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Zales. 24 

 25 
MR. ZALES:  If I could, one more thing.  I sent an email a 26 

couple of weeks ago asking for some information about members of 27 

the IFQ AP panel and trips being provided and stuff and I’ve 28 
still got no answer on it and I just want to see if we can get 29 
an answer at some point. 30 
 31 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Our next speaker is Mitch Holman and he’ll 32 

be followed by Tom Rice. 33 
 34 
MR. HOLMAN:  Mitch Holman, Panama City, Florida, small business 35 

owner.  I’ve got two commercial boats and a restaurant that 36 
employs sixty people, at least.  I got into the fishing in the 37 
mid-1970s and stayed in it full time until 1999, mostly catching 38 

grouper, but we did catch b-liners and amberjacks. 39 
 40 
In 1999, our restaurant burned and I had to sell my boats to 41 

reopen a restaurant.  I got back into the fishery in 2003.  I 42 
bought a boat with a permit that had very little history.  Now 43 
in 1999, I sold both permits that had plenty of history on them, 44 
but a permit then was just a piece of paper that gave you the 45 

right to fish. 46 
 47 
I filled out logbooks for probably twenty-five years or however 48 
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long they’ve been in existence and never one time put a permit 1 
number on a logbook.  They always had my boat name and my name 2 

on it.  I didn’t realize that permits are what they are now. 3 
 4 
In 2004, I bought my second boat and got back into fishing and 5 
bought my second boat, before the control date that I’ve heard 6 

people talk about this magic number.  Both of my permits that I 7 
bought were before the control dates.  I called the Marine 8 
Fisheries three days in a row before I bought my second permit 9 

and point blank asked them whether I needed to worry about 10 
history on a permit. 11 
 12 
I talked to three different people three days in a row with this 13 

same information and number one, we have no way of looking up 14 
history on permits and number two, there is nothing in the works 15 
so don’t worry about it.  Guess what?  I bought the permit with 16 

very little history on it because the Marine Fisheries told me 17 
that I didn’t have to worry about it and yes, it was before 18 
October. 19 
 20 

Now, I see that it does matter.  You all are going to put me and 21 
a lot of people out of business because of these magical years.  22 
They’re not historical years.  They’re magical years.  I just 23 
wonder about the people on the AP panel.  I know two of them in 24 

Panama City that they’re sitting on 25,000 pounds and was that 25 
the magical poundage that they needed to make this 1999 to 2000 26 
work? 27 

 28 
I have a real issue with these particular years that five or six 29 
or seven people come up with.  I do lease snapper.  It’s amazing 30 
to me that people that own snapper poundage will tell you that 31 

they make more money off leasing them than they do catching them 32 
on their own boats.  I don’t think that’s what the IFQs are 33 
intended for. 34 

 35 
I’ve got a lot of people depending on me.  We have a big 36 
business that we sell a lot of grouper.  I’ve built my business 37 
of catching my own fish.  I was out of fishing for three years 38 

and it just happens to be the three years that a handful of 39 
people think that that makes you a historical fisherman. 40 
 41 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Mr. Holman, could you wrap it up, please? 42 

 43 
MR. HOLMAN:  That hits the gist of it. 44 

 45 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any questions from the council? 46 

 47 
MS. WILLIAMS:  If the council were to change those qualifying 48 
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years and you qualified, would you still be against the IFQ? 1 
 2 
MR. HOLMAN:  Yes.  It’s putting people against other people and 3 

it’s a multispecies fish.  Everybody -- When they bought their 4 
permits and I was given my first two.  That’s how far back I go.  5 
I didn’t buy my first two permits.  Now, I did sell them, but I 6 

didn’t buy them, because they were given to me.  I’ve gone back 7 
that far. 8 
 9 

People when they got their permits, they were all the same.  A 10 
permit was a permit and now, all of a sudden, some permits are 11 
worth a lot more than others and how did that come to be?  12 
Because of a few years that people picked. 13 

 14 
I personally think that if everybody -- If somebody is going to 15 
get to vote on this, then everybody ought to get to vote on it 16 

and not just the people that come up with this 8,000 pounds.  17 
The years that you all picked, if it wasn’t the three years that 18 
are putting me out of it, I wouldn’t have a problem with it, but 19 
from 1999 to 2003, I was out of it and those are the only years 20 

that I was out of it since 1976.  That just doesn’t seem fair to 21 
me and we talk about fair and equitable?  Give me a break. 22 
 23 
DR. SHIPP:  Thank you.  Any other questions?  The next speaker 24 

is Tom Rice and he’ll be followed by Greg Abrams. 25 
 26 
MR. RICE:  Tom Rice again, a small business man.  I’m a two boat 27 

owner.  For some reason or other, I went and bought another boat 28 
last year.  I had heard through the grapevine that the 29 
charter/commercial deal was not going to work real good and so I 30 
bought another boat, another charterboat, and still held the 31 

permits on my commercial boat, in hopes to be able to commercial 32 
fish one boat and run my charters on the other, because I’ve 33 
been doing it for forty years, to try to capitalize on both of 34 

the fishing interests that I have in this industry. 35 
 36 
My catch history is -- It’s not a voting strength, but I’ll get 37 
a few groupers.  With your 40 percent or 45 percent reduction 38 

that you’re talking about, it’s not going to be very much.  I 39 
depend on that fishery to the tune of anywhere from $35,000 to 40 
$60,000 every winter, to supplement what I do during the year.  41 

That spring haul-out, where I come out of the water with the 42 
boats and get them ready and prepped for the season, that 43 
wintertime money is what carries me into that. 44 
 45 

I don’t know if there’s any magical answers, but I do know that 46 
you’ve got a lot of people’s attention now.  There’s a lot of 47 
people that have been not feeling like they need to be even 48 
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interested in what’s going on with you guys and my hat is off to 1 
you.  You’ve got a tremendous job ahead of you and I know you do 2 

the best you can with what you’ve got.  Give us a little time to 3 
get some information together for you and I’m not totally 4 
against IFQs, but just this one. 5 
 6 

I’m totally opposed to a few people deciding what I can do the 7 
rest of my life.  I’ve got a ninth grade education and when I 8 
computer, I’m like this and I don’t think I’m going to go out 9 

there and get a $100,000 a year job in the upper pay scale. 10 
 11 
To drive a point home, put this thing off for a little while.  12 
Give us a little more time to get some people that -- We’ve got 13 

some people that drove all night long from northwest Florida to 14 
get down here because they didn’t think they had any input in 15 
this thing.  That’s all we ask for, is a chance to put what 16 

knowledge we have of this fishery at your disposal.  You figure 17 
out the questions to ask us and we’ll come up with some answers 18 
for you and that’s all I’ve got. 19 
 20 
DR. SHIPP:  Thank you.  Any questions for Tom?  Thank you, Tom.  21 

The next speaker is Greg Abrams and he’ll be followed by Glen 22 
Loughridge. 23 
 24 
MR. ABRAMS:  I’m Greg Abrams from Greg Abrams Seafood.  Roy, 25 

you’re still trying to scare people with that July closure on 26 
black grouper, aren’t you?  If we had deepwater, we wouldn’t be 27 

in a pressure and still everybody would be fishing.  I’m against 28 
IFQs as it is right now.  I’m a small business.  I employ 29 
twenty-six people at the fish house and a trucking company. 30 
 31 

We’re a multispecies Gulf and I think if it was done right -- 32 
There is a way to do it right, I believe, if we took our time.  33 
It’s just not grouper.  Grouper swims with b-liners and there’s 34 

all types of product that’s around the grouper.  It’s just not 35 
grouper here and snapper here, but if we’re going to do 36 
something, we need to do it for the resource, instead of killing 37 
product and throwing it back and I can’t catch this and get the 38 

book out and I can’t catch this. 39 
 40 
Fish don’t swim in separate sections.  They’re pretty well 41 

together, except the deepwater and shallow-water.  If we’re 42 
going to do a species, a multispecies IFQ, we need to sit and 43 
rethink this and do it right, do it the right way.  I don’t know 44 
what the right way is, but I know that more people need to be 45 

involved in the fishery instead of four or five people getting 46 
flown here and flown there and look at this problem and look at 47 
this problem. 48 
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 1 
The Gulf of Mexico is the Gulf of Mexico.  It’s totally 2 

different and I said earlier -- I’ve lost in my fish house -- 3 
With IFQs on snapper, I lost some boats because they retired 4 
their boats and they lease their IFQs out.  There’s not very 5 
many fish houses left.  In all this, no fish house is included 6 

on any of this that I know of. 7 
 8 
Bob Spaeth owns an interest in a fish house, but he doesn’t work 9 

at a fish house and so before we make a drastic point here, 10 
there’s no -- If you look at these people here, it’s the people 11 
that’s been coming to the meetings since there’s been any 12 
meetings.  There’s no new faces and there’s no new boats being 13 

built and there’s nobody getting in this industry.  We’re a 14 
dying industry right now the way you’re doing things. 15 
 16 

This country will need food from here on.  As the population 17 
grows, we’re going to need commercial fishermen.  You can’t just 18 
go out to the labor board and say hey, we need some fish here in 19 
ten years from now, because third-world countries are getting 20 

more industrialized and they’re keeping imports for themselves 21 
and that’s when we’re going to have trouble, because the 22 
restaurants inland from the coastlines, Baltimore, Atlanta, 23 
Whole Foods, Publix, they’ve got the right to the resource, too. 24 

 25 
Like right now, I’ve been harping for four years about warsaw 26 
being on shallow-water.  It’s on deepwater.  Last month, we 27 

killed around 11,000 pounds with observer coverage and you all 28 
haven’t done anything about it yet.  We’re killing fish, guys.  29 
In this IFQ program you got sent right now, we’re going to keep 30 
killing fish and that’s not doing nothing for the resource.  31 

Let’s do something for the resource and there’s a way to do it, 32 
but we’ve got to come up with a plan, a correct plan, and work 33 
together on this, instead of just a few people and the ED 34 

running this show.  That’s all I’ve got to say. 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you very much.  Ms. Walker has got a 37 

question for you. 38 

 39 
MS. WALKER:  Thank you, Gregg.  You own red snapper IFQ and 40 

you’ve talked about multispecies and in my experience, they are.  41 

Commercial fishermen are multispecies fishermen and would you be 42 
willing to throw those red snapper back in the pot with all the 43 
grouper and every other species and do a true multispecies IFQ 44 
for the commercial fishery? 45 

 46 
MR. ABRAMS:  If it was done right, I would, if it was done 47 

right.  There’s a fine line right there and I know some people 48 
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might think I’m wrong, but I was raised in this business.  This 1 
is my life.  There’s nobody that’s going to hire me at fifty 2 

years old.  This is what I’ve been doing and the business I’ve 3 
built -- I’ve built a hell of a business. 4 
 5 
I run trucks to New York twice a week and I run to Atlanta twice 6 

a week and I run to Birmingham twice a week and I run to south 7 
Florida.  I sell a lot of product and I’ve got a lot of good 8 
boats that fish for me.  If it’s done right, where the 9 

restaurants benefit and everybody benefits, I don’t have nothing 10 
against that, but it’s got to be done right for the resource. 11 
 12 
MR. PEARCE:  Greg, thank you for your testimony.  You know in 13 

Louisiana we are multispecies fisheries when it comes to the 14 
grouper fishery.  How is this 8,000-pound criteria going to 15 
affect my fishermen in Louisiana? 16 

 17 
MR. ABRAMS:  Right now, they’re catching -- I unload boats in 18 

Louisiana.  I’ve got a place I lease over there and they’re 19 
catching 500 to 1,000 black per trip right now with 500 to 1,000 20 

scamp a trip.  I think the law is if you make 50 percent of your 21 
income, you’re allowed a reef permit to fish.  If a man makes 22 
his income on fishing, he should be involved in this and not 23 
$8,000 and not 8,000 pounds, but everybody that makes 50 percent 24 

of their income, that’s what they should do.  They should be 25 
involved in it and not just a certain amount of people 26 
controlling the industry. 27 

 28 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Abrams.  Are there any other 29 

questions? 30 
 31 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you, Greg.  I would like to hear a little 32 

more about your fears with this IFQ and how it is going to 33 
affect your business, your fish house, because we didn’t include 34 

any dealers, as far as letting dealers own IFQ shares, unless 35 
they just happen to have landed fish, but we know they don’t 36 
land fish, because they’re busy selling the fish.  Could you 37 
tell me what -- Would you tell all of us some of your fears that 38 

you have as a fish dealer if we vote for a commercial IFQ? 39 
 40 
MR. ABRAMS:  My property tax is $26,000 a year, to start off 41 

with.  That ain’t counting my monthly electric bill.  I blow ice 42 
through boats and have fuel trucks that come down and I sell 43 
bait and I’ve got a nice fish house.  I built it myself and 44 
there’s not many of us left. 45 

 46 
There’s very few fish houses from Brownsville, Texas to Key 47 
West, Florida.  There’s very few people left that a boat can 48 
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come get ice and if it keeps on, where I can’t make a profit, 1 
I’ll have to close my fish house down and right now, with the 2 

IFQ program they’ve got drawn up, I will lose some of my boats.  3 
Some of the guys that multispecies fish, they will not be able 4 
to fish grouper and that shrinks it down, so there’s not enough 5 
fish to go around the pie. 6 

 7 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Abrams.  Our next speaker is 8 

Glen Loughridge.  He’ll be followed by Paul Loughridge. 9 

 10 
MR. GLEN LOUGHRIDGE:  I’m a commercial fisherman from Crystal 11 

River, Florida.  I’m here to support the IFQ.  I think it’s the 12 
best way to conserve the resource, by reducing bycatch and 13 

effort in the grouper fishery.  I’m surprised by all the people 14 
saying that they’ve just found out about the IFQ, since I’ve 15 
been attending these meetings for the past two years. 16 

 17 
The process has not been quick or done in secret.  Everyone has 18 
had the same opportunity to give their input at multiple 19 
workshops and council meetings for the past couple of years.  20 

Additionally, this meeting isn’t implementing the IFQ.  It’s 21 
just giving the fishermen the opportunity to vote it up or down.  22 
I truly hope that it is implemented, because the alternatives 23 
are not pretty. 24 

 25 
Those who object to the IFQ based on not having much allocation 26 
should consider that the next alternative in Amendment 29 is the 27 

possibility of limited entry that would eliminate part-time 28 
permits.  I personally would rather have a small piece of the 29 
pie with the ability to lease more than be completely eliminated 30 
from the fishery. 31 

 32 
Finally, the CCA continually stands up to oppose the IFQ based 33 
on allocation.  I don’t know how many times we can say that IFQ 34 

is a management plan and has nothing to do with setting the TAC 35 
or which sector is allocated what percentage of the total.  We 36 
are not trying to lock in our allocation.  We are trying to 37 
better manage and conserve whatever part of it that we get.  38 

Thank you. 39 
 40 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Do we have any questions? 41 

 42 
MS. WALKER:  Thank you for coming.  In determining who is 43 

substantially dependent on the fishery, would you consider 44 
something that Mr. Abrams said earlier, which is that if anyone 45 

has 50 percent or more of their income from commercial fishing 46 
and they have grouper landings, would that be substantial to 47 
you? 48 
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 1 
MR. LOUGHRIDGE:  I can understand if 50 percent of your income 2 

is from commercial fishing, but you catch 80 percent of that in 3 
snapper, I don’t know that grouper becomes -- Should you still 4 
be voting on whether or not this IFQ -- I don’t believe so.  I 5 
think with snapper -- Obviously there’s people that -- If 6 

someone came to me and I didn’t get the same opportunity with 7 
say snapper -- We had the 200-pound permit and obviously that 8 
would not have been a substantial amount of our income.  We 9 

caught way more grouper and so we didn’t have as much voting 10 
opportunity on that.  I don’t know if that made sense, but I 11 
think the people who catch the grouper are the ones that should 12 
be voting on it. 13 

 14 
MS. WALKER:  Would you agree that losing 25 or 20 percent of 15 

your income would be substantial? 16 

 17 
MR. LOUGHRIDGE:  Absolutely.  I would say that. 18 

 19 
MR. GILL:  Glen, thanks for coming on down.  There seems to be a 20 

lot of confusion over this 8,000-pound criterion and most folks 21 
-- I shouldn’t say most folks.  Many folks, it appears to me, 22 
think that that’s the criterion that says you can fish in the 23 
fishery if the IFQ goes into place, when in fact the 8,000 24 

pounds is just determining on who votes for the IFQ or against 25 
the IFQ. 26 
 27 

It’s a voting criterion and it’s not a fishing criterion.  Do 28 
you sense also or do you understand that the commercial 29 
fishermen have that same concept, so they’re thinking that 30 
they’ll be cut out, when in fact the way the plan is currently 31 

set up, everybody who has landings during the qualifying years 32 
in fact participates? 33 
 34 
MR. LOUGHRIDGE:  I would think that there must be some 35 

confusion, because obviously -- Like I said, the 8,000-pound 36 
limit is -- I think it’s fair.  I think it includes a lot of the 37 
substantial fishermen, almost all of them, and it’s not 38 

eliminating people.  That’s the whole point here, is the IFQ 39 
does not kick people out of the fishery, like limited entry 40 
would. 41 

 42 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I have a couple of questions.  In order to have a 43 

commercial reef fish permit, period, no matter what you’re 44 
catching, 50 percent of your income has to come from fishing and 45 

isn’t that correct? 46 
 47 
MR. LOUGHRIDGE:  Yes, ma’am. 48 
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 1 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Everybody already has the 50 percent income 2 

requirement and so what I’m hearing you say is because I catch -3 
- I guess you could use the red snapper fishery.  I catch 2,000 4 
pounds of red snapper and I catch 80,000 pounds of grouper and 5 
then I should have more of a say as to what goes on in my 6 

fishery, because I’m more dependent on grouper than I am 7 
snapper? 8 
 9 
MR. LOUGHRIDGE:  I think that’s kind of common -- In my opinion 10 

and there’s others that may differ, but I just think that -- 11 
We’re all dependent on different species, in some cases.  I 12 
think the people that dependent on grouper, period, that don’t 13 

have a lot of snapper or other species that they can depend on 14 
should be the ones who are at least putting this to voting it in 15 
or out. 16 

 17 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you, because I know that grouper primarily 18 

is -- You catch some in the western Gulf, but primarily they’re 19 
in the eastern Gulf and is that right? 20 

 21 
MR. LOUGHRIDGE:  Yes, ma’am. 22 

 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Glen.  Paul Loughridge and he’ll 24 

be followed by Koyel Mandel. 25 
 26 
MR. PAUL LOUGHRIDGE:  My name is Paul Loughridge and I’m from 27 

Crystal River, Florida.  I started fishing in the early to mid-28 
1990s.  I bought my first boat in 1998.  That was my brother.  29 
We’re business partners. 30 
 31 

I support the IFQ.  It is an industry-supported management plan 32 
that is good conservation, as well as fair and equitable to 33 
fishermen.  What we’re asking for here is that it goes to a 34 

vote.  Then we’ll found out whether it’s good for this industry 35 
or not.  That’s why we want to move forward with this.  We want 36 
to get it to a vote and if industry -- If it’s not a good plan, 37 
then they’ll vote it down, but I certainly support it. 38 

 39 
I support the control date of October 15, 2004.  Some of us have 40 
been coming to these meetings for a couple of years now.  We’ve 41 

spent our own money to drive to these things too and not just 42 
others that say they’ve driven a long way.  We’ve been doing 43 
this for a couple of years and we pay attention to what it says 44 
online. 45 

 46 
It’s right there that you’re going to have a meeting and you 47 
need to follow what’s going on and that’s all I do and I know 48 
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what’s going on and I come to the meeting.  The AP Panel and the 1 
Reef Fish AP Panel support the October 15, 2004 control date.  I 2 

think we need to move forward with this plan and that’s the 3 
biggest thing here. 4 
 5 
We’ve been talking about this now for a couple of years and 6 

also, I support the 8,000-pound criteria.  That’s substantially 7 
fished and you’re only voting.  It doesn’t kick anybody out.  8 
This plan, the IFQ plan, does not kick anybody out of this. 9 

 10 
If fishermen don’t choose this plan, they need to read Amendment 11 
29, because the next thing could be limited entry and so they 12 
really need to -- That will kick people out.  The IFQ plan, 13 

you’re going to get at least what you caught.  That’s pretty 14 
much all I have to say.  I just ask the council to move forward 15 
with this and let us get to this referendum, please.  Thank you. 16 

 17 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Paul, thank you for being here.  We’ve got a 18 

question from Mr. Gill. 19 
 20 
MR. GILL:  Paul, thanks for coming down and I appreciate all the 21 

work that you and your brother have done over the past couple of 22 
years in participating.  I forgot to ask Glen this question, but 23 
is there anything in the current plan that you all would like to 24 

see changed or are you in agreement with the plan as it 25 
currently sits? 26 
 27 
MR. LOUGHRIDGE:  I’m in agreement with it as it currently 28 

stands.  Again, I think let’s let the fishermen decide and let’s 29 
get it to a referendum.  I don’t think we need to delay on this 30 
any longer.  At least get it to the referendum stage.  I really 31 

feel that way. 32 
 33 
We have been going over this for a couple of years and yes, the 34 

same faces show up, but it doesn’t seem like anybody else really 35 
wants to show up.  If they did, they would have been here.  36 
That’s just how I feel. 37 
 38 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there any other questions?  39 

Thank you, Paul, for coming.  Mr. Mandel and he’ll be followed 40 
by Dr. Russell Nelson. 41 

 42 
MR. KOYEL MANDEL:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  My name is Koyel 43 

Mandel and I’m here representing Ocean Conservancy.  We have 44 
submitted written comments on Amendment 29 and I will just 45 

highlight the main points here. 46 
 47 
We support the grouper and tilefish IFQ program.  Among the 48 
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various options considered and analyzed by the council, the IFQ 1 
program is the most efficient means of rationalizing effort and 2 

reducing capacity in the grouper and tilefish fisheries. 3 
 4 
The Grouper IFQ AP and the IPT have done a good job designing 5 
the program and we support the preferred alternatives picked by 6 

the council.  We would urge the council to approve Amendment 29 7 
and request the National Marine Fisheries Service to conduct the 8 
required referendum as soon as possible, so that the IFQ will be 9 

implemented by January of 2010. 10 
 11 
In addition, we recommend that the council maintain the control 12 
date of 2004.  Control dates are published to prevent the 13 

practice of building catch history when a limited access program 14 
is under consideration.  The council should not set a precedent 15 
for changing its control date, as future control dates would act 16 

as a signal to vessel owners to build catch history, thereby 17 
encouraging speculative entry. 18 
 19 
Finally, on the aquaculture amendment, we submitted a comment 20 

letter and we would encourage the council members to take a look 21 
at our comments.  Thank you. 22 
 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there any questions?  Thank 24 

you very much for coming.  Dr. Russell Nelson and he’ll be 25 
followed by Ted Forsgren. 26 
 27 
DR. NELSON:  Thank you.  I am Russell Nelson and I’m here 28 

representing the CCA National.  Our position on IFQs has always 29 
been that we would consider each individual IFQ plan proposed on 30 
a case-by-case basis and we did support the red snapper plan. 31 

 32 
After the last council meeting, our National Government 33 
Relations Committee met and reviewed what we’ve learned about 34 

the current situation in red snapper and where this plan is 35 
progressing and at this point, we would urge the council not to 36 
rush forward with this plan. 37 
 38 

There seems to be a great sense of urgency in putting this in 39 
place, just so we can say an IFQ has been created.  I would urge 40 
the council not to go forward with finalizing this and sending 41 

it to a referendum until you are certain of all the elements of 42 
the plan and is it going to work.  We have three specific 43 
concerns.  Two of them arise from the red snapper plan and Bob 44 
Zales cited the red snapper IFQ report earlier. 45 

 46 
That report, as he said, discusses discards of red snapper and 47 
how the IFQ plan has affected them.  It doesn’t look at the 48 
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discards in any other fishery.  It only looks at the IFQ holders 1 
discards.  Granted, their discards have decreased, but we have 2 

heard that there is a great problem, with up to 1,000 or 1,500 3 
pounds a trip, of red snapper being discarded by the Florida 4 
west coast longline fishery, because for some reason the market 5 
isn’t working and they can’t get the shares they were supposed 6 

to get.  We would like to see an analysis of these discards. 7 
 8 
We also heard at the last meeting that ex-vessel prices are 9 

being played with in order to reduce the amount of money that is 10 
going forward under the 3 percent fee that is charged to run the 11 
plan.  Given the landings last year and the average value, they 12 
should have collected about $360,000 to run the plan and they 13 

only collected about $300,000.  Why isn’t that working and what 14 
can be done to make it better and how much -- As Bob said, I 15 
think it would be good for everybody to know what is the total 16 

cost of running the program.  That’s a basic piece of 17 
information we all need. 18 
 19 
Finally, you have an allocation committee and you’re going 20 

forward and taking a serious look at how to allocate the 21 
fisheries under your jurisdiction.  As we have before, we have 22 
urged you not to go forward with an IFQ plan based on a tenuous 23 
interim allocation or any other tenuous decision. 24 

 25 
Don’t go forward until you know what the future you want is 26 
going to be and so for those reasons, we’re urging you now not 27 

to go forward to a referendum and try to make sure that first 28 
you fix the red snapper plan before proceeding here.  Thank you. 29 
 30 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Dr. Nelson.  Any questions?  Ted 31 

and he’ll be followed by Dennis O’Hern. 32 
 33 
MR. FORSGREN:  My name is Ted Forsgren, representing CCA 34 

Florida.  I have another copy of the testimony that we submitted 35 
at a number of the public hearings, following up what Russell 36 
has said.  We too are concerned about locking up this resource 37 
in a small number of individuals until you’ve done an effective 38 

reallocation or examination of the current allocation that’s 39 
going on. 40 
 41 

I’ve spent an awful lot of time looking into the ins and outs of 42 
the different IFQs and a couple of different arguments.  First 43 
of all, the grouper IFQ works off the allocation and they’re 44 
inextricably linked.  Right now, 65 percent of all of the red 45 

and gag grouper are allocated to the commercial fishery.  65 46 
percent of the total red and gag grouper is in there. 47 
 48 
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 1 
81 percent of the red grouper is allocated -- 80 percent to the 2 

commercial fishery and about 65 percent of the gag is allocated 3 
to the recreational fishery and so the total pounds, the 65 4 
percent. 5 
 6 

In the Magnuson Act, it says that you do not convey any right, 7 
title, or interest in that share that you get.  However, you can 8 
take it and you can sell it or you can lease it or you can 9 

broker it or you can even have your children inherit it.  I 10 
don’t know how that isn’t considered to be ownership of the 11 
resource. 12 
 13 

We’ve been told that the IFQ program can be ended at any time, 14 
but once you start having individuals being given millions of 15 
dollars worth of grouper, what’s the actual practical 16 

implications of ever getting that back and more importantly, has 17 
any IFQ program ever been discontinued? 18 
 19 
Then the question is can you reallocate in this?  Well, you 20 

reallocate in a different plan, but has any reallocation ever 21 
occurred in any IFQ?  We’ve not been able to find any. 22 
 23 
The question, again, in terms of it’s a valid allocation -- When 24 

we were involved with the lawsuit in red grouper, we discovered 25 
that twenty-five longline boats, twenty-five, took more red 26 
grouper than all the recreational fishermen combined in the Gulf 27 

of Mexico.  We don’t think that’s a fair allocation of what’s 28 
going on. 29 
 30 
In terms of the cost, even if you used the numbers that NMFS has 31 

used in this two-page document that they put out, it shows that 32 
grouper and tilefish -- $88 million in economic output or 33 
whatever it’s called and the recreational fishery is $119 34 

million in economic output of just the grouper fishery and not 35 
tilefish. 36 
 37 
There obviously is a very serious problem in terms of allocation 38 

and if you lock this up -- I say lock it up and people keep 39 
saying you can change it, but show me one that’s been changed.  40 
We don’t know of any that’s been changed.  You’ve got a lot of 41 

questions on this and they’re not answered.  We would urge you 42 
to delay action. 43 
 44 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you, Ted.  I know that CCA supported the 45 

red snapper IFQ and to my knowledge, I do not know of the 46 
fisheries that we manage where this council has went in and 47 
reallocated anything. 48 
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 1 
This whole reallocation thing is something that I recall you 2 

brought to the podium for the council to look at, because you 3 
felt like that was something that we needed to do with our 4 
fisheries.  That’s how it came about, but up to this point, 5 
there’s never been a reallocation and so this is a brand-new 6 

thought and we really don’t know if that’s going to happen or 7 
when it’s going to happen. 8 
 9 

You’re right about Magnuson, but Magnuson doesn’t say that if 10 
you go to an ITQ that you’re guaranteed that poundage.  As a 11 
matter of a fact, it says that you’re not, such as red snapper.  12 
If NMFS decided to go in there tomorrow and lower the 13 

allocation, then those red snapper ITQ holders are going to get 14 
whatever NMFS says the allocation is over all quota. 15 
 16 

I don’t see why the concern is let’s don’t go forward with 17 
anything until we go and reallocate, because we don’t know that 18 
we’re going to reallocate and so we can’t just stop managing our 19 
fisheries.  If you knew for certain that this council would 20 

still be able to reallocate any ITQ that we’re under, would you 21 
support it then? 22 
 23 
MR. FORSGREN:  Two things.  First of all, don’t confuse total 24 

catch and the ITQ allocation.  You have a total catch and then 25 
within that total catch, you allocate who gets part of that 26 
total catch.  We’ve never argued about the total catch.  The 27 

total catch is there for conservation purposes. 28 
 29 
What we’re arguing about is who gets to fish under that total 30 
catch and it’s not a new issue that’s come up.  In fact, the 31 

Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission asked, back in 2005, to 32 
reevaluate the allocation in terms of red grouper, because so 33 
much of it was allocated to the commercial fishery and we only 34 

had a one fish bag limit on recreational fishermen. 35 
 36 
That’s what we’re asking for and the problem is that as all of 37 
these fisheries continue to get released and all these trains 38 

are coming to the station at the same time as reductions go down 39 
and our concern is that the general public, the people who go 40 
out there and fish, the people who are spending either hundreds 41 

of millions of dollars or $119 million to fish, when you lock up 42 
an allocation of 51 percent for red snapper or 65 percent for 43 
grouper, it’s going to be extremely difficult to make changes in 44 
that to accommodate any expansion or even maintenance of the 45 

same bag limits in the recreational fishery.  That’s what we’re 46 
concerned about. 47 
 48 
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The red snapper issue that you all are talking about, people 1 
thought that you could go ahead after five years and buy into 2 

the fishery, but you’ve got to have a commercial reef fish 3 
license.  You can buy it, but you can’t use it except during the 4 
recreational season. 5 
 6 

All these issues are great concerns to us.  We see this as being 7 
now we’ve reached the point and the same thing with whitetail 8 
deer and ducks and everything else.  Once you get to a point 9 

where you have so much demand for something, you have to look at 10 
it from a public resource standpoint.  How long can you have 11 
commercial exploitation?  We’re not suggesting that.  We’re just 12 
suggesting that what you have is wrong. 13 

 14 
MR. PEARCE:  Commercial exploitation, I don’t like that term.  15 

Second off, general public, I like that term.  Third off, I 16 

think who gets the fish, I like that term.  The thing that 17 
you’re not seeing is that when we sit on this council, we wear 18 
many hats. 19 
 20 

We’re not here just to represent me and Karen and Kay.  We’re 21 
here to represent the citizens of this country and their rights 22 
to the fish in this Gulf.  The citizens in this country get 23 
their rights to eat that fish through the commercial fishermen.  24 

You say twenty-five fishermen and fine.  That’s great, but where 25 
that fish goes is to the consumer in this country and his right 26 
to that product is just as big and just as great and just as 27 

necessary as anybody else. 28 
 29 
I think the rights of the recreational fishermen are just as 30 
strong and don’t think I don’t.  I do and I really believe that, 31 

but I think sometimes we fail to realize and fail to look at the 32 
fact that there’s a third man here and that’s the guy that wants 33 
to eat it that doesn’t like to go out and reel fish or the guy 34 

that doesn’t have the ability to do that.  We have to make sure 35 
that we assure that person access to his rightful part of this 36 
fishery, because he owns part of it. 37 
 38 
MR. FORSGREN:  I want to just point out the last paragraph in 39 

the comments that we submitted.  This comes from Bob Hayes, our 40 
CCA legal counsel.  On the argument that the U.S. government is 41 

the steward of all the resources for its citizens and the 42 
commercial fishermen as providing consumers access to the 43 
resource, the U.S. is the steward of all the resources, fish, 44 
ducks, bears, striped bass, all of them. 45 

 46 
The concept that a private commercial enterprise is necessary to 47 
provide the public with enjoyment of those resources by selling 48 
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them to consumers so they can eat them was rejected by the 1 
federal government and state wildlife managers before 1900.  2 

There’s no basis in any federal common law or any wildlife law 3 
or the Constitution for such a proposition.  Anybody making this 4 
argument should provide some authority for it.  Thank you. 5 
 6 
MR. PEARCE:  One last question.  What you’re telling me is the 7 

consumer doesn’t have a right to this fishery? 8 
 9 
MR. FORSGREN:  I am telling you that the concept of having a 10 

private commercial enterprise necessary to harvest those fish 11 
and sell it is not required or mandated or authorized under any 12 
federal or state law, any public trust law, anymore than it 13 

would be for whitetail deer or wild turkeys. 14 
 15 
MR. PEARCE:  You didn’t answer the question.  Does the consumer 16 

have a right to this fishery? 17 
 18 
MR. FORSGREN:  Yes, but the question becomes how much access and 19 

how it is done and do you have enough -- Let me put it this way.  20 

When you get to a point where these fisheries have to be 21 
constricted to the point where they’re at right now, does the 22 
consumer have rights to harvest that natural resource?  Do they 23 
have a right to -- 24 

 25 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. -- 26 

 27 
MR. FORSGREN:  We’re getting argumentative, I know. 28 

 29 
MR. PEARCE:  Thank you for your comments, Ted.  I appreciate it. 30 

 31 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Dennis O’Hern and he’ll be followed by Wayne 32 

Werner. 33 
 34 
MR. O’HERN:  Thank you, council members.  For the record, Dennis 35 

O’Hern, Executive Director of Fishing Rights Alliance.  On the 36 
IFQ thing, I was originally opposed, based on the concept of 37 
private ownership of a public resource. 38 

 39 
However, the people who live in that resource and have to be 40 
managed because they harvest that resource -- I think they’ve 41 

got a little bit of a decision in how they particularly want to 42 
manage.  I like to think the recreational side has the ability 43 
to tell you all that we would prefer this regulation over that 44 
regulation to achieve a goal.  In that spirit, the FRA supports 45 

moving forward with the current IFQ alternative and taking it 46 
out to a referendum and I hope that the fishermen will decide 47 
right and I really hope, I hope and pray, that it’s the right 48 
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move, but I don’t know.  I think you know more than I do. 1 
 2 

That’s my comments on IFQs and I’ve got a couple other things 3 
that I would like to briefly touch on.  I want to read you a 4 
quick passage from a South Atlantic Council document that scares 5 
the heck out of me and should incense everybody. 6 

 7 
It says: Fishery management decisions influence public 8 
perception of responsible government control and oversight.  9 

These perceptions in turn influence public behavior.  This 10 
behavior may be positive, such as cooperative participation in 11 
the management process, public hearings, and data collection 12 
initiatives, or negative.  That’s a real nice term, such as non-13 

cooperation with data initiatives, legal action, or pursuit of 14 
political relief from management action. 15 
 16 

Positive behavior supports the efficient use of both the natural 17 
resource and the economic and human capital resources dedicated 18 
to the management process.  Negative behavior harms the 19 
integrity of the information on which management decisions are 20 

based, induces inefficient use of management resources, and may 21 
prevent or delay efficient use of natural resource.  The 22 
specific benefits and costs of these behaviors cannot be 23 
calculated. 24 

 25 
I, for one, am so offended that my tax dollars are used to say 26 
that I behave negatively in this process.  A lawsuit is a last 27 

remedy when something is being done wrong and when a lawsuit 28 
against the federal government -- When somebody prevails, it’s 29 
pretty serious, because it’s pretty hard to prevail against the 30 
federal government in a lawsuit, especially in fisheries 31 

management. 32 
 33 
One of the lawsuits even found the federal government acted in 34 

bad faith.  That’s serious and somebody should have lost their 35 
job over that.  I don’t know if they did or not, but somebody 36 
should have and I hope that the Gulf Council never adopts this 37 
kind of an idea that negative behavior is anything that doesn’t 38 

carry the agenda of the National Marine Fisheries Service.  I’m 39 
highly offended by that and so are all my members. 40 
 41 

Also, during the South Atlantic Council presentations on 42 
Amendment 16, which is the South Atlantic gag, one of their guys 43 
stated that MRIP, which I think you all know is the new 44 
rebuilding of the MRFSS program, which I’m actively involved in 45 

and I support -- He said we’re not going to have anything for 46 
ten years out of that usable. 47 
 48 
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That just scares the pants out of me.  That’s another decade of 1 
destroying the American fishing.  That should be all it should 2 

take to get about 95 percent of the people out of the fishery 3 
and then the government will have the money to do their 4 
fisheries research, because they won’t have to pay the Gulf 5 
Council. 6 

 7 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Could you wrap it up, please, Dennis?  Your 8 

time is up. 9 

 10 
MR. O’HERN:  Great.  Thank you so much. 11 

 12 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Are there questions?  Thank you.  Wayne 13 

Werner and he’ll be followed by Mike Mastry. 14 
 15 
MR. WAYNE WERNER:  Wayne Werner from Alachua, Florida.  I’m a 16 

commercial fisherman in Louisiana.  I do all my fishing in 17 
Louisiana and I would like to thank Harlon for his support of 18 
the over 200 million people in this country that don’t fish and 19 
the second thing I would like to say is, Roy, our addition is a 20 

little bit different than yours. 21 
 22 
When you talked about the red snapper and you said that it would 23 
be closed for nine months, we have ten-day seasons and it would 24 

last about thirty days and that would leave eleven months 25 
closed.  I think that’s a very important concept of any fishery. 26 
 27 

I’m going to be a voting member in this grouper IFQ, as I have 28 
plenty of landings.  That’s not even an issue and it is a 29 
multispecies fishery in Louisiana.  I’ve been catching around 30 
1,000 pounds of scamps per trip and pretty close to 1,000 pounds 31 

of gags a trip for the last six trips.  Before that, we were 32 
catching deepwater groupers and that’s what we target pretty 33 
readily.  That’s very important. 34 

 35 
To get on another subject, VMS.  I think the government has a 36 
lot of explaining to do why they’ve sent out the positions of 37 
nineteen boats to people, to make it public access.  This is not 38 

right for it to be in my hands and for it to be in fishermen’s 39 
hands. 40 
 41 

You sent out the positions of them fishing on spots and you sent 42 
out the positions of everything and I’m sure you know all about 43 
it right now, Roy, and this is kind of sad to see.  I deleted 44 
the positions on these boats, but there it is.  It shouldn’t be 45 

in my hands and that’s wrong and that’s all I have to say. 46 
 47 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Wayne.  Are there any questions? 48 
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 1 
MR. GILL:  Wayne, thanks for coming.  The document that you just 2 

showed us that you got, could any member of the public have 3 
gotten that? 4 
 5 
MR. WERNER:  At this point, yes. 6 

 7 
MR. GILL:  I’m assuming that there was some submission by NMFS 8 

to some individuals is how this piece of paper got out and I 9 

guess I would like to hear some explanation from Roy about what 10 
Wayne is talking about. 11 
 12 
MR. WERNER:  I don’t think you all need to argue back and forth 13 

for me, but whenever you get to it. 14 
 15 
DR. CRABTREE:  I became aware of this this week.  There was an 16 

enforcement action that was taken.  In the course of the 17 
enforcement action, a screen that, as Wayne said, had positions 18 
of I think seventeen -- 19 
 20 
MR. WERNER:  Nineteen. 21 

 22 
DR. CRABTREE:  Nineteen other vessels on it and it was provided 23 

to the person involved in the enforcement action.  It was 24 

inadvertently provided.  Those vessels should have been redacted 25 
off of it and only the specific vessel involved in the 26 
enforcement action position should have been on there, but that 27 

was not done.  It was wrong and it should not have occurred and 28 
we’re taking steps to ensure that that sort of thing does not 29 
happen again. 30 
 31 
MR. WERNER:  Could I make a comment to that?  You ensured us 32 

before this that this would never happen. 33 
 34 
MR. GRIMES:  I guess I would add that it is my understanding 35 

that the document that was originally inadvertently provided in 36 
the disclosure has been requested to be returned from the 37 
respondent and that copies that were distributed to the public 38 

came from the respondent and not from NOAA Fisheries and so 39 
there was one inadvertent release and it has spread from there. 40 
 41 
MR. PEARCE:  Do you believe in the recreational fishermen’s 42 

right to the fishery? 43 
 44 
MR. WERNER:  Definitely.  I was a charterboat captain right here 45 

in Islamorada for six years. 46 
 47 
MR. PEARCE:  So do i.  I firmly believe in that.  I’ll fight 48 
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equally as hard for his rights as I will for the consumer. 1 
 2 
MR. WERNER:  No doubt.  Thank you. 3 

 4 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Werner.  Mike Mastry and 5 

he’ll be followed by William Hansen. 6 

 7 
MR. MIKE MASTRY:  Good morning.  My name is Mike Mastry and I’m 8 

here on behalf of the Gulf Fishermen’s Association and I would 9 

just like to briefly comment on the council’s efforts to define 10 
the somewhat ambiguous term “substantially fished”. 11 
 12 
In defining the term, it really boils down to answering the 13 

question of what does “substantial” mean.  I think we all can 14 
safely say we know what “fished” means and so we really need to 15 
look at what “substantial” means. 16 

 17 
There’s two ways that you can go about this.  One, of course, is 18 
just go to the dictionary and see what Webster himself has to 19 
say about it.  The other way is to look at other areas of the 20 

law and look at the case law and how the courts have determined 21 
what “substantial” means. 22 
 23 
Both of these methods though lead to the conclusion that 24 

substantial seems to mean something more than a de minimis 25 
amount; however, less than all.  It leaves us with a great 26 
amount of play in between there.  When you go to the dictionary, 27 

you really see things like basically synonyms for the word, 28 
which aren’t very helpful, but nevertheless, we have of 29 
considerable importance, ample, essential, valuable, things of 30 
that nature. 31 

 32 
Clearly, again, it’s more than a de minimis amount; however, 33 
it’s less than the whole kit and kaboodle.  Looking to case law 34 

and how the courts have decided the issue, I looked, personally, 35 
at administrative law, because I know that these proceedings are 36 
governed by administrative law. 37 
 38 

There, substantial has been defined by the courts, in the 39 
context of substantial evidence, as an amount sufficient for a 40 
reasonable person to base their decision.  I think that’s 41 

instructive as far as trying to define substantially fished.  42 
When you extrapolate from what the courts have given us with 43 
substantial evidence, you basically come to the conclusion that 44 
one has substantially fished if one has fished in an amount that 45 

would allow them to reasonably base a fishing venture upon that 46 
amount. 47 
 48 
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With that said, the Gulf Fishermen’s Association is in favor of 1 
a 12,000-pound minimum limit during the control years.  However, 2 

the Gulf Fishermen’s Association stands in support of the 3 
council’s preferred alternative and the minimum amount of 8,000 4 
pounds provided there under.  I’ve got about a half-minute left 5 
and would be happy to answer any questions, if anyone has any. 6 

 7 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Mastry.  Any questions from 8 

the council? 9 

 10 
MS. WALKER:  I’m sorry, but I missed who you were representing 11 

when you -- 12 
 13 
MR. MASTRY:  The Gulf Fishermen’s Association. 14 

 15 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you very much.  The next speaker is 16 

William Hansen and he’ll be followed by Mel Miller. 17 
 18 
MR. HANSEN:  My name is William Hansen.  I’m against the IFQ.  I 19 

told you all that a while ago.  I don’t understand.  We’re still 20 

going to have an overall quota, I believe, with or without the 21 
IFQ.  I kind of like the way it is.  You get to go and the 22 
fellow that works harder, he gets to make a little bit more 23 
money.   24 

 25 
With the IFQ, you’re stuck with the same -- You can never better 26 
yourself.  I’m kind of like -- I’ve been fishing all my life.  27 

I’ve had my own boat since back in the 1970s.  I’m not good up 28 
here talking in front of everybody.  I forget what was I was 29 
wanting to say.  Anyhow, I think the IFQ is a bad thing for all 30 
fishermen.  You can never better yourself and you’re stuck at 31 

one pay grade.  It would be like you all are stuck at the same 32 
pay grade when the government hires you.  That’s it. 33 
 34 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Hansen. 35 

 36 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you for coming.  I’m not sure how much you 37 

know about the IFQ or if you have followed along, but yes, you 38 

would be able to catch more than what you have normally caught 39 
that would be issued to you.  You would just have to purchase it 40 
from someone that was willing to sell it. 41 

 42 
MR. HANSEN:  Right and in my opinion, that’s wrong.  You all are 43 

benefitting just a few people, instead of letting everybody go 44 
out there and work and have their opportunity to do better.  45 

They have to buy their quota from somebody else. 46 
 47 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Hansen.  Mel Miller and he’ll 48 
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be followed by James Stevens. 1 
 2 
MR. MILLER:  Hello again.  I’m Mel Miller, representing Down-3 

easter Boat, Incorporated.  I’m a small business and I wasn’t 4 
aware of this meeting before the hearing.  I got a phone call 5 
the night before the last, about the middle of the night, and I 6 

got up yesterday and I drove all night to get here and excuse me 7 
if I’m kind of disoriented here, because I haven’t had any 8 
sleep. 9 

 10 
I’m not for the IFQs, being I -- If we all knew that 1999 11 
through 2004 would be the qualifying times, we would have all 12 
put emphasis on that fishery during that time, to try to create 13 

as much poundage.  Just because you don’t have poundage during 14 
that time doesn’t necessarily represent you’re not a fisherman, 15 
because we all are fishermen. 16 

 17 
I know fishermen in the snapper, when the snapper stuff came 18 
around for their permits, that caught more red snapper than 19 
anybody in the Gulf of Mexico that didn’t obtain a permit and 20 

that wasn’t right, just because they were off on a different 21 
fishery during the time that was qualifying. 22 
 23 
I have a son that’s twenty-six years old and he graduated with a 24 

4.0 grade average and decided to be a fisherman.  Well, I got 25 
him a boat and he started in the fishery.  For two years, he 26 
worked on this boat during this time, the time of the 27 

qualifying.  Therefore, he has no allocation, if it comes to 28 
pass. 29 
 30 
I’ve devoted my life to fishing.  I started in 1973 and other 31 

than a few years that I worked for the National Marine 32 
Fisheries, I’ve worked every part of this fishery, from the 33 
recreational side to the commercial side to protecting the 34 

species.  I’m as much of a conservationist as anybody, but I 35 
don’t support the IFQ and I don’t see how it’s going to help 36 
protect our resources in any way and that’s all I have to say. 37 
 38 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any questions? 39 

 40 
MS. WALKER:  I know you said you’ve fished for a long time and 41 

you don’t support the IFQs and you talked about the red snapper 42 
IFQ.  Do you feel like the commercial fishery -- That the 43 
ability of that person to go out and catch fish would control 44 
who stays in business, the winners and losers, without actually 45 

an IFQ system? 46 
 47 
MR. MILLER:  No, I don’t.  I think today’s electronics has made 48 
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a lot of captains.  There’s no -- There’s plenty of true 1 
navigators out there today and don’t get me wrong, but I believe 2 

today’s electronics has made a lot of captains into captains.  3 
The old timers truly had to navigate and work the bottom and 4 
produce the fish.  Today’s captains are made by electronics. 5 
 6 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you for coming.  The members of this 7 

council is trying to come up with a way for the commercial 8 
fishermen to fish year-round.  I understand what you say about 9 

multispecies and I understand what you say about someone having 10 
to just go out there and target the red snapper or the grouper 11 
and a fish is a fish.  It bites a hook and it doesn’t know if 12 
you’ve got a coupon or not. 13 

 14 
In order to keep the fishery open twelve months out of the year 15 
out of every plan that we’ve looked at, license limitation and 16 

trip limits and the first ten days of a month, we haven’t been 17 
able to come up with a program to where our fishermen are not 18 
looking at closed seasons.  Is there anything that you know of, 19 
any other way, that we could do things to help you be able to 20 

fish twelve months out of the year with no closure on the 21 
snapper or the grouper or whatever it is that you fish for? 22 
 23 
MR. MILLER:  I don’t really see an alternative as far as 24 

protecting this, other than us as National Marine Fisheries and 25 
environmental groups and the fishermen all getting together and 26 
let’s form something that we’re all agreement of and we can live 27 

with, as far as that goes to be able to protect our resources. 28 
 29 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Our next speaker is James Stevens and he’ll 30 

be followed by William Raffield. 31 

 32 
MR. STEVENS:  I’m James Stevens again, from Panama City, 33 

Florida.  I don’t own any permits.  I’ve always worked for 34 

somebody else and this way, kind of everybody else made some 35 
money.  I’m against it, because it’s handing a few people a lot 36 
of the quota, most of the money. 37 
 38 

I’ve worked on the back deck for fifteen years.  It took me that 39 
long to learn it, to be a captain.  Then I became a captain and 40 
then a lot of the rules and regulations come out and I was kind 41 

of scared to get a boat and then I got with the guy I’m working 42 
for now and I’ve been working for him for four years and he was 43 
going to sell me his boat when he first started. 44 
 45 

Then the IFQ in snappers come out and that ain’t working out, I 46 
don’t think.  Then they talked about the groupers and all of a 47 
sudden, he didn’t want to sell me his boat, because that’s the 48 
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reason I almost didn’t make this meeting, I think.  He usually 1 
gives me the papers when they come in every month, something new 2 

that’s going on, but I didn’t see this one, maybe because he’s 3 
going to benefit more than I am. 4 
 5 
I believe very few people are going to do most of the 6 

benefitting from this and I don’t see it’s fair for someone that 7 
works as long as I did, and there’s other people just like me, 8 
to get to this point and then get our legs kicked out from under 9 

us, so to speak. 10 
 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any questions? 12 

 13 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I have a couple of questions.  You were a crew 14 

member and then you became a captain and you’re running a boat 15 
and a lot of times I hear the term that I work for someone.  Are 16 

you self-employed? 17 
 18 
MR. STEVENS:  Yes, ma’am, I’m considered self-employed.  I have 19 

to file my own taxes. 20 

 21 
MS. WILLIAMS:  You’re considered self-employed and you have to 22 

file your own taxes and you have to match them, because you are 23 
a self-employed person and no one is providing you any benefits.  24 

Do you pay -- I hate to have to ask you this, but it’s 25 
important.  Do you pay the person that you’re running the boat 26 
for -- Does the boat get any part of a percentage of the fish 27 

that you catch? 28 
 29 
MR. STEVENS:  He pays them.  He pays me a percentage for running 30 

his boat and he pays the crew a percentage and he takes a 31 

percentage.  We take a percentage off the top for expenses and 32 
everything.  The way he does it is pretty fair, unlike some that 33 
I’ve heard. 34 

 35 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I know that there’s different business 36 

arrangements and that’s why it was important to me to ask you 37 
about that.  Thank you. 38 

 39 
MR. SIMPSON:  Thank you for coming.  I appreciate your comments 40 

and I appreciate your knowledge and experience and so forth to 41 

this resource, but I keep hearing, on and off through different 42 
commenters, that if you have an IFQ then that would negate what 43 
you currently have now. 44 
 45 

If you have an arrangement, a business arrangement, with an 46 
owner, is there any guarantee that you can keep that same 47 
business arrangement or couldn’t that change at his discretion?  48 
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In other words, why is an IFQ different than what you have right 1 
now as far as keeping you in or out of the fishery? 2 

 3 
MR. STEVENS:  For one, he’s getting older.  He’s about ready to 4 

retire and you all dangle $300,000 in front of his face, he just 5 
may retire and he might sell it to someone -- There ain’t no 6 

telling who he’s going to sell it to.  He had a 200-pound 7 
snapper permit and some guy from Indiana called him and he asked 8 
me, he said, is there any saltwater in Indiana and I said, no 9 

and he said, what’s he want with this red snappers? 10 
 11 
MR. SIMPSON:  You’re saying if we went to an ITQ that the value 12 

of the permit would be higher and consequently, he might sell 13 

it, whereas if it doesn’t have an ITQ, then it probably won’t be 14 
as valuable and he would keep his same arrangement with you? 15 
 16 
MR. STEVENS:  I would imagine. 17 

 18 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you very much, Mr. Stevens.  I would 19 

tell the council that we’ve got approximately one hour’s worth 20 

of cards left.  It is my intention to hear everybody that made 21 
the effort to be here and so let’s proceed forward on that 22 
premise.  Mr. Raffield and he’ll be followed by Mr. Fontenot. 23 
 24 
MR. RAFFIELD:  I just wanted to let you all know that I’m not 25 

for IFQs and the reason why is I’m in the IFQ program on 26 
snapper.  When they started IFQs on snapper, we got the votes, 27 

the same thing they’re doing on groupers, which I’ll have 28 
groupers, too.  I show landings on groupers also, but when I 29 
started on snappers, they showed my lowest year at 35,000 and my 30 
highest year around 50,000 and I got 15,000 for the year on 31 

snapper. 32 
 33 
The way I see it is if we get cut by 55 or 60 percent of what 34 

we’ve been catching, there’s no way we can make it.  That’s why 35 
I said I’m for the two-month closure.  Let’s close it while 36 
they’re spawning and do some good.  We don’t have to leave it 37 
open twelve months out of the year.  Let’s close it down when 38 

they’re spawning and do some good for the resource. 39 
 40 
Just like Bobby Zales said, there’s fellows out there that never 41 

wet a hook that’s got more snapper quota than I have and I have 42 
to buy fish from them to go fishing.  It’s not right. 43 
 44 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Mr. Simpson has got a question. 45 

 46 
MR. SIMPSON:  It kind of goes back to the other gentleman.  47 

Thank you for being here.  If there was a prohibition on 48 
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leasing, would you still favor an IFQ? 1 
 2 
MR. RAFFIELD:  A prohibition on leasing? 3 

 4 
MR. SIMPSON:  In other words, if you had it, you had to fish it 5 

yourself and you couldn’t lease it. 6 

 7 
MR. RAFFIELD:  Maybe, yes.  I think I would be.  Yes, sir, 8 

because it would benefit the fishermen and not the permit 9 

holders, only the permit holders. 10 
 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Raffield.  We appreciate you 12 

being here.  Mr. Fontenot and he’ll be followed by Thomas 13 

Reynolds. 14 
 15 
MR. FONTENOT:  I’m James Fontenot and I told you all earlier 16 

that I’m a captain from Panama City, Florida.  I’m definitely 17 
against the IFQ.  My buddy was telling you, Jimbo Stevens -- The 18 
danger I see in it is the people that own the IFQs have the 19 
opportunity to sell or lease. 20 

 21 
With that opportunity, what it does is it takes away from our 22 
industry as the fishermen.  We have no chance of ever like -- My 23 
boss man, which is the same as Mr. Stevens -- We work for the 24 

same man and he has the -- If it goes to the IFQ, he has the 25 
opportunity to sell or lease them and sell his boats off and no 26 
big deal.  He’s had them paid off for years and years.  He could 27 

then turn around and sell it and retire.  He could sell to 28 
somebody that doesn’t even -- Some organization that has nothing 29 
to do with the seafood business and nothing to do with any of it 30 
and is against the seafood business. 31 

 32 
There’s organizations out there that they don’t want us harming 33 
fish.  They think it’s a sin for us to even catch fish and to be 34 

harming them.  There’s huge organizations out there and they 35 
could buy these -- They have the opportunity and they’ve got 36 
money.  They could throw it in and say we’ll buy this, as many 37 
as we can, and we’ll slow them down one way or another and we 38 

will make them stop fishing, if we’ve got to spend our own money 39 
on doing it. 40 
 41 

I don’t know if that would happen, but they have the opportunity 42 
to.  IFQ is -- I worked my butt off to be the fishermen that I 43 
am.  I’m not the best, but I ain’t the worst, but this gives the 44 
opportunity to people, that singular people, whoever owns them, 45 

owns that weight, to say whether I’m going to have a job or not 46 
tomorrow and I’m ready to retire and I’m going to sell to the 47 
highest bidder and I don’t care who it is and I don’t care if he 48 
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lives in Canada.  Whoever gives me the most money is going to 1 
get my weight and what they do with it, I don’t care. 2 

 3 
That just leaves us fishermen that have been working our butts 4 
off our whole life out.  We’re done.  If it’s an IFQ plan, 5 
there’s no way that I could stay in business, because the boats 6 

are getting -- There’s getting less and less and less boats 7 
because of this, because of the snapper IFQ.  I’ve seen it 8 
happen to that. 9 

 10 
I leased a permit for three years and kept a 2,000-pound permit 11 
for three years.  The boat owner had a 200-pound permit that he 12 
took of my boat because we couldn’t have both on there and we 13 

leased the 2,000 and then the guy that owned the lease on it -- 14 
The IFQ started coming up and he took his permit back. 15 
 16 

They based it on my 200-pound permit and I got 750 pounds for a 17 
year, after sitting there catching 30,000 and 40,000 pounds of 18 
fish per year and I’m sorry, but that just does not make any 19 
kind of sense to me. 20 

 21 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Mr. Fontenot, I’ve got a question from Mr. 22 

Teehan here. 23 
 24 
MR. TEEHAN:  Thank you for coming.  With regards to your comment 25 

about corporations or individuals that want to buy up commercial 26 
shares to shut down commercial fishing, would you favor the IFQ 27 

program if it had a use-it-or-lose-it clause in it that said if 28 
you owned these shares that you would have to actively fish them 29 
during a certain period of time or lose them? 30 
 31 
MR. FONTENOT:  That would definitely be something I would look 32 

into more and maybe understanding more, yes.  I would have to 33 
see it first.  Maybe, yes, just as much as maybe it could 34 

happen. 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there any other questions?  Thank you, 37 

Mr. Fontenot.  We appreciate you being here.  Thomas Reynolds 38 

and he’ll be followed by Betsy Bullard. 39 
 40 
MR. THOMAS REYNOLDS:  My name is Thomas Reynolds and I run a 41 

longline boat out of Cortez, Florida, and I’m a full-time 42 
fisherman.  I’m in support of GFA and I’m with the IFQ program.  43 
It seems like the best option that we have right now and make 44 
the fishery stable.  Thank you. 45 

 46 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Any questions?  Thank you, Mr. 47 

Reynolds.  Betsy Bullard is gone, is that my understanding?  48 
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Then the next speaker is Terry Fannon and he’ll be followed by 1 
Brad Kenyon. 2 

 3 
MR. TERRY FANNON:  My name is Terry Fannon of Cortez, Florida.  4 

I’m all for the IFQs and I really don’t know -- This is my first 5 
council meeting, but by talking with Glen Brooks, the guy that I 6 

run the boat for, it sounds like the best way to go and I hope 7 
that’s what happens.  That’s all I have to say. 8 
 9 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Do we have any questions from 10 

the council?  Thank you, Mr. Fannon.  Brad Kenyon, followed by 11 
Donald Waters. 12 
 13 
MR. BRAD KENYON:  Brad Kenyon and I’m on the Reef Fish Advisory 14 

Panel.  I have commercial permits and I’m heavily involved in 15 
the recreational sector.  I sell retail boats and I’m in favor 16 

of the IFQs.  I feel it’s the fairest and safest for all.  17 
Everybody will get the piece that they’ve gotten. 18 
 19 
I’ve heard a lot of people complain that they leased permits and 20 

this and that and they’re not getting the benefit.  It’s really 21 
no different than if you leased a house and the house 22 
appreciated.  You wouldn’t get the benefit of that appreciation. 23 
 24 

It stops the derby fishing and it increases the safety and it 25 
reduces overcapacity.  I sell a lot of boats too and I sell a 26 
lot of boats to a large contingent of boaters that do not fish 27 

and they prefer to drive around and enjoy their boat and stop in 28 
a restaurant and eat fish. 29 
 30 
I think it gives the small producer a lot of options and he 31 

still has options where he can lease or buy quota and he can 32 
still buy quota right now or buy a permit right now that’s known 33 
to be a good permit.  They’re changing hands daily and so I 34 

think the person that’s in the fishery now that has a permit 35 
that’s not going to qualify much has an option right now to do 36 
something about it.  That’s about all I have. 37 
 38 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Kenyon.  Are there any 39 

questions from the council?  Thank you very much.  Donald Waters 40 
and he’ll be followed by Glen Brooks. 41 

 42 
MR. DONALD WATERS:  My name is Donald Waters and I’m President 43 

of the IFQ Shareholders Association.  We support sending this 44 
document forward for referendum at this time.  There’s things in 45 

it that some people don’t like and you’re not going to please 46 
everybody.  Even with the red snapper IFQ, there was a lot of 47 
things in that plan that I did not personally like, but we took 48 
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as a compromise. 1 
 2 

I don’t see how you could make a plan with three people sitting 3 
at the table where all three people is 100 percent satisfied.  4 
If everybody is equally unsatisfied, maybe it’s a fair plan. 5 
 6 

I come to this table asking to send this referendum forward.  I 7 
spent money to come to this meeting to ask to be cut out of a 8 
fishery.  I would not receive IFQs, nor will I have the right to 9 

vote in this plan, but I think it is the best thing for the 10 
fishery and to move forward with bringing other IFQs on other 11 
species into the Gulf of Mexico, on vermilion snappers, and move 12 
forward so that we can buy, sell and trade and reduce bycatch 13 

throughout the region. 14 
 15 
Mr. Russ Nelson’s testimony about how much the discards are in 16 

the western Gulf is some of the best testimony I’ve heard.  It 17 
is proof, absolute proof, that this ITQ system for red snapper 18 
is working.  Probably my biggest gripe with the red snapper is 19 
that we don’t have enough quota so that we can trade and reduce 20 

bycatch further. 21 
 22 
It is my personal opinion that the quota is too low in red 23 
snapper and it’s causing more discards and more death.  I do not 24 

see where if we went to a seven-million-pound TAC that any more 25 
fish would die.  There would just be a few more fish brought to 26 
the dock.  Thank you.  That is my comment for today, please 27 

proceed forward with this document. 28 
 29 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Donnie.  We’ve got a question or 30 

two. 31 

 32 
MR. GILL:  Thank you, Donnie, for coming.  You mentioned that 33 

you had some concerns, and that’s not the right word, with the 34 

plan as currently envisioned.  Was that the association talking 35 
or was that Donnie Waters and would you elucidate on some of the 36 
things you would like to see changed? 37 
 38 
MR. WATERS:  The association wants to see this plan move forward 39 

and as I said, if you had three people at the table discussing 40 
any document, there’s going to be concerns amongst each other.  41 

As a whole, we want this document moved forward as is.  I’m not 42 
going to discuss any personal issues that I have with the 43 
document.  As an organization, we would like to see this moved 44 
forward, as a whole. 45 

 46 
MS. WALKER:  Donnie, I’m hearing something different from you 47 

now than I heard during the stock assessment hearings that we 48 
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had, the data workshop, where you said that red snapper were in 1 
so much trouble and we needed to reduce the TAC right now.  Can 2 

you tell me what’s changed your mind? 3 
 4 
MR. WATERS:  As the stock assessment says, these fish make 5 

incredible comebacks.  With some of the laws that we’ve made 6 

with this thirteen inches, the commercial industry is not 7 
killing 4,000 pounds to bring 2,000 pounds to the dock.  These 8 
fish are spreading their range further. 9 

 10 
These eight and twelve-pound fish are showing up on the spots 11 
that’s not supposed to be there.  We’re seeing tremendous 12 
rebounds in this fishery, because of some of the laws that we’ve 13 

made to protect these fish and so it’s a tremendous rebound.   14 
 15 
Now, this is two years later and it’s coming back faster than I 16 

ever dreamed.  To me, it’s the difference of, like I said, not 17 
killing 4,000 pounds to bring 2,000 pounds to the dock is 18 
incredible.  I’m sure you’ve heard it from your captains in 19 
Orange Beach of how many fish has showed up on these places and 20 

how much user conflict there is not. 21 
 22 
MS. WALKER:  Two years ago you weren’t seeing the fish like this 23 

now? 24 

 25 
MR. WATERS:  I wasn’t seeing nowhere near the fish that I’m 26 

seeing today. 27 

 28 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you, Donnie.  You said the problem with the 29 

red snapper IFQ is that the TAC is so low that the commercial 30 
industry doesn’t have the extra coupons and shares to sell or 31 

lease to someone.  Is that correct? 32 
 33 
MR. WATERS:  That’s my feeling.  Yes, ma’am, it is.  I 34 

personally bought a lot of shares and I kind of based my 35 
financial decisions on a six-and-a-half-million-pound TAC and 36 
then when that extra million-and-a-half-pound loss, I’m still 37 
having to make the payments of the money, the money that I 38 

borrowed to increase the income that I’ve got.   39 
 40 
It puts me in kind of a little financial strap, so that I really 41 

-- Even though the difference between leasing the fish and 42 
catching the fish may only be a dollar, but I can’t really 43 
afford to lease the fish, because I need that extra dollar to 44 
pay the bills that I borrowed the money.  I borrowed over 45 

$300,000 to buy shares.  I can’t afford to lease them.  I have 46 
to have that money to pay my bills and to pay off my lenders. 47 
 48 
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CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Donnie.  Is there any other 1 

questions?  Glen Brooks is the next speaker and he’ll be 2 

followed by Tracy Redding. 3 
 4 
MR. GLEN BROOKS:  I’m Glen Brooks with the Gulf Fishermen’s 5 

Association.  I would like to thank the council for giving us 6 

this opportunity to speak.  The Gulf Fishermen’s Association 7 
supports all of the preferred alternatives in Amendment 29 to go 8 
forward to a referendum at this council meeting. 9 

 10 
You saw the support at the public hearings where these fish are 11 
landed and you have copies of the survey we did and I hope you 12 
all had a chance to review some of that data.  It may not be a 13 

perfect plan, but what is a perfect plan?  We tried to capture 14 
the needs of as many fishermen as we could and at this time, I 15 
think our job is done and it’s time to let the fishermen vote. 16 

 17 
We ask you one more time to please send this amendment out for a 18 
referendum and I think you have overwhelming support for this 19 
and I would also like to add on the aquaculture amendment that 20 

we would like to see some more public hearings on that.  I think 21 
we kind of got too focused on everything else and didn’t really 22 
keep up with all of it, but I would like to get back on track 23 
with it.  Thank you. 24 

 25 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any questions for Glen?  Glen, thanks again.  26 

We appreciate GFA’s hospitality and support.  Tracy Redding, 27 

followed by Randy Baker. 28 
 29 
MS. TRACY REDDING:  I’m Tracy Redding and I own and operate AAA 30 

Charters, a charter booking service for boats along the Alabama 31 

Gulf Coast.  Once again, I would like to thank the members of 32 
the Gulf Council and the staff for the opportunity for public 33 
testimony and the question and answer sessions.  I’m grateful 34 

for the opportunity to be here today. 35 
 36 
As I prepared for my testimony, my thoughts were drawn to the 37 
challenges we’ve faced during our painfully brief recreational 38 

red snapper derby season.  As expected by many, the effects of 39 
the sixty-plus-day red snapper season have been devastating and 40 
the fleet is consolidating. 41 

 42 
Instead of focusing on what’s going wrong, I would rather 43 
suggest tools we can put in the toolbox to help fix the problems 44 
we are facing, to use Julie’s term.  My understanding is that 45 

the reauthorization of the Magnuson-Stevens Act compels 46 
accountability throughout our fisheries. 47 
 48 
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Time and time again, we’ve heard charter fishermen testify that 1 
they want improvements in data collection and many are willing 2 

to step up to the plate to provide this information.  Lack of 3 
data prevents us from exploring a full range of tools that can 4 
improve the management systems. 5 
 6 

Accountability for the entire recreational sector is a daunting 7 
task, but I believe the for-hire fleet should be treated as a 8 
separate sector.  I firmly believe that we can accurately count 9 

the fish from 1,300 charterboats in the Gulf of Mexico.  We need 10 
real-time electronic logbooks and a way to verify that data.  11 
Please give us that tool so we can get our house in order. 12 
 13 

I’m encouraged by the sense of urgency this issue is receiving.  14 
Let us count our fish so that we can be accountable.  It is also 15 
my opinion that we need to develop a management system that 16 

allows more flexibility for our captains and our customers.  I 17 
realize that developing such a system will take lots of work.  I 18 
believe many of us are willing to put in the time and effort 19 
necessary to make those improvements.  Thank you. 20 

 21 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Ms. Redding.  Is there any 22 

questions?  Thank you very much for being here.  Randy Baker is 23 
our next speaker and he’ll be followed by David Hazzard. 24 

 25 
MR. RANDY BAKER:  I’m Randy Baker and I’ve been in the grouper 26 

industry since 1979.  I own three longline boats and I support 27 

IFQs and I hope you’ll send the plan forward.  That’s it. 28 
 29 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any questions of Mr. Baker?  Thank you, Mr. 30 

Baker.  David Hazzard and he’ll be followed by Marianne Cufone. 31 

 32 
MR. DAVID HAZZARD:  Good morning.  I’m David Hazzard and I’m 33 

from Panama City, Florida, but I spend a substantial amount of 34 

my time in south Texas.  We fish out of south Texas.  I want to 35 
commend National Marine Fisheries on the red snapper IFQ 36 
program.  It couldn’t have been easy and it was very difficult, 37 
but it’s great. 38 

 39 
It was a pseudo smooth transaction and it seems to be performing 40 
well and we’re totally for the IFQ program for the grouper.  One 41 

other benefit that we have been working on already with some 42 
fishermen out of Florida, and this has to do with the bycatch, 43 
with the dead floaters going away, is we’re willing to work with 44 
people in Florida, giving them our red snapper allocation, if 45 

they’ll in turn give us some of the grouper allocation. 46 
 47 
It will allow us to fish more efficiently on our end and it will 48 
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allow them to have more allocation for snapper on their end and 1 
they wouldn’t have to be throwing away discards.  To me, that 2 

works real well for everybody, for the entire fishery.   3 
 4 
I guess my biggest thing is let’s move on with this and let’s 5 
get it underway and let’s not waste another year trying to 6 

negotiate details of an 8,000 pound or a 10,000 pound.  The 7 
8,000 pound, it’s fine.  It allows some people that perhaps 8 
didn’t make quite as much money as others to participate in the 9 

program, as far as the referendum goes, and we could get it 10 
underway as soon as possible.  Thank you. 11 
 12 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Hazzard.  Is there any 13 

questions?  Thank you very much for being here.  Marianne Cufone 14 
and followed by Jack Curlett.   15 
 16 
MS. MARIANNE CUFONE:  Hi, everybody.  For the record, my name is 17 

Marianne Cufone and I’m here on behalf of Food and Water Watch.  18 
It’s a national consumer organization.  I’ve been talking 19 
offshore aquaculture for as long as we’ve been talking about it 20 

here at the council and so I’m going to try and keep my comments 21 
as brief as possible. 22 
 23 
I have a few things I want to bring up today.  The more we get 24 

into this, the more I have concerns, actually.  I feel like 25 
we’re trying to fit a square peg in a round hole.  We’re using 26 
Magnuson and calling aquaculture fishing and trying to meet 27 

Magnuson standards in this document. 28 
 29 
We’re setting MSY and OY for an industry that doesn’t even exist 30 
yet that isn’t fishing, but that being the case and we’re moving 31 

forward and forging on, despite lots of public concern.  I think 32 
one of the biggest issues is that the council doesn’t have 33 
authority over a lot of things that are important to have a 34 

comprehensive plan.   35 
 36 
You don’t have authority over pollution and you don’t have 37 
authority over feed ratios and now Minerals Management Service 38 

is opining their authority over oil rigs to have fish farms and 39 
so we’ve got Minerals Management Service, Environmental 40 
Protection Agency, Army Corps of Engineers and a variety of 41 

other agencies that we don’t have a memorandum of understanding 42 
with yet on how this is going to move forward.  My understanding 43 
is that we plan to do that after you approve the plan.  That’s a 44 
pretty big concern.   45 

 46 
Additionally, now we’re doing an end run around Congress.  47 
Representative Rahall, who is the Chair of the Natural Resources 48 
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Committee, asked for a Government Accountability Office Study on 1 
offshore aquaculture.  They spent a lot of time and a lot of 2 

money interviewing people and getting surveys, only to conclude 3 
that we’re not quite ready for offshore aquaculture and yet, the 4 
council is still moving forward, when our national Congress has 5 
decided that it’s not a really great idea to put in national 6 

legislation. 7 
 8 
I guess the last thing for me is that there’s really no reason 9 

to push forward on this, other than that there’s people on this  10 
council that want to see this happen, because they have 11 
financial interests in aquaculture.  That’s a pretty big problem 12 
under Magnuson in and of itself.  It’s something to consider. 13 

 14 
It’s consistently the same people who are making motions and 15 
approving motions and participating.  We’ve got a lot of other 16 

stuff going on at this council.  We’ve got IFQs and 17 
reallocations and Magnuson-Stevens new standards to deal with 18 
that are legally required and offshore aquaculture is not 19 
legally required.  There are people that want it to happen, 20 

despite a lot of other people who have said they don’t want it 21 
to happen. 22 
 23 
My understanding was that we were going to move forward with 24 

this new document and have some public hearings.  We haven’t 25 
discussed that here.  It is a new document and I’m going to 26 
explain to you why I think it’s a new document. 27 

 28 
Just this summary of revisions that came out for this council 29 
meeting indicates that it’s a pretty new document and so I’m 30 
going to call your attention to Tab J-4 and read to you what 31 

your own folks said are new. 32 
 33 
There’s seven objectives for the Aquaculture FMP added to this 34 

section.  A new action was added addressing framework 35 
procedures.  A description of the social and economic fishery 36 
was included.  Direct and indirect effects on the physical, 37 
biological, and administrative environments were added.  The 38 

regulatory impact review was entirely revised.  The initial 39 
regulatory flexibility analysis was entirely revised.  We also 40 
added language on migratory birds.  This is completely brand new 41 

and we chose from an amendment to an FMP. 42 
 43 
If you don’t think people have the right to comment on these 44 
things, you are woefully mistaken and there are requirements 45 

under the National Environmental Policy Act. 46 
 47 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Marianne, would you please bring it to a 48 
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conclusion?  Your time is up. 1 
 2 
MS. CUFONE:  Absolutely.  In conclusion, I would just like to 3 

say that I think that the only reason not to go forward with 4 
public hearings is because you don’t want to hear what the 5 
public has to say and so I would really ask you to reconsider 6 

and send this document back out so people can have meaningful 7 
comment.  The last set of comments were held between 8 
Thanksgiving and end-of-year holidays.  They were set in a very 9 

short timeframe.  Give the people a chance.  Thanks. 10 
 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Are there any questions? 12 

 13 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Marianne, if we held another public hearing, how 14 

do we get the word out to make sure that they show up and will 15 
they show up? 16 

 17 
MS. CUFONE:  I can tell you that I’ve had a lot of people call 18 

me about this since December and they have assured me that if 19 
the hearings are held in places where they can go with an 20 

adequate amount of notice -- Last time it was like two weeks and 21 
it was between Thanksgiving and Christmas and Hanukkah and New 22 
Years.  It was like the second week of December, which was 23 
terrible timing. 24 

 25 
I have a list of places that people have asked for hearings.  I 26 
emailed them to Andy and a couple of other people.  I think you 27 

need to publish it in the newspaper and not just the Federal 28 
Register and I think there needs to be an adequate effort to get 29 
out to the fishermen. 30 
 31 

I tried as hard as I could last time and we had an overwhelming 32 
response.  We had a hundred-plus people in Tampa and we had 33 
seventy-something people in New Orleans.  Previously, at the 34 

hearings that the council held, zero people attended and so I 35 
think they want more. 36 
 37 
MS. WALKER:  Just one short one, Marianne.  Do you think these 38 

people really want to comment on seven new objectives that were 39 
added? 40 
 41 
MS. CUFONE:  I think the document is very different from 42 

December and that, to me, is the important part.  I think they 43 
haven’t had time to really digest what this means to their world 44 
and for me, that’s what I’m fighting for.   45 

 46 
Do I think the overall action is different?  No.  The action was 47 
always to create an offshore aquaculture program for the Gulf of 48 
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Mexico, but I think the implications in the document are very 1 
different than they were before and people need an opportunity 2 

to understand what that’s going to do to their livelihoods and I 3 
think they have not had that opportunity. 4 
 5 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Are there any other questions?  Thank you, 6 

Marianne.  The next speaker is Jack Curlett and he’ll be 7 
followed by Captain Tad Burke.  Burke has left? 8 
 9 
MR. JACK CURLETT:  A Florida Keys resident for thirty-three 10 

years and I’m currently the head of the Florida Keys Fishing 11 
Guides Association and Board of Director for Bonefish and Tarpon 12 
Unlimited and Board of Director for Islamorada Fishing 13 

Conservation and Trust and also Vice Chair for the Islamorada 14 
Near-Shore Waters Committee. 15 
 16 

We have some serious concerns about the proposal that you’ve put 17 
forth with offshore aquaculture.  I’ve heard a lot of comments 18 
up here about protecting our fishery and what your job actually 19 
is.  This isn’t a fisheries issue.  This is a farming issue. 20 

 21 
I want to present a question to the commercial interests on this 22 
board as well as in this room.  There is nothing written in your 23 
proposal as to where you’re going to get the food to feed these 24 

farmed fish.  We’ve gone through all these great steps and 25 
lengths to protect our fishery.   26 
 27 

We’ve got red snapper coming back like cockroaches and we’ve got 28 
grouper that we’re trying to protect and so what do you think is 29 
going to happen when we go out and there’s nothing written in 30 
this plan that can take every menhaden, every pilcher, every 31 

bait fish within that vicinity and feed these farmed fish?  32 
What’s it going to do to the price of the wild-caught fish? 33 
 34 

Is the consumer going to go out and pay $17.95 for a grouper 35 
filet when he can go out and buy one for $5.50 out of a farm?  36 
We’re going to put these guys out of business.  The fact that 37 
you’ve taken out language that will allow this into a National 38 

Marine Sanctuary, what are you guys thinking?  You’re not going 39 
to give me a permit to go log in the middle of a wilderness 40 
area, but you’re going to allow a fish farm to go sit in a 41 

National Marine Sanctuary, the only tract of coral reef of its 42 
kind in the continental United States and trust me, guys, we’re 43 
at the bottom of the watershed. 44 
 45 

Conductivity studies show everything that happens in the Gulf 46 
ends up through my bridges and through our reef tract and right 47 
here, right here, all of it.  You can do it in theory and all 48 
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the documentation shows that that’s where the water is coming 1 
from and we can show you pictures of the out flux from the 2 

Mississippi River after Katrina with the houses and barns and 3 
bodies off of the Dry Tortugas in Key West.  It’s coming this 4 
way. 5 
 6 

We have some serious concerns about what you’ve written so far.  7 
The fact that we feel like this is getting pushed down our 8 
throat really is suspect.  This document changes basically on a 9 

weekly -- Every time I look at it, there’s something different 10 
written. 11 
 12 
This young lady said that people really wanted to go and there’s 13 

a sense of complacency, because I don’t really think people 14 
realize the negative impact that this can have on the fishery.  15 
Without a pilot study -- On one side of the coin, you say 16 

there’s no detrimental environmental impact from the out flux of 17 
these systems, but then on the other side, you say we’re going 18 
to ask them to move them frequently.  I’ve got to ask you, why 19 
would you want me to move it frequently if there’s nothing bad 20 

going to happen downstream? 21 
 22 
You were saying about the citizens’ right to fish and all of us 23 
having access to Gulf fish.  I’ve worked on commercial boats and 24 

I’ve worked on private boats and I’ve worked as a recreational 25 
fishing captain and we all have a right to the fish. 26 
 27 

When you go start farming fish, you’re going to take rights away 28 
from people, the billion-dollar industry that already exists 29 
that supports the commercial, the recreational, and all of the 30 
citizens that come down to go fish in the Gulf of Mexico. 31 

 32 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Curlett. 33 

 34 
MR. CURLETT:  One more, real quick.  If this is under the guise 35 

of trying to relieve some of our dependency on importing seafood 36 
from other places, I’ve got a great idea.  Let’s quick exporting 37 
70 percent of it and put that food on our shelves.  Thank you. 38 

 39 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Curlett.  Are there any 40 

questions from the council?  Thank you, sir.  We appreciate it.  41 

Jim True and he’ll be followed by Vishwanie Maharaj. 42 
 43 
MR. JIM TRICE:  Honorable Gulf Council members, thank you very 44 

much for your time today.  I’m really impressed.  I’m one of the 45 

new people that you’ve never seen before, but with your 46 
sincerity and how hard you’re trying to work very complex issues 47 
this morning.  I was very impressed. 48 
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 1 
If the Fish and Wildlife Commission that I’ve seen in the State 2 

of Florida and other organizations were as heartfelt as you, I 3 
think it would be a good thing.  My name is Jim Trice and I live 4 
in Islamorada.  I’m the CEO and president of a consulting firm 5 
that primarily does work with Fortune 1000s and I’m also 6 

actively involved in the near-shore water game fish areas. 7 
 8 
However, this morning, I felt the need to speak to you about the 9 

ocean fish farming.  The last time I think the public had a 10 
chance to do that was in Key West on July 21st and I was out of 11 
town and it was my birthday and so I’m going to take advantage 12 
of this situation. 13 

 14 
I’m not real versed on it.  Obviously you guys are way ahead of 15 
me, but this is obviously quite an emotional and political and, 16 

of course, there’s rational ramifications.  It’s emotional, from 17 
a simplistic point of view, because everyone knows that we have 18 
a tremendous number of people in the world that are starving, 19 
literally starving, and anything that we can do as citizens of 20 

the United States to improve that, that, just purely from an 21 
emotional point of view, makes sense. 22 
 23 
It’s got to be political, from my point of view, or this body 24 

would not be working on this subject.  I just can’t see how you 25 
have the authority -- You’re fishery management members and 26 
fishery management -- I don’t know what it has to do with fish 27 

farming, but it’s political and I understand there are a couple 28 
of very, very senior people at NOAA that are championing this 29 
and it is what it is. 30 
 31 

From a rational point of view though, the environmental impacts, 32 
I think you’re very aware of.  A lot of them are anecdotal and a 33 
lot of them are scientific, but there are grave concerns.  We 34 

don’t really know what the environmental impacts are going to 35 
be.  I deeply am concerned about recreational and commercial 36 
fishing quality diminishing and dramatic impacts, fish getting 37 
sick and species getting diseased.  It’s just like our spiny 38 

lobsters right now.  We don’t know what’s causing them to die 39 
off, but they are. 40 
 41 

Rather than dwell on the environmental impacts, which are huge 42 
and I hope that you’re taking serious, let’s look at it strictly 43 
from an economic point of view.  I do believe there’s a risk for 44 
better paid jobs within our commercial and recreational fishing.  45 

I do believe there’s a possibility that demand for their product 46 
could go down and it’s supply/demand. 47 
 48 
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If the supply is not there, the prices go up, but I’m mostly 1 
concerned about this really being a viable business.  This is a 2 

-- Our catfish farmers are losing their tails right now.  The 3 
few people they employ are extremely low wage workers and 4 
unskilled workers and the people that are going to win on a 5 
global economy are going to be the lowest cost producers.  This 6 

is a commodity business. 7 
 8 
Frankly, I don’t think anyone will able to compete in this 9 

business in the United States, given the regulatory requirements 10 
and the environmental permits and all the time that’s required.  11 
I’m encouraging you really to table it.  It economically makes 12 
no sense and the possible environmental impacts or the risk is 13 

way too high. 14 
 15 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Mr. Trice, your time is up. 16 

 17 
MR. TRICE:  Yes, sir, I realize that and thank you. 18 

 19 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Any questions?  Thank you very much.  20 

Vishwanie and she’ll be followed by Keith Guindon. 21 
 22 
MS. VISHWANIE MAHARAJ:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman.  Thank you 23 

very much for this opportunity to speak.  For the record, I’m 24 

Vishwanie Maharaj and I’m representing Environmental Defense 25 
Fund.  I’m going to change the subject back to Amendment 29.  I 26 
know that won’t be a surprise to many of you. 27 

 28 
Before I do that, we want to welcome our new council member, Ed 29 
Sapp.  We look forward to working with you and we already 30 
submitted a detailed comment letter on Amendment 29 and so I’m 31 

only going to stick to the major points.  We strongly support 32 
the grouper and tilefish IFQ program. 33 
 34 

We believe that this will be the best plan for conservation and 35 
also to maintain healthy fishing businesses in the Gulf of 36 
Mexico.  I just want to just briefly remark on the bycatch 37 
issue.  As you’ve heard previously, the red snapper IFQ program 38 

has certainly reduced bycatch in that fishery, bycatch mortality 39 
in the commercial fishery. 40 
 41 

You can certainly picture, paint a picture, of an open access 42 
fishery for red snapper, which would have resulted in 43 
potentially either a nine-month or eleven-month closed season.  44 
We expect that the grouper and tilefish IFQ program will further 45 

reduce bycatch in the red snapper fishery, as you’ve heard 46 
previously from other speakers on the ability to have a new 47 
commodity to trade for red snapper IFQ shares. 48 
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 1 
A couple of things that I want to emphasize, we strongly support 2 

the council’s control date or control year of 2004.  You set a 3 
control date to deter new entrants coming into the grouper and 4 
tilefish fishery or to discourage increased participation, in 5 
the event that you would develop an IFQ program or some other 6 

limited access privilege program. 7 
 8 
The council followed through on its intent to do so by 9 

appointing an advisory panel and convening that AP to design an 10 
IFQ plan, which takes a fair amount of time, considering that 11 
this was the first multispecies IFQ plan for the Gulf of Mexico. 12 
 13 

Following that, the IFQ AP submitted their recommendations to 14 
you in March of last year and it takes a while to deliberate 15 
through that complex document and for everyone on the council to 16 

come to grips with the various options and pick their preferred 17 
alternatives. 18 
 19 
Throughout that process, you have been generous enough to have 20 

these open public comment periods at every council meeting and 21 
you also held formal comment periods for NEPA scoping last year, 22 
as well as the more recent formal Magnuson public hearings held 23 
throughout the Gulf, even though this fishery is primarily 24 

concentrated in Florida. 25 
 26 
Over the past year, you have seen the support for this IFQ 27 

program, as fishermen have faced other alternatives that are 28 
less palatable to their fishing businesses and certainly of 29 
concern to us in the environmental community. 30 
 31 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Could you wrap it up? 32 

 33 
MS. MAHARAJ:  Sure.  We support the preferred alternatives 34 

selected by the Reef Fish AP.  We recommend that you approve 35 
that to go to a referendum at this council meeting and we also 36 
support the fishermen’s recommendation of substantially fished 37 
or voting eligibility of a minimum of 8,000 pounds during the 38 

qualifying period.  Thank you. 39 
 40 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Vishwanie.  Are there any 41 

questions? 42 
 43 
MS. WALKER:  Thanks, Vishwanie.  We’ve had some requests.  There 44 

are some stakeholders who are interested in knowing if 45 

Environmental Defense has paid the way to New Zealand and 46 
Washington and other areas for some of the grouper AP members 47 
for the IFQ.  I don’t have that information and I was wondering 48 
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if you had it or if you could share it with the council. 1 
 2 
MS. MAHARAJ:  You would have to be a tad more specific, but let 3 

me see if I can answer your question.  Environmental Defense has 4 
an educational program where we ourselves would like to learn 5 
more about the on-the-ground operations of IFQ programs and how 6 

they can be adapted for various fisheries. 7 
 8 
We have our own expertise, but fishermen have the best knowledge 9 

base to comprehend and utilize that information from other 10 
fisheries and determine whether or not they would be practical 11 
for the Gulf of Mexico or could be adapted for the Gulf of 12 
Mexico fisheries. 13 

 14 
We have a program that takes folks once a year to British 15 
Columbia and I wish we had additional funds so we could do more 16 

of that.  It’s an intense three-day program and yes, we have 17 
taken a couple members of our advisory panel.  Perhaps we should 18 
have taken all of them if we had unlimited funds.  I think it’s, 19 
again, an invaluable educational experience.  Does that satisfy 20 

your question? 21 
 22 
MS. WALKER:  I think the question to the council was how many of 23 

the AP members and you just answered that.  You said there were 24 

two of them that were taken. 25 
 26 
MS. MAHARAJ:  Yes, I believe so. 27 

 28 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Vishwanie, I know that two of the AP members 29 

went, because they told me they did, but they weren’t the only 30 
ones.  You did take others, because I believe out of the entire 31 

group or groups that you all have taken to the various places, 32 
there is one gentleman that did not agree with the program, but 33 
it was one out of several.  I just want to make that part of the 34 

record also, that there was one individual that for his own 35 
purposes felt like that it wouldn’t work for him, but you all 36 
didn’t exclude and go and hand pick only those that you thought 37 
would support it. 38 

 39 
MS. MAHARAJ:  Could I just briefly comment on that? 40 

 41 
DR. SHIPP:  Briefly, Vishwanie. 42 

 43 
MS. MAHARAJ:  We generally try to take a diverse group of folks.  44 

We want small-scale fishermen and large-scale fishermen, folks 45 

who are willing to keep an open mind, and even those who oppose 46 
IFQs.  That’s fine and dealers and processors and others in the 47 
industry as well.  Thank you. 48 
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 1 
DR. SHIPP:  Thank you.  The next speaker is Mr. Keith Guindon 2 

and he will be followed by Steve Maisel. 3 
 4 
MR. KEITH GUINDON:  My name is Keith Guindon and I’m a fish 5 

house owner in Galveston, Texas, and I also own three commercial 6 

vessels, one of which I operate.  I’m here to support the IQF 7 
program.  I’m a substantial holder of red snapper IQF shares and 8 
it’s increased our profits and decreased our expenses immensely 9 

over the derby fishery. 10 
 11 
I’m in favor of the grouper IQF and I’m not going to 12 
participate.  I won’t get many shares of grouper, but I feel as 13 

though I’ll be able to get enough so that I don’t have to 14 
release sixty and eighty-pound warsaws dead and waste that fish. 15 
 16 

I was lucky enough to go to British Columbia and take a look at 17 
their individual fishing quota fishery and it’s a multispecies 18 
fishery just like the Gulf and they have found a way to 19 
integrate that where they have absolutely zero waste.  All their 20 

fish are counted against the quota. 21 
 22 
I think by allowing us to have quotas, individual quotas, in 23 
every species in the Gulf of Mexico that we would be able to do 24 

the same and we would no longer have waste in our fishery, which 25 
would allow us to have larger quotas and more product from the 26 
Gulf of Mexico to be shared by our citizens of this country.  27 

Thank you. 28 
 29 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there questions?  Thank you 30 

very much for being here.  Our next speaker is Steve Maisel and 31 

he’ll be followed by Jason Delacruz. 32 
 33 
MR. STEVE MAISEL:  My name is Steve Maisel and I’m a commercial 34 

fisherman from Clearwater, Florida.  I’ve been in the fishery 35 
for twenty-five years full time.  It’s 100 percent of my income.  36 
I fully support the IFQ program for the grouper and tilefish 37 
fisheries.  An IFQ program will address all the problems that 38 

plague the fishery under the derby management system we have 39 
now: derby fishing, closed seasons, overfishing, overcapacity, 40 
latent effort, just to mention a few. 41 

 42 
I believe the IFQ program is the only one of the preferred 43 
alternatives that the council has selected that is fair and 44 
equitable.  It allows everyone to participate at the level that 45 

they have fished, while also allowing for expansion of fishing 46 
privileges through the purchase of shares and allocation. 47 
 48 
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The other alternatives are not so cozy.  If an IFQ program is 1 
not implemented, another alternative could be chosen, possibly 2 

endorsements, which would address the same problems by sending 3 
close to 60 percent of the grouper and tilefish participants to 4 
the chopping block, eliminating them from the fishery and any 5 
chance of participation at any level. 6 

 7 
The program is a win/win program for all.  I support the 8 
council’s preferred alternative of an IFQ program and ask the 9 

council to firmly maintain the October 15, 2004 control date.  I 10 
support the 8,000-pound definition of substantially fished and 11 
move forward on the referendum as quickly as possible. 12 
 13 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there questions?  Thank you 14 

very much.  The next one is Jason Delacruz and he’ll be followed 15 
by John Schmidt. 16 

 17 
MR. JASON DELACRUZ:  My name is Jason Delacruz and I’m a 18 

multispecies spear fisherman.  I’m small time and I don’t do a 19 
lot of fishing, but I try to do as much as I can.  The way I see 20 

this from listening here today, if I understand correctly, this 21 
is a Magnuson mandated capacity issue, correct?  We have to 22 
reduce capacity in this fishery because we’ve got too much? 23 
 24 
DR. CRABTREE:  The short answer is probably no, but we do have a 25 

situation where we’re overfishing gag. 26 
 27 
MR. DELACRUZ:  That is a significant concern though, right?  28 

That’s one of the number one or very strong -- 29 
 30 
DR. CRABTREE:  The concern is we address overfishing of gag and 31 

these other things, because the fishery does have an awful lot 32 
of capacity in it, that we’re going to end up with quota 33 
closures and short seasons, but the short answer is no, the IFQ 34 

is not mandated on the council. 35 
 36 
MR. DELACRUZ:  But it solves that significant problem? 37 

 38 
DR. CRABTREE:  Yes. 39 

 40 
MR. DELACRUZ:  My next thought is that all the fellas that are 41 

not for the IFQ program see it as that if it happens, it’s going 42 
to cost them a lot of money to get into the fishery, because 43 
they don’t have the catch history or things of that nature. 44 
 45 

I guess what I kind of wanted to point out to everybody that’s 46 
sitting behind me is that if I understand the way the document 47 
is set up correctly, that if we don’t go with an IFQ, the next 48 
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thing that’s going to happen is there’s going to be an 1 
endorsement issue and the endorsement issue to hit -- I think 2 

the number is the 4,000 pound threshold, doesn’t that reduce it 3 
down to around 300 permits that would be grouper endorsed, give 4 
or take? 5 
 6 
DR. CRABTREE:  I don’t know the specific answer to that. 7 

 8 
MR. DELACRUZ:  It’s generally in that zone? 9 

 10 
DR. CRABTREE:  It could be that if the IFQ didn’t go in place 11 

that the council then could decide to come back in and look at 12 
endorsements.  It’s not an automatic thing, but it could -- 13 

 14 
MR. DELACRUZ:  That’s our most likely path of moving forward.  15 

That being said, I would caution everybody that doesn’t like the 16 

IFQs, what do you think is going to happen with those 300 17 
grouper-endorsed permits?  They’re going to go through the roof, 18 
whereas now I have a permit that has a little bit of catch 19 
history and I can buy more and continue to fish, depending on 20 

what happens. 21 
 22 
If a grouper endorsement permit goes down, it pretty much takes 23 
grouper off my plate permanently, because a $100,000 grouper-24 

endorsed permit is not a permit I can afford, whereas I can 25 
afford to go out and buy another couple thousand pounds or 4,000 26 
or 5,000 pounds, depending on the year, of grouper IFQ. 27 

 28 
To me, it seems like this is the only fair and equitable way for 29 
the little guy and the big guy and even the fella that’s been 30 
running someone else’s boat to have an opportunity to try to get 31 

into it and ensure that he can stay in and not be pushed out 32 
automatically. 33 
 34 

You’re going to have to put some capital out to get into it, but 35 
I don’t see any other way to make it fair for everyone.  It’s 36 
the only fair shake for everyone, I think.  Thank you. 37 
 38 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Delacruz.  Are there 39 

questions?  Thank you very much for being here.  John Schmidt 40 
will be followed by Debbie Harrison. 41 

 42 
MR. JOHN SCHMIDT:  I want to thank the council for hearing our 43 

comments.  My name is John Schmidt and I’ve been a Palm Harbor, 44 
Florida diver and fisherman for over twenty years.  For fifteen 45 

years, I crewed on commercial boats and for the past five or so 46 
years, I’ve operated my own small fishing business. 47 
 48 
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I also currently participate in the red snapper IFQ program.  1 
The IFQ program designed by the advisory committee and the Gulf 2 

Council is an outstanding opportunity for us to solve many 3 
issues facing Gulf fishermen, regulators, and consumers. 4 
 5 
It will substantially improve the grouper management system and 6 

better utilize our resources.  It’s an opportunity for full-time 7 
fishermen to finally realize the investment that they have in 8 
their businesses and for small fishermen to operate their 9 

businesses without the constant threat of extinction and for all 10 
fishermen to fish in safer conditions under less pressure and 11 
for all fishermen to stop fighting about who gets to fish when. 12 
 13 

The fish win because higher yields and lower waste equal fewer 14 
fish caught to meet the quota.  Enforcement wins because of the 15 
measures built into the program and strict control over annual 16 

landings.  Conservationists win because of the greater control 17 
over catches, bycatch mortality, and many better conservation 18 
opportunities. 19 
 20 

Both recreational and commercial fishermen win because there 21 
will be more fish to catch.  Wholesalers and retail businesses 22 
win because they will have a more reliable supply of fresh 23 
grouper. 24 

 25 
Regulators win and the cost of regulation goes down because of 26 
simplified and less contentious rulemaking issues and the 27 

taxpayers win because it’s the lowest public cost of assuring a 28 
reliable supply of fresh, domestic seafood. 29 
 30 
Finally, although I would lose an opportunity to place several 31 

votes in favor of the program, I urge the council to consider no 32 
less than an 8,000-pound catch history to determine who votes in 33 
the referendum.  The program specifically is designed to enable 34 

the 750 small fishermen who catch only 10 percent of the grouper 35 
to continue their operations and to me, that’s fair enough. 36 
 37 
The most affected 330 fishermen who catch 90 percent of the fish 38 

are the ones that should vote on this referendum and so 39 
therefore, the 8,000-pound number makes the most sense to me.  I 40 
also feel strongly that there should be no consideration for 41 

changing the qualifying years. 42 
 43 
I think everybody has known for four years that the qualifying 44 
period was set during those four years and even today.  If you 45 

don’t have enough catch history, you can get off your duff and 46 
go find a permit.  There are people that are sick and there are 47 
people that want to get out of the business.  You can go find a 48 
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permit that’s got decent catch history. 1 
 2 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Could you wrap it up, Mr. Schmidt?  Your 3 

time is up. 4 
 5 
MR. SCHMIDT:  I’m all done. 6 

 7 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you for being here.  Is there any 8 

questions of Mr. Schmidt?  We appreciate your comments.  Ms. 9 

Harrison will be followed by Mr. Matt Ruby. 10 
 11 
MS. DEBBIE HARRISON:  Thank you for the opportunity to address 12 

you and thank you for being here in the Florida Keys.  For the 13 

record, my name is Deborah Harrison and I’m the Florida Director 14 
of the World Wildlife Fund.  I also am a fifteen-year member of 15 
the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council, 16 

where we are working very hard to try and track what the 17 
proposals are with the aquaculture process that is going on in 18 
this Gulf Council. 19 
 20 

We had a representative from NOAA come to speak to us last 21 
November and we had people testify that are members of the 22 
Sanctuary Advisory Council in December.  We have continued to 23 
try to provide comment and in fact be a part of the discussions.  24 

I have here with me today comments and a resolution that were 25 
provided by the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary. 26 
 27 

Those were provided -- The resolution was passed on June 17th and 28 
it asked for analysis of downstream effects of many of the 29 
potential impacts of offshore aquaculture on the Florida Keys 30 
National Marine Sanctuary.  When we ask whether or not the 31 

question of has there been substantial enough change to require 32 
new public hearings, I would share with you as a member of the 33 
council that has actively tried to continue to stay abreast of 34 

this that yes, there have been substantial changes. 35 
 36 
When we addressed our comments as early as June 17th, the impact 37 
that we wanted to be informed about and at that point requested 38 

an update to the Sanctuary Advisory Council with additional 39 
public hearings for people that live within the Florida Keys, it 40 
was about downstream effects. 41 

 42 
You now have eliminated under Action 6, as recently as July 18th, 43 
the prohibition on a placement of an aquaculture facility within 44 
a National Marine Sanctuary.  That has been removed.  Let me say 45 

that there are many other changes and they’re very large, as 46 
being that it’s gone from being an amendment to being its own 47 
fisheries management proposal. 48 
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 1 
I would please encourage you, do hold additional public hearings 2 

and allow us to stay abreast of what changes are going on.  3 
Please come hear our comments and allow us to have an 4 
opportunity to be heard as a public.  I believe that’s the 5 
confidence that we provide to you as members of this council, to 6 

continue to engage us and allow us to be heard.  I thank you 7 
very much. 8 
 9 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Ms. Harrison.  Are there any 10 

questions?  Thank you very much for being here.  Matt Ruby and 11 
he’ll be followed by Joseph Petrucco. 12 
 13 
MR. MATT RUBY:  My name is Matt Ruby and I drove down from 14 

Little River, South Carolina in support of IFQs.  I know the 15 
Gulf is separate from the South Atlantic.  I’ve seen IFQs in 16 

other areas and they’re working.  They’re not perfect, but they 17 
are working and with the reductions that we’re facing in the 18 
South Atlantic, it’s going to force our boats to a derby style 19 
fishery, which we’ll possibly have our boats tied to the dock 20 

for a portion of the year. 21 
 22 
Most of the fish houses and fishermen won’t be able to survive a 23 
long closure in the South Atlantic.  We need the ability to be 24 

able to fish year-round.  If we have to go to a derby style 25 
fishery, most of the fishermen are going to have to fish as fast 26 
as they can to try to get as much fish before the quota is met 27 

and there will be a lot of safety issues and stuff like that and 28 
we have to deal with a lot of weather and different things and 29 
there won’t be as much time for a person to stop and make a 30 
proper repair on a boat if they need to.  31 

 32 
I’m hoping that the council here will move forward with IFQs and 33 
possibly reconsider pushing it ahead in the South Atlantic for 34 

us, like they are with the golden tile fishery.  Thank you. 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Matt.  Are there any questions? 37 

 38 
MR. PERRET:  Matt, thank you for being here.  Did I understand 39 

that you came from South Carolina? 40 
 41 
MR. RUBY:  Yes, sir. 42 

 43 
MR. PERRET:  We had two or three people from the State of 44 

Florida comment this morning that they did not know about this 45 

meeting until yesterday and they drove all night.  How did you 46 
know about this meeting, coming from that distance? 47 
 48 
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MR. RUBY:  I do get the -- I get the bulletins and I just try to 1 

keep track of it through the bulletins and the computer and just 2 

a lot of word of mouth.  There’s a lot of that, also. 3 
 4 
MR. PERRET:  Thank you very much for being here. 5 

 6 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Matt.  Our next speaker is Joseph 7 

Petrucco.  He’ll be followed by Ed Walker. 8 
 9 
MR. JOSEPH PETRUCCO:  My name is Joseph Petrucco and I’m the 10 

Vice President of the Islamorada Charterboat Association.  I’m 11 
also a charter captain and I fish in the Atlantic and Gulf both.  12 
We are against the open ocean aquaculture issue for the 13 

following reasons. 14 
 15 
Number one, our existing bait fish stocks will be in serious 16 

jeopardy, as they are consumed at a rate of six pounds of boat 17 
to feed one pound of farm-raised product.  Number two, diseased 18 
fish may contaminate wild stocks.  Number three, escaping fish 19 
may adversely alter the genetic pool and number four, we will 20 

lose fishing areas. 21 
 22 
All of these things equate to a possible collapse of the 23 
sportfishing industry, which brings in billions of dollars to 24 

our economy across the entire United States.  The potential 25 
danger warrants many studies and more research before a rash 26 
decision is made.  Remember, council men and women, we have a 27 

duty to protect our resources and our way of lives. 28 
 29 
I fear that we will no longer need any councils or fishermen if 30 
this open ocean aquaculture takes effect.  I would like to read 31 

a letter from a high school student.  She is the daughter of one 32 
of our members and it pertains to this issue. 33 
 34 

“Recently, I have taken a trip to the island of Malta, about an 35 
hour south of Sicily, and while being there, I noticed one thing 36 
that I thought was very unusual for an island.  There was no 37 
sort of fishing industry in sight.  Living and growing up with 38 

the industry in the family, I have seen how common it is in many 39 
areas where there is a coastline, but what I found that was 40 
limiting this business shocked me even more. 41 

 42 
Never had I heard of a fish farm and so I inquired some more 43 
about it.  On the island of Malta, there aren’t any fishing 44 
regulations, which initially caused the drop in the number of 45 

fish around the island, but as more species tried to revive 46 
themselves, Malta put into play these fish farms. 47 
 48 
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They are located in between Malta and its sister island of Gozo, 1 
where the water is deepest.  There are around five to six 2 

different growing areas, ranging in everything from tuna and 3 
grouper to swordfish. 4 
 5 
I put two and two together and realized these farms have killed 6 

the fishing industry altogether.  The restaurants deal directly 7 
with the farming company, which in turn cancel out commercial 8 
fishing and fish markets, since there aren’t any fish in the 9 

ocean, because of the farms. 10 
 11 
The interest in the charter fishing is nonexistent.  This 12 
industry creates a huge bureaucracy that continues to control 13 

over the fishing industry and cancels out an industry that 14 
should be common for a vacation island.  This is why thinking 15 
over the issue of fishing farms for our waters should be thought 16 

thoroughly and in great detail or we might see a change in the 17 
industry of fishing altogether in the Keys.” 18 
 19 
I guess, in closing, I would like to say I would like to say 20 

that we are diametrically opposed to this.  This is an issue 21 
that really has blindsided us.  I hadn’t even heard about this 22 
until a couple of weeks ago and now all of a sudden this is 23 
coming at us. 24 

 25 
It seems like there has been no studies done, nothing 26 
scientific, to show that this is a good thing or even a viable 27 

thing that we should even be considering.  The billions and 28 
billions of dollars that a recreational and commercial fishery 29 
brings in the United States cannot be jeopardized by an interest 30 
that’s probably going to end up being out of country.  I’m 31 

looking like I’m running out of time and so I guess that’s it, 32 
unless anybody has a question. 33 
 34 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you very much for your testimony.  Are 35 

there any questions?  If not, our last speaker is Ed Walker.  36 
Ed, you’ve got the honor. 37 
 38 
MR. ED WALKER:  Thank you, sir.  I’ll make it brief, since I’m 39 

last and I got here late and I appreciate you letting me speak.  40 
My name is Ed Walker and I’m a permit holding charterboat 41 

captain, charterboat permit holding.  I’m also a writer for the 42 
St. Petersburg Times and outdoor photographer and I’m on the 43 
Board of Directors for the FRA. 44 
 45 

I would like to suggest at least discussion of an increase in 46 
the recreational size limit to twenty-four inches on gag and 47 
along with a two gag bag limit and a continued one-month 48 
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closure.  From the charterboat perspective, that’s a pretty 1 
large sacrifice. 2 

 3 
Closures really hurt the charterboat business, particularly with 4 
the way that they like to piggyback red grouper and black 5 
grouper on top of gag.  Whatever you’re deciding here on 6 

closures essentially is all grouper, except for deepwater, I 7 
suppose.  We’re talking about reds, blacks, and gags when we’re 8 
talking about closing months here and there like it’s no big 9 

deal. 10 
 11 
That eliminates the charterboat business for us in the 12 
wintertime.  I’m from Tarpon Springs and so we don’t have any 13 

kingfish or cobia at that time of the year.  All the migratory 14 
pelagics are -- At that time of the year, they’re all south, for 15 
the most part. 16 

 17 
One fish gag, I understand that there’s a tradeoff between the 18 
number of closure months and the number of fish.  A one fish 19 
limit on gags would essentially be a year-round closure for us 20 

in the charterboat business, because I don’t think anybody is 21 
going to charter a boat to catch one gag, bottom line. 22 
 23 
I’m aware that the models show insufficient reduction with such 24 

an increase in size limit.  However, I strongly disagree with 25 
that data.  In a sense, I suppose you could say I’ve been 26 
studying gags for nearly two decades as a charterboat captain, 27 

as have many of the other grouper fishermen in this room. 28 
 29 
Few of us, however, can honestly claim to understand the 30 
mathematical models and I’m sure not everybody at this table 31 

does either.  I believe that the increase in size limit, 32 
potential increase in size limit, to twenty-four inches could 33 
provide sufficient reduction and eliminate the need for another 34 

month of no charter fishing and no recreational fishing for 35 
grouper, shallow-water grouper.  Thank you very much. 36 
 37 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there any questions? 38 

 39 
MS. MORRIS:  I just wanted to clarify your comment about the 40 

closed months.  You said in the winter and I had a conversation 41 

with you earlier where I thought you were saying that you would 42 
prefer the February/March closure to the November/December 43 
closure.  Is that fair? 44 
 45 
MR. WALKER:  Yes, assuming that I’m getting two months one way 46 

or the other.  I would prefer February/March, personally.  47 
Actually, during the break, I went out and I called a couple of 48 
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the other charterboat captains from our area and they seemed to 1 
agree with me, but I don’t speak for a very large group there 2 

and so I can’t say for certain.  That’s my personal opinion. 3 
 4 
MR. TEEHAN:  Thank you for coming all the way from Tarpon 5 

Springs.  I thought I heard you say that it’s your understanding 6 

that it’s just going to be a one gag bag.  You do realize that 7 
the proposal in Amendment 30 is for a four fish aggregate with 8 
two gag? 9 

 10 
MR. WALKER:  Yes, I understand that.  I was just comparing the 11 

closure -- I was talking about the tradeoff between one or two 12 
gags and one or two months.  That essentially seems to be where 13 

we’re at and I think we could do two gags and one month with the 14 
increase in size limit. 15 
 16 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Walker.  Is there anybody I 17 

missed?  Would you come up to the mic, please, and give us your 18 
name? 19 
 20 
MR. DAN MCMAHON:  My name is Dan McMahon and I’m the 21 

owner/captain of three Gulf of Mexico commercial spearfishing 22 
vessels.  I’ve been spearfishing for thirty-eight years, thirty 23 
years on the Middle Grounds or deeper.  I spearfish exclusively 24 

on the West Florida Shelf. 25 
 26 
I totally support the IFQ program in its entirety as it’s 27 

written currently.  I also support entirely the forty-break 28 
closure proposal that’s in front of you now.  I would like to 29 
comment on a couple of things that maybe aren’t directly tied to 30 
me as far as recreational fishing effort. 31 

 32 
For the last twenty years, my boats on the Middle Grounds have 33 
consistently moved off the Middle Grounds or moved on to bottom 34 

that’s easily found to avoid recreational pressure, recreational 35 
boats taking your numbers and pulling up next to you and getting 36 
your positions. 37 
 38 

We would move back into our better areas after the weekend rush.  39 
There is no recreational fishing effort on the Middle Grounds 40 
anymore.  I hardly even have to look around on a flat weekend in 41 

the summer and I might see one recreational boat.  The amount of 42 
recreational fishing effort in the true offshore waters off of 43 
west central Florida has dropped to almost nothing. 44 
 45 

It may still be significant twenty miles out, in twenty to 46 
thirty or forty feet of water, but eighty to a hundred miles 47 
out, where a lot of guys used to fish even recreationally, there 48 
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is no recreational effort.  It’s completely gone.  It’s got to 1 
be contributed to the four-dollar-a-gallon-plus gasoline prices.  2 

I just thought you should know that. 3 
 4 
I see this every week.  I make a record of this in my logbooks 5 
of how many boats I actually see out there and I have for the 6 

last twenty years.   7 
 8 
Another thing is the aquaculture issue.  I’m not really all that 9 

versed on that, but I do think that’s a big-time issue and it 10 
probably needs to be looked at a little bit more and that’s all 11 
I have to say. 12 
 13 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Are there any questions?  Thank 14 

you for being here.  I would like to thank all of the 15 
participants for your participation here today.  The council 16 

wants to hear your comments and we’re dedicated to getting those 17 
comments.  With that, I would like to thank the council for 18 
their indulgence this morning.  We’re an hour over.  We will 19 
reconvene at two o’clock.  We stand recessed until two o’clock. 20 

 21 
(Whereupon, the meeting recessed at 1:00 o’clock p.m., August 22 
14, 2008.) 23 
 24 

- - - 25 
 26 

August 14, 2008 27 

 28 
THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION 29 

 30 
- - - 31 

 32 
The Full Council of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management 33 
Council reconvened in the Largo Ballroom of the Hilton Key Largo 34 

Hotel, Key Largo, Florida, Thursday afternoon, August 14, 2008, 35 
and was called to order at 2:00 o’clock p.m. by Chairman Tom 36 
McIlwain. 37 
 38 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Let’s reconvene the council.  We have a 39 

quorum and we’re going to take Spiny Lobster first and then 40 
we’ll move into the Reef Fish Report and then we’ve got one or 41 

two other items of business following the Reef Fish.  Mr. Gill, 42 
are you ready to proceed? 43 
 44 

JOINT SPINY LOBSTER/STONE CRAB COMMITTEE REPORT 45 

 46 
MR. GILL:  The report of the Joint Stone Crab/Spiny Lobster 47 

Committee, all members were present.  The committee adopted the 48 
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agenda, Tab H, Number 1, with three minor changes.  Assane 1 
Diagne provided the public hearing summaries.  The minutes of 2 

the June 4, 2008 meeting were approved as written.  3 
 4 
Mr. Gill asked the committee to turn to Tab H, Number 3 to 5 
examine the two actions in Amendment 8 to the Spiny Lobster 6 

Fishery Management Plan of the Gulf of Mexico and South 7 
Atlantic.  There was some committee discussion on the language 8 
of the codified regulations, 50 CFR Parts 622 and 640, matching 9 

the State of Florida spiny lobster regulations language.  After 10 
discussion, the committee determined that while the language did 11 
not match the State of Florida exactly, the amendment was fully 12 
compatible with the Florida regulation.    13 

 14 
The committee recommends, and I so move, that Action 1, 15 
Alternative 2 be the preferred alternative: No person in the 16 

U.S. would be allowed to import a spiny lobster (Panulirus 17 
argus), as follows: 1) Any spiny lobster of less than five 18 
ounces tail weight (five ounces is defined as a tail that weighs 19 
4.2 – 5.4 ounces).  If the imported product does not meet this 20 

minimum weight requirement, the person importing the lobster can 21 
demonstrate compliance by showing that the product imported 22 
satisfies the tail length requirement or that it was harvested 23 
from an animal that satisfied the minimum carapace length 24 

requirement of: a)greater than 3.0 inches (7.62 cm) carapace 25 
length if the animal is whole or b)greater than or equal to 5.5 26 
inches (13.97 cm) tail length if only the tail is present. 27 

 28 
2) In Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, any spiny lobster 29 
of less than 6.0 ounces tail weight (six ounces is defined as a 30 
tail that weighs 5.9 – 6.4 ounces).  If the imported product 31 

does not met this minimum weight requirement, the person 32 
importing the lobster can demonstrate compliance by showing that 33 
the product imported satisfies the tail length requirement or 34 

that it was harvested from an animal that satisfied the minimum 35 
carapace length requirement of: a)greater than or equal to 3.5 36 
inches (8.89 cm) carapace length if the animal is whole or 37 
b)greater than or equal to 6.2 inches (15.75 cm) tail length if 38 

only the tail is present. 39 
 40 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 41 

discussion on the motion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of 42 
the motion say aye; opposed like sign.  There’s no opposition 43 
and the motion is adopted. 44 
 45 

MR. GILL:  The committee recommends, and I so move, that Action 46 
2, Alternative 2 be the preferred alternative:  Do not allow the 47 
importation of spiny lobster tail meat which is not in whole 48 
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tail form with the exoskeleton attached; and do not allow the 1 
importation of spiny lobster with eggs attached or importation 2 

of spiny lobster where the eggs, swimmerets, or pleopods have 3 
been removed or stripped. 4 
 5 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 6 

discussion?  Hearing no discussion, all those in favor of the 7 
motion say aye; all opposed like sign.  The motion carries. 8 
 9 

MR. GILL:  After review of the public hearings and the South 10 
Atlantic Fishery Management Council preferred alternatives, the 11 
committee recommends, and I so move, that the council send Spiny 12 
Lobster Amendment 8 to the Secretary of Commerce for 13 

implementation. 14 
 15 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  We have to have 16 

a roll call vote and go ahead, Dr. Leard. 17 
 18 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Ms. Villere. 19 

 20 
MS. VILLERE:  Yes. 21 

 22 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Dr. Shipp. 23 

 24 
DR. SHIPP:  Yes. 25 

 26 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Ms. Foote. 27 

 28 
MS. FOOTE:  Yes. 29 
 30 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Gill. 31 

 32 
MR. GILL:  Yes. 33 

 34 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Ray. 35 

 36 
MR. RAY:  Yes. 37 

 38 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Hendrix.  Absent.  Ms. 39 

Morris. 40 
 41 
MS. MORRIS:  Yes. 42 

 43 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Riechers. 44 

 45 
MR. RIECHERS:  Yes. 46 

 47 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Dr. Crabtree. 48 
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 1 
DR. CRABTREE:  Yes. 2 

 3 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Ms. Walker.  Absent.  Ms. 4 

Williams. 5 
 6 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes. 7 

 8 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Pearce. 9 

 10 
MR. PEARCE:  Yes. 11 
 12 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Perret. 13 

 14 
MR. PERRET:  Yes. 15 

 16 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Anson.  Absent.  Mr. 17 

Teehan. 18 
 19 
MR. TEEHAN:  Yes. 20 

 21 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Dr. McIlwain. 22 

 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Yes. 24 

 25 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Sapp. 26 

 27 
MR. SAPP:  Yes. 28 

 29 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  The motion to send the Spiny Lobster 30 
Amendment 8 to the Secretary of Commerce for implementation is 31 

approved.  32 
 33 
MR. GILL:  The committee revisited the issue of using length as 34 

the governing factor versus weight for determining if a spiny 35 
lobster met the regulations.  After committee discussion of this 36 
issue, they concluded that because this was the joint amendment 37 
with the Caribbean, South Atlantic, and Gulf of Mexico Fishery 38 

Management Councils, it would be difficult to modify the text at 39 
this time.  After discussion, the committee recommends, and I so 40 
move, the accompanying regulations should be forwarded to the 41 

council for approval as being deemed necessary and appropriate. 42 

 43 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 44 
discussion?  Hearing no discussion, all those in favor of the 45 

motion say aye; opposed like sign.  There’s no opposition and 46 
the motion is approved.  47 

 48 
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MR. GILL:  Mr. Chairman, this concludes my report. 1 

 2 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Let the record show that the roll call vote 3 

was fourteen for, none against, and three absent.  Ms. Williams, 4 
we’re going to move to the Reef Fish Management Committee 5 
Report.  Everybody should have a revised copy of that report and 6 

Madam Chairman, how do you propose to take this, 29 first or 30B 7 
first? 8 
 9 

REEF FISH MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT 10 

 11 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Chairman, we’re going to take 30B first, 12 

because that’s how we worked on it in committee.  The agenda was 13 

adopted as written.  The minutes of the June 3 and 4, 2008 14 
meeting were approved as written.  15 
 16 

Reef Fish Amendment 30B, Steven Atran summarized the Reef Fish 17 
AP and Reef Fish SSC recommendations and Rick Leard summarized 18 
the Law Enforcement AP recommendations.  Corky Perret requested 19 
that in future summaries the maker of the motion be identified. 20 

 21 
Roy Crabtree reviewed the draft interim rule for gag.  This 22 
interim rule includes most of the preferred alternatives for gag 23 
in Amendment 30B.  It does not include the Edges seasonal area 24 

closure or a reduction in the aggregate grouper bag limit, since 25 
these apply to other species in addition to gag.   26 
 27 

In addition, in the interim rule extension of the recreational 28 
closed season to February 1 to March 31, the additional closed 29 
days will apply only to gag.  Finally, the federal regulatory 30 
compliance action will be applied to all reef fish stocks that 31 

are undergoing overfishing: gag, red snapper, greater amberjack, 32 
gray triggerfish.   33 
 34 

The interim rule is expected to take effect on January 1, 2009 35 
for 180 days.  While the exact date for implementation of the 36 
Amendment 30B final rule is not known, it is hoped that it will 37 
be in effect by June. 38 

 39 
The committee reviewed the preferred alternatives in Amendment 40 
30B.  During the discussion, several minor editorial corrections 41 

were pointed out to staff, which will be corrected in the final 42 
draft.  The following are those actions for which there were 43 
significant discussion or motions made to change the preferred 44 
alternative. 45 

 46 
Action 4, Set Red Grouper TAC, page 36, Roy Crabtree stated that 47 
the record is weak for increasing red grouper TAC and cited 48 
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decreasing indices of abundance since 2005.  Given that a red 1 
grouper update assessment is now scheduled for 2009, he felt 2 

that Alternative 1, no action, rather than Alternative 2 would 3 
be a better approach.   4 
 5 
That now takes us to Action 5, Red Grouper and Gag Allocations, 6 

page 43, Bobbi Walker made a motion to change the preferred 7 
alternative from Alternative 3 to Alternative 1, which would 8 
revert the allocation of TAC to the method specified in 9 

Amendment 1, utilizing the years 1981 through 1987, or which 10 
only 1986 to 1987 years are available for both commercial and 11 
recreational sectors.  The motion failed by a vote of two to 12 
seven. 13 

 14 
MS. WALKER:  I’m going to try it again.  I would move that under 15 
Alternative 3 that Alternative 1 be our preferred. 16 

 17 
DR. SHIPP:  Second. 18 

 19 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a motion and a second.  Is there 20 

discussion on the motion?  Hearing no discussion, all those in 21 
favor of the motion say aye; opposed.  Let’s see a show of 22 
hands.  All those for the motion raise your hand; all opposed.  23 
The motion failed. 24 

 25 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Action 7, Shallow-water Grouper, Red Grouper, and 26 

Gag Commercial Quotas, page 55, Andy Strelcheck explained that 27 

part of the allocation analyses for Amendment 29 an adjustment 28 
is being made to gag and black grouper reported landings to 29 
correct for misidentified gag and black grouper.   30 
 31 

As a result, the allowance for the other shallow-water grouper 32 
category is revised downward in Alternatives 2 from 0.57 million 33 
pounds to 0.32 million pounds and in Preferred Alternative 3 34 

from 0.68 million pounds to 0.41 million pounds.  The corrected 35 
quotas and other grouper allowances over the next three years 36 
for each of the alternatives are shown in the following tables.  37 
You all have the tables in front of you and so I’m not going to 38 

read them.  That now brings us to Action 11 --  39 
 40 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a question. 41 

 42 
MR. GILL:  Just for clarification, the document as written has 43 

the other shallow-water grouper amount as 0.68 and the revised 44 
number, when the document gets redone, is 0.41.  Is that 45 

correct? 46 
 47 
MS. WILLIAMS:  That’s correct. 48 
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 1 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Go ahead, Ms. Williams. 2 

 3 
 4 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Action 11, Creation of Marine Reserves and 5 

Time/Area Closures on page 96, Bill Teehan made a motion to make 6 

the preferred alternative, Alternative 2, option b, with a new 7 
option v.  This would establish the Edges as a new seasonal area 8 
closure in which surface trolling for species other than reef 9 

fish is allowed January through April and all fishing May 10 
through December.  The motion failed by a vote of two to seven. 11 
 12 
MR. TEEHAN:  I too would like to take another run at it.  I 13 

would like to make a motion that Action 10, Alternative 2b has a 14 
new preferred option v, which would be surface trolling for 15 
species other than reef fish species allowed January through 16 

April. 17 
 18 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Give us a minute to get it up on the board. 19 

 20 
MR. TEEHAN:  It would start with surface trolling for species 21 
other than reef fish species is allowed January through April 22 
and all fishing allowed May through December. 23 
 24 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is that your motion?  Is there discussion?  25 

Do you want to provide any rationale? 26 
 27 
MR. TEEHAN:  I don’t think there’s a second yet. 28 

 29 
DR. SHIPP:  Second. 30 

 31 
MR. TEEHAN:  My commission feels that if the issue is bottom 32 

dwelling reef fish, gag grouper or red grouper or whatever, that 33 
surface species should still be allowed to be fished during the 34 

closed season. 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there other discussion? 37 

 38 
MS. MORRIS:  I urge a vote against this motion.  I understand 39 

that CCA has a principle position that recreational fishing 40 
should be allowed in all closed areas, but I think in practical 41 

terms there are other areas open to trolling along the forty-42 
fathom during this seasonal closure. 43 
 44 
There are very few recreational fishermen who use this area and 45 

closing it to all fishing during those months will have a small 46 
effect on recreational fishing and we have had testimony that 47 
any fishing is disruptive during the grouper spawning period and 48 
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that the grouper are not just on the bottom during these months, 1 
that they’re up in the water column.  I urge you to vote against 2 

this motion. 3 
 4 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I too agree with Ms. Morris.  Also, I think that 5 

it would create additional problems for law enforcement.  You 6 

have some vessels with and without VMS and it would just be -- 7 
It’s just going to create more of a problem with law enforcement 8 
if we allow surface trolling during that time. 9 

 10 
DR. CRABTREE:  I’m going to oppose the motion as well.  I think 11 

we had an extensive discussion of this in committee.  I believe 12 
we need to be consistent with the record we built for Madison-13 

Swanson and Steamboat Lumps and I agree with Julie that I don’t 14 
think this is a time of year where there would be much trolling 15 
action out there, but I think it would be an impediment to 16 

enforcement and so I’m going to oppose the motion. 17 
 18 
MR. GILL:  I likewise speak in opposition to this motion.  One 19 

of the problems that we’ve seen in Madison-Swanson and Steamboat 20 

Lumps is the effectiveness of the closed area has been 21 
diminished severely by the poaching aspect and so we’re allowing 22 
some fishing, which allows those that choose to do so to poach 23 
in this area, diminishing its effectiveness as well.  I think 24 

for the sake of principle that we’re going against the 25 
conservation principles for which the area is set up and so I 26 
oppose this motion. 27 

 28 
DR. SHIPP:  In futility, I guess I speak in support of the 29 

motion.  Historically, we’re rarely had enforcement problems be 30 
the weighing factor in making a decision.  The fact that the 31 

area is rarely fished just argues in addition to leaving it 32 
open, if hardly anybody is using it anyway.  I speak in favor of 33 
the motion. 34 

 35 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Are there additional comments?  Are we ready 36 
to vote?  All those in favor of the motion raise your hand; all 37 
opposed same sign.  The motion fails. 38 

 39 
MR. SAPP:  Mr. Chairman, if you will, excuse the new, slow, dumb 40 

guy who is procedurally challenged.  Is it possible to go in and 41 

add an additional alternative in on Action 9 at this point? 42 
 43 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Not at this point.  At the end of this, we 44 

will go back and discuss that.  That motion failed by a vote of 45 

five to ten. 46 
 47 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Action 12, Duration of Marine Reserves and Area 48 
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Closures, page 103, Roy Crabtree noted that there is a negative 1 
connotation to the term “marine reserves” and he suggested that 2 
this section refer to closures as time/area closures.  By 3 
consensus, the committee recommends, and I so move, that Actions 4 
11 and 12 refer to area closures as “time/area closures” and 5 
remove the term “marine reserves”. 6 

 7 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 8 

discussion? 9 

 10 
DR. CRABTREE:  I may have said negative connotation, but I don’t 11 

think I did.  I think my real concern was that to me, a marine 12 
reserve is a place that has year-round protection of some sort 13 

and these are specific time/area closures to protect spawning 14 
aggregations, which in my mind just doesn’t fit in with at least 15 
what I think about a marine reserve.  That was more my 16 

rationale. 17 
 18 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion? 19 

 20 
MR. ATRAN:  Roy, given what you just said, if this does pass, 21 

Madison-Swanson and Steamboat Lumps -- Should we continue to 22 
refer to them as marine reserves or as area closures? 23 
 24 
DR. CRABTREE:  I guess in this instance I was more concerned 25 

about what we’re calling the Edges. 26 
 27 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Are there additional questions or 28 
discussions relative to the motion?  Hearing none, all those in 29 
favor of the motion say aye; opposed.  The motion carries. 30 

 31 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Chairman, Mr. Sapp was talking about going 32 

back to Action 9, which is actually -- It begins on page 67, 33 
which is Recreational Harvest of Gag and Red Grouper, and the 34 

alternatives are on page 78 and 79 and the preferred alternative 35 
is Alternative 7.  If he’s wanting to make a new motion, he 36 
needs to do it at this time. 37 
 38 
MR. SAPP:  I would like to make a motion that we include an 39 
additional Alternative 4 for discussion, if I can get a second. 40 
 41 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Do we have a second? 42 

 43 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I’ll second it for discussion and I’m assuming 44 

that he’s wanting us to vote for this as his preferred.  Is that 45 

right, Mr. Sapp? 46 
 47 
MR. SAPP:  Actually, the reason for introducing it was so we 48 
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could have some discussion about it.  Again, procedurally, I’m a 1 
little bit ignorant.  I thought that it would be discussed and 2 

then if somebody thought it should be the preferred, they would 3 
make that motion.  If I need to make it a preferred alternative 4 
in my motion, I’ll be glad to do that. 5 
 6 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a motion and it’s seconded for 7 

discussion. 8 
 9 
MR. GILL:  I have probably several questions, but the first one 10 

is the minimum size limit, what does that apply to, red or gag 11 
or all shallow water?  It’s not clear to me as to where that 12 
application is. 13 

 14 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  For the record, let me read the motion, so 15 
it will be in the record.  The motion is in Action 9 to add an 16 

additional alternative to set the recreational minimum size 17 
limit to twenty-four inches and keep the aggregate at five 18 
grouper, five of which may be gag, two of which may be red 19 
grouper, with a one month closure of February 15 to March 15 of 20 

gag and red grouper.  This will result in a 26 percent reduction 21 
in gag landings. 22 
 23 
MR. PERRET:  This morning, we had some testimony in support of 24 

twenty-four inches for gag and if my notes are correct, typical 25 
of any time you’re dealing with a fisheries issue, we had some 26 
opposition to it. 27 

 28 
I would question Roy or one of your scientists that are here 29 
insofar as what would it do for bycatch and the mortality that 30 
type of thing of the bycatch?  Have we got someone that can 31 

discuss that, please? 32 
 33 
MS. MORRIS:  I would direct your attention to page 185 and 186, 34 

which is the bycatch practicability analysis for 30B.  It’s 35 
clear that in the past every time we increased sizes for gag 36 
that we increased recreational dead discards, according to this 37 
analysis.  When we went to twenty inches, we increased the total 38 

recreational dead discards and then when we went up to twenty-39 
two inches, they increased again.  Currently, the recreational 40 
dead discards are 23 percent of the total recreational removals, 41 

by weight, and 97 percent of the total discards, by weight. 42 
 43 
I would oppose this motion.  I know we’ve had a lot of email.  44 
All of us have received a lot of email from recreational 45 

fishermen recommending that we adopt the strategy that’s 46 
contained in this motion, but it’s really moving in the wrong 47 
direction for a sector of the gag fishery which is already 48 
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problematically vexed with what I view as an unacceptably high 1 
number of pounds by weight of recreational gag dead discards, 2 

primarily due to size limits. 3 
 4 
I think we should be -- I’ve argued before that we should be 5 
thinking about reducing the size limit for gag grouper and I 6 

could not support increasing the size. 7 
 8 
DR. SHIPP:  I just wanted to clarify for Bob that the twenty-9 

four inches obviously applies to gag and not all groupers.  10 
Certainly that’s the intent of the motion, I believe, Ed. 11 
 12 
MS. WALKER:  Just another point of clarification.  Ed, you 13 

didn’t mean to keep five gag, did you?  It was five red and two 14 
of which may be gag? 15 
 16 
MR. SAPP:  Actually, that is worded to be consistent with all of 17 

those letters that we’ve gotten over these last two or three 18 
days or so.  The way you read it up there is the request that’s 19 
come from -- It’s written the way the request has come from the 20 

Fishing Rights Alliance group. 21 
 22 
MR. GILL:  That causes me a little bit of heartburn, because 23 

what we’re allowing here is a stock, the gags, which overfishing 24 

is occurring, and we can keep a large number of those and the 25 
stock that is neither overfished nor overfishing is occurring, 26 
only keep two.  It seems to me that we’re backing up here and 27 

going in the wrong direction and I speak in opposition. 28 
 29 
MR. ATRAN:  The last sentence that this will result in a 26 30 

percent reduction in gag landings is incorrect.  Functionally, 31 

the only change that is being made from what we have now is the 32 
twenty-four-inch size limit, which according to the analysis 33 
that is in the amendment, it would result in a nineteen-and-a-34 

half percent reduction.   35 
 36 
You’re still looking for an additional five-and-a-half percent 37 
and just looking at the tables that are in here, it looks like a 38 

couple of ways to achieve that additional five-and-a-half might 39 
be to close the entire month of March, so you would have 40 
February 15 to March 30, or if you reduced the -- I’m looking 41 

for the reduction in bag limit.  If you reduced the gag bag 42 
limit down to three, it says that would be an additional 4.2.  43 
That would get you within 1 percent of what you’re trying to get 44 
to. 45 

 46 
DR. SHIPP:  I share the concern for two reasons.  One is the 47 

five of which may be gag.  I would be much more favorably 48 
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disposed to this if it were three gags or perhaps even three 1 
reds and two gags, because gags are overfished.  The other thing 2 

is the closed season.  It’s just too short.  We need the two 3 
months and Steve has addressed that, that the one month really 4 
doesn’t get us where we want to go. 5 
 6 

I sympathize with everyone, because we’re really close on this 7 
one, but this is injecting a certain level of confusion right 8 
now and I guess we’re going to have to hammer it out, because 9 

this is a very important issue. 10 
 11 
DR. CRABTREE:  I would speak against this.  We had a lot of 12 

discussion early on this process and we very early on made the 13 

decision that raising the size limit any further was 14 
counterproductive.  If you look at what happened when we raised 15 
the size limits to twenty-two inches back in I think around 16 

2000, the numbers of discards went up from averaging somewhere 17 
on the order of -- In 1999, it was one-and-a-half million and in 18 
recent years, we’ve been as high as three-and-a-half million.  19 
In 2007, we were at 2.9 million. 20 

 21 
The South Atlantic some years back went up to twenty-four inches 22 
on gag and similar things happened there.  The numbers of 23 
discards went way up and it did not end the overfishing in the 24 

South Atlantic and George can attest to this.  We’re working on 25 
an amendment there right now to deal with overfishing. 26 
 27 

I think this is -- I understand that there are people out there 28 
who want it, but I think history has shown us that you can’t 29 
just keep raising minimum size limits on these species and so 30 
I’m going to vote against this at this point. 31 

 32 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion? 33 

 34 
MR. SAPP:  It’s obvious that there is not any support.  Is it 35 

appropriate for me to withdraw the motion or should we take it 36 
to a vote? 37 
 38 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ll go ahead and take it to a vote, if you 39 

wish. 40 
 41 
MR. SAPP:  I’ll make a motion that we vote. 42 

 43 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  You’re calling the question. 44 
 45 

MS. WALKER:  I’m going to try something different.  I would 46 
offer a substitute motion or an amendment to that to make it two 47 
gag and three red grouper with a two-month closure of February 48 
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and March and a twenty-four-inch size limit. 1 
 2 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  This is a substitute motion?  Okay.  We 3 

didn’t get a second on calling the question and so we have a 4 
substitute motion and that substitute motion is in Action 9 to 5 
add an additional alternative to set the recreational minimum 6 

size limit to twenty-four inches, keep the aggregate at five 7 
grouper, two of which may be gag and two of which may be red 8 
grouper, with a two-month closure in February and March of gag 9 

and red grouper.  This will result in a 26 percent reduction in 10 
gag landings. 11 
 12 
MR. GILL:  Mr. Chairman, did we get a second on that motion? 13 

 14 
MS. VILLERE:  I’ll second. 15 

 16 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a second.  Go ahead, Mr. Gill. 17 

 18 
MR. GILL:  Steve, could you tell us what the reduction is, based 19 

on the motion that’s on the board? 20 

 21 
MR. ATRAN:  I’m doing a real quick calculation right now.   22 

 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Mr. Gill, while he’s figuring, do you want 24 

to go ahead and -- 25 
 26 
MS. WALKER:  Mr. Chairman, may I withdraw that motion, if my 27 

seconder approves? 28 
 29 
MS. VILLERE:  That’s fine.  I would still like to see what Steve 30 

comes up with, though. 31 

 32 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  The motion has been withdrawn. 33 
 34 

MR. ATRAN:  I did this real fast and so there might be a little 35 

bit of rounding error, but that combination, according to my 36 
calculations, would be about a 41 percent reduction.  If you 37 
didn’t have the size limit increase though, you would get about 38 

the 25 percent reduction that you need.   39 
 40 
What you get is the bag limit reduction would be responsible -- 41 

A two fish bag limit reduction for gag would give you a 10 42 
percent reduction and the two-month closure, February and March, 43 
would be about a sixteen-and-a-half percent.  Sixteen and ten is 44 
twenty-six and you have to take about 1 or 2 percent off of that 45 

because the bag limit would be in effect for ten months instead 46 
of twelve.  You’re right around 25 percent. 47 
 48 
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CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  That motion has been withdrawn. 1 

 2 
DR. SHIPP:  I move that our preferred alternative remain our 3 

preferred alternative. 4 
 5 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Do we have a second? 6 

 7 
MR. GILL:  Second. 8 

 9 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there discussion?  My Roberts Rules of 10 

Order guru has informed me that this motion is not to make it a 11 
preferred and so we need to vote on this before we can go back 12 
to the preferred.  We’re back to the original motion that Ed 13 

made.  It’s not to make it a preferred option, but it’s just to 14 
add an option.  We’ll vote on this and then we’ll go back to the 15 
preferred.  Is there additional discussion on this motion? 16 

 17 
MR. GRIMES:  I would just advise you that you’re set to take 18 

final action on this and you’re adding alternatives to it and 19 
for what purpose?  Is it going to be analyzed?  If it’s going to 20 

be analyzed, you’re never going to see it again anyway and so I 21 
would just question the wisdom of doing this at this time. 22 
 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there further discussion?  All those in 24 

favor of the motion raise your hand; all those opposed raise 25 
your hand.  The motion fails.  Now we’re back to your motion. 26 

 27 
DR. SHIPP:  I’m not even sure my motion is necessary now. 28 

 29 
MS. WILLIAMS:  You don’t need it. 30 

 31 
MR. PERRET:  I just want to tell Mr. Sapp that was your first 32 

motion and you can only go up from there. 33 
 34 
MR. SAPP:  Corky, I had already checked with Bob to see if there 35 

was any precedent for making a motion and then voting against it 36 
and he assured me there was and I will also make it a point to 37 
add Roberts Rules of Order to my reading list before the next 38 

council meeting. 39 
 40 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  It’s a good read.  Ms. Williams, we’re back 41 

to you. 42 
 43 
MS. WILLIAMS:  We’re going to continue with Action 13, Federal 44 

Regulatory Compliance, page 110.  Shepherd Grimes commented on a 45 

concern previously expressed by Bobbi Walker regarding fairness 46 
and equity of the preferred alternative.  He stated that 47 
National Standard 4 does not require that all fishermen be 48 
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treated identically, only that they be treated fairly and that 1 
the regulations address promotion of conservation. 2 

 3 
While the preferred alternative will create a distinction 4 
between private recreational fishermen and charterboat 5 
fishermen, all fishermen within each designation will be treated 6 

the same and the alternative promotes conservation of resource.  7 
Ms. Walker disagreed with the concept of having subcategories of 8 
recreational fishermen and made a motion to make Alternative 1, 9 

no action, the preferred.  The motion failed by a vote of four 10 
to five.   11 
 12 
There was no change to the preferred alternative, which remains 13 

Alternative 2, all vessels with federal commercial or charter 14 
reef fish permits must comply with the more restrictive of 15 
federal reef fish regulations when fishing in state waters. 16 

 17 
MR. TEEHAN:  I would like to make a motion to make Alternative 18 
1, no action, the preferred alternative. 19 
 20 

MS. WALKER:  Second. 21 

 22 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a motion and a second. 23 

 24 
MS. WALKER:  I don’t want to jump in front of Bill here.  Mr. 25 

Chairman, when Ms. Williams was reading the minutes, it said 26 
while the preferred alternative will create a distinction 27 

between private recreational fishermen and charterboat fishermen 28 
-- There is no such thing as a charterboat fisherman.  They’re 29 
both recreational anglers that fish under recreational bag and 30 
size limits. 31 

 32 
I disagree.  You are making -- You’re taking a recreational 33 
angler and you’re subcategorizing that same angler and if you 34 

look on page 110 of the document, it’s very clear that as far as 35 
gag grouper are concerned that only 19.5 percent of the landings 36 
are landed by recreational anglers on charterboats in state 37 
waters. 38 

 39 
The private recreational angler lands 28.6 percent of the quota 40 
in gag grouper, which is what we’re trying to protect here.  I 41 

talked with Dr. Crabtree yesterday and he discussed with me that 42 
he thought maybe this option would force Texas and Florida into 43 
complying with the federal regulations, which I am in full 44 
support.  I wish Texas and Florida and Alabama would all come 45 

into compliance, but I don’t think it’s fair to take one subset 46 
of a recreational angler and treat them differently in order to 47 
try to get two states to comply.  The Magnuson-Stevens Act does 48 
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not separate recreational anglers or make them a subcategory. 1 
 2 
DR. CRABTREE:  Number one, we’ve got a real problem on our hands 3 

now in red snapper and I suspect we’re going to have problems in 4 
some of our other fisheries.  This action will improve 5 
compliance with our regulations right now in Florida and Texas 6 

and in Alabama by having the charterboats comply with the 7 
regulations. 8 
 9 

I don’t know what impact this will have on the choices those 10 
commissions make.  That, we’ll find out, but we’re in a position 11 
now where the red snapper season has gotten extremely short.  We 12 
have accountability measures that we’re going to have to deal 13 

with and we’re potentially looking at very short federal seasons 14 
if we don’t achieve better compliance with our regulations. 15 
 16 

We’ve had discussions at the council here of preemption a couple 17 
of times, but I think before we get to discussing preemption 18 
that we need to exhaust all of the alternatives that we have 19 
authority over to achieve compliance with our regulations. 20 

 21 
Now, we have discussed this with NOAA GC.  This is a widespread 22 
and common practice around the country and I don’t believe that 23 
it discriminates against anyone.  I don’t agree with Ms. 24 

Walker’s interpretation of that and I have talked to our 25 
enforcement agents about it and they support this and they 26 
believe it will improve enforcement. 27 

 28 
If we don’t do something to achieve better compliance with our 29 
regulations, we’re going to get into a mess and we are in a 30 
position right now where what’s going on in the Gulf with red 31 

snapper is not equitable, I do not believe, among the states.  32 
I’m going to support this and I think it’s critical that we take 33 
some action to deal with this and if we don’t do this, then I 34 

think we may have to end up doing even more disagreeable things 35 
or we’re going to look at even shorter seasons in the EEZ.  I 36 
urge you to support this or to vote against this motion and 37 
let’s stay with the original preferred alternative. 38 

 39 
MS. WALKER:  Dr. Crabtree, wouldn’t you have had the authority, 40 

since it was only two states at the time, Florida and Texas, 41 

that were not complying -- Why make everyone else suffer?  Why 42 
didn’t you just close the EEZ earlier in Florida and Texas 43 
waters?  That’s my first question to you. 44 
 45 

DR. CRABTREE:  Because I do not have the authority to do that.  46 

I have the authority to close the fishery when the quota is 47 
caught.  I do not have the authority to close certain portions 48 
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of it.  In order to do what you’re talking about, there would 1 
have to be specific quotas and specific regions laid out in the 2 

fishery management plan. 3 
 4 
Look, this is a tough situation and the council is going to have 5 
to deal with it.  These aren’t fun things to have to do, but 6 

we’ve got to deal with them.  I don’t have that authority, 7 
Bobbi, and if we go over the quota this year and this problem 8 
gets worse, I don’t have any recourse but to shorten the EEZ 9 

season even more and that’s going to make things all the worse, 10 
but I do not have the authority to close the EEZ off of any 11 
individual state. 12 
 13 
MS. WALKER:  One more point I would like to make, Mr. Chairman, 14 

and I appreciate your patience.  One of our constituents brought 15 
this up and I’ve thought about it.  Here we are now trying to 16 

make every recreational angler in the United States register and 17 
we need that, because we need the data to actually define who 18 
the universe is, but then here we are in the Gulf punishing one 19 
sector of recreational anglers and not the other and what kind 20 

of message will we be sending at a critical, crucial time, when 21 
we’re trying to do a federal registry across the United States? 22 
 23 
DR. CRABTREE:  Ms. Walker, I would invite you to speak to some 24 

of the charterboat fishermen in Louisiana and in Mississippi and 25 
some I’ve talked to in the State of Alabama who feel like they 26 
are being punished already because of decisions made in other 27 

states.  We are in a difficult situation now. 28 
 29 
I don’t see a connection with the federal registry and that 30 
argument did not resonate with me very much.  I think we are in 31 

a situation now where a lot of people feel like there are 32 
inequities on it and I think this is something that the council 33 
can do to try and address that and to try and improve the 34 

equitability of what we’re doing. 35 
 36 
MR. GRIMES:  I just wanted to respond to a comment earlier 37 

regarding the charter and recreational sectors and I’m going to 38 

read to you a provision out of the Magnuson-Stevens Act.  It’s 39 
in the Section 303(a) and it’s a mandatory provision of every 40 
fishery management plan: To the extent rebuilding plans or other 41 

conservation and management measures which reduce the overall 42 
harvest in the fishery are necessary, allocate taking into 43 
consideration the economic impact of the harvest restrictions or 44 
recovery benefits on the participants of each sector, and this 45 

is the important part, any harvest restrictions or recovery 46 
benefits fairly and equitably among the commercial, 47 
recreational, and charter fishing sectors in the fishery.  Thank 48 
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you, Mr. Chairman. 1 
 2 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I too have to agree with Roy.  I’ve had several 3 

of the Mississippi charterboat fishermen saying we only have 4 
three miles and our season closed even earlier than what we 5 
expected it to because of some of the other states.  Louisiana 6 

charterboat fishermen -- I’m trying to think where we were.  It 7 
was Baton Rouge and they had tears in their eyes. 8 
 9 

They came and they sat for probably two hours begging, Roy, to 10 
please do something to make the other states comply, because 11 
they were going to go out of business because the three-mile 12 
limit that they would have, even if the state decided that we’re 13 

going to go along with everybody else, they couldn’t make their 14 
living in the state waters to begin with.  Different areas are 15 
different as to how close the fish are to where you can catch 16 

them. 17 
 18 
It’s wonderful that Texas and Alabama and Florida can catch red 19 
snapper in their state waters, but still, I too feel that it’s 20 

not fair to them and now, Roy, now with the State of Alabama 21 
leaving their waters open, if we don’t at least attempt to try 22 
and do something to have compatible federal regulations with the 23 
ones that we can regulate, which is the charter industry, just 24 

like we do the commercial industry, is there a chance the season 25 
could possibly grow even smaller than what we’re having this 26 
year, because the State of Alabama left their waters open? 27 

 28 
DR. CRABTREE:  To the extent that the catch rates are higher 29 

than what we anticipated and if we exceed the quota this year, 30 
then yes, the season could be shorter next year.  I’m not going 31 

to put the finger on any individual state or anything like that, 32 
but we’ll have to come -- If nothing changes and everything next 33 
year is as it is now, then I don’t see we have an alternative 34 

but to early next year, when we have all of the numbers for this 35 
year or what we’re going to get, we look at the catch rates and 36 
look at what was caught and then reanalyze what we think will 37 
happen next year and then put out another notice saying what 38 

date the fishery will be closed. 39 
 40 
MR. RIECHERS:  I’ve spoken for this particular action in the 41 

past and so you all know that I’m going to speak for it again.  42 
I only want to clarify one point.  Roy, you mentioned talking to 43 
your law enforcement people and I certainly understand that’s 44 
your law enforcement folks, but when you go to the LEAP document 45 

and you look back at that summary, it seems like there was a 46 
fairly heated argument there, with several members voicing 47 
considerable opposition to this rule. 48 
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 1 
There were others who, of course, supported it as well.  It 2 

seems like it might have been pretty divided when you look at 3 
this summary of this particular action there, as it may be on 4 
this council, but I certainly want to make sure that we clarify 5 
the record that certainly there at least were some members in 6 

opposition of that as well at the LEAP meeting that you had 7 
reviewing the document. 8 
 9 
DR. CRABTREE:  I’ll look at that and I’m looking to see if Tracy 10 

Dunn is in the room, but I don’t see him, but I will tell you 11 
this.  In almost every situation when I talk to law enforcement 12 
officers, if you can enforce something at the dock, that makes 13 

enforcement significantly easier.  14 
 15 
The situation we are in now is to enforce our regulations it 16 

requires at-sea enforcement, because we don’t know where the 17 
vessel is or where people caught the fish at the dock, but if we 18 
do this, then when they board a charter vessel that has a 19 
federal permit at the dock, it doesn’t matter where they caught 20 

the fish and so our NOAA Law Enforcement and our attorneys, 21 
prosecuting attorneys, feel very strongly that this will enhance 22 
enforcement. 23 
 24 
DR. SHIPP:  First of all, the Alabama situation is strictly 25 

symbolic.  It’s not going to make a dime’s worth of difference, 26 
because we don’t -- As many snappers as we have, we don’t have 27 

many within three miles.  We actually do have a few in the Bay 28 
every once in a while. 29 
 30 
In principle, I agree with Bobbi Walker, but pragmatically and 31 

in practice, I’m going to have to vote against this motion and 32 
go back to the original, for the same reasons that Ms. Williams 33 
said.  Even if this action gained us a week or two weeks, that’s 34 

a critical two weeks for the industry and as unpleasant as this 35 
is, and I know it’s unpleasant for Roy, I have to vote against 36 
the motion on the board. 37 
 38 

MS. WALKER:  Dr. Shipp, I think my best recollection is at the 39 

last meeting when we had this discussion, about all this bought 40 
us was five more days in a season.  Now, these charterboats from 41 

Louisiana and Mississippi are all believing and thinking that if 42 
this passes that they’re going to go back to a four-month season 43 
and that’s not going to happen and I’m going to tell you 44 
something.   45 

 46 
They’re going to come back to you and they’re going to be real 47 
upset that you’ve put another burden on them and on their 48 
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anglers when their season may get extended five days and it 1 
probably won’t even get extended five days, because as far as 2 

red snapper are concerned, we were told yesterday that we are 3 
somewhere in 300,000 or more over what Andy had projected we 4 
would be at currently. 5 
 6 
DR. CRABTREE:  That’s not correct.  If you look in the document, 7 

and I’ll check on the page, but it says that had this been in 8 
place that the season would have run until August the 15th and so 9 

it’s more than that.  It’s about an eleven-day gain, which by my 10 
reckoning, we have about a sixty-five-day season and so it’s 11 
about a 20 percent increase in the season, which I would say is 12 
significant and the fishermen I’ve spoken to feel like that much 13 

of a gain -- It is on page 112 of the document is where I’m 14 
reading it. 15 
 16 
MR. PERRET:  This council has our hands tied, to an extent.  We 17 

can do only so much and recommend just so much to National 18 
Marine Fisheries Service.  In this case, the only tool in our 19 
toolbox is the federally-permitted permit holders.  20 

Unfortunately, we can’t do anything with the private 21 
recreational and, Ms. Walker, I wish we could, because I 22 
certainly would support doing it to all, but we can’t.  We’ve 23 
only got that one tool and we’re using that tool.  I suggest we 24 

should use that tool and I speak against your motion. 25 
 26 
MR. PEARCE:  Ms. Walker, I understand your position, but I can 27 

assure you that in Louisiana the charterboat fishermen want 28 
preemption.  They want even more.  They said if they would get 29 
one more day with the federal permitting situation that they 30 
would take it.  I can guarantee you that Louisiana guys want to 31 

have the federal fishery laws adhered to by the charterboats in 32 
state waters. 33 
 34 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I guess let me ask Andy Strelcheck a 35 

question.  It seems like I remember that if the thing was in 36 
place on January 1 that we would get close to twenty or twenty-37 
five extra days.  Did I dream that up? 38 

 39 
MR. STRELCHECK:  The document speaks to if we had this rule in 40 

place before the red snapper season this year.  With the 75 41 

percent probability that we’ve considered for the quota, it 42 
would have been extended to August 15th.  We also present a date 43 
if you assume a 50 percent probability of the quota being 44 
exceeded or not exceeded. 45 

 46 
Bobbi also just came up to me and was asking about a previous 47 
meeting in which I spoke to the season only being extended five 48 
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days and recall in Baton Rouge there was some discussion of an 1 
interim rule and at that time, it wouldn’t have been possible to 2 

implement federal consistency at the start of this fishing 3 
season and so we were estimating that a rule could be possibly 4 
in place by June 1 or July 1 and that was why the extension was 5 
only five days at that point and not the eleven days that you’re 6 

now speaking of. 7 
 8 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Is there additional discussion 9 

on this motion?  Are we ready to vote?  All those for this 10 
motion please raise your hand; all opposed please raise your 11 
hand.  The motion fails six to ten. 12 
 13 

MS. WILLIAMS:  Approval of Amendment 30B to Forward to NMFS, 14 

with the editorial changes and corrections noted by committee 15 
members, the committee recommended approval of Amendment 30B.  16 
Without objection, the committee recommends, and I so move, that 17 
the Council forward Amendment 30B to the Secretary of Commerce 18 
for implementation. 19 
 20 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion. 21 

 22 
MR. TEEHAN:  I’m going to vote in favor of this, but I would 23 

like for the record to show that the State of Florida strongly 24 

objects to Action 13, the charterboat permit federal 25 
regulations. 26 
 27 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Dr. Leard, would you do a roll call vote? 28 

 29 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Dr. Shipp. 30 

 31 
DR. SHIPP:  Yes. 32 

 33 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Dr. Crabtree. 34 

 35 
DR. CRABTREE:  Yes. 36 
 37 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Riechers. 38 

 39 
MR. RIECHERS:  Yes. 40 

 41 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Gill. 42 

 43 
MR. GILL:  Yes. 44 
 45 

ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Ray. 46 

 47 
MR. RAY:  Yes. 48 
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 1 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Anson. 2 

 3 
MR. ANSON:  Yes. 4 

 5 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Ms. Williams. 6 

 7 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes. 8 

 9 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Ms. Villere. 10 

 11 
MS. VILLERE:  Yes. 12 

 13 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Ms. Walker. 14 

 15 
MS. WALKER:  No. 16 

 17 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Ms. Morris. 18 

 19 
MS. MORRIS:  Yes. 20 

 21 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Teehan. 22 

 23 
MR. TEEHAN:  Yes. 24 

 25 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Ms. Foote. 26 

 27 
MS. FOOTE:  Yes. 28 
 29 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Hendrix. 30 

 31 
MR. HENDRIX:  Yes. 32 

 33 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Pearce. 34 

 35 
MR. PEARCE:  Yes. 36 
 37 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Sapp. 38 

 39 
MR. SAPP:  Yes. 40 
 41 

ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Mr. Perret. 42 

 43 
MR. PERRET:  Yes. 44 

 45 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Dr. McIlwain. 46 

 47 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Yes.  The motion passes sixteen to one. 48 
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 1 
MS. WALKER:  For the record, I would just like to say that the 2 

reason I voted no on that was because of the economic analysis 3 
and the questions that came up during the public testimony 4 
today. 5 
 6 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Ms. Walker.  Go ahead, Dr. 7 

Crabtree. 8 
 9 
DR. CRABTREE:  We talked about in committee that there were some 10 

errors and things in the document that needed to be cleaned up, 11 
one of which was in the report.  We’ll need to give staff 12 
editorial license to finish up the documents and then we will 13 

also respond in the Record of Decision and the FEIS to the 14 
comments that come in on the DEIS.  Finally, we need a motion to 15 
deem the regulations as necessary and appropriate.  I move that 16 

we deem the regulations for Amendment 30B to be necessary and 17 
appropriate. 18 
 19 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Do we need a second to that? 20 

 21 
MR. PERRET:  Second. 22 

 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a motion and a second.  The motion 24 

is on the board to deem the regulations for Amendment 30B as 25 
necessary and appropriate.  Is there any discussion? 26 
 27 
MS. MORRIS:  Roy, can you direct me to the regulations in our 28 

briefing materials? 29 
 30 
DR. CRABTREE:  Steve, do you know where in the folder the 31 

regulations are or do we have hard copies? 32 
 33 
MR. ATRAN:  I believe they’re in your briefing book, but they 34 

might have been a late handout. 35 
 36 
MS. MORRIS:  It’s listed on the final disk as “B Handout - 37 

Proposed Regulation Changes”.  If you’re looking at the CD, the 38 

final CD, it’s the last “B” item before you go into Shrimp 39 
items.  It’s “B Handout”.  No, I’m sorry, but that’s wrong.  40 
That’s something else. 41 

 42 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Roy, we discussed editorial changes that we were 43 

going to allow staff to do.  I don’t recall anything about the 44 
regulations, but I could be wrong. 45 

 46 
DR. CRABTREE:  I’m not sure what you mean. 47 

 48 
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MR. RIECHERS:  We had a discussion about this.  I think in fact 1 

kind of the last thing we talked about was Mr. Crabtree made a 2 

clarification that -- I think everyone was in agreement.  We 3 
reviewed this and he made a clarification that if we had 4 
modified any of the things that were in this today that he would 5 
make those changes in the rule, because it was his intent to 6 

only publish those items in the rule, interim rule, that we had 7 
as preferreds today. 8 
 9 
DR. CRABTREE:  We’re talking about the rule for Amendment 30B 10 

right now and that’s what this motion refers to.  I know the 11 
draft rule has been provided to council staff, but I don’t know 12 
where in all of this it is. 13 

 14 
MS. MORRIS:  It’s on the final CD and it’s “B Handout”. 15 

 16 
DR. CRABTREE:  Yes, I see it.  We do have that.  The draft 17 

interim rule we will come to when we have the discussion of the 18 
interim rule. 19 
 20 
MS. MORRIS:  Just to jog my memory, this is a new step that we 21 

now take whenever we send something off to the Secretary of 22 
Commerce.  You want us to review the regulations that will 23 
implement that at the same time that we take final action and so 24 

that’s what this step is about, right? 25 
 26 
DR. CRABTREE:  That’s correct.  We lost a lawsuit, I believe in 27 

Alaska, where there was a change made to the regulations and the 28 
judge said that the council had never deemed the regulations and 29 
so that’s why we’re doing it. 30 
 31 
MS. WALKER:  I have a question.  I’ve just been handed a 32 

printout, “Tab B - Handout” and I understand that it was on the 33 
final disk, which I got I think on Monday when we got here.  I’m 34 

on that committee and I don’t remember us discussing this at the 35 
committee.  Now, it could have been discussed, but did we, Dr. 36 
Crabtree?  This is something that I’m assuming that you have 37 
presented that will now be made a part of Amendment 30? 38 

 39 
DR. CRABTREE:  No, this is the proposed rule for Amendment 30B.  40 

In the past, you submitted the amendments to NMFS and NMFS 41 

drafted the proposed rule and published it in the Federal 42 
Register.  We would normally send the proposed rule over to 43 
Wayne or Rick and they would look at it and concur that yes, 44 
that reflects the amendment and we would publish it. 45 

 46 
Because of a decision in a lawsuit, we’ve changed the procedures 47 
a little bit and we’ve been directed to prepare the proposed 48 
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rules when the council takes final action and bring the proposed 1 
rule to the council meeting, so the council can actually review 2 

the proposed rule and then deem it as necessary and appropriate.  3 
That is language straight out of the statute. 4 
 5 
Normally, you would not have, as a council, even seen this 6 

proposed rule.  We would have just published it in the document, 7 
but now you’re seeing at least the codified text portion of the 8 
rule and I don’t recall if we went over it in committee or not, 9 

to be honest with you. 10 
 11 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I think in committee that we did talk about the 12 

editorial changes and corrections, but I also thought -- You did 13 

say something about the regulations that were deemed necessary 14 
or something to that extent as you were talking during 15 
committee. 16 

 17 
Whether or not we went through every page and looked at that, 18 
myself I assumed it was a formality and it was something that 19 
you have to do and so we said okay. 20 

 21 
MR. ATRAN:  We went over the interim rule provisions in 22 

committee.  We did not go over this handout.  It’s not very long 23 
and if you want to go through it, we could, but I would like to 24 

just point out -- I’ve been looking through it and only because 25 
your staff keeps pointing out my typographical errors, I would 26 
just like to point out that on page 10, line 5, you misspelled 27 

the word “million”. 28 
 29 
MS. WALKER:  Dr. Crabtree, let me make sure I understand this.  30 

Because of a lawsuit, we are now required by law to review this 31 

statutory language prior to adoption of an amendment.  Is that 32 
what I understood you to say? 33 
 34 

DR. CRABTREE:  Not exactly.  One, it’s not statutory language.  35 

It’s regulatory language for a proposed rule and no, not before 36 
you adopt the amendment, but at some point in the process, you 37 
need to say that yes, these regulations are what we intended and 38 

they’re necessary.  That’s what we’re asking for.  That’s what 39 
the judge asked for and so we’re asking you basically to pass a 40 
motion saying that these are the regulations that are consistent 41 

with the amendment and what you want to do. 42 
 43 
MS. WALKER:  You’re going to give us time to read it before we 44 

do that? 45 

 46 
DR. CRABTREE:  If you all want to -- I’m happy to come back in 47 

here tomorrow morning and you can have all this evening.  That’s 48 
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up to the pleasure of the council, however you want to do it. 1 
 2 
MR. GRIMES:  I would note that this went out -- It’s on the CD 3 

and it went out with the last mail out and everybody on this 4 
council has had this thing for a week now. 5 
 6 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Chairman, can we take a break, ten minutes or 7 

whatever, to see here and not to go off and talk, but just to 8 
read this?  Would that be okay with you? 9 

 10 
DR. CRABTREE:  I’m going to suggest if we want to do that, let’s 11 

take a half-hour break and give people time to review the rule 12 
and come in, but that’s up to you, Mr. Chairman. 13 

 14 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I think it would be appropriate.  I’m going 15 

to compromise and give you twenty minutes.  You should be able 16 

to read it in that period of time, but first, I want to hear 17 
from Mr. Gill. 18 
 19 
MR. GILL:  I assume, Roy, that the process that Robin had 20 

mentioned that we talked about, and I guess it was with respect 21 
to the interim rule, that incorporating the changes and agreeing 22 
to it in committee and then you go ahead and change this later, 23 
because clearly the document that we have may not reflect what 24 

we’re going to approve.  There’s got to be some mechanism that’s 25 
okay to get that incorporated, because the document that we’re 26 
looking at may not be the document that we’re going out with. 27 

 28 
DR. CRABTREE:  We did not change any preferred alternatives, I 29 

don’t believe.  The regulatory text in the rule for 30B and in 30 
the interim rule, I don’t think -- Unless there are errors, like 31 

Steve found, I don’t believe they require any changes. 32 
 33 
MR. GILL:  I understand that, Roy.  All I’m suggesting is that’s 34 

not going to happen every time and so the mechanism to make sure 35 
we’re only legal firm footing to incorporate those changes is we 36 
talk about them and then acknowledge that you’re going to 37 
incorporate them later, even though the document we’re looking 38 

at does not reflect them. 39 
 40 
DR. CRABTREE:  Had we changed a preferred alternative, for 41 

example in the discussion we had, we would either, I guess, have 42 
to go through here and then explicitly edit through how this 43 
would change, so everyone knows, or I would have to call my 44 
staff and have them change the rule and fax us a copy.  I would 45 

have to rely on Shepherd to advise us as to how to do that, but 46 
we would have to go through the language here and make sure 47 
everybody is in agreement with the language, but that’s not 48 
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where we are right now. 1 
 2 

It’s a good reason for making our decisions in committee and 3 
then not coming in at the final day and making changes.  I know 4 
sometimes you need to do that, but -- 5 
 6 
MS. VILLERE:  I’m just not comfortable that we just passed a 7 

vote to send this document on and now everyone seems to have 8 
questions about whether we had all this information or not and I 9 

just wonder if we should go back and when we come back, maybe go 10 
back and retrace our steps. 11 
 12 
MR. GRIMES:  Well, no.  You have much more information contained 13 

in Amendment 30B than is in the regulatory text that’s in front 14 
of you.  This is just the text that’s going to be inserted into 15 
the Code of Federal Regulations and you’ve approved the 16 

amendment and this implements that.  It is fairly 17 
straightforward, but you should have reviewed it and you should 18 
take the time now to review it, to make sure. 19 
 20 

Again, I would just reiterate the Magnuson Act has always 21 
required that councils submit regulations.  The fact is this 22 
council does not draft its own regulatory text.  The Fisheries 23 
Service staff does that and then provides it to the council, 24 

which you will approve and go forward with. 25 
 26 
I would reiterate what Dr. Crabtree said.  It is a strong 27 

motivation to make your decisions and to stick with those 28 
decisions in committee and not come in at the very last minute 29 
and develop new and very different measures that require 30 
extensive changes.  This is really not a big deal. 31 

 32 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  In light of that, let’s take a twenty-minute 33 

break and be back here at 3:43 and we’ll reconvene.  Everybody 34 

take the time to read through this and then if there are 35 
questions, we’ll address that and we’ll come back at 3:43. 36 
 37 
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 38 

 39 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Everybody take your place, please, and let’s 40 

resume our meeting.  Everybody has had more than adequate time 41 

to review the regulations.  Are there any comments? 42 
 43 
MR. GILL:  I believe there is one correction that’s needed and 44 

given that there’s no page numbers, I’m trying to find out where 45 

the heck it was.  There’s no page number, but it’s Paragraph 46 
7(A) I guess is where it is, where we talk about the quotas, et 47 
cetera.  I don’t believe those numbers reflect the changes that 48 
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were made in committee because of the double-dipping on the 1 
black to gag conversion.  It does reflect it?  Okay.  A 2 

correction, for the record, needs to be made perhaps throughout 3 
the document, but certainly in that area, to reflect the changes 4 
in those numbers. 5 
 6 
MR. GRIMES:  Because the committee report indicates we did have 7 

some changes -- We changed those quota numbers because they did 8 
the gag/black corrections, which means the quotas that will be 9 

specified in Section 622.42, just as Mr. Gill had gone over, 10 
those quotas will be changed to reflect what was stated in the 11 
committee report.  The annual catch limits will have a 12 
corresponding change with that to reflect what is the most 13 

recent information contained in the committee report. 14 
 15 
MS. MORRIS:  With those changes, I would like to second Roy’s 16 

motion, which is on the board. 17 
 18 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Shep, for the record, the only thing we are 19 

changing is on page 2 of the committee motion, where it shows 20 

the gag quota, red grouper quota, other grouper allowances, and 21 
aggregate quota?  Those are the numbers that’s going to stay the 22 
same and will be changed in this document, because this 23 
document, your regulations, did not have the corrected numbers, 24 

poundage values or whatever, after you did your transferring 25 
between your black to your gag to the other, is that right? 26 
 27 
MR. GRIMES:  Yes, that is correct. 28 

 29 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there other discussion?  We have a motion 30 

on the board.  The motion is to deem the regulations for 31 
Amendment 30B as necessary and appropriate.  All those in favor 32 
of the motion say aye; opposed.  The motion carries.  Ms. 33 

Williams, we’ll move on to the gag interim rule. 34 

 35 
MS. WILLIAMS:  In addition to voting on Amendment 30B, the 36 

committee also voted on whether to recommend implementation of 37 
the interim rule.  It was noted that if the council’s preferred 38 

alternatives change, that the interim rule would be changed as 39 
necessary to reflect the council’s preferred alternatives.   40 
 41 

A question was asked as to whether NMFS needed the council to 42 
request the interim rule.  Roy Crabtree indicated that it would 43 
provide a stronger record if the council made that request.  44 
Julie Morris noted that the Reef Fish AP disagreed with the 45 

council on many of the preferred alternatives.  Kay Williams 46 
responded that the AP did not feel that there was a problem with 47 
gag or that actions needed to be taken. 48 
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 1 
By a vote of five to four, the committee recommends, and I so 2 

move, that the council request an interim rule to implement the 3 
preferred alternatives that pertain to ending overfishing of 4 
gag, red snapper, greater amberjack and gray triggerfish in Reef 5 
Fish Amendment 30B to go into effect at the beginning of 2009. 6 

 7 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 8 

discussion? 9 

 10 
MR. TEEHAN:  The wording of this is strange, because I don’t 11 

think there are any alternatives in Reef Fish Amendment 30B that 12 
pertain to red snapper, greater amberjack, and gray triggerfish.  13 

If the intent of this motion is to include those, we probably 14 
need to change that, don’t we, Roy? 15 
 16 
DR. CRABTREE:  No, because the federal consistency action in 30B 17 

does pertain to all reef fish and so the interim rule includes 18 
the species that are undergoing overfishing portion of that, 19 
which is gag, red snapper, greater amberjack, and gray 20 

triggerfish.  I think it’s correct. 21 
 22 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion or questions?  23 
We have a committee motion.  All those in favor of the committee 24 

motion raise your hands; all opposed same sign.  The motion 25 
carries fourteen to two. 26 
 27 

MS. WILLIAMS:  That now is going to bring us to Tab B, Number 8, 28 

Amendment 29.  Steven Atran reviewed the Reef Fish AP’s 29 
comments, noting that the AP endorsed most of the 30 
recommendations of the Ad Hoc Grouper IFQ AP, except that the 31 

Reef Fish AP recommended that for Action B5, Alternatives 2(c) 32 
and 3(c) remain unrevised. 33 
 34 

Assane Diagne pointed out those sections of Amendment 29 where 35 
the IFQ AP was in disagreement with the council’s preferred 36 
alternative.  These sections are: Action B1, Substantial 37 
Participants, page 26; Action B6, Transfer Eligibility 38 

Requirements, page 59; Action B11, Use-it-or-Lose-it Policy for 39 
IFQ Shares, page 76; Action B13, Guaranteed Loan Program, page 40 
80. 41 

 42 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Ms. Williams, let me ask if there are any 43 

comments or questions regarding the report so far.   44 
 45 
MS. WALKER:  I’m just going to ask if there are any other 46 

council members that are concerned with the 8,000-pound limit in 47 
order for them to even be able to vote on it, because I think 48 
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that knocked out like 69 percent of the people who held permits.  1 
If nobody else on the council is concerned about it, it’s okay, 2 

but -- 3 
 4 
MR. GILL:  First of all, Mr. Chairman, thank you, but Bobbi’s 5 

comment is not relevant to this amendment at this point in time.  6 

The question I was going to ask is if we have some action we 7 
would like to consider within 29, since there’s nothing on the 8 
summary report, whether this is the appropriate time or you 9 

would prefer to do it later. 10 
 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Would you repeat your request? 12 

 13 
MR. GILL:  I have an action that I would like to propose 14 

relative to Amendment 29.  There doesn’t seem to be a real 15 
appropriate place to do that and I’m asking if this might be 16 

that place. 17 
 18 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Let’s continue on and get the report and 19 

then we’ll get all of the actions that anybody is interested in. 20 

 21 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Rick Leard and Assane Diagne summarized the 22 

public hearing comments.  No one attended the Miami hearing and 23 
there was no testimony given at the Biloxi and Orange Beach 24 

hearings.  There were people that showed up in Biloxi, but they 25 
didn’t testify. 26 
 27 

Assane Diagne reviewed a draft referendum initiation letter to 28 
be sent to the Regional Administrator.  The attached 29 
documentation includes an economic analyses and rationale for 30 
the years selected for eligibility.  Dr. Diagne suggested that 31 

for the year 2004, rather than have eligible landings end at the 32 
control date of October 15, which would result in fishermen 33 
losing that year for eligibility, it would be better to allow 34 

landings for the entire year to be eligible. 35 
 36 
Without opposition, the committee recommends, and I so move, 37 
that the referendum initiation letter be modified to better 38 

reflect the council’s intent that all data from 2004 be 39 
included. 40 
 41 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 42 
discussion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of the committee 43 
motion say aye; opposed.  The motion carries. 44 
 45 

MR. GILL:  I think, given the next motion coming up, that I need 46 

to make any changes or propose any changes at this point.  47 
Otherwise I’m stuck, because we’ll be approving the referendum 48 
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initiation letter based on Amendment 29.  With your discretion, 1 
I would like to offer a proposed change. 2 

 3 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I think we have reached that point where you 4 

can offer that. 5 
 6 
MR. GILL:  I would like to try again in Action B11.  It’s the 7 
use-it-or-lose-it policy on page 76 of the document.  My motion 8 
is that our preferred alternative be Alternative 2, which is the 9 

AP preferred. 10 
 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a motion and a second. 12 

 13 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Steve made a recommendation that perhaps rather 14 

than skipping around doing this that maybe I should skip over 15 
the part where we are sending it for referendum initiation 16 

letter and go ahead and start with the actions.  On the very 17 
next page, it’s Action B5 and here we’ve got Action B11, but we 18 
can go ahead and take it up if you want.  I’ll just skip that 19 
when I get to it. 20 

 21 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got this up and let’s go ahead and 22 

take it now.  I agree with the order of taking this up.  Let’s 23 
go back through it and then we’ll vote on whether or not to send 24 

it forward.  The motion is in Action B11 that the preferred 25 
alternative be Alternative 2, IFQ shares that remain inactive 26 
for three years will be revoked and redistributed 27 

proportionately among the remaining shareholders.  Inactive is 28 
defined as less than 30 percent of the aggregate annual average 29 
utilization of allotted IFQ shares over a three-year moving 30 
average period, except in the case of death or disability. 31 

 32 
DR. CRABTREE:  Question one is define disability very 33 

specifically, so there will be no doubt whether someone is or is 34 

not disabled.  Then so if somebody dies and they never do 35 
anything with IFQ share and it just sits there and never gets 36 
reverted in and is that really what you want?  That’s what it 37 
says.  I don’t disagree with a use-it-or-lose-it, but I think 38 

this needs quite a bit of thought to make it workable. 39 
 40 
MR. GILL:  I don’t disagree with that, Roy, but as you know, I 41 

tried this in committee by eliminating what I perceived to be 42 
various concerns and barriers to approving the use-it-or-lose-43 
it, which I believe is the correct thing to do, and that did not 44 
get support and was not mentioned as an item for consideration, 45 

that if it was back in there they would use it.  I’m just trying 46 
a different tack, to see what the council would like to 47 
consider, if anything, and see if there’s some sentiment here 48 
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that an appropriate use-it-or-lose-it policy can be passed. 1 
 2 
MS. WALKER:  Under the death, sometime when people die and they 3 

go into probate, there may be a period of time that passes that 4 
that permit would not be used or those coupons would not be 5 
cashed in, because his will or whatever is in probate.  I don’t 6 

think that’s a reason to take it away from his family.  As far 7 
as disability, to me, if he’s not able to run that boat, he’s 8 
disabled.  If he can run the boat and fish -- 9 

 10 
DR. CRABTREE:  Someone could be disabled and own IFQ shares and 11 

easily -- I suspect there are some that lease them out.  They 12 
could use them, because they could lease them to other people 13 

who could fish them.  How do I decide if someone is too disabled 14 
to run a boat? 15 
 16 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Two things.  Roy, you could require that they 17 

have to be 100 percent disabled, as proven to Social Security.  18 
Believe me, they make those people jump through hoops.  You’re 19 
everything but dead to get a disability through Social Security, 20 

number one.  The other thing is I was wondering if Mr. Gill 21 
would be willing to strike “except in case of death of 22 
disability”, as the AP had asked. 23 
 24 
MR. GILL:  Yes, Kay.  As I mentioned in my discussion with Roy, 25 

I’m willing to achieve a use-it-or-lose-it policy as part of the 26 
IFQ.  I did attempt that in committee and that failed and I 27 

would be happy in whatever way we do it, to at least include B11 28 
in Amendment 29. 29 
 30 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Ms. Williams, do you want to offer an 31 

amendment? 32 
 33 
MS. WILLIAMS:  A friendly amendment would be to strike “except 34 

in case of death or disability”. 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We need a second to that. 37 

 38 
MR. HENDRIX:  Second. 39 

 40 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a motion and a second.  Is there 41 

discussion on this motion?  All those in favor of the amendment 42 
to this motion say aye; opposed.  Let’s see a show of hands.  43 
All in favor raise your hand; all opposed.  The amendment 44 
passes. 45 

 46 
MR. SIMPSON:  To answer one of Roy’s questions, it wouldn’t sit 47 

there.  It would be -- After three years, it would sit there and 48 
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during three years, it would sit there, but then after that, it 1 
would be revoked and redistributed among the shareholders. 2 

 3 
MR. RIECHERS:  This is now the motion that was in committee and 4 

I think I brought up the question now, which is the same 5 
question that was asked by someone else, about if you do get 6 

tied up in some sort of legal issue regarding a death, you now 7 
have three years to clear it all up and it certainly could be 8 
that it took longer than that.  You would basically be seizing 9 

someone’s asset, some heir’s asset, and then redistributing it 10 
amongst other folks at this point in time. 11 
 12 
More importantly, just as I did in committee, I’ll remind 13 

everyone that it’s kind of been our policy that those shares 14 
that are sitting on the sidelines are certainly being banked and 15 
being utilized as rebuilding the resource at this point in time 16 

and so we’ve always kind of given the notion that that’s helping 17 
us get back to our rebuilding schedules at this point in time. 18 
 19 
If you all would consider my previous motion that I made a 20 

couple of meetings ago to put that quota up in some sort of 21 
auction fashion, I might be able to work with you, Mr. Gill. 22 
 23 
MR. GILL:  I guess I’ll also reecho my comments, that I believe 24 

that we assign a quota and that’s the allowable catch that can 25 
be caught and to the extent that we in an IFQ program bank 26 
shares, then you can’t achieve that, which means we can’t 27 

achieve OY and we violate National Standard 1.  I understand 28 
what you’re saying, Robin, but it seems to me that the stronger 29 
argument is National Standard 1 would trump that kind of desire. 30 
 31 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion? 32 

 33 
MR. GRIMES:  I guess I’m compelled to follow up to that.  In 34 

terms of achieving OY, it is illogical and irrational to expect 35 
the fishermen to be awarded this and own this and not utilize 36 
it.  I realize there are going to be instances where they don’t 37 
use it, but in terms of justifying achieving optimum yield, the 38 

program, with or without a use-it-or-lose-it provision, would be 39 
expected to achieve OY, because no rational economic actor would 40 
be expected to sit on something of monetary value and not 41 

utilize it in some way under the program. 42 
 43 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I don’t understand why Robin would support 44 

something like this if you banked it and the reason why, Robin, 45 

is what difference does it make?  If the person is not using it, 46 
it’s going back out to the participants, but it will also 47 
encourage that person to use it so that that doesn’t happen, 48 
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such as selling, perhaps, to another ITQ program so that they 1 
have coupons for both or by then, who knows what’s going to 2 

happen after five years or so from now. 3 
 4 
We may decide that we want to allow them to sell it to whoever 5 
they want to sell it to, even if it’s a recreational fisherman.  6 

I see no reason to -- I’ll support it if you bank it, but if you 7 
do it this way, where they can kind of control it and you’re 8 
encouraging them to use it so that other people won’t have as 9 

much bycatch or maybe even to let other people into the fishery, 10 
I don’t understand that. 11 
 12 
DR. SHIPP:  Thinking on Robin’s comments, I think nature would 13 

actually accomplish the same -- If you bank it, the quota will 14 
increase in subsequent years and that will redistribute it to 15 
the remaining shareholders.  I think it’s a lot simpler just to 16 

not have a use-it-or-lose-it and let the stocks increase 17 
proportionately and everyone would benefit. 18 
 19 
MR. PEARCE:  I understand all of that, but we heard testimony 20 

today from some of the fish houses in this area that are 21 
struggling to make ends meet and any one pound you take out of 22 
commerce is going to affect those fish houses and the people 23 
that are dependent on those fish houses. 24 

 25 
I really believe that the amount of fish that can be caught 26 
should be caught and I think one way of doing that is using the 27 

use-it-or-lose-it clause.  It puts it back into the fishery and 28 
back into commerce and back into the people that need it 29 
desperately. 30 
 31 
DR. CRABTREE:  I think the goal of the quota is to catch it, 32 

basically.  If you want to be more conservative and bank fish 33 
and recover more quickly, then you should be more conservative 34 

in how you set the quota and how you arrange the rebuilding plan 35 
and all those kinds of things, but I don’t really think that’s 36 
what this is about.  I’m all for being more conservative and 37 
that’s fine, but I really don’t think this is where you’re 38 

trying to get at that. 39 
 40 
MR. GILL:  To Shep’s point, I think we’ve heard testimony that 41 

folks would do exactly that and if we look at the only case that 42 
we have in the Gulf, in the red snapper fishery, it does not 43 
have use-it-or-lose-it and roughly 116 accounts weren’t 44 
activated and granted, the number of shares that were not 45 

utilized, ultimately, weren’t terribly high, but there’s a 46 
number of folks that, if you will, didn’t utilize them, 47 
achieving exactly what Mr. Grimes indicated was not the 48 
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motivation. 1 
 2 

I don’t know the reasons, but it did in fact happen and I think 3 
the intent of this is to allow that all that quota be available 4 
to be used. 5 
 6 
MR. RIECHERS:  I’m not going to say much more, but I think 7 

you’re talking about two different things, Mr. Gill.  I think 8 
you’re referring to those accounts that were never claimed, if 9 

you will.  Is that correct? 10 
 11 
We haven’t been in the program for long enough for someone to 12 
not have used their accounts for three years and so I think what 13 

you’re referring to is someone who didn’t show up to claim their 14 
share. 15 
 16 
MR. GILL:  Were not used in the first year, that’s correct. 17 

 18 
MR. RIECHERS:  I just wanted to make sure of that.  No, I 19 

certainly understand that some of the people who had historical 20 

time periods are not going to be around anymore.  They left the 21 
fishery and they went elsewhere.  That’s a different clause, if 22 
you want it. 23 
 24 

That’s a clause to say that in year two or after twenty-four 25 
months or whatever an appropriate time is that you basically 26 
declare those as part of the poundage and you redistribute that 27 

amongst everyone.  That’s a different issue. 28 
 29 
This is an issue basically -- While someone can argue -- I’m 30 
like Mr. Shipp and I think if you bank it for those three years 31 

that it adds to the overall rebuilding plan and then you get 32 
that share back as we rebuild the stocks.  The other issue here 33 
is just a proprietary issue.  That is an individual’s asset and 34 

whether he or she chooses to use that asset, they still have the 35 
asset and they can invoke it and use it at some point in time if 36 
they would like to.  We just see differently on this one. 37 
 38 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve had adequate discussion on this motion 39 

and the motion is, as amended, in Action B11 that the preferred 40 
alternative be Alternative 2, IFQ shares that remain inactive 41 

for three years will be revoked and redistributed 42 
proportionately among the remaining shareholders.  Inactive is 43 
defined as less than 30 percent of the aggregate annual average 44 
utilization of allotted IFQ shares over a three-year moving 45 
average period.  All those in favor of the motion raise your 46 
hand; all those opposed.  I’ll abstain.  The vote is eight to 47 
eight and it fails. 48 
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 1 
MS. WILLIAMS:  If you will, because I feel it’s appropriate, 2 

we’re going to begin on page 5 of the committee report.  Andy 3 
Strelcheck gave a presentation on correction factors for 4 
misidentification of gag and black grouper for purposes of 5 
allocating gag IFQ quota.   6 

 7 
Logbook records where both gag and black grouper were reported 8 
landed were assumed to be accurately reporting and were not 9 

corrected.  For logbook records where either gag or black 10 
grouper, but not both, were reported, a correction factor was 11 
applied based on the relative proportion of gag and black 12 
grouper by statistical area, as determined from trip interviews.   13 

 14 
For fishermen who accurately reported their catch, this would 15 
result in a smaller allocation of gag shares but a larger 16 

allocation of other shallow-water grouper shares.  Since there 17 
is no way to identify those fishermen who accurately reported 18 
their catch, the correction is applied across the board.  Steve 19 
Atran asked if it was common for a gag to be misidentified as a 20 

true black.  Mr. Strelcheck suggested that public testimony 21 
could answer that question. 22 
 23 
The committee then turned its attention to action items where a 24 

committee member wished to consider making changes.  Action B5, 25 
Multi-use Allocation and Trip Allowance, beginning on page 51, 26 
this action does not currently have a preferred alternative.   27 

 28 
By a vote of eight to zero, the committee recommends, and I so 29 
move, that for Action B5, the Preferred Alternatives be: 30 
Alternative 2: At the beginning of each fishing year, convert a 31 

portion of each IFQ participant’s red grouper individual species 32 
share into multi-use red grouper allocation valid for harvesting 33 
red or gag grouper.  The amount of red grouper share converted 34 

into multi-use red grouper allocation is Option c)4 percent and 35 
Alternative 3: At the beginning of each fishing year, convert a 36 
portion of each IFQ participant’s gag grouper individual species 37 
share into multi-use gag grouper allocation valid for harvesting 38 

gag or red grouper.  The amount of gag grouper share converted 39 
into multi-use gag grouper allocation is Option c 8 percent. 40 
 41 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 42 
discussion?  Hearing no discussion, all those in favor say aye; 43 
opposed.  The motion carries.  44 

 45 
MS. WILLIAMS:  We just had a discussion on Action B11, on the 46 

use-it-or-lose-it policies for IFQs shares, and so I’m not going 47 
to go through that part.  I’m going to go over to page 6, Action 48 
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B13, Guaranteed Loan Program, page 80. 1 
 2 

Julie Morris made a motion to change the preferred alternative 3 
to the IFQ AP’s recommendation of Alternative 3, set aside 25 4 
percent of cost recovery fees to establish a guaranteed loan 5 
program.  She felt that this could help fishermen who do not get 6 

a large quota share to be able to buy or lease more shares.   7 
 8 
However, Bob Gill pointed out that there is not much money in 9 

the cost recovery program and the amount from the set-aside 10 
would be such a small amount that it would be difficult to 11 
distribute fairly.  The motion failed by a vote of one to seven.  12 
There were no other motions on this section and the preferred 13 

alternative remained Alternative 1, no action, do not establish 14 
an IFQ loan program. 15 
 16 

Roy Crabtree stated that there was some ambiguity about whether 17 
the commercial February 15 to March 15 closed season would stay 18 
in place or be eliminated under the IFQ system and suggested 19 
that it be explicitly stated.  Bob Gill made a motion to 20 

eliminate the closed season upon implementation of the IFQ 21 
program.  Bobbi Walker noted that the closed season was set up 22 
partly to protect gag spawning aggregations and an IFQ system 23 
would not provide those protections.  However, the motion 24 

passed. 25 
 26 
By a vote of five to three, the committee recommends, and I so 27 

move, that upon approval and implementation of Reef Fish 28 
Amendment 29, the February 15 to March 15 commercial grouper 29 
closure be eliminated. 30 
 31 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 32 

discussion? 33 
 34 
MS. WALKER:  I’m going to try one more time.  I move that upon 35 
approval and implementation of Reef Fish Amendment 29 that the 36 
February 15 to March 15 commercial grouper closure be retained 37 
for spawning purposes. 38 

 39 
DR. SHIPP:  Second. 40 

 41 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a motion and a second.   42 

 43 
DR. CRABTREE:  This raises an interesting situation, because we 44 

just approved to submit to the Secretary Amendment 30B, which 45 

took the one-month closure off the books for the commercial 46 
fishery.  Be aware you just established a record for taking it 47 
off and so you’re kind of getting on odd ground here, I would 48 
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say. 1 
 2 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, that’s correct.  We did just approve to do 3 

away with that closure in 30B, but we did something to take the 4 
place, which was a longer closure over the forty-fathom curve, 5 
if you remember.  It’s an even longer closure to help protect 6 

spawning gag. 7 
 8 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion?  We have a 9 

motion, a substitute motion, that reads: Upon approval and 10 
implementation of Reef Fish Amendment 29 that the February 15 to 11 
March 15 commercial grouper closure be retained for spawning 12 
purposes.  All those in favor raise your hand; all opposed raise 13 

your hand.  The motion failed four to twelve. 14 
 15 
MS. WILLIAMS:  The committee returned to the discussion of a 16 

correction to gag and black grouper landings. 17 
 18 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We had a committee motion.  We need to go 19 

back and revisit the committee motion.  I apologize.  By a vote 20 

of five to three, the committee recommends, and I so move, that 21 
upon approval and implementation of Reef Fish Amendment 29, the 22 
February 15 to March 15 commercial grouper closure be 23 
eliminated.  Is there any discussion?  If not, all those in 24 

favor of this motion say aye; opposed.  The motion carries. 25 

 26 
MS. WILLIAMS:  The committee returned to the discussion of a 27 

correction to gag and black grouper landings.  Two issues are 28 
whether the council agrees with using the correction method 29 
described by Andy Strelcheck and whether to allow appeals due to 30 
application of the correction to landings that were already 31 

correctly reported. 32 
 33 
By consensus, the committee recommends, and I so move, that the 34 

council accept the use of the correction  for gag and black 35 
grouper misidentification and that appeals be allowed for 36 
application of the correction factor to landings that were 37 
already correctly reported. 38 

 39 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 40 
discussion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of the committee 41 

motion say aye; opposed.  The motion carried. 42 
 43 
DR. CRABTREE:  There’s another issue that I would like to raise 44 

and it’s relative to speckled hind and warsaw grouper and, Greg, 45 

are you back there?  Okay.  We have an action in the amendment 46 
and I believe it’s Action A3 and we have a preferred alternative 47 
there that says that when the deepwater grouper quota is caught 48 
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that warsaw grouper and speckled hind become part of the 1 
shallow-water grouper quota, only it’s not clear how exactly 2 

that works when we get into the IFQ, because we’re going to 3 
issue shallow-water grouper quota and deepwater grouper quota. 4 
 5 
What I want to raise to you all is it in your intent, because 6 

we’re issuing to people deepwater grouper quota share and 7 
shallow-water grouper quota share -- If an individual fisherman 8 
uses all of his deepwater grouper quota, but he has other 9 

shallow-water grouper quota share, do you want to allow him to 10 
use that at that point for warsaw grouper and speckled hind? 11 
 12 
It seems to me if you follow the logic for A3 that we would do 13 

that and we all heard Greg and I’ve heard this -- Greg is right.  14 
He’s been talking to me about this for years and I do believe we 15 
have a problem with dead discards of warsaw grouper and speckled 16 

hind and I think this would be a way to address that under this 17 
IFQ program and I think if that’s our intent, we could probably 18 
just clarify that in the document, that that’s our intent for 19 
those two species. 20 

 21 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Do we need a motion there or do you just 22 

want the clarifying language? 23 
 24 
DR. CRABTREE:  We probably do need a motion.  Is there any 25 
discussion though?  Does that make sense to everybody?  I would 26 
move that we clarify in the appropriate portion of the document 27 

that it is the council’s intent that after an individual’s 28 
deepwater grouper allocation is used up that he can at that 29 
point use shallow-water grouper allocation for speckled hind and 30 
warsaw grouper. 31 

 32 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a motion and a second.  Is there 33 

discussion? 34 

 35 
DR. CRABTREE:  Shepherd just raised a question.  We also have in 36 

-- Steve, don’t we have it that scamp is -- If shallow-water 37 
grouper is closed, scamp becomes part of deepwater grouper?  I 38 

guess the second part of this, do we want to say if someone uses 39 
up all of their shallow-water grouper quota, but still has 40 
deepwater grouper, can they use that to catch scamp?   41 

 42 
I guess I’m still thinking through my motion.  Does that make 43 
sense?  I can add that to the motion.  All right.  I’ll add 44 
something in there that if an individual uses up their deepwater 45 

grouper allocation that they can then use their shallow-water 46 
grouper -- If they use up their shallow-water grouper 47 
allocation, they can then use their deepwater allocation for 48 
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scamp.  Everybody think hard.  Steve Atran, have I got this 1 

right?  Andy Strelcheck, have I got this right? 2 

 3 
MR. ATRAN:  As far as scamp, yes.  Before the IFQ system, scamp 4 

can be applied to deepwater grouper quota once the shallow-water 5 
grouper is closed. 6 

 7 
DR. CRABTREE:  To keep that carrying forward into this program, 8 

we would need to do this.  Otherwise, that would disappear, it 9 

seems to me.  There won’t be a quota closure anymore and so I 10 
don’t see how it could happen otherwise. 11 
 12 
MR. ATRAN:  That would seem to make sense. 13 

 14 
DR. CRABTREE:  That’s my motion. 15 
 16 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a motion and the second agrees to 17 

the wordsmithing.  Is there additional discussion on the motion? 18 
 19 
MS. MORRIS:  This opportunity would only become available if you 20 

used up either the shallow-water or deepwater grouper 21 
allocation.  You would have to use up whichever allocation was 22 
limited out first before you could shift, is that right? 23 
 24 
DR. CRABTREE:  That’s right.  Someone would have to have used up 25 

all of their deepwater grouper shares for the year and then if 26 
they catch a warsaw grouper or speckled hind and they have 27 

shallow-water allocation, they can land it and count it against 28 
that and if they’ve used up all their shallow-water grouper 29 
allocation and they’re out deepwater grouper fishing, for 30 
example, and they happen to catch a scamp, they can land that 31 

and count it against their deepwater grouper allocation.  My 32 
intent of this is, because those are deepwater fish, is to 33 
reduce bycatch.  34 

 35 
Greg is right.  I have looked at the logbook data and they are 36 
throwing warsaw grouper over the side and I suspect most of them 37 
are dead.  I think under this program this is the best idea I 38 

have of how to reduce those dead discards. 39 
 40 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a motion. 41 

 42 
MS. WALKER:  I think I understand what you’re trying to do, but 43 

this wouldn’t encourage someone who had used all of their 44 
deepwater grouper coupons to go out there and kill gag or 45 

whatever for warsaw, would it?   46 
 47 
DR. CRABTREE:  No, because they would already have shallow-water 48 
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grouper and other quota and so they could fish for those anyway.  1 
Everything, I think, and maybe Bob can comment, of what we’ve 2 

heard is people really aren’t often targeting warsaw or speckled 3 
hind.   4 
 5 
They just are incidentally catching them while they’re fishing 6 

for other species and we don’t want them to throw dead fish over 7 
the side.  We would rather have them bring them in.  That’s my 8 
intent with it and I apologize for not picking up on this 9 

earlier, but we just didn’t. 10 
 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion?  Are we 12 
ready to vote?  We have a motion.  The motion is to clarify in 13 

the appropriate portion of the amendment that it is the 14 
council’s intent that after an individual’s deepwater grouper 15 
allocation is used up then they can use their shallow-water 16 

grouper allocation for speckled hind and warsaw grouper.  If an 17 
individual’s shallow-water grouper allocation is used up, they 18 
can use their deepwater grouper allocation for scamp.  Is there 19 
additional discussion?  All those in favor of the motion say 20 

aye; opposed.  The motion is adopted. 21 
 22 
MS. WILLIAMS:  That now brings us back to page 4, which reads: 23 
Without opposition, the committee recommends, and I so move, 24 

that the council forward the referendum initiation letter, as 25 
edited, to the Secretary of Commerce for implementation. 26 
 27 

CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  My Sergeant at Arms over here tells me that 28 

we don’t need a roll call, but I would ask those of you that are 29 
favor of this to raise your hand. 30 
 31 
MR. GRIMES:  I just wanted to point out to everyone what will 32 

happen is some of the additional language that was just proposed 33 
in Dr. Crabtree’s motion and any of the other clarifications or 34 

whatnot will be added to the current draft of Amendment 29 by 35 
council staff and the IPT and if this motion passes, then we 36 
would go through the rulemaking for the referendum and that 37 
document would be what goes to the fishermen, to advise them of 38 

what your proposal is. 39 
 40 
As I was asked earlier, once they vote on it, after we go 41 

through the rulemaking and they vote on it, you cannot make 42 
changes to it unless you want to go back and conduct another 43 
referendum. 44 
 45 
MS. WALKER:  I fully expect to lose this too, but I speak in 46 

opposition to the motion.  I think that the council needs to 47 
look at multispecies with IFQs rather than just creating single 48 
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species, which is what we’re doing.  I don’t think we’re giving 1 
any favors to the commercial fishery by handling it like this 2 

and I speak against it. 3 
 4 
MR. GILL:  I guess I disagree with Bobbi.  This is, in fact, a 5 

multispecies IFQ, whereas red snapper was single species.  I 6 

believe that the bulk of the industry is in favor of this, but 7 
in any event, whether in favor or not in favor, this puts the 8 
referendum -- It lets them decide whether they want one or not 9 

and I think that’s appropriate. 10 
 11 
We did hear today during public testimony that some folks are 12 
against it.  It’s not going to be a slam dunk, perhaps, but 13 

that’s for them to decide.  They’re the ones that will make the 14 
decision and I think they ought to be afforded that right.  Most 15 
of the folks that I’ve talked to are very interested in this and 16 

we’ll see how the vote goes if we let them vote. 17 
 18 
MR. ANSON:  Shepherd, if you’ve got just a minute or two -- I 19 

know it was discussed during the committee meeting on Monday, 20 

but just elucidate one more time this whole thing with the 21 
referendum vote and equitable versus fairness and how it worked 22 
out again.  I’m still just a little confused. 23 
 24 
MR. GRIMES:  I don’t know that I really had much discussion of 25 

that earlier, but the referendum as a whole has to be fair and 26 
equitable to all such fishermen in the -- Actually, give me just 27 

a minute, because I want to make sure I have the statutory 28 
language right in front of me before I stick my foot in my mouth 29 
on this one. 30 
 31 

Actually, I’m glad I did that.  It doesn’t come from the 32 
statutory language itself, but in the proposed guidelines for 33 
conducting the referendum, and I think this is the intersection 34 

of the referendum and National Standard 4 and the fair and 35 
equitable language, but it’s -- One of the determinations that 36 
the Fisheries Service or the Secretary will make in determining 37 
whether the IFQ referendum criterion for -- For the Gulf of 38 

Mexico, it will be the substantially fished criteria, in 39 
addition to all the other proposed procedures with the 40 
referendum. 41 

 42 
One of the determinations the Secretary will have to make is 43 
whether the referendum can be administered and executed in a 44 
fair and equitable manner in a reasonable time without 45 

subjecting the industry, NMFS, or others to excessive 46 
administrative burdens, costs, et cetera. 47 
 48 
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Actually, I think what you were getting at is we have to define 1 
or this council has to define what is substantially fished and 2 

so is it fair and equitable that all those other fishermen who 3 
were not determined to have substantially fished don’t get to 4 
vote.  Then my answer to that is by the statute is necessarily 5 
yes, because the statute is explicit that only those who 6 

substantially fished get to vote in the referendum for the Gulf 7 
of Mexico. 8 
 9 

You have built a very thorough and, in my opinion, more than 10 
adequate record to support your 8,000-pound threshold for having 11 
substantially fished.  Therefore, those are the people who get 12 
in.  That’s clear in the statute and when you’re looking at the 13 

fairness and equity of administering the program and looking at 14 
the referendum as a whole, it’s not focusing on that 8,000-pound 15 
threshold for substantially fished. 16 

 17 
MR. RIECHERS:  Shep, in your comments there, you just 18 

inadvertently said “who get in” and it’s the 8,000 pounds 19 
actually allows them to vote.  Other people still are within the 20 

context of getting in the program. 21 
 22 
MR. GRIMES:  Thank you, Mr. Riechers. 23 

 24 
MR. ANSON:  I guess I just wanted to be clear as to what the 25 

first process was and it sounds like to define the substantially 26 
fished portion, in order to determine those who are going to be 27 

allowed to vote for the IFQ program.  I guess I got confused 28 
with the definition of “equitable” and whether or not 100 29 
percent to allow to vote, irregardless of whether it’s weighted 30 
or not, preceded the substantially fished portion. 31 

 32 
MS. VILLERE:  I would have to agree with Bobbi and/or make a 33 

substitute motion that we postpone this action until the next 34 

meeting.  I think changes have been made and I think the public 35 
is very torn, from what we heard today, on whether they are for 36 
these IFQs or not.  That way, they would get a chance to -- 37 
Otherwise, we’re married to this, from what I’m hearing from 38 

Shep, that no more changes can be made.  That’s my comment and 39 
if anyone else agrees, I would make a substitute motion. 40 
 41 
MS. MORRIS:  I’m not making a substitute motion.  I’m just 42 

drawing everybody’s attention to the second paragraph of the 43 
referendum initiation letter, which is what this motion refers 44 
to.  It’s Tab B-11(a) and in that second paragraph, it 45 

summarizes the decision that the council made at the last 46 
council meeting regarding the referendum and it’s all there.  47 
It’s an 8,000-pound per permit qualifier to vote in the 48 
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referendum, based on qualifying years of 1999 to 2004. 1 
 2 

It’s one vote per permit, regardless of catch history, and even 3 
though those people who are eligible to vote represent 4 
approximately 90 percent landings during the qualifying period -5 
- These are the people who have substantially fished and I 6 

support the motion that is on the board. 7 
 8 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Ms. Villere, did you want to make a 9 

substitute motion? 10 
 11 
MS. VILLERE:  Yes, I would.  I would move to defer forwarding 12 
the referendum initiation letter to our next council meeting, to 13 

allow for further public comment. 14 
 15 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a motion and a second. 16 

 17 
MS. VILLERE:  The motion is to table. 18 
 19 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  That is a motion to table.  It’s non-20 

debatable.  All those in favor of the motion to table the letter 21 
to the Secretary please raise your hand; all opposed raise your 22 
hand.  The motion fails three to thirteen.  That brings us back 23 

to the original motion.  Is there additional discussion on the 24 

original motion?  If not -- 25 
 26 
MR. SAPP:  I’m fairly new to this whole IFQ debate and I came 27 

into it with lots and lots of reservations and throughout this 28 
learning process, a lot of those reservations have been 29 
eliminated, but I’ve still got some that make me uncomfortable 30 
with moving forward to it and the big one is the one that I’ve 31 

heard talked about, but I still haven’t heard it -- I haven’t 32 
had an explanation that makes me change my mind and it goes back 33 
to the whole issue of allocation. 34 

 35 
Once we have allocated and we have assigned IFQ shares, I don’t 36 
think we’re ever going to see them back and I understand that 37 
the council has got the authority, either written or implied, to 38 

readdress the whole allocation issue, but in testimony last 39 
night at the public meeting, I heard fishermen say that if they 40 
-- They didn’t argue that if they lost poundage through the TAC, 41 

but they argued that if they lost poundage through reallocation 42 
that they would sue. 43 
 44 
Whether they would win or not, I don’t know, but it raises 45 

questions.  The other thing that’s an issue is to my knowledge, 46 
there’s never been an IFQ that has been reallocated.  Maybe 47 
we’ve got the right to come back in and readdress that 48 
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allocation issue, but in my mind, that’s not as crystal clear as 1 
I would like for it to be. 2 

 3 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion?  That brings 4 
us back to the committee motion and that’s to forward the 5 
referendum initiation letter, as edited, to the Secretary of 6 

Commerce for implementation.  Once again, those in favor of the 7 
committee motion raise your hands; those opposed.  The motion 8 
carries thirteen to three. 9 

 10 
DR. CRABTREE:  I would like to come back to some of Ed’s 11 

comments though, because I think that is troubling a number of 12 
people.  The truth is, Ed, if you look through down here, there 13 

haven’t been many cases where we’ve reallocated, period.  It’s 14 
been an extremely difficult thing to do. 15 
 16 

I also think if you look around the country and maybe around the 17 
world, you won’t find many IFQ programs that have substantial 18 
recreational fisheries as a part of them and so I don’t think 19 
it’s been an issue.  If you look at wreckfish in the South 20 

Atlantic, which is the only other IFQ down here, there is no 21 
recreational fishery for wreckfish.  There’s no recreational 22 
take allowed for wreckfish over there and they’re all out in 23 
1,000 or 2,000 feet of water. 24 

 25 
We did hear some comments like that.  My view is the council’s 26 
ability to change allocations is dependent upon the record you 27 

can build to justify what you’re doing, but I would like 28 
Shepherd to make some comments on that, because I know this is 29 
an issue that we’re going to have to come to terms with. 30 
 31 
MR. GRIMES:  I wanted to respond as well.  Anytime we take 32 

action, we can be sued.  I guess unfortunately, in some 33 
respects, there’s nothing we can do about that.  I also wanted 34 

to comment that allocation is, in many instances, a separate 35 
issue from the IFQ program. 36 
 37 
You even heard commercial fishermen today testify to the fact 38 

that that’s something separate from the IFQ program itself and 39 
in Draft Amendment 29 -- I was actually trying to find the 40 
language.  I remember when I reviewed it in working with staff 41 

over this, there is a discussion that when TAC changes or if 42 
allocation would change that all it would do is take the 43 
commercial share and it would enter the program. 44 
 45 

Now, if the share of what the commercial sector was getting, 46 
either in terms of allocation or resulting from a TAC change, 47 
increase or decrease, the program would function the same way.  48 
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It’s just the amount of fish going into the program is what 1 
would change and the way the document is written and it’s set 2 

out that way, in my opinion, is not something that you would 3 
have to go back and go through another referendum.  It’s not a 4 
change to the program.  It’s just changing the amount of fish 5 
that are going in and it was spelled out in Amendment 29, which 6 

would be provided to the fishermen in the referendum anyway. 7 
 8 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion?  If not, Ms. 9 

Williams, would you continue on? 10 
 11 
MS. WILLIAMS:  The committee reviewed the projected timeline for 12 

conducting the referendum contained in the Amendment 29 13 

timeline, Tab B-11(b).  Under the timeline, rulemaking for the 14 
referendum will be concluded by November 1, the referendum will 15 
be conducted during the December to March period, and the 16 

results announced at the April 2009 council meeting in New 17 
Orleans.   18 
 19 
That now brings us back to page 6, with the SEDAR Assessment 20 

Terms of Reference.  Steve Atran reviewed the SSC 21 
recommendations to terms of reference, TOR, for two benchmark 22 
and four update upcoming assessments. 23 
 24 

The SSC reviewed draft TORs and modified the two benchmark 25 
assessments, SEDAR-18, South Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico red 26 
drum, and SEDAR-19, Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic black 27 

grouper, by adding a term to have the assessment workshop 28 
specify overfishing limit and recommend a range of acceptable 29 
biological catch under the ACL guidelines.   30 
 31 

However, the SSC noted that there has been no research conducted 32 
on the offshore segment of the Gulf of Mexico red drum 33 
population since the last assessment and without offshore data 34 

they felt there was not much benefit to conducting a Gulf-wide 35 
assessment.  The SSC approved the SEDAR-19 ,black grouper, TOR, 36 
but recommended that the SEDAR Steering Committee reevaluate the 37 
feasibility  of conducting a Gulf of Mexico red drum assessment, 38 

given the data limitations. 39 
 40 
The SSC also reviewed TORs for update assessments for red 41 

snapper, gag, red grouper, and greater amberjack.  As with the 42 
benchmark assessment TORs, the SSC added a term to have the 43 
update workshops specify overfishing limits and recommend a 44 
range of acceptable biological catch under the ACL guidelines.   45 

 46 
The SSC also added a term to each TOR to have the workshops 47 
evaluate any relevant data and parameter to be included in the 48 
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assessment at the start of the workshop.  Stock status 1 
projections were requested out to the recovery date or beyond 2 

for overfished stocks, red snapper and greater amberjack, and 3 
for six years for stocks that are not overfished, gag and red 4 
grouper.  With these revisions, the SSC approved all four update 5 
assessment TORs. 6 

 7 
Following the review of the TORs, the committee voted to approve 8 
all of the TORs except for red drum.  Bonnie Ponwith indicated 9 

that the Science Center may proceed with a South Atlantic red 10 
drum assessment even if it does not do a Gulf assessment.   11 
 12 
She noted that the assessment teams have a heavy work load and 13 

urge the committee to be careful about recommending a 14 
replacement assessment.  Harlon Pearce expressed frustration 15 
that funds cannot be found to get the data necessary to conduct 16 

an assessment. 17 
 18 
Without opposition, the committee recommends, and I so move, 19 
that the council approve the TOR for black grouper, red snapper, 20 

greater amberjack, gag, and red grouper. 21 
 22 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 23 

discussion? 24 

 25 
DR. SHIPP:  I would like to actually make two motions.  After 26 

the first one fails, we can address the second one somewhat 27 
seriously.  I would like to move that we add a term that 28 
requests SEDAR to exclude MRFSS data from all future stock 29 
assessments. 30 
 31 

MS. WALKER:  Second. 32 

 33 
DR. SHIPP:  I go back to what Harlon said earlier.  A bad 34 

assessment is worse than no assessment at all.  We have heard 35 
for years and years that the MRFSS data are fatally flawed and I 36 
wouldn’t make this motion if we had any hope or prospect of 37 
having MRIP available anytime soon, but what I’ve heard at this 38 

meeting is we’re talking about three years, five years.  39 
Something has got to be done.  Something has got to be done for 40 
the credibility of this process.  We just cannot keep using 41 

fatally flawed data.  Again, that’s my motion that will fail. 42 
 43 
MR. PEARCE:  I’ll second that motion. 44 

 45 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a motion and a second on the 46 

floor.  Is there discussion? 47 
 48 
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DR. CRABTREE:  Bob, what we will use for the estimates of the 1 

recreational catch? 2 

 3 
DR. SHIPP:  You insert a constant.  You can do this.  I’ve 4 

talked to some of the people and you just insert a constant that 5 
gives no value to it.  I don’t mean no value, but a constant 6 

value. 7 
 8 
DR. CRABTREE:  You think a constant value is closer to what’s 9 

being caught than the MRFSS survey? 10 
 11 
DR. SHIPP:  I do.  The MRFSS survey is fatally flawed. 12 

 13 
DR. CRABTREE:  Why wouldn’t you though do additional sensitivity 14 

runs to look at scaling the MRFSS values much higher or much 15 
lower or something like that? 16 

 17 
DR. SHIPP:  You and I have talked about that and that’s probably 18 

the way that we’ll eventually go, but the flip side of that is 19 
when you start doing that, you add more uncertainty and what we 20 

see is when you add uncertainty, we always have to go down the 21 
conservative road and the results may be even less promising 22 
than what we have now. 23 
 24 
DR. CRABTREE:  If you don’t have an estimate of the recreational 25 

catch, the model is going to estimate much lower productivity 26 
for the stock and I don’t think you want that. 27 

 28 
DR. SHIPP:  What I’m really working towards is restructure the 29 

model completely, with components that are fishery independent 30 
and more heavily weighted than what we have now.  It’s true that 31 

if we use this same model then we’re going to continue to have 32 
very questionable assessments. 33 
 34 
DR. PONWITH:  We just heard about Mr. Pearce’s frustration that 35 

the fishery independent data did not exist to be able to run 36 
that Gulf of Mexico red drum survey.  We’re struggling to be 37 
able to keep our fishery independent and fishery dependent 38 

programs collecting the data that we need to have sound science 39 
underpinning the very important decisions that you’re making 40 
here. 41 

 42 
I can say that to exclude a significant portion of fishery 43 
dependent data from a stock assessment is a move that the 44 
Southeast Fisheries Science Center will not endorse and I would 45 

urge you to consider that suggestion very carefully. 46 
 47 
MR. PEARCE:  I just think this is a wake-up call, again, for you 48 
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guys and for everybody.  We’re not happy with the data we’re 1 
getting and we’re not getting the data that we need to manage 2 

our fisheries.  We need something else.  We need something 3 
different and I’m not saying getting rid of MRFSS is what’s 4 
going to do the job, but for the record, I’m trying to tell you, 5 
and I know that’s what Bob is doing, that we want something 6 

better. 7 
 8 
We want to be able to feel very comfortable with real-time data, 9 

so we can help manage the fisheries for everybody in this room.  10 
That’s what this motion is really about.  It’s a wake-up call 11 
for everybody in this room, including Mr. Crabtree over there, 12 
to give us a hand to get this done and it’s a sad state of 13 

affairs when you can’t find money to do stock assessments in 14 
this country for the fisheries that are important to us.  I 15 
believe maybe this won’t pass, and it probably won’t, but it’s a 16 

wake-up call.  17 
 18 
DR. SHIPP:  I’ll withdraw that motion and make my second motion.  19 
My second motion is to evaluate the relative reliability of 20 

fishery independent and fishery dependent data sources and 21 
adjust the model input as appropriate. 22 
 23 
MR. PEARCE:  I’ll second that. 24 

 25 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I’ve got a motion and a second.  Is there 26 

discussion? 27 

 28 
MR. PERRET:  Bob, who would you have evaluate this? 29 

 30 
DR. SHIPP:  Part of the SEDAR process has that component.  What 31 

I’m trying to do is send the message to both the SSC and SEDAR 32 
that they need to give more credence to the fishery independent 33 
data.  I was present at some of the meetings when some of the 34 

fishery independent recruitment data was diminished.  I won’t 35 
say ignored, but it was diminished. 36 
 37 
Kenny Rose at LSU kept hammering home the fact that the 38 

recruitment data for fifteen years has been higher than the 39 
model projects and in Kenny’s own words, he said they basically 40 
ignored me.  I’m trying to get the message out that the fishery 41 

independent data sources need to be more heavily weighted. 42 
 43 
MR. PERRET:  All I’m suggesting is that you put that in your -- 44 

Is it an amendment to the motion?  Just who would evaluate. 45 

 46 
DR. CRABTREE:  I think it’s in the terms of reference for these 47 

assessments and so SEDAR would.  Bob, what assessment were you 48 
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talking about just now with Kenny Rose and higher levels of 1 
recruitment? 2 

 3 
DR. SHIPP:  It was the red snapper assessment of I think two or 4 

three years ago. 5 
 6 
DR. CRABTREE:  The red snapper assessment of two or three years 7 

ago does use much higher recruitment estimates in the last 8 
twenty years than in the previous years and so it did that. 9 

 10 
DR. SHIPP:  I understand that, but the weight that it has.  11 

Kenny was frustrated that they didn’t give more weight to that 12 
than some of the dependent data sources. 13 

 14 
DR. CRABTREE:  The only thing I would point out to you is they 15 

do this, folks.  They do this every assessment and they go into 16 

the models and they use the coefficient of variance, which is an 17 
estimate of the reliability of the index, and they use that to 18 
allow the model to deviate from those tuning indices.  I’ll vote 19 
for this amendment or it’s really a motion.  It’s not an 20 

amendment, but this is already done in every assessment and so 21 
I’m fine with asking them to do that. 22 
 23 
MS. WALKER:  That was just going to be my comment.  If they 24 

already do it, then it shouldn’t be a problem passing it. 25 
 26 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion?   27 

 28 
MR. PEARCE:  We need clarification. 29 

 30 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  It’s an added term of reference.  Would it 31 

not be a motion, rather than an amendment? 32 
 33 
MS. TRISH KENNEDY:  You have a committee motion on the floor and 34 

so it’s either an amendment or it’s out of order. 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion on the floor and 37 

we want to add a term of reference.  It would be an amendment to 38 

the committee motion. 39 
 40 
MR. TEEHAN:  It says “data and determine the” and then nothing.  41 

Is that a complete -- 42 
 43 
DR. SHIPP:  Evaluate the relative reliability of fishery 44 
independent and fishery dependent data sources and adjust model 45 

input as appropriate. 46 
 47 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have an amendment to the committee 48 
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motion. 1 
 2 
MR. ATRAN:  I just wanted to let you know that in the full 3 

benchmark assessments that Term of Reference Number 4 for the 4 
Data Workshop includes a statement to evaluate the adequacy of 5 
the available data for accurately characterizing harvest and 6 

discard by species and fishery sector.  Is this just the same 7 
thing as what that sentence says? 8 
 9 

DR. SHIPP:  I don’t have it in front of me.  We want to keep it. 10 

 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have an amendment to the committee motion 12 

and it is to add a term of reference to evaluate the relative 13 

reliability of fishery independent and fishery dependent data 14 
sources and adjust the model input appropriately.  Are we ready 15 
to vote?  All those in favor of the amendment say aye; opposed.  16 

The amendment carries. 17 
 18 

That brings us back to the committee motion, which is to 19 
approve, as amended, to approve the terms of reference -- The 20 

motion as now amended is to approve the terms of reference for 21 
black grouper, red snapper, greater amberjack, gag and red 22 
grouper and to add a term of reference to evaluate the relative 23 
reliability of fishery independent and dependent data sources 24 
and adjust model input appropriately.  All those in favor of the 25 
motion say aye; opposed like sign.  The motion is adopted. 26 

 27 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Without opposition, the committee recommends, and 28 
I so move, that the council recommend to the SEDAR Steering 29 
Committee that Gulf of Mexico red drum be moved in the SEDAR 30 
schedule to a later period. 31 

 32 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion.  Is there 33 
discussion?  Hearing none, all those in favor of the committee 34 

motion say aye; opposed.  The motion carries. 35 

 36 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Review of Synopsis of Ad Hoc Recreational Red 37 

Snapper AP Recommendations, at the previous council meeting, 38 

Julie Morris reduced the twenty-seven recommendations made by 39 
the Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper AP down to five ideas for 40 
alternative management, two ideas for bycatch reduction, and 41 

three ideas data collection.   42 
 43 
Council staff was asked to provide a brief amount of information 44 
on each of these ideas so that the council could further refine 45 

which ideas it wished to move forward with and provide guidance 46 
to the Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper AP.   47 
 48 
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Council staff prepared a series of one-page briefs on each of 1 
the ideas, containing a description of the idea, examples of 2 

where it is currently being implemented, and pros and cons of 3 
the idea.  The briefs for the alternative management and bycatch 4 
reduction ideas were presented to the Reef Fish Committee and 5 
the briefs for the data collection ideas will be presented to 6 

the Data Committee. 7 
 8 
Both of the bycatch reduction ideas had problems.  The idea for 9 

a first fish rule has been evaluated by National Marine 10 
Fisheries Service, which determined that such a rule would cause 11 
the recreational red snapper quota to be filled faster and would 12 
shorten the fishing season.   13 

 14 
The idea to limit the number of hooks per line to no more than 15 
two is unlikely to be effective, because recreational fishermen 16 

rarely use more than two hooks per line to begin with.  The 17 
remainder of the alternative management ideas appeared to have 18 
merit and Julie Morris made a motion to forward all of the ideas 19 
except the first fish rule and number of hooks limit back to the 20 

Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper AP for further development.   21 
 22 
Without objection, the committee recommends, and I so move, that 23 
alternative management measures A through E be sent to the Ad 24 

Hoc Recreational Red Snapper AP for additional discussion.   25 
 26 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a committee motion. 27 

 28 
MS. MORRIS:  At the end of that committee discussion, there was 29 

some sense among committee members that we needed to further 30 
focus the list or maybe prioritize the list and then the 31 

following day in the Allocation Committee, we had additional 32 
discussion about one of the ideas on the list, the Idea D, 33 
explore mechanisms for red snapper quota shares to be leased or 34 

sold back and forth between commercial and recreational sectors 35 
and either banked or fished recreationally. 36 
 37 
We sort of have taken that up into the package of things that 38 

we’re talking about in the Allocation Committee and so I have a 39 
substitute motion now and I’ve discussed this with Kay and 40 
Robin, who seemed like the most interested committee members, 41 

and I hope that the rest of you will understand it and support 42 
it. 43 
 44 
The substitute motion is that Alternative Management Measures A, 45 

B, C, and E be sent to the Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper AP 46 
for additional discussion.  We recommend that Measures A and E, 47 
and A is regional management and E is snapper permitting system 48 
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and snapper endorsement, that those two be first priority for 1 
discussion and Measures B and C, which would be the limited 2 

access programs and fish tags, be a second priority.  Measure D, 3 
which is the mechanisms for quota shares to be leased back and 4 
forth, be referred to the council’s Ad Hoc Allocation Committee 5 
for continuing discussions. 6 

 7 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Do we have a second to that? 8 

 9 
MR. RIECHERS:  Second. 10 

 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a motion and a second.  Is there 12 
discussion?  Hearing none, those in favor of the substitute 13 

motion say aye; all opposed same sign.  The motion is adopted. 14 

 15 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Effort and Fuel Prices in the Gulf of Mexico, 16 

Assane Diagne summarized a document comparing changes in the 17 
producer price index, PPI, for fuel and related products against 18 
changes in recreational effort for the private, charter and 19 
headboat fisheries in each of the Gulf states and against 20 

changes in number of commercial fishing trips.   21 
 22 
For many of the comparisons, the trend lines went in different 23 
directions, implying that there is no significant relationship 24 

between fuel prices and number of trips.  However, Kay Williams 25 
noted that there did seem to be a relationship between the PPI 26 
and commercial trips.  Even in comparisons where the trends 27 

appear related, the report noted that association does not 28 
necessarily imply a causal relationship, but lends support into 29 
the need for further inquiry.   30 
 31 

Furthermore, while charterboat effort appears to be down since 32 
the 1990s, it’s important to realize that the methodology for 33 
measuring charterboat effort changed in 2000, so that it is only 34 

appropriate to compare effort from 2000 onwards.  Roy Crabtree 35 
noted that correction being applied to a cell-phone adjustment 36 
will reduce recent effort estimates, but only by about 5 37 
percent.  The committee had no motions regarding this report.  38 

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my report. 39 
 40 

OTHER BUSINESS 41 

 42 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Ms. Williams.  We’ve got several 43 

other items that we need to address.  We tabled the discussion 44 
on the SSC.  Dr. Shipp, would you like to address that, please? 45 

 46 
DR. SHIPP:  I guess the first thing I would like to do is state 47 

my premise here.  With Magnuson reauthorization, the role of the 48 
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SSC has changed pretty dramatically and I think their 1 
involvement is going to have to be a lot more intense than in 2 

the past.  We may be asking more of them. 3 
 4 
Magnuson also indicated that there may be some remuneration 5 
involved.  I don’t know where that’s going to eventually go.  6 

What I want to do is to have our SSC Selection Committee review 7 
the current membership and make some suggestions based on 8 
attendance, expertise, coordination with the new demands of 9 

Magnuson, and determine whether and/or when we should make some 10 
changes in the SSC. 11 
 12 
I guess I need to ask Rick or Steve, what’s the current 13 

schedule, so that we know whether we need to bump it up or 14 
whether we can just go with the current SSC Selection calendar? 15 
 16 
ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LEARD:  Typically, in March of odd 17 

years we appoint all of our new committees.  In March of 2009, 18 
we will reappoint all of our APs and SSCs and SEP, et cetera.  19 
That’s kind of the schedule for that, but as far as schedule for 20 

the SSC meetings, we tend to -- We plan to have them meet 21 
sometime in probably late October or mid-October, something like 22 
that, to go over the things that they really didn’t address, the 23 
five-year research plan in particular, and then they will meet 24 

December the 11th and 12th to go over the king mackerel stock 25 
assessment report. 26 
 27 
DR. SHIPP:  I think that’s too soon to make any changes in the 28 
current SSC, but I think by the time the March meeting comes 29 
around that I would like the SSC Selection Committee to review 30 
the whole status of the committee and so perhaps at the next 31 

council meeting we can have an SSC Selection Committee meeting 32 
to do that. 33 

 34 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I would like to ask George Geiger to relate 35 

some of their experiences in the South Atlantic.  They’ve just 36 
revamped their SSC in the last year, since Magnuson 37 
reauthorization, and so go ahead, George. 38 

 39 
MR. GEIGER:  Bob is absolutely correct.  What we experienced was 40 

a reluctance on the part of our standing SSC at the time to 41 

embrace the new requirements under the reauthorized Magnuson Act 42 
in terms of time and in some cases, the actual responsibilities 43 
associated with being an SSC member. 44 
 45 

We felt, in all fairness, in that we signed them up to do things 46 
under a previous reauthorization and things had changed, that we 47 
actually delineated the responsibilities inherent to the new SSC 48 
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membership and sent that letter out and requested that those 1 
members who wished to continue and could provide the time 2 

necessary to perform their SSC duties and wanted to continue, 3 
they could reapply.  If they didn’t, they could resign 4 
gracefully, under the fact that we’re asking them to do more 5 
than they originally signed up to do. 6 

 7 
As a result of that, I think we probably reconstituted our SSC 8 
by two-thirds of new members.  We were surprised at the number 9 

of applicants that we did get and we advertised nationally. 10 
 11 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, George.  Is there other 12 

discussion on the motion? 13 

 14 
MR. TEEHAN:  Thanks for that information, George.  You say you 15 

have a written document that outlined the new Magnuson 16 

requirements for them? 17 
 18 
MR. GEIGER:  Yes, we did.  We sat down and kind of delineated 19 

what we felt the responsibilities were going to be in terms of 20 

supporting SEDARs, time requirements for document reviews, SSC 21 
meetings commensurate with council meetings, et cetera. 22 
 23 
MR. TEEHAN:  Could you forward that to Rick so that we could 24 

have a look at it? 25 
 26 
MR. GEIGER:  Yes, sure. 27 

 28 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion? 29 

 30 
MS. MORRIS:  The last time we had an initiative to sort of look 31 

at how to make the SSC more effective, it went through the 32 
Administrative Policy Committee and so I guess I would suggest 33 
that maybe this should be a joint meeting of the SSC and the 34 

Administrative Policy Committee. 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Would you like to offer that as an amendment 37 

to this motion? 38 

 39 
MS. MORRIS:  Yes.  Would it be viewed as a friendly amendment to 40 
have it be a joint meeting of the SSC and the Administrative 41 

Policy Committee?  Thank you. 42 

 43 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have an amendment.  Do we have a second 44 

to that? 45 

 46 
DR. SHIPP:  It’s just a friendly amendment.   47 

 48 
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CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  A friendly amendment.  That’s unusual.  We 1 

have a motion.  Is there additional discussion?  The motion is 2 

to convene a joint meeting of the SSC Selection Committee and 3 
the Administrative Policy Committee to review the structure of 4 
the SSC and recommend modifications as necessary.  All those in 5 
favor of the motion say aye; opposed.  The motion is adopted.  6 

Dr. Crabtree, do you have an issue that you would like to bring 7 
forward? 8 
 9 
DR. CRABTREE:  Yes, I do.  This came up last night at the Q&A 10 

and then again in public comment and I promised I would raise 11 
it.  We had a request from Food and Water Watch to conduct more 12 
public hearings on the Aquaculture Amendment.  I wanted to see 13 

what the council might want to do. 14 
 15 
MR. GILL:  I’ll weigh in on that one.  I think we’ve had more 16 

than enough public hearings.  We’ve had three rounds now, I 17 
believe, in the last year, the first round of which no one 18 
attended.  We just had one two or three weeks ago here in the 19 
Keys, albeit in Key West, and some of those folks that argued 20 

against the Aquaculture Amendment in public testimony this 21 
afternoon were not at that one. 22 
 23 
There’s certainly plenty of mechanisms for additional comment to 24 

be made, email, snail mail, et cetera, and public testimony 25 
multiple times, as Roy noted last night, and I don’t think we 26 
need to be spending more money chasing an endless round of 27 

public hearings. 28 
 29 
MS. MORRIS:  In public hearing today, a number of, more than 30 

one, four or five, people spoke about this.  It seems like the 31 

concerns that were raised were legal objections and I’m not sure 32 
we’re the best people to settle those.  Fears that there would 33 
be degraded water quality that would affect the marine life in 34 

Keys and then just not enough people understand what’s going on 35 
and sort of a public outreach and education initiative to get 36 
more people to understand what’s going on. 37 
 38 

We will have written public comment associated with the DEIS and 39 
then we’ll probably take public comment at our council meeting 40 
in November and then we would have to have an additional meeting 41 

with final public comment.  Those will all be public comment 42 
periods. 43 
 44 
It has been frustrating that we’ve held now three separate 45 

groupings of public hearings and it still hasn’t met the need of 46 
the folks who are interested in this issue to feel like they 47 
understand the issue and we understand their concerns. 48 
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 1 
I would not be opposed to one additional public meeting.  I 2 

would hope that it would be structured so that there would be a 3 
kind of a round table discussion part and then taking comments, 4 
so that there would be a chance -- It seems like often people 5 
come to talk to us about aquaculture and they don’t really 6 

understand what’s in the document. 7 
 8 
They don’t understand all the precautions that we have added and 9 

all the things that we’ve done to be responsive to concerns and 10 
so that kind of helping newly aware of our aquaculture amendment 11 
folks understand what’s actually in it is a positive thing in 12 
terms of public communication.  I would not be opposed to one 13 

additional meeting and I would be happy to go and be the council 14 
member hosting it.  I don’t know whether the rest of the council 15 
thinks that’s worth it or not. 16 

 17 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I wouldn’t be opposed to a meeting, as Julie is 18 

suggesting.  That way, if there are things that were brought up 19 
that they feel like that we truly was trying to keep them from 20 

commenting on and maybe Julie could also help them with some of 21 
their fears and I mean we’ve tried to be very open with this 22 
process. 23 
 24 

It’s been going on and on and on and I’m the first one to tell 25 
them we’ve been working on this thing for years and so you’ve 26 
had plenty of time to comment and they keep saying you’ve 27 

changed this and you’ve changed this and we heard that in public 28 
testimony today. 29 
 30 
If Julie is willing to sit down at an information type public 31 

hearing somewhere and let all of those folks come to wherever it 32 
is that she would like to have this little meeting, so that she 33 
can calm their fears, I think that would be great. 34 

 35 
DR. CRABTREE:  I think Julie would do a great job at that, but 36 

an alternative would be to schedule an evening public hearing in 37 
Mobile, at our next council meeting, and all of us could sit 38 

down and talk with the public and we can make the hearing focus 39 
just on aquaculture and we could publicize it.  We could do it 40 
Monday night, I guess, of the council meeting, so we would have 41 

time to react to what we heard from it. 42 
 43 
MR. PERRET:  I am against another public hearing.  We’ve got 44 

council members that haven’t lasted as long as this Aquaculture 45 

Amendment process.  I think we’re going on five or six years.  46 
The only way I would support another hearing is if our attorney, 47 
Mr. Shepherd, says we haven’t met our requirements, which I 48 
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think we have. 1 
 2 

I think we’ve had more meetings than we normally have for any 3 
other amendment that we work on and where would we have one 4 
public hearing?  Would we have it in the Midwest, since people 5 
are pressing buttons on a computer and sending us all this 6 

input?  Would we have it in Key West?  Would we have it in 7 
Brownsville? 8 
 9 

No matter where we have it, if we were to have it, we would get 10 
complaints because we didn’t have it in somebody else’s 11 
backyard.  This has been an open process, in spite of what some 12 
people have said, and I suggest that we continue on with our 13 

process and have no more public hearings, unless Shepherd says 14 
we have failed to meet some requirement. 15 
 16 
MR. TEEHAN:  I feel like we’ve fulfilled that burden of public 17 

comment and we’ve had an awful lot of workshops where we’ve had 18 
nobody show up.  I tend to agree with what Corky just said, that 19 
some of what we heard last night was we had a workshop here and 20 

we had a workshop there, but it wasn’t where we wanted it. 21 
 22 
I don’t think one workshop is going to accomplish anything, but 23 
having said that, if staff has the time and Julie is willing to 24 

do it, I’m not going to oppose it. 25 
 26 
MR. GILL:  Having said what I said, I would like to move that we 27 

adopt Roy’s suggestion that we have a public hearing Monday 28 
evening at the Mobile council meeting. 29 
 30 
MS. WALKER:  Second. 31 

 32 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I still had a couple of people on my list.  33 

Let’s go ahead and get the motion up. 34 

 35 
DR. SHIPP:  I speak against the motion, partially for the 36 

reasons Corky gave, but there’s another reason.  I think this 37 
sets a bad precedent.  Every time we move down the road on 38 

something, there’s going to be opposing groups and one of the 39 
tactics is let’s delay, let’s delay.  I think if we go along 40 
with this that it does set a precedent for people with other 41 

issues to attempt the same thing and so I speak against the 42 
motion. 43 
 44 
MR. PEARCE:  In Louisiana, we’re going to hold a conflict 45 

resolution session in the beginning of next month.  Food and 46 
Water Watch has been invited and they have refused to come.  I 47 
asked them again today if they were coming and they refused to 48 
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come. 1 
 2 

Not only that, they told me that they’re going to tell all the 3 
people in the Louisiana that share their feelings not to come.  4 
I don’t think they’re acting in good faith in that respect with 5 
what we’re trying to do in Louisiana to at least come to 6 

consensus with these guys. 7 
 8 
I’m not against people having the proper knowledge to understand 9 

what we’re trying to do, but I question why they want to do that 10 
and not come sit down with us to try to let us help them solve 11 
their problems.  I really question that and whatever the council 12 
does, I’ll work with them.  That’s not a problem, but I’ve got 13 

some reservations about their motives and what they want to do. 14 
 15 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a motion on the floor to hold a 16 

public question-and-answer session on Monday evening at the 17 
Mobile council meeting for the Aquaculture Amendment.  All those 18 
in favor say aye; all opposed.  The motion fails.   19 
 20 
MS. MORRIS:  Can we see a show of hands? 21 

 22 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  All those in favor of holding the public 23 
hearing for aquaculture in Mobile, at the October meeting, raise 24 

your hands; all opposed.  The motion carries nine to five.   25 

 26 
DR. CRABTREE:  Tom, the public will have the questions and I 27 

assume you’ll have the answers.  Is that how it will work? 28 
 29 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I’m going to defer to some of our 30 

aquaculture friends and Mr. Hendrix will have the answers for 31 

us. 32 
 33 
MR. HENDRIX:  Mr. Chairman, it seems that the selection has been 34 

made for Ms. Morris to have all the answers.  That was the 35 
discussion. 36 
 37 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I think she did volunteer.  Is there other 38 

business other than the election? 39 
 40 
MR. GRIMES:  I just wanted to mention one thing.  This council 41 

has received a letter from CCA and you heard a comment today, a 42 
reference in that letter, regarding commercial fisheries and I 43 
guess it was from Bob Hayes, their General Counsel, in 44 
statements about challenging any statement in federal law that 45 

requires commercial food production. 46 
 47 
I just feel obligated on the record -- I don’t want any 48 
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discussion and I’m not trying to start an argument, but I’ve 1 
heard that a number of times and I think that is inconsistent.  2 

It doesn’t reflect an accurate portrayal of the Magnuson Act, 3 
for sure. 4 
 5 
There are a number of references in the findings and the 6 

purposes and a place in the policy that reference commercial 7 
food production.  It is definitely one of the core components of 8 
Magnuson-Stevens and I can -- If you want, I would be glad to go 9 

over all of those, but I do want to read to you two definitions 10 
which are fundamental to what we do. 11 
 12 
The first one of those is the term “conservation and 13 

management”, which is the foundation in the record to establish 14 
an FMP.  It’s the very first thing you’ve got to do in order to 15 
determine you need a fishery management plan.  Now, part of that 16 

definition refers to all rules, regulations, conditions, and 17 
other measures which are required to rebuild, restore, maintain, 18 
or are useful in doing these things to any fishery resource in 19 
the marine environment that are designed to supply food and 20 

other products that may be taken and the recreational benefits 21 
that may be obtained on a continuing basis. 22 
 23 
Optimum yield, which is the other foundation for management, the 24 

other target, the term “optimum”, with respect to yield from the 25 
fishery, means the amount of fish that will provide the greatest 26 
overall benefit to the nation, particularly with respect to food 27 

production and recreational opportunities, taking into account 28 
the protection of marine ecosystems. 29 
 30 
Obviously recreational opportunities are a huge part of Magnuson 31 

as well, but commercial food production is definitely in there 32 
and I don’t want anybody getting the wrong impression or arguing 33 
that that’s not something you need to take into consideration.  34 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 35 
 36 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, Mr. Grimes.  We do have another 37 

item that we need to address and that’s our Executive Director 38 

search.  We need to decide how we’re going to go about that. 39 
 40 
MR. GILL:  We had some discussion on that and just to give 41 

everybody a target to shoot at, I move that we advertise as 42 
widely as possible for Executive Director and in the event after 43 
sixty-days from date of submission we are not satisfied with 44 
that, that we seek a headhunter to give assistance to locate 45 

one. 46 
 47 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Second. 48 
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 1 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a motion and a second. 2 

 3 
MR. SAPP:  I’ve had a little bit of experience in hiring in the 4 

years that I’ve owned a business.  We’ve talked about using a 5 
headhunter and I’ve used a headhunter two different times and 6 

they have brought me good, qualified candidates, but they’ve 7 
never been candidates that knew my business.  As a result of 8 
that, I never wound up using headhunters again. 9 

 10 
I’ve also hired people through advertising that I’ve done and 11 
I’ve had some good people, but I’ve also had lots of riffraff 12 
that weren’t qualified at all.  I’ve had some people that I 13 

thought might be good that were questionable that just didn’t 14 
cut it.  I have had a little bit of success by going the 15 
advertising route, but the one thing that was always the best 16 

way to do it was for me to directly contact people. 17 
 18 
My suggestion is that before we go out and hire a headhunter 19 
that we’ve got free headhunters in this room here right now.  I 20 

mean Dr. Crabtree, Tom, Trish, these people have watched the 21 
folks in operation that might be good candidates for us to 22 
interview. 23 
 24 

I understand that some of those candidates might be reluctant to 25 
submit an application just because there’s an advertisement that 26 
went out for a job, but I think that if we could get three or 27 

four of these people that have got some experience, I think each 28 
of them could come to us with two or three potential candidates. 29 
 30 
Our search committee could review those candidates and 31 

prioritize them and approach the top one on the list.  Go to 32 
them and find out if there’s any interest.  If there is, ask 33 
them to submit an application and in the meantime, we would need 34 

to also be advertising, so that we had another pool to draw on. 35 
 36 
If those things failed after a set period of time, forty-five 37 
days or sixty days or whatever it might be, then we go in and 38 

look to hire a headhunter, but I think we’ve got some resources 39 
here that we could utilize if we just do it. 40 
 41 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  I think you have some excellent suggestions 42 

and I don’t think that this motion would prohibit us from doing 43 
that.  I think what we should do is encourage everybody to 44 
become a headhunter in this situation.  Is there additional 45 

discussion?   46 
 47 
MR. HENDRIX:  Do we need to include in this that this will be 48 
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managed by the -- It’s going to be managed by the Personnel 1 
Committee, correct? 2 

 3 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  That’s correct.  Are we ready to vote on the 4 
motion?  All those in favor of the motion say aye; opposed.  The 5 
motion carries.  I guess the next item would be that we had 6 

asked for comments on the job description that we used last 7 
time.  If you have comments relative to the written job 8 
description, get them to Dr. Shipp for rewriting and modifying 9 

the existing advertisement. 10 
 11 
MR. GILL:  From my purview, the rewrite of that is going to be 12 

rather substantial and it’s going to take some time and some 13 

thought to whittle that along and so I see it coming down the 14 
road hopefully next week in an email form, if that’s acceptable.  15 
It’s going to take some serious effort to whittle that sucker 16 

into something that we’re more comfortable with along the lines 17 
of our evaluation. 18 
 19 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Could we ask that anybody that has input or 20 

wants to have input into that job description send them to the 21 
council and to Dr. Shipp as well and that they be distributed?  22 
We’ll task the Personnel Committee Chair and Vice Chair and I, 23 
as the Chairman of the council, maybe, to be involved in 24 

rewriting that. 25 
 26 
MR. GILL:  To aid in that, it just occurred to me -- Might it be 27 

possible for Cathy to send us that via email so that we can just 28 
edit it, as opposed to generating on our own?  We can use bits 29 
and pieces and that would be awful helpful to getting something 30 
out. 31 

 32 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Cathy has responded in the positive. 33 

 34 
MR. SIMPSON:  These things have a way of going on forever.  I 35 

would say that the deadline should be Friday by noon.  If you 36 
ain’t got it in by Friday, by noon -- 37 
 38 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We’ve got a deadline of Friday noon of next 39 

week to get your comments in, so that we can move forward 40 
rapidly with this search.  Anything else?  That brings us to the 41 

final item on the agenda, is Election of Chair and Vice Chair.  42 
At this time, I would entertain nominations. 43 
 44 
MR. SAPP:  Mr. Chairman, before we get to that, there is one 45 

other item of business I would like to bring up, if I could.  46 
All of us council members received a letter from Bob Zales and 47 
we heard a little bit about what it’s about earlier. 48 
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 1 
It wasn’t accusatory, but it raised the question of did in fact 2 

some of the AP members take trips that were paid for by other 3 
members and we found out that that was true.  What he was asking 4 
was for clarification from legal as to whether or not something 5 
like that would in fact be legal and/or appropriate.  I would 6 

like to ask the question of not only how that applies to panel 7 
members, but also how that applies to council members. 8 
 9 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Mr. Grimes, could you respond to that? 10 

 11 
MR. GRIMES:  Yes, Mr. Chairman.  I replied to Bob Zales and 12 

essentially, the rules for council members and it’s the same for 13 

AP members.  It’s different for all the federal employees, 14 
because we have much more stringent ethics rules.  We can’t 15 
accept gifts, anything over twenty-dollars. 16 

 17 
All of you who work for the state, you have your own state 18 
ethics rules and requirements, which I know nothing about.  You 19 
can check with your own offices on that, but for AP members and 20 

publicly appointed council members, the appointed ones, ones who 21 
are from some industry sector, the gifts prohibitions do not 22 
apply to you. 23 
 24 

They do not apply to AP members either and so there’s no 25 
restriction on that.  There is a federal criminal statute that 26 
prohibits bribes and so you are prohibited from taking any gift 27 

or anything of value in exchange for your vote.  That would 28 
constitute a federal crime, but other than that, the gifts that 29 
were discussed, which were trips to AP members who -- It was to 30 
educate them about IFQs.   31 

 32 
At least the way it was portrayed to me is that they were taken 33 
places so that they could learn about IFQs and certainly 34 

possibly influence their vote, because they would learn more 35 
about it or whatnot, but there is no ethical or otherwise legal 36 
prohibition against AP members doing that, as long as the AP 37 
member is not a federal employee, which wouldn’t be the case for 38 

an AP anyway. 39 
 40 
MR. SAPP:  Do we as council members have the right to write into 41 

the rules of conduct for the APs that something like that not be 42 
done, because of the impropriety issue? 43 
 44 
MR. GRIMES:  I think that’s something you could do.  Let me 45 

explore the issue a little further, but off the top of my head, 46 
I would think that’s something that would be appropriate for 47 
your SOPPs.  Again -- If you would like, I’ve got the brochures, 48 
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the ethics brochures, that Commerce puts out for council 1 
members.  I’ve got all that stuff, as a matter of a fact, on my 2 

laptop here and I could easily get you copies of it if you ever 3 
needed it. 4 
 5 
MS. WILLIAMS:  Here is where it gets difficult.  We are told as 6 

council members we cannot go and lobby Congress, but you as a 7 
person can go and lobby Congress, as an individual.  You just 8 
say I’m coming up here to talk to you and I don’t have on my 9 

council hat and I’m coming to you as Kay Williams or Ed Sapp or 10 
whomever. 11 
 12 
In the past, I wasn’t certain about what Shep just said, but I 13 

won’t even let anybody buy my lunch.  If you’re at the table 14 
with me and you’re industry, I’m going to pay for my own lunch 15 
and I have had people offer to pay my lunch, not because they 16 

were trying to buy my vote, but it’s just because they wanted to 17 
buy my lunch for me.  As Shep is saying now, yes, you can allow 18 
somebody to do something like that. 19 
 20 

Were those AP members -- One, were they already on the panel 21 
before they took the trip?  Two, was it -- They have no vote 22 
here.  The council are the ones that vote and they give us their 23 
recommendations and we do not always follow those 24 

recommendations and so therefore, I don’t think it could be 25 
construed that they were promised anything because as an AP 26 
member they voted a certain way. 27 

 28 
I was aware that they took some people and there were some 29 
people that went, especially one guy, and I don’t remember his 30 
name and I’m sure my husband probably would, and the guy did not 31 

support IFQs.  They took him around from dock to dock talking to 32 
fishermen and businesses and things like that, but it just 33 
wasn’t something that he thought that he wanted to buy into. 34 

 35 
They can’t make you come back and vote anyway.  To me, you go 36 
over there and it’s educational.  If they prove something to 37 
you, fine.  Also, remember -- It’s not taking up for 38 

Environmental Defense, but they brought fishermen here to talk 39 
to us and come to the little round table that we have at night, 40 
to sit around there and let the fishermen talk to them.  They 41 

brought people from those countries here, to our council 42 
meetings.  As far as trying to hide anything, I don’t think 43 
anybody was trying to hide anything. 44 
 45 
MR. SAPP:  I didn’t mean to suggest that there was anything 46 

improper.  There’s public perceptions when things like that go 47 
on and I thought maybe it’s something that we would want to 48 
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address. 1 
 2 
MR. GILL:  While we’re clearing the air, I guess it was last 3 

week that Bob Zales sent the email around, I guess forwarded by 4 
Rick, relative to how we conduct our public hearings and a few 5 
of us responded, but not many did. 6 

 7 
I guess just to clarify the situation, I assume that the council 8 
is satisfied with our current procedure and doesn’t wish to 9 

discuss or make any modifications to it? 10 
 11 

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN AND VICE CHAIRMAN 12 

 13 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Is there additional discussion?  Mr. Sapp, 14 

did you get your answer that you needed?  Okay.  That brings us 15 
back to the Election of the Chair and Vice Chair.  I would 16 

recognize Mr. Gill. 17 
 18 
MR. GILL:  I would like to nominate Tom McIlwain for a second 19 
term as Chairman. 20 

 21 
MR. TEEHAN:  Second. 22 

 23 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  We have a motion and a second to elect Tom 24 

McIlwain. 25 
 26 
MS. WALKER:  I move to close the nominations. 27 

 28 
MS. WILLIAMS:  I move by acclamation. 29 

 30 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you, I think.  We need to vote on it. 31 

 32 
MS. WILLIAMS:  No, it was by acclamation. 33 

 34 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  By acclamation, that’s right.  Are there any 35 

objections to it? 36 
 37 
MR. PERRET:  Yes.  If you don’t hurry up and adjourn, I’m going 38 

to -- 39 
 40 
MS. WALKER:  I nominate Bob Shipp as Vice Chair. 41 

 42 
MR. HENDRIX:  Second. 43 

 44 
MS. WALKER:  Move by acclamation. 45 

 46 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  By acclamation.  Are there any objections? 47 

 48 
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MR. HENDRIX:  I move we close nominations. 1 

 2 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Do we have a motion for acclamation? 3 

 4 
MR. PERRET:  Yes. 5 

 6 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Okay.  Well, congratulations, Dr. Shipp, or 7 

condolences, whatever.  I want to personally thank you for this 8 
past year.  It’s been a true learning experience, one of the 9 

highlights so far in my career.  I’ve probably voted more than 10 
most chairmen in the last twenty years, thanks to you all, but 11 
we’ve had some very good meetings and some contentious issues 12 
and we’ve operated in a civil and gentlemanly way, or 13 

gentlewomanly way, and I appreciate your support in hanging in 14 
there. 15 
 16 

One of my goals always is to take public input and honestly 17 
listen to that and incorporate that into our decisions and I 18 
think we’ve done that very well. 19 
 20 
MR. PERRET:  I think we should let Mr. Sapp make a motion to 21 

adjourn so he can say he got a motion approved. 22 
 23 
MR. GILL:  One more item. 24 

 25 
MR. TEEHAN:  I just wanted to remind the council members that 26 

Stanley Perret has thrown the gauntlet down about a chili cook-27 

off at the Mobile meeting and I suspect we can work all those 28 
details out via email. 29 
 30 
DR. SHIPP:  I just wanted to follow up on something Tom said.  31 

I’ve served on the council before, in the 1990s, and I will say 32 
I think this council, amongst the members, has less rancor than 33 
any I’ve ever been with. 34 

 35 
The people with opposing views are really so civil and friendly 36 
about it and there’s never been a time we couldn’t go out 37 
afterwards and have a drink and I think that’s hopefully 38 

something we’ll continue on with. 39 
 40 
MR. PERRET:  We’re going to have the chili cook-off at your 41 

house. 42 
 43 
DR. SHIPP:  Either my house or the Pillars Restaurant, your site 44 

of choice. 45 

 46 
MR. GILL:  Mr. Chairman, could you enlighten us on this handout 47 

that we got with the Key Largo Fisheries and map on it?  There’s 48 
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nothing indicating what it’s about or anything. 1 
 2 
MS. WILLIAMS:  He’s selling lobster.  I was told he’s selling 3 

lobster. 4 
 5 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  Thank you.  Mr. Sapp, do you have a motion? 6 

 7 
MR. SAPP:  Corky, I’m glad you think so highly of me that you’re 8 

going to allow me to win a motion on my first session in the 9 

council.  I hereby move that we adjourn. 10 
 11 
MR. PERRET:  You may not win, because I’m going to second it. 12 

 13 
CHAIRMAN MCILWAIN:  All those in favor of the motion to adjourn 14 

say aye.  Thank you all again. 15 
 16 

(Whereupon, the meeting recessed at 5:45 o’clock p.m., August 17 
14, 2008.) 18 
 19 

- - - 20 

21 
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TABLE OF MOTIONS 1 
 2 

PAGE 7:  Motion to approve the additional language as presented 3 
in Tab E, Number 4.  The motion carried on page 7. 4 
 5 
PAGE 7:  Motion to approve the additional SOPPs language 6 

indicated in bold type in the handout for Tab E.  The motion 7 
carried on page 8. 8 
 9 

PAGE 10:  Motion to forward comments to address National Marine 10 
Fisheries Service’s proposed revisions to the guidelines for 11 
National Standard 1 of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation 12 
and Management Act prior to the 9/22/08 deadline in the form of 13 

a letter to Mark R. Millikin, National Marine Fisheries Service 14 
OSF, with a copy sent to Dr. James Balsiger, Alan Risenhoover, 15 
Gulf Council members, and technical staff.  The motion carried 16 

on page 10. 17 
 18 
PAGE 12:  Motion to accept the changes as written in Tab I, 19 
Number 3.  The motion carried on page 12. 20 

 21 
PAGE 13:  Motion to appoint the following individuals to the O&E 22 
AP.  For State Outreach and Education Specialists: Virginia 23 
Vail, Florida; David Rainer, Alabama; Lauren Thompson, 24 

Mississippi; Mandy Tumlin, Louisiana; Tonya Wiley, Texas.  The 25 
NOAA Fisheries Representative will be Kim Amendola.  The Sea 26 
Grant Representative will be Rowland Glenn Thomas from 27 

Louisiana.  The Media Specialist will be Chris Snyder from 28 
Mississippi and the three stakeholders are Tom Harmening from 29 
Florida, Bill Blome from Texas and Dewey Blaylock from Florida.  30 
The motion carried on page 13. 31 

 32 
PAGE 15:  Motion that the Ecosystem SSC hold one additional 33 
meeting using the ecosystem grant funds, in order to begin the 34 

process of developing a conceptual framework for advancing an 35 
ecosystem approach.  The motion carried on page 15. 36 
 37 
PAGE 16:  Motion to request that within six months National 38 

Marine Fisheries Service, in conjunction with Gulf States Marine 39 
Fisheries Commission, evaluate the combination of precision and 40 
cost for the following: a mandatory trip ticket system, e-41 

logbooks, web-based reporting, video monitoring, and/or catch 42 
cards for permitted for-hire vessels in the Gulf.  The motion 43 
carried on page 22. 44 
 45 

PAGE 24:  Motion that under Item 2, valuation based, include 46 
b(ii) economic impacts (direct expenditures and multiplier 47 
effects as well as NEPA assessments relating to the human 48 
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environment).  The motion carried on page 25.  1 
 2 

PAGE 29:  Motion to adopt the seven objectives as written in Tab 3 
J, Number 4.  The motion carried on page 29. 4 
 5 
PAGE 29:  Motion to add the following objective: to promote and 6 

facilitate effective enforcement of the aquaculture management 7 
program.  The motion carried on page 29. 8 
 9 

PAGE 29:  Motion to accept the changes to Action 1 of the 10 
Aquaculture FMP.  The motion carried on page 29. 11 
 12 
PAGE 29:  Motion to include migratory birds in Action 2, 13 

Preferred Alternative 3(2b)(7).  The motion carried on page 30. 14 
 15 
PAGE 30:  Motion to accept the IPT’s suggested changes to Action 16 

2 of the Aquaculture FMP.  The motion carried on page 30. 17 
 18 
PAGE 34:  Motion to include an option for written notice and 19 
public comment period when there is an intent to issue a permit.  20 

The motion carried on page 37. 21 
 22 
PAGE 37:  Motion to accept the changes to Action 4, regarding 23 
the species allowed for aquaculture and included in the 24 

aquaculture fishery management unit.  The motion carried on page 25 
37. 26 
 27 

PAGE 37:  Motion to insert on page 56, Action 6, after 28 
“applicable federal laws” in Preferred Alternative 3(e), the 29 
siting criteria will use information such as the electronic 30 
logbooks from the shrimp industry, logbook fishing locations 31 

from other fisheries, siting information of previous aquaculture 32 
facilities, and other data that would provide information 33 
regarding how the site would interact with other fisheries.  The 34 

motion carried on page 40. 35 
 36 
PAGE 40:  Motion to accept the changes to Action 6.  The motion 37 
carried on page 40. 38 

 39 
PAGE 40:  Motion to add migratory birds to Alternative 2c(2) and 40 
other places in the document that reference entanglement of 41 

endangered species and marine mammals and include a reference in 42 
the document to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service list of 43 
migratory birds.  The motion carried on page 40. 44 
 45 

PAGE 40:  Motion to accept the changes to Action 8, with the 46 
change to seventy-two hours on the reporting requirements.  The 47 
motion carried on page 40. 48 
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 1 
PAGE 41:  Motion to accept changes to Action 10 as proposed and 2 

to make Alternative 3 the preferred alternative.  The motion 3 
carried on page 41. 4 
 5 
PAGE 143:  Motion that in Action 1 that Alternative 2 be the 6 

preferred alternative: No person in the U.S. would be allowed to 7 
import a spiny lobster (Panulirus argus), as follows: 1) Any 8 
spiny lobster of less than five ounces tail weight (five ounces 9 

is defined as a tail that weighs 4.2 – 5.4 ounces).  If the 10 
imported product does not meet this minimum weight requirement, 11 
the person importing the lobster can demonstrate compliance by 12 
showing that the product imported satisfies the tail length 13 

requirement or that it was harvested from an animal that 14 
satisfied the minimum carapace length requirement of: a)greater 15 
than 3.0 inches (7.62 cm) carapace length if the animal is whole 16 

or b)greater than or equal to 5.5 inches (13.97 cm) tail length 17 
if only the tail is present.  2) In Puerto Rico and the U.S. 18 
Virgin Islands, any spiny lobster of less than 6.0 ounces tail 19 
weight (six ounces is defined as a tail that weighs 5.9 – 6.4 20 

ounces).  If the imported product does not met this minimum 21 
weight requirement, the person importing the lobster can 22 
demonstrate compliance by showing that the product imported 23 
satisfies the tail length requirement or that it was harvested 24 

from an animal that satisfied the minimum carapace length 25 
requirement of: a)greater than or equal to 3.5 inches (8.89 cm) 26 
carapace length if the animal is whole or b)greater than or 27 

equal to 6.2 inches (15.75 cm) tail length if only the tail is 28 
present.  The motion carried on page 143. 29 
 30 
PAGE 143:  Motion that in Action 2 that Alternative 2 be the 31 

preferred alternative:  Do not allow the importation of spiny 32 
lobster tail meat which is not in whole tail form with the 33 
exoskeleton attached; and do not allow the importation of spiny 34 

lobster with eggs attached or importation of spiny lobster where 35 
the eggs, swimmerets, or pleopods have been removed or stripped.  36 
The motion carried on page 144. 37 
 38 

PAGE 144:  Motion that the council send Spiny Lobster Amendment 39 
8 to the Secretary of Commerce for implementation.  The motion 40 
carried on page 145. 41 

 42 
PAGE 145:  Motion that the accompanying regulations should be 43 
forwarded to the council for approval as being deemed necessary 44 
and appropriate.  The motion carried on page 145. 45 

 46 
PAGE 147:  Motion that Alternative 1 be the preferred 47 
alternative in Action 5.  The motion failed on page 147. 48 
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 1 
PAGE 148:  Motion that Action 10 that Alternative 2b have a new 2 

preferred option v, which would be surface trolling for species 3 
other than reef fish species is allowed January through April 4 
and all fishing allowed May through December.  The motion failed 5 
on page 149. 6 

 7 
PAGE 150:  Motion that Actions 11 and 12 refer to area closures 8 
as “time/area closures” and remove the term “marine reserves”.  9 

The motion carried on page 150. 10 
 11 
PAGE 150:  Motion in Action 9 to add an additional alternative 12 
to set the recreational minimum size limit to twenty-four inches 13 

and keep the aggregate at five grouper, five of which may be 14 
gag, two of which may be red grouper, with a one month closure 15 
of February 15 to March 15 of gag and red grouper.  This will 16 

result in a 26 percent reduction in gag landings.  The motion 17 
failed on page 155. 18 
 19 
PAGE 156:  Motion to make Alternative 1, no action, the 20 

preferred alternative.  The motion failed on page 162. 21 
 22 
PAGE 162:  Motion that the Council forward Amendment 30B to the 23 
Secretary of Commerce for implementation.  The motion carried on 24 

page 163. 25 
 26 
PAGE 164:  Motion to deem the regulations for Amendment 30B to 27 

be necessary and appropriate.  The motion carried on page 169. 28 
 29 
PAGE 170:  Motion that the council request an interim rule to 30 
implement the preferred alternatives that pertain to ending 31 

overfishing of gag, red snapper, greater amberjack and gray 32 
triggerfish in Reef Fish Amendment 30B to go into effect at the 33 
beginning of 2009.  The motion carried on page 170. 34 

 35 
PAGE 171:  Motion that the referendum initiation letter be 36 
modified to better reflect the council’s intent that all data 37 
from 2004 be included.  The motion carried on page 171. 38 

 39 
PAGE 172:  Motion in Action B11 that the preferred alternative 40 
be Alternative 2, IFQ shares that remain inactive for three 41 

years will be revoked and redistributed proportionately among 42 
the remaining shareholders.  Inactive is defined as less than 30 43 
percent of the aggregate annual average utilization of allotted 44 
IFQ shares over a three-year moving average period.  The motion 45 

failed on page 176. 46 
 47 
PAGE 177:  Motion that for Action B5, the Preferred Alternatives 48 
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be: Alternative 2: At the beginning of each fishing year, 1 
convert a portion of each IFQ participant’s red grouper 2 

individual species share into multi-use red grouper allocation 3 
valid for harvesting red or gag grouper.  The amount of red 4 
grouper share converted into multi-use red grouper allocation is 5 
Option c)4 percent and Alternative 3: At the beginning of each 6 

fishing year, convert a portion of each IFQ participant’s gag 7 
grouper individual species share into multi-use gag grouper 8 
allocation valid for harvesting gag or red grouper.  The amount 9 

of gag grouper share converted into multi-use gag grouper 10 
allocation is Option c 8 percent.  The motion carried on page 11 
177. 12 
 13 

PAGE 178:  Motion that upon approval and implementation of Reef 14 
Fish Amendment 29 that the February 15 to March 15 commercial 15 
grouper closure be eliminated.  The motion carried on page 179. 16 

 17 
PAGE 179:  Motion that the council accept the use of the 18 
correction for gag and black grouper misidentification, and that 19 
appeals be allowed for application of the correction factor to 20 

landings that were already correctly reported.  The motion 21 
carried on page 179. 22 
 23 
PAGE 180:  Motion to clarify in the appropriate portion of the 24 

amendment that it is the council’s intent that after an 25 
individual’s deepwater grouper allocation is used up then they 26 
can use their shallow-water grouper allocation for speckled hind 27 

and warsaw grouper.  If an individual’s shallow-water grouper 28 
allocation is used up, they can use their deepwater grouper 29 
allocation for scamp.  The motion carried on page 182. 30 
 31 

PAGE 182:  Motion that the council forward the referendum 32 
initiation letter as edited to the Secretary of Commerce for 33 
implementation.  The motion carried on page 186. 34 

 35 
PAGE 188:  Motion to approve the terms of reference for black 36 
grouper, red snapper, greater amberjack, gag and red grouper and 37 
to add a term of reference to evaluate the relative reliability 38 

of fishery independent and dependent data sources and adjust 39 
model input appropriately.  The motion carried on page 192. 40 
 41 

PAGE 192:  Motion that the council recommend to the SEDAR 42 
Steering Committee that Gulf of Mexico red drum be moved in the 43 
SEDAR schedule to a later period.  The motion carried on page 44 
192. 45 

 46 
PAGE 193:  Motion that Alternative Management Measures A, B, C, 47 
and E be sent to the Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper AP for 48 
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additional discussion and to recommend that Measures A and E be 1 
first priority for discussion and Measures B and C be a second 2 

priority.  Measure D, which is the mechanisms for quota shares 3 
to be leased back and forth, be referred to the council’s Ad Hoc 4 
Allocation Committee for continuing discussions.  The motion 5 
carried on page 194. 6 

 7 
PAGE 195:  Motion to convene a joint meeting of the SSC 8 
Selection Committee and the Administrative Policy Committee to 9 

review the structure of the SSC and recommend modifications as 10 
necessary.  The motion carried on page 197. 11 
 12 
PAGE 199:  Motion to hold a public question-and-answer session 13 

on Monday evening at the Mobile council meeting for the 14 
Aquaculture Amendment.  The motion carried on page 200. 15 
 16 

PAGE 201:  Motion to advertise as widely as possible for 17 
Executive Director and in the event after sixty-days from date 18 
of submission the council is not satisfied with the results, to 19 
seek a headhunter to give assistance to locate one.  The motion 20 

carried on page 203. 21 
 22 

- - - 23 


